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Ayre K-ixe Pre Amp and V-ixe
Stereo Power Amp
HiFi Choice Gold Award 2005
Best Amp over £5000
"Just when you think you've got the

"Our reference Gamut

world of hi-fi pretty much covered,
along comes aproduct that makes you
redefine just how good your system
can sound... We were truly blown away

Ayre C-5xe Universal

by the living, breathing music they

Audio Player

r

Just awarded not only

D200

power amp

(also a200 watter) is nowhere near as
fine or rich as the Ayre V-ixe which
also has more dynamic kick as well.
The K-vce pre amp's ability to separate
out instruments and to portray their

delivered. Expensive? Yes,

sound is the best we've encountered.

but worth every penny."

To be frank Iwant one and Iwant it

Stereophile's Digital Source

bad."

of the Year but also overall

e

Product of the Year;

Jason Kennedy
HiFi Choice October 2oo5

yes it really is that good!
"The C-5xe, as it turned out, was
the very best-sounding product

3

Wes Phillips heard all year.. [a] true
reference that combines superb sound

e

Esoteric X-oi SACD Player

quality with inspired and passionate

HiFi Choice Gold Award

engineering. Ihave yet to hear an

2005 Best SACD Player

SACD or DVD player that rivals it for

"Our gold award simply had to go

pure audio purity. I'd buy it for its CD
e

reproduction alone and consider the
other formats very welcome extras."
•

e
IMP

e e é
IMO

eby

to this on the grounds that it's the
best SACD player we've ever heard:
supremely natural, detailed and
communicative. The best digital
audio component yet devised?
It's certainly up there..."

Lyra Titan iMC Cartridge
News Gold Award 2005
Best Cartridge over £m°
"Flagship model from Lyra comprises
aone piece titanium body and
diamond coated boron cantilever.
A world reference pick up cartridge."
•

SME Model 10
ProAc Studio 140 Loudspeakers
What HiFi Award 2005 Best
Loudspeakers £1000-£1500

"The Model io is engineered to

"From Gorillaz to Mahler's Symphony

absolute perfection, with asound

No.6 the sound is unforced and

quality to match and its delivery

wonderfully natural. Quality always

of the musical truth will eclipse

shines through..."

just about every other turntable

HiFi Choice Gold Award 2005
Best Turntable ti000-f3000

in its price range."
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DIGITAL CLAMPDOWNS - As more

point of view probably the single most

and more music is available in digital
formats the 'software' companie5

obvious ' trend' at CES was for small
speakers. Gorgeous models were
on display from B&W
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In the UK the National Consumers

(Duettes), Visonik ( new

Council has brought the matter
before aparliamentary committee

Vistas). Watch out for
reviews soon!
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Martin Colloms, John Crabbe, Barry Fox,

music to the detriment of consumen,

(the CM11, Wilson Audio
David) and some ' mini'
MartinLogan's ( the
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News
REVOLUTION THROUGH EVOLUTION
KRELL EVO SERIES
At the CES show in Vegas,
Krell rolled out its new EVO
series, based on the 2005
Evolution One and Two amps
that won HiFi News Product
of the Year Award for 2005.
Among the eight
upcoming products are five
amps, an AV processor and
Krell's first SACD/CD/DVD
player, the EVO 525, also
available as an audio- only
version ( EVO 505). The
525 is said to be ' the most
advanced DVD player on
the market' and will output
1080p video via HDMI.
As was the case with
Evolution One and Two, the
EVO 600 and 900 amps are
monaural, so you need pairs
of each for stereo. The full

the range is aimed at amore
affordable price than the

EVO range will be available

Evolution amps, which cost
£86,450 in the UK for astereo

by June 2006; UK prices have
yet to be confirmed although

pre/power combination.
www.krellonline.com

KRELL EVO LINE-UP
•EVO 525 SACD/CO/DVD player

•EVO 403 three channel amp

•EVO 505 SACD/C0 player ( non-video)
•EVO 707 home theatre processor

•EVO 600 mono amp

•EVO 402 stereo amplifier

•EVO 900 mono amp
•EVO 202 stereo preamp

WHERE TO BUY SOUND BITES
HI-Fl NEWS BCOK
The fabulous new book
Sound Bites, on 50 year5 of
Hi Fi News and hi-fi folklore
penned by Ken Kessler and
Steve Harris is now available
through anumber of outlets.
Priced at £ 14.99, Sound
Bites is the most informative

Gayle Sanders ( left) and Paul Rosenberg of MartinLogan with
the new Vista speaker

MARTIN LOGAN SPEAKERS

(a saving of £ 15) through the
Accessories Club.
You will also be able to
buy Sound Bites through
Black Books online, by post
or telephone. Postage and
packing is free so you only
pay the normal £ 14.99 price

and entertaining book on the
history of the hi-fi business

of the book. Payment can be

yet written and is stuffed
full of anecdotes, faithfully

made by cash, credit card,
or cheque ( cheques should

recorded hi-fi history, and
lots of humour.

be made payable to Black

To get hold of acopy
you can go to the websites

VISTA SPEAKERS DEBUT

book on Quad - its titled
Quad. The Closest Approach
-for acombined price of £ 50

Books .). For more cetails
contact: Black Books, PO
Box 3875, Kidderminster,

www.amazon.co.uk, www.

DY10 2WL. Tel:01562 69296;

amusicdirect.com, or wwvv.

fax: 01562 630592 or just go

hifiaccessoriesclub.corn. The
Hi -Fi News Accessories

to www.aarons-books.co.uk.

Club can also be contacted

quote the

Please

The wraps were taken off new

Vantage mid- size speaker

at 01234 741152 or yoJ can

ISBN ( 0-

MartinLogan speakers at CES

with apowered woofer ( due

e-mail orders to: saleshifia

86296-242-

with the showcase of the Vista
'baby' models that follow the

out during February at £ 3998
apair) but the Vista is apas-

ccessoriesclub.com.
Fans of Quad should

0) when
ordering

characteristic styling of other

sive woofer and no UK release

also note they can double

your copy

speakers from the brand.
The Vista comes hard- on-

date or price has yet been
confirmed. Watch this space!

up Sound Bites with Ken

of Sound
Bites.

the- heels of the MartinLogan

www.martinlogan.com
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Kessler's new coffee table

sou nd
bites
:

MAKING A STATEMENT

BRIEFS
CASTLE CHANGES

distinctive Clearaudio style
of outrageous platters and

Castle Acoustics has announced
that it has ceased distribution

This is your first glimpse

space-age support set-ups.

of Electrocompaniet products,

at the stunning $ 88,000

As we went to press no-

Clearaudio Statement
turntable set-up that is

one from Clearaudio was

allowing it to concentrate on its
core business of loudspeaker design

available for comment but

and manufacture. The Norwegian

look out as we'll be bringing
you more on this in the very
near future.

electronics company can now be
contacted directly on + 47 5174 1033.

CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES

poised to become the
German company's flagship
model in the very near future.
On display during the
CES show, the equipment
is very much in the

www.electrocompaniet.no

www.clearaudio.de
Clearaudio's new Statement

LINN DATES
To mark 25 years of Linn at

turntable. Pic: Ken Kessler

dealership Peter Tyson, atwo-day

Pod

event will be held at Tutlie House

iPOD GOES SOLO

OR to dboOnnKt

Arcam is now offering

speech by Linn's founder and

an iPod lead to

MD Ivor Tiefenbrun MBE, Linn
products through the years, musical

operate with its Solo
one- box unit
ARCAM RLEAD
Joining the ranks of
companies offering iPod
integration into their

Arcam's yet- to- bereleased iPod dock

in Carlisle on March 3and 4this
year. The event will include a

RS232 socket on the Solo
transmits data back to the
i
Pod, for control from the
Solo's control keys or remote
handset. An additional

presentations and Linn Records. For
more information about the event
call 01228 546756.
KLIPSCH'S 60TH
To mark its 60th anniversary
US audio company Klipsch has

products is British audio
specialist Arcam.
The Arcam rLead is

USB connector in the lead

announced details of aspecial

allows the iPod's battery to
be charged from an Apple

limited edition version of its famous
three-way Klipschorn speaker.

designed to work with the

plug- top power supply. The

Only 225 pairs have been made and

popular Solo one- box CD/

rLead sells for £ 60 and is

they will only be sold in pairs. The

radio/amplifier, and allows

compatible with all Solo

Klipschorn was originally patented

iPod music to be played

models [ earlier units may

in 1945 and has been in continuous

directly through the system

production since 1946. To find out

and track name information

require afirmware upgrade).
At CES Arcam also

to be displayed on the Solo's

showed an i
Pod dock that is

more about their availability go to
www.klipsch.corn

front panel display.
The rLead takes a hig h-

unlikely to be available before
April this year.
Arcam • 01223 203200 •
www.arcam.co.uk

IT'S SHOWTIME
Make anote in your diaries that
the Hi Fi News Show 2006 will take

quality line- level feed from
an iPod's dock, while an

place from September 22-24 at

KEF UPDATES SURROUND SYSTEM
MEEIMMIMIle

Heathrow. Further details will be
revealed in next month's issue (April
2006) of Hi Fi News!
DIGITAL DUST-UP

KEF demonstrated its new

The UK's National Consumer Council

3000 series home cinema

(NCC) has called for new laws to

speaker system at the recent

ensure that consumers keep their

CES and revealed that two

rights in the face of the increasing

months after a March release,

use of Digital Rights Management

components will be made
available separately.

(DRM) technology being used by
companies producing CDs, DVDs

Known as the KHT3005,

and music downloads. The NCC's

it features an all- new

Director of Policy, Jill Johnstone,

subwoofer powered by aClass
D amp in an acoustically- inert
moulded casing, and anew

commented: ' Consumers face risks
to their equipment, limitations

version of KEF's Uni -O driver

on their use of products, poor
The satellites retain the

that's said to have been:

characteristic ' egg' design

horizontally instead.
The KEF KHT3005 system

'comprehensively engineered

of recent units, whilst the

will be £ 1000.

for even cleaner response'.

sub can be placed upright or

www.kef.com

information when purchasing
www.nccorg.uk

products and unfair contract terms'.
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1. CD500
Reference Valve
CD Player

2. A500
Reference Solid-state
Integrated Amp

•A massive 16kg chassis
houses aCDM1230
servo system,
specifically designed
and unique to the
CD500.

Each element has been
painstakingly chosen on its sonic
merits:

•Top loading system with multiple anti-vibration construction.

•Weighing in at astaggering 50kg„, the fully aluminium alloy chassis shields,
isolates and allows the state-of-tart components to perform to their
maximum.

•Hand-selected NPC SM5847 over-sampling and filter chip.

•Two custom-made power transformers, 150W rated for the pre-amp and 800W
rated for the power amp provide aseparate, fully isolated, independent power
supply for each section. Eight massive 10000pF ELMA capacitors take care of
the filtering.

•Burr- Brown SRC4193 (44.1 KHz/192 KHz) upsampling chip.

•The pre-amplifier and power amplifier can be used separately.

•Four Burr-Brown PCM1704K DACs, two per channel for fully balanced
output, ensure the very finest signal reproduction.

•Six pairs of top quality Sanken power transistors (25A1295 and 2SC3264 in
parallel) provide massive power output: 2x260W into 8ohms, 2x400W into
4ohms, 2x600W into 2ohms. Enough to satisfy even the most power-hungry
loudspeakers!

•Separate power supplies for the digital and analogue circuits employing
custom-made R-core transformers.

•Two EH6922 valves with gold plated pins are deployed on the output
stage.
•Fully Balanced and Single-ended outputs.

• " Dynamic Bias Control" for power with grace. The first all-important 20 watts
are always delivered in pure Class-A.

•Balanced and Single-ended digital outputs.

•Fully Balanced and Single-ended inputs.

•Dimensions: 482(w) x360(d) x100(h)mm.

•Dimensions: 482(w) x482(d) x180(h)mm.

The CD500 is set to redefine the term 'reference' for asingle-box design.

The A500 is set to redefine the term ' reference' for an integrated design.

Real hi-fi is also the official UK Distributor for the following brands:
I

6

7

111W41
Tel: 0870 909 6777

3. Audiophile APS I4: Bias King I5. Heart

6. Horning I7. Hyperion I8. Music First Audio I9. Metaxas

For pricing, dealer list and further information please contad us.

irfo@rea I
hi-fi.com
www.realhi-fi.com
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THE INTEGRATION GAME
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Integrated amp
-the Marantz
PM7001

ummumini

po er, an maintaining a
slimline enclosure.
The PM7001K1 amplifier

former and copper plating of

electromagnetic interference.

cise stereo imaging', claims

is the first component to be
fine-tuned by the company's
Brand Ambassador Ken

and £ 550 PM7001KI were un-

Marantz. The company's
stated focus for both of these

Ishiwata in over two years.
Improvements over the KI's

veiled at the recent CES show

models has been ' getting the

in Las Vegas.
The PM7100's short,

very best performance' from

little brother include ahighgrade power supply centred

class B rather than class A

on alarge toroidal trans-

Two new integrated amplifiers have been added to the
Marantz stable, in succession
to the multi- award winning
PM7200. The £ 350 PM7001

direct and mirror- imaged
signal path topology, in combination with an oversized
transformer to provide 70W/
ch, provides: ' incredibly pre-

TURNTABLE RETURN
FOR THORENS

the chassis and rear panel
to reduce signal- degrading
Marantz says that the
configuration is ' capable of
aclear and powerful reproduction of even the most
demanding performances'.
Marantz • 01753 680808 •
www.marantz.co.uk

CLASSIC UPDATED BY THIEL
THEIL CS3.7 SPEAKER

posite diaphragm.
Jim Thiel added: 'All

A full 14 years after its debut
Thiel has announced that it is

five sides have been greatly

an Independent Double
Damping [ IDO) system. The

to replace its 3series CS3.6
speaker with the CS3.7 that's

greatly reduce resonances'.
The C3.7 is also said to have

Thorens has added a beltdrive turntable to its rapidly

deck comes fitted with a

set to be available from late

a93dB sensitivity level, 4dB

Rega-style TP 250 tonearm,

March or early April 2006.

expanding range. The TO
350 is a return to the tradi-

while the real wood p.inth
is available in ash red, ash

tional Thorens suspended

black and maple finishes.

design. The handbuilt

At the time of going to press

newcomer uses an internal
electronic power supply to

we didn't have a UK price
for the turntable but in the

explained: ' For the

Thiers upcoming CS3.7

last year I've been

speaker

drive the deck's ' noiseless'

US it's $ 3599.
A Audio • 0870 1993914 •

working or this 3.7
and we bel;eve this

www.thorens.corn

is avery good product for two- channel

THORENS TO 350
Now back in the UK with
new distributor A Audio,

AC motor at 33 rpm and 45
rpm.

Suspension vibrations are dampered by

During apress conference at the recent
CES show company
founder Jim Thiel

reproduction'.
The key to the

increased in strength and

more efficient than its predecessor.
Thiel • 01727 865488 •
www.thielaudio.com

The CS3.7's
midrange driver

CS3.7 is its new

with coincidently

midrange driver

mounted tweeter

that has tackled
the problems of
diaphragm resonances and tweeter
interference by use
of astiff, flat corn-
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BOLZANO

VILLETRI

touch the sound

,
1;,
‘.

Round
Stream

Revolutionary 360° sound
output

www.bolzanovilletri.com
YBI Distributions Ltd
Exclusive Distributors for Europe
Telephone: +44 ( 0) 20 72448240
Fax: +44 ( 0) 20 73704828
Email: bv@ybidistributions.com

News
NUFORCE IN CLASS D OF ITS OWN
NUFORCE REFERENCE
Digital amplifiers from NuForce
are now being distributed in
the UK by HIAudio. The range
includes the Reference 8and
Reference 9monoblocks,
launched early last year, plus a
new IA7 integrated amplifier.
The Reference 8comes in
two variants, 8a and 8b, the
difference being standard
or balanced connectors. It
is specified at 100W and is
priced at £ 635 and £ 700 for
the single- ended and balanced
versions. The Reference 9

one RCA input for unity bypass,

at 100W, and includes 100W

than overall negative feedback

plus a35mm jack for an iPod.

switch- mode power supply

from the output filter. NuForce

with 24,000pF capacitance,

claims the reduced component

It uses aswitch- mode PSU with
power- factor correction, and

high frequency PWM [ pulse

count helps efficiency, reduces

boast adynamic range of 120dB

width modulation( switching

heatsinks, and size and cost.
A matching pre- amp, the P8

and distortion- plus- noise of

lightweight unit, only 61 in

0.001%. Price is £ 825.

weight, is also priced at £ 935.
HIAudio, 01443 231458

offers 160W per box, for aprice
of £ 935. Both power amps use
what NuForce calls anovel
variation on Class D. where a

circuit produces the output
waveform, with alocal feedback
integrator around the switching

circuit only, said to be better

with single- ended and balanced
outputs, has two RCA irputs,

said to allow 288W peak power
bursts into an 8ohm load. This

The integrated , A7, like

www.nuforce.com

the Reference 8, is specified

DTS AUDIO
NEW NAME

ECS INTRODUCES GRAND PRE

DTS-HD MASTER AUDIO
ECS PREAMPLIFIER

Previously announced as ' DTS-

Joining the EA- 2power

H12r, Digital Theater Systems,

amplifier Dune ' 03] is anew

Inc in the US has reveaLed that

pre- amp fom ECS. The ECS

DTS-HD Master Audio has been

Preamplifier uses Never-

selected as an option for both

Connected technology for
aclean power supply, with
microprocessor volume and
switching. The analogue
section is said to be founded
on simplicity, with ashort
signal path comprising only

Blu-ray Disc and HD- DVD. It
loop feedback. At the output
stage, atransformer provides
ground- free output, and this

with two RCA and one XLR

allows up to 7.1 channels of bit-

output. Satin black and brushed

for- bit accurate multinannel

aluminium ' art deco' styling is

sound, at 24/96 quality, when

also enables abalanced

said to complement the existing

used with the highest bit- rates

signal and absolute polarity

range. Price is £ 5500.

switching. Seven inputs are

ECS Ltd • 020 8743 8880

of 24Mb/s available from
Btu- ray Disc media.
www.dtsonline.corn

one single- ended bipolar
amp stage, operating without

availabe, one XLR balanced,

www.ecsamplifiers.co.uk

CAPABLE QONDUIT
OED OONDUIT
QED has just unrolled the quirkily
named Qonduit - billed as a

braid and aluminiJm/mylar foil to
'produce ahighly effective, dual antiinterference screen.' QED claims the
design yields reduced induction and

'mains cable delivering alevel of

emission of RF interference.

performance unsurpassed by any

The BSI- tested cable is
terminated with an IEC plug with 24-

competing product.'
Each of the Oonduit Performance
Mains Cable's three cores is
constructed from 84 strands of
99.999% oxygen- free copper.
Three layers of PVC insulation
are interspaced with OFC copper

carat gold contacts. Ava'table now ir
1.5m and 3m lengths, at £ 40 and £ 60
respectively.
Armour Home Electron es • 01279
501111
www qed.co.uk
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Letters
Hissing noises, Top 10s, and scoring systems feature in this month's missives. If
you want to send in your views on all things hi-fi just write to: Letters, Hi -Fi News,
Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or email your views to:
hi-finews(aipcmedia.com - please mark it ' Letters'

HISS, POP & HUMS
Iread with interest the items in September

began to listen to the sound. All of a

Maybe I

2005's Hi Fi News regarding the future of

sudden, the music had become the

can learn

hi-fi, particularly the excellent letter from

tool for the equipment. We were listening

to hear

to the sound the equipment was making

through

listening to music on well- used 78s, played

STRENGTH?

and the music had become the tool to

that slight

ON UST AlCe 50th
mntrersam Wake

with aceramic cartridge, steel needle,

make the sound.

and one speaker of questionable quality.

40Hz, the

boom box is as good as a ' hi-fi' system

inaccurate

pops, and hums and enjoyed it because the

costing as much as an automobile. Maybe

staging

focus was on the music - the record player

better - if you are listening to aguy

due to the

was only atool to hear the music.

shouting into amike with distorted guitars

coffee table

and thump, thump, thump. Much of the

and the

introduced to hi-fi I7W mono with a 12in

popular music has now gone beyond sound

•
problem'

coaxial speaker in ahomemade enclosure).

and entered the world of vibration. We

introduced

Wonderful! The music- playing tool had

must feel the bass in our molars. Sorry

in the

improved and we could hear more music.

Frank, Ella, and Ludwig, your music is the

listening

But then, an interesting thing happened.

wrong tool for our equipment.

A friend bought anew system with more

BUMPER
COMPETITION

roll- off at

If all you want is sound, then aplastic

We listened to the music through the hiss,

Later, while in university Iwas

LI5.000

tower of

Alan Smith. I'm old enough to remember

Maybe if Ican hear through the pops,

Ea
•Shanlof
n. co OW. ‘110
.SWt,qm,s,tstht BBC 1.53/5a
,
•tealuntoon Senrtitt seders

•

•Maranu SA 1551 CO A amp
NOT NMI FuNNI,

Me • MdiablYs inmeNk

room because the picture on the watt is
abit crooked. Let's be truthful, after a

watts and the new • electric' cartridge.

hiss, and hum of that early record player

couple of beers it all sounds good - even

It was suggested that this new

and enjoy the music. Ican learn to enjoy

the boom box.

equipment sounded better, and we all

the music with alow-priced hi-fi system.

Patrick Vosse, by e-mail

RATED REVIEWS

WHY TOP 10?

I've been reading your

magazine. This was abig

Ireally couldn't give astuff

magazine for along time and

surprise! At least with my

about Dave Denyer's top

rate your reviews very highly.

system ( MF MVX/A370

10 albums of all time (
Hi Fi

Recently Iupgraded from my

pre- power and Martin Logan

News, December 2005),

old but still good Meridian

Aeons) the 608 equals or even

any more than he would

200CD transport/203DAC. I

beats the 808i ( and it's cheaper

give astuff about my top 10

started with the brand new

and smaller). Idon't have to

favourites [ not, Ithink, that he

Meridian 808i.

deal with level adjustments and

would even have heard of half

Idon't need to pay for a

of them).

'Very good', as you said in
your review, but not that much

pre- amp Idon't want or need.

better than my 200/203 to justify

To me it seems that the 808i

That's not to say there's
anything wrong with his

the price. And the pre- amp left

is clearly better than the 608.

me with aproblem. What was

Shouldn't you at least have

choices, but the only one on
his list that's in my collection

the correct level? For some

compared both machines? I

is The Yes Album (
rather better,

Personally, Iwoula have
preferred to see Ken Kessler's

reason the sound got worse

suggest you do - I'm sure you'll

Ifeel, with the benefit of digital

regular piece on that page

when connected directly to

be quite surprised. In fact I

remastering and no clicks,

unless, of course, you would like

the power amp ( atechnical

think that with the exception

pops and surface noise). So to

me to submit capsule reviews

mismatch?). Then Itried a607

of the case, price, and the

me, and to most of your other

-still better than my 200/203

presence of apre- amp ( and not

readers, the other nine [ possibly

on my top 10 favourite albums.
After all, my choice is just as

combo, but not too exciting.

an outstanding one), the 608

all 101 are an irrelevance.

valid as anyone else's though

Then came the 608 that
was also reviewed by your

and the 808i are identical.
Jose Freire, by e-mail

I've never understood why hi-

probably not of any particular

fi mags feel the need to waste

interest either.

page space on mini features like

Julian Stevens, Bristol

this. Music is adeeply personal
Meridian's

thing and ' fave' albums are

808i:

Steve Fairclough replies: * You've

often associated with particular

better

hit the nail on the head, Julian.

periods or events in our lives

than the

Your choice is as valid as anyone

that give them aparticular

else's and the choices are meant

608?

resonance that has little or no

to spark debate. Please feel free

meaning to anyone else.

to send yours in'.
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YOUR VIEWS

THANKS FOR THE PASSION, KEN

BIG THANKS

Like Byron Peterson [
Hi Fi

Just aquick note to say

News, Letters, November

abig ' thank you'. Ihave

2005), Itoo have on occasion

taken delivery of the Lumley

been irritated by some of Ken

Lampros 100/s2 competition

Kessler's writings. Hell, I

prize for June 2005. Also abig

should know; I'm the guy who

'thank you' to John Jeffries

slagged him off in aletter, in

of Metropolis Music, avery

this very column, some years

helpful man and thanks to

ago, because Iwas fed up with

him for donating this great

hearing about video stuff in

prize. Finally to all at Hi Fi

what Ithought should be an

News magazine, keep up the

audio- only magazine.

good work.
Mick Golden, by e-mail

I've come to regret my
previous rant, not so much

ADVICE FOR
KESSLER

because I've changed my mind
about matters AV, but because

ABOVE: Ken Kessler hosting one of his group listening sessions

Irealised that if Iever met
this guy in abar, we'd have so

time to r
,
me, you may agree

at least two close friends, both

much more in common than

with him or not, but at least

hi-fi nuts, who likewise tire cf

Risible. Iespecially liked

not! May Itherefore say [ by

he's genuinely interested,

his vague references to some

the comment about fighter

way of compensation for past

enthusiastic and concerned

mysterious 'subjective scale'.

planes - do they have hi-fi

disingenuity) asincere ' thank

fer our hobby. Heaven forbid

•On the Ongaku amp, it may

then? Some advice for

you, Ken', for championing

that HiFi News becomes just

be fabulously expensive, but I

Ken Kessler - don't allow

the cause of good sound, for

another bland set o monthly

found myself suspicious cf such

yourself to be schmoozed by

deservedly bringing to the fore

equipment reviews - long may

gushing yet totally subjective

manufacturers. ' Review' all

the many legendary figures

Ken continue to rattle our

praise of adesign whose

equipment off- site, with your

of our industry, and for rightly

collective cages!

performance, on paper at least,

own control equipment.

dusting off much classic gear.

•Finally, aword , nsupport of

would have been embarrassed

Richard Morris, Sutton

Richard Morris's views ( Letters.

by many professional designs

Coldfield

excellent sessions at the

October 20051. LiKe Chris

of the 1930s or ' 40s, le: alona

Heathrow show last autumn will

Aldham ( Letters, November

2005. Methinks the Protestant

attest to his genuine passion

230511 have muci respect for

work ethic may have been

for his subject. Hi-fi ( for me,

Martin Colloms' experience as

over- applied here, along the

anyway) is ultimately about

areviewer and designer, but if

tines of: ' it costs afortune and

music, and what is music all

asked tc summarise his recent

uses really exotic materials, so

If the price of the Krell

about, if not passion? Ken may

writings. I'd say ' too pretentious

it MUST sound good'.

Evolution One & Two is

express strong opinions from

by half'. My opinion is shared by

Mike Turner, Leeds

indeed £ 86,450 as stated

Anyone who attended Ken's

RIP-OFF
BRITAIN

in your December 2005
issue then this is the most

HI-FI NEWS SHOW TOO HIGH END

blatant example yet of ' Ripoff Britain'! In Europe the

It is agreat pity that the Hi Fi

price. Martin Colloms may enjoy

main criteria by which these

News Hi -Fi Show has lost its

something that is an anathema

things are judged and anything

Euros! For the difference Mr.

appeal for it was probably the

to the rest of us! One man's

that costs disproportionately

Colloms can buy asecond-

best of the lot. The blame lies

heaven can be another's hell!

more than the sum of its

hand Porsche and drive

parts should be regarded with

the Krells home from the

partly with HiFi News itself

We are all interested in the

pair costs under 100,000

-drifiting towards high- end

most exotic of anything and we

extreme suspicion. REviewers

continent.

products that alienate the

all admire true craftsmanship.

seem to forget that the rest of

Hans Glockner, by e-mail

core market. Sadly the trend

The trouble is that Hi Fi News

us have pay for these things!

continues and the standard of

appears to have forgotten that

Ashley James, www.avihifi.com

reviewing is still questionable.

hi-fi equipment, tor most who

Other readers have pointed

buy it, is ameans to an end.

Steve Fairclough replies: ' You

out the problem of subjective

Music provides the reward and

make some great points, Ashley,

reviewing of objectively flawed,

the equipment is just atool to

and Ifeel that value for money,

hugely expensive equipment.

deliver it.

build quality and sound quality

What customers want to know is

Value for money,

of equipment is key. In addition I

if it is worth the money and if it

performance, availability,

can also assure everyone that we

reproduces music more faithfully

reliability, longevity and ease

have some great new plans for

than any other up to asimilar

or maintenance should be the

the HiFi News Show in 2006'.

• Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication. Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be published! Letters
seeking advice will be answered, in print on our O&A pages, bur we regret that we're unable ta answer questions oc buying specific items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone, by post or by e-mail.
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20 years
20 years

of the world's best rated audio and video cables

20 years

of guaranteed quality ( Life- Long Warranty)

20 years

of ground- breaking technological innovation

of the world's best rated analogue and digital cables

Listen I

IN MY OPINION

Wired up: tales of
the unexpected
Chatting to the design head of Sonus Faber in Milan recently
Ken Kessler came across ashock pair of great interconnects
with aterrible name. Here he reveals the full story...
wider and homogeneity of

A

ninevitable by-product
of hi-fi shows is acarrier

the conductor's crystalline
structure, thus providing greater

bag full of brochures. If

compliance of the music signal

you're areviewer, though, it may

within the signal path'. Yeah,

also include actual goods, like

that's what Ithought. Anyway,

CDs or accessories to review.

they paired silver ( Ag) and

Equally inevitable is that the

palladium ( Pd) through anew

samples will include 11 some

three-phase fusion/melting

spikes or feet, and 21 cables.

process. They give as much

As I've pretty much

credit to the process as the
actual material for its ability to

abandoned reviewing cables I
find it worrying that the latest to

ensure ' metallurgical coherence

have been thrust upon me are

in the path from the amplifier to

actually, well, intriguing. Why

the drivers'.

would any cables be tempting
to me, an avowed wire- hater?

NOTHING TO LOSE

Because of the source: Franco

So here Idin, armed vvim more

Serbtin. the brains behind the
greatest designs from Sonus
Faber. When Isaw Franco at

wire. But, because Iadored the

ABOVE: Unfortnate hi-fi names - EATSS valves, the portable SoundBurger, and NAD

Stradivari Homage, Ifigured
Ihad nothing to lose. Iwasn't

breakfast at Milan's TOP Audio,

prepared to be so captivated,
even before they were burned

he beckoned me to join him and

wires. A third, teensy wallet held

not merely derived from the

his son-in-law, Massimiliano

aset of their fabulous silver

telecommunication industry,

Favella. It turns out that

banana- to- spade converters.

solutions based on radio

in. From the instant you switch

Massimiliano knows athing or

These were so cool that Igot a

frequency theory. Instead,

on the system, you notice,

three about metallurgy, while

bigger thrill out of them than

Iwanted wiring designed

above all, new insights to low-

Franco has ears so golden they

the wire. They even come with

to handle wide bandwidth

level detail, agreater sense of

could be smelted to make an FP

atool to spread the banana

Journe watch case.
On the table were two small

socket end if it's too loose.

leather portfolios, as could

NO TIME WASTED

'One leather portfolio held a pair
of Yter interconnects - yes, Iknow,
possibly the worst name ever'

only be fashioned in Italy.

Franco wasted no time in

Within? One held apair of Yter

explaining the story. ' While

interconnects yes, Iknow.

frequencies and high power

subtlety and adelicious ' of- a-

possibly the worst name ever),

designing the Stradivari
Homage, Iwanted to use

levels. So we sought out a

whole' homogeneity. What's

the other apair of speaker

internal wiring which was

new conductor based on this

more, they're flexible, thin, and

premise: the transfer of the

therefore easy to manoeuvre.

audio signal from amplifier to

There had to be acatch.

speaker, especially at extremely

Apparently, there isn't. Aside

HI-FI'S WORST PRODUCT NAMES
•Audio-Technica SoundBurger - the

•Martinlogan Passage - only the guy

low levels, depends more on the

from very limited availability

name didn't stop this portable from

who named it failed to see its rectal

physical structure of the metal

due to their hand- made status,

becoming an eBay treasure

the pricing is merely offensive

•Dunlap- Clarke Dreadnaught

implications.
•NAD - put an apostrophe in front of it

than on the absolute value of
conductivity in the wire'.

rather than vulgar: hundreds of

Thunderer - 1960s audio excess, apt if

Or the word ' Go!

you think about it

•SAP Relaxa, Unison Research Glowy,

cooked up what they call the

For more on the cables see

•EAT Valves - Hey, this is afamily magi

Unison Research Nimbly - what

'Well- Tempered Argentum

www.laboratorium-ytercom.

•Final Audio Research Turntable

happens when Italians abuse the

Alloy', which adheres to

-worst acronym in history.

English language'

their desire to ' intervene at

for the leather wallets. But the

ametallurgic level to obtain

name truly sucks.

With Massimiliano, they

euros rather than thousands.

Me? Iadore the range just
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Objects of Desire

The Eyecatchers!
The recent CES show in Las Vegas unveiled ahost of
audio products that were easy on the eye and crammed
with new technologies. Here is the best ' eye candy'

PATHOS ENDORPHIN CD PLAYER ••
circa £4500
This Italian- made beauty of aCD player
popped up during CES and is due in the
UK during April 2006 with aprice tag of
'around £ 4500. So-called as Endorphin is
the neurochemical that occurs naturally
in the human brain that promotes more
dopamine to be released providing feelings
(
)f emovment rind o(pasure!
www.ukd.co.uk
WE THINK: Beautiful looks, let's hope
performance matches them
16 www.hifinews.co.uk • MARCH 20U6

KRELL EVO AMPS • £tbc
Ll is set to add ' baby brothers' to its
mighty Evolution One and Two amplifiers
with the 402, 403, 600, and 900 EVO amps
and 202 pre- amp. UK prices haven't been
set yet but expect the full range in place by
the second quarter of 2006. The EVO 402
and 600 are shown here - for more on the
full EVO product range see our News pages
in this issue.
www.absolutesounds.com
WE THINK: If they measure up to the
Evolutions the EVOs will be winners

GENESIS 3.2 LOUDSPEAKERS •
$28,000 MS)
They're not cue for release until
summer/autumn 2006 nonetheless the
Genesis 3speakers caught the eye at
the recent CES show. Described by its
makers as: ' Breathtakingly beautiful and
heartstoppingly musical' we have yet to
hear the evidence for the second half of this
statement brit concur on tha first. Also rind
to have: ' the silhouette of J.Loi
www.genesistoudspeakers.corn
WE THINK: US speakers with Italian style

CHIC AUDIO PIECES

I.

_b..

I iYS i
tY11,1
,
t1
&

....11reYDUB
tuoc.1
MARK'S IHEKUMUZI 1,131T1111.1
h`tMU*.
VUSI MAHLASELA HUGH mA.sEnu1
4 jot. tetcvno1.
/
SARAH MCLACHLAN NATALIE mu.kciim“
NOKUKHANYA

METAL SOUND DESIGN PLANET
DIAMOND SPEAKERS - $ 75,000
(US)
Looking like they've been designed by
Damien Hirst on acid these ' mad' Korean
speakers were a' CES Innovations Awards
2006 Honoree' due to that fact that the
tweeter can be moved around 240 degreE s
and back and forth by 30 degrees. Weighing
in at ahefty 308kg per pair once seen these
designs aren't forgotten
www.metalsounddesign.com
WE THINK: Out of this world design

LADYSMITH BLACK MAMBAZO
SACJ/CD • £tbc
The new CD from Ladysmith Black

PHOZEKHEMISI THANDMIN IN414‘Kti‘h

MARANTZ TT- 15S1 TURNTABLE •
Etbc
It's good to see Marantz providing style

Mambazo marks 20 years since the band

in the analogue arena with this turntable

was brought to public consciousness around

that has an acryl chassis with massive

the world via Paul Simon's Graceland album.
The disc is aretracing of the band's career

aluminium feet and a30mm thick acryl
platter. Incorporating amagnetic anti- skate

via new recordings with guest vocalists

system the TT- 1551 provides new options

including Melissa Etheridge, Natalie

for existing Marantz turntable devotees who

Merchant and Emmylou Harris.

have previously been shopping secondhand.

www headsup.com

www.marantz.co.uk

WE THINK: Surely set to be aplatinum

WE THINK: A welcome touch of analogue

bestseller

class from Marantz
MARCH 2006 • www.hifinews.co.uk 17

ProAL
STUDIO 140
WHAT HITI?
SOUND AND VISION

AWARDS 2005
STEREO SPEAKERS
BEST STEREO SPEAKERS £ 1000-.E1500

PROAC STUDIO 140

High efficiency, incredible
power and detail.
A speaker with authority.
01280 700147 www.proac-loudspeakers.com

OProAc

perfectly natural

Letter from America

IN MY OPINION

The dectine of the
US hi-fl aficionado
MICHAEL FREMER

Michael Fremer thinks he knows why the number of US audio
enthusiasts is in decline: he blames sections of the US media
for the dwindling interest over there in high- end equipment

A

merica is no longer the
land of hi-fi opportunity.

headphones that included

Exporters thinking they

surround sound synthesis

Dolby Digital 5.1 decoding and
from two channels among

can make akilling here usuaLy
discover they'll be lucky to get

other features, the writer
complained that at $499 the
product was ' expensive'. In

away with amaiming, and are
more likely to end up satisfied
with far, far less.

another section that very day,
there were no complaints

That's because interest

about the cost of a $3000
vintage table setting!

in high quality audio is so
eroded here. I'd estimate that
over the years the number of
people willing to spend serious
dollars on alistening system
has dwindled to aprecious few
hundred thousand.

HIGH QUALITY

Great Gear

Just recently, in coverage of
Microsoft's new X- Box video

at the Rocky Mount

Retro Classic -

Amps t
rom McIntosh'

uad

the availability of other options
such as video games, home
theatre and the internet — a

game console, which also
24196 THEORY RE-EXAMINED

High performance audio flies
under the average Americans
radar screen not because of

r.

yet interest in hi-fi is far
greater there, if the number of
magazines supported by the
hobby is any indication, which I
think it is.
A LACK OF INTEREST
German audio enthusiasts
support more than ahalf- dozen
serious print publications — all
of them lavishly produced with
images bordering on electro acoustic pornography. America
nas only two: Stereophile and
The Absolute Sound.
So then, what explains
the lack of interest in good
sound? Iblame ' mainstream'
American consumer electronics
publications such as Stereo

CKBIRD PHONO C errrL'.'.-.,
AMpLIFIE0

ABOVE: The US is served by just two
home-grown hi-fi magazines -

NI)"

especially The New York Times,

CDs from the outset, 2) that
everything pretty much sounded
the same and 3) that spending
more than afew hundred
dollars for any piece of gear was

'Germany has
more than a
half- dozen
serious print
publications, all
of them lavishly
produced
with images
bordering on
electro acoustic
pornography'

player, and can serve as ahome
entertainment system media
hub, the writer complained that
at $400 it was expensive.
Look, good audio is relatively

which covers expensive real

reason given by many observers.
Those are available elsewhere
too, in Germany for instance,

BLA

• Musical Frdelily's

The Absolute Sound and Stereophile"

connects to the internet,
includes ahigh quality DVD

fr VINSON & ORPHEUS CO PI'"

Sulyuko's

estate, wine, kitchen appliances,
automobiles, restaurants, art

expensive, but that's not the

and home furnishings without

industry in America. Mercedes

blinking, but considers any

is expensive, Rclex is expensive,

consumer electronics piece

Prada is expensive, but even

main problem facing the audio

costing more than $400 or so to

people who can't afford those

be ' expensive'.
Last year in ablurb about

aspire to owning them. Not so

some high quality, Sony wireless

much work to be done. CI

with high quality audio. There's

BIOGRAPHY
MICHAEL FREMER
Michael Fremer is aSenior Contributing
Editor at Stereophile' magazine, a

of other radio and television shows

Contributing Editor at UltimateAVmag

throughout the USA talking about the
high- end audio listening experience

corn, and Editor/Owner of the online

and the ongoing, unlikely resurgence

music review website www.musicangle.

of LP vinyl records Other credits

corn. He's also contributed to The

include supervising the Academy Award

New York Times', The San Francisco
Chronicle', and ' Consumer Digest' among

nominated soundtrack to the 1982
Disney science fiction feature film Tron•

other publications.

and co-writing the animated feature

Fremer appeared on the * History

Review, (
now called Sound &
Vision), and Audio (
now defunct).

foolish and awaste of money.

of Audio' documentary on The History

Ialso blame the blissfully

both of which spent more time
'proving' 1) the ' perfection' of

ignorant Consumer Reports
organisation, and newspapers,

Channel and has also been on MTV,
The Today Show', CNN, and hundreds

film'Animalympics' on which he also
provided voices. Each month in
*Hi Fi News' Michael Fremer will be
bringing you his views from the USA
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ave yoseen

missing somethin

audiolab
8000 senes
.
The original 8000 series from Audiolab
started something of a revolution in value
and performance. When they disappeared
from the market, the hi-fi world lost a
well-loved and reliable friend.
Now, the new 8000 series marks a strong
return to the original brand values and
philosophy, These famous products have

The new 8000 series offers a
definitive and genuine hi-fidelity
performance from a no-nonsense
approach to engineering

been re-engineered to create a 'complete
two channel range, including the famous
8000S, 8000Q, 8000M and 8000P models
as well as an all new CD player.
7.1 channel pre and power amplifiers have
been added to create a series of building
blocks capable of meeting your system
needs now and for the future.

audiolab
Audition them now and find out
just what you've been missing.

Sovereign Cpurt, Ermine Business Park,
Hurtiingdon, Cambs. PE29 6XU
www.audiolab.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1480 447700
Fax: +44 (0)1480 431767

Showiteport

CES 2006

Audio Delights
Braving the temptations of Las Vegas
in early January Ken Kessler jetted off
to the US to find out the lowdown on
the latest audio products from around

DEFINING TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY

the world at the massive Consumer
Electronics Show ( CES) 2006

S
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orne things are just
'money in the bank'. We
knew that the big news at

the 2006 Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas would be

Wilson's fluette stands 18in tall, doesr't

Btu- ray yHD-DVD. And, sure

finish as its siblings - afuture classic!

enough, Toshiba, Sony, et al

www.absolutesounds.com

need asub, and boasts the same fit and

announced machines in their
preferred format, with prices as

Is this B&W's challenge to the LS3i5A

(ow as US $ 499. But far more

throne? The CM1 is gorgeous, bristlirg with

relevant is the question: Which

great technology including an aluminium

format will win?

dome tweeter derived from the original

Despite HD-DVD's lone

Nautilus and a5in Kevlar mid/bass driver.

strength over Btu- ray

Significantly, its dimensions are only

-that normal OVO production

11x6.5x10.5in ( hwd).

facilities can be adapted easily

www.bwspeakers.com

to HD-DVD production - Blu-ray
looks like it's in the lead. For

4- CARY SLP 05 PEE-AMP

those of us who simply don't

Cary's two- chassis SLP 05 is an all- valve

like minuscule jumps from
generation to generation, this is

(eight tubes!) line- level pre-amp.ifier and
headphone amp, in keeping with arecent

good news, as Blu-ray's vastly

trend toward enhancing the headphone

larger capacity than HO -OVO

experience. Anice touch is apair of meters

means that it will enjoy amuch

on the power supply, indicating plate

longer shelf life because it

current and voltage.

offers greater possibilities.

www.caryaudio.com

NO BRAINER
Stated bluntly, an HO -OVO
had around three times the
capacity of aOVO, while a
Btu- ray disc offers five to 10
times the capacity. Think of the
way it can accommodate more
current material, or future,
hungrier material, for example
7.1 channel mixes. Thus, it's
likely that Btu- ray can easily
offer material of much higher
density. For most people, this is
ano -bramer.
Other numbers for

'44 SHARLMMICIeCD500 PLAYER

4k IWO` SEQUERRA RD BROADCAST TUNEE
Many are already considering DaySequerra's all- new HD Broadcast

crunchers include six major

Here is the outrageous CD500 valve CD player with aluminium

hardware players supporting

chassis, Burr- Brown chips and balanced output. It also comes

Reference to be the last great analogue tuner. Available in various

HD-DVD y12 backing Blu-

with the A500 integrated amplifier with outboard power supply.

configurations, : he version with an oscilloscope looks the coolest!

ray, while both boast seven

www.realhi-fi.com

www.daysequerra.com

studios apiece for support.
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ShowReport
The first- ever classy, lifestyle mini- speaker
is back in revised form. Visonik's legendary
David. It will be offered active and passive,
and in ahome theatre package, this
30- year- old treasure really coming into its
own in multi- channel.
www.visonik.de/en/david.php
UNISON RESEARCH UMW) ARM
Unison Research's latest in along line of
mouth-watering, heartbreakingly beautiful
valve integrated amps, the Preludio with
2x14W from asingle KT88 per channel, in
true Class Amode.
www.ukd.co.uk

In production at last, the Quad Twenty- Four Pphono stage to
match the 0C-Twenty- Four.

-

www.guad-hifi.co.uk
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Metal Sound Design's wild and
wonderful Planet Diamond; the
Manley's new MantaRay integrated, noteworthy for aUSB slot on the front right-hand corner,
ideal for your MP3 player.

tweeter can be repositioned around the

www.manleylabs.com

www.metalsounddesign.com

mid and set in any one of 11 positions.

ammummum•I

HD- DVID .snot- so- secret

because we're part of both
formats. But Iboth expect and

anew cabie for its single- box

and Microsoft ( why Iought to

hope that Btu- ray will win. It's

-everywhere you looked there

support it) while Blu-ray can
count on its inclusion in the

Solo [ see p74] that allows iPod

the better format'

were iPod- or generic MP3-

users to retain full functionality

friendly machines, add-ons

and remcte operation when

for:f comin Sony PlayStation
and the bac:king of Apple ( why

THE IPOD FACTOR

or accessories. Carry cases,

connecting to the Solo, whereas

radio attachments, cables,

Ishould loathe it). Mind you,

Beyond that, the show should
have been called iCES. iPod

betore it was simply an audio

headphones - with seemingly

output- t- input connection.

Apple has moved over to Intel

no end in sight.

accessories or iPod compatible

Even Manley got in on the

weapons are backing from Intel

chipsets. This is gonna be fun.
But it's early days. So let me
leave you with this
strictly- off-the-record,
unofficial remark made to me
after hours by an important,
resolutely ' name withheld'

hotel. There, Arcam announced

'I quote: " We win regardless,
because we're part of both formats.
But Iexpect and hope that Blu-ray
will win. It's the better format."

Tivoli, NXT, Monster Cable

One of the latest in this line
was apair of NXT loudspeakers
that snap together for shipping
into apaperback novel- like
shape; they saved my sanity
in my hotel room, ted by my
Rio Karma. And among the
myriad rivals to Apple's near-

employee of amajor player

hardware could be found in

act with the new MantaRay

that licenses its technology to
both HD-DVD and Blu-ray. And

every nook and cranny of the

integrated valve amp, which

next generation of Creative

show, including the speciality

Iquote: ' We win regardless,

features aUSB port on one of

and SanDisk MP3 players to

audio oasis of the Alexis Park

its chamfered corners.

provide the most compelling
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ubiquity, we can expect the

CES 2006

Simply adorable - which is why we put
apen on top to show you the scale of
•

lhreshoid's must- have T/P3d Balanced
Control Centre - the ultimate for your
iPod. Also announced is areplica of the
original S/350e 150W/ch power amp for
$2000, hand- made in China.
www.thresholdaudio.com

fi you have any doubts about the spread of the iPod, check out the dispenser machine in the
Las Vegas Hilton selling iPods, Nanos, and accessories.

Scoop of the show? Nagra's ' orthcoming
CD player/transport in pre- production
form. Users will be able to choose between
sockets on the bock or on the sides, proNagra style. So rugged that it can be picked
up by its open tray!
www.nagiaaudio.com

The best- looking Thiel speaker in
ILI
F,yq:C771PIJC417...1 11;

01

,Will

ages - the exciting new CS3.7, with

Pathos, yet again, trumps everyone with the best- styled piece at the show - the delicious, if

all- new metal drivers has arrived 14

absurdly named Endorphin CD player with dual- differential 24- bit DACs, balanced and single-

years after the classic Thiel CS3.6.
www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

ended analogue outputs, and conversion up to 192kHz.
www.ukd.co.uk

tar more than his modest

challenges. However, what I

its Evolution range, while Cary

for the next I2issues. Roll

really wanted to see was aTshirt for Close Applephobic iPod

had astunning two- chassis

on the PrimaLuna Dialogues,

presence ever indicated. If

pre- amplifier with adecent

darTZeel's pre- amp, the Ayre

anythirg positive can be said

non- users, emblazoned with

headphone section in response

and Jeff Rowland baby power

abou: so tragic an occL -rence

to the increased use of cans

amplifiers, AudioAnalcgue's

it is that Kondo was among

thariks to MP3.

valve CD layer, KEF's hot

friends, doing what he loved

mini- home theatre speakers,

most. He will be missed.

the legend ¡ Dont.
HIGH- END HIGHLIGHTS

Cartr dges abounded,

As for ha-dcore high- end

including agorgeous new

two sublime MartinLogan

delights, new CD players

Koetsu, and there was no

Summit derivatives,

from Pathos and Shanling

shortage of new turntables

Sennheiser's new in- the- ear

caught my eye, and the most

either, including an outrageous

headphones, the song- awaited

fascinatirg new speakers

$88,000 giant from ClearAudio,

Quad ESL updates, Thorens

were small - B&W .sCM1 and

is own pedestal rendering it

amplifiers, Nagra's first- ever

Wilson Audio's Duette spring to

chest- high.

CD player/transport and much,

mind. Everywhere you looked

Overall, it was the most

2006

CES

much more.
On asad note, the venerable

were superbly built, mainly

optim..stic, buzziest CES

affordable delights from China
making Westerners nervous.

in years. As far as you're

Kondo-san of AudioNote

concerned, it will mean

passed away on the last day of

Meanwhiie, Krell introduced an

exciting new products, and

the show. A soft-spoken, gentle

affordable : well, sort of) level of

some fabulous review subjects

man, he influenced this industry

NEXT MONTH
Ken Kessler will continue his CES
journey with more of the highlights from
the recent CES International 2006 show
in Las Vegas in our April issue Ifon sale 3
March, 2006).
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www.usheraudio.com

Be
THE BERYLLIUM EVOLUTION

there.

CP 8872 II
4-way system: 2x8' low- bass woofers, 7' woofer
2" soft dome midrange and I" Be dome tweeter
sensitivity: 90 dB @ 1watt / 1m

With the music.

nominal impedance: 4ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 25 Hz - 30 kHz
power handling: 200 watts
crossover frequencies: 150 HZ, 1.3 kHz and 35kHz
weight: 92.7 kgs ( including base)

The new Usher Dancer ll Beryllium.

dimensions (w xdxh): 32 cm x96 cm x152 cm

CP 8871 II
3-way system 2x8' low- bass woofers
7' mid- low v
/
.
cater, and 1' Be dome tweeter
sensitivity: 90 dB 0) 1watt / I
m
nominal impedance: 4ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 28 Hz -- 30 kHz
power handling: 150 watts
crossover frequencies: 300 Hz and 2.5 kHz
weight: 77.5 kgs ( including base)
dimensions (w udxh): 32 cm x85 cm x137 cm

CP 8571 II
3- way by,tern 8 low-bass woofers
7' mid- low woofer, and I' Be dome tweeter
sensitivity: 87 dB @ 1watt / lm
nominal impedance: 8ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 30 Hz — 30 kHz
power handling: 100 watts
crossover frequencies: 220 Hz and 2.2 kHz
weight: 51.7 kgs (including base)
dimensions (rendu h): 32 cm x60 cm x112 cm

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 KaiFo

g Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Te1:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-rnail:ushererns11.hinet.net

HIAudi
9 Soverei
Tel/Fax:

n Gardens % skin nr Pontyclun CF72 8SZ
443 231458

Mob:07968 272614

Web:www.hiaudio.co.uk

Email: hugh@hiaudio.co.uk

Hi-fillistory

THE 19505

The roots of hi-fi
In the first of anew series examining hi-fi's past
Ken Kessler examines the 1950s and reveals how
World War II sparked an electronics revolution

.r

here saclear starting
point for what we call
hi-fi - the 1950s. Which

means that we're privileged
to be marking its first half-

2-CHANNEL DISCS

EQUIPMENT

Fee

century coinciding with the 50th

re-

anniversary of the first issue of
HiFi News (
June 1956).
The term ' high fidelity' was

•

REVlb.le,sg

--e-e:re
?zee-

used before World War II, and

-

AF-ee

brands such as Garrard, Fisher,

*

Celestion, Wharfedale, Tannoy,
Thorens were producing either
professional hardware or lessambitious domestic products
like ' radiograms', but the
industry wasn't clearly defined.
The war created the first-

.

'

LOCI1VOOD

t

TRANSISTORISED, BATTERY-DRIVEN PLAYER. Parole *

—reffr-

ABOVE: The cover of the first ver Hi Fi News

-

from June 1956

ttitEefe4=
-:".
_rer?-4-rd:-4."-Ftb'

ABOVE:

Zier-7.,;:•--Z.-.ri

basis'. So, too, the British,
despite the BBC's reputation

First news of stereo discs from Hi Fi

and its influence on design.

News, December 1957 issue

ever generation of veterans

PROFESSIONAL ROOTS

ABOVE: Hi Fi News equipment review of the

with hands-on experience of

The major developments

electronics, plus aworldwide

came from the US and the UK.
British designers were familiar
with American developments

Legendary Quad SEL from November 1957.

McIntosh's legendary

The verdict? ' It will not suit all tastes, but

designer, Sidney Corderman,

the reviewer can confidently recommend it

and vice versa. David Haller,
while at Dynaco, was an early

as an excellent domestic speaker'

remembered: ' Hi-fi really hadn't
turned on at that period of time.

audio ambassador to the UK

speakers and hope that he'd got

It was the broadcast stations
and commercial users who

and even sourced transformers
from Radford, while Bud Fried

the right combination.'
There was afrontier

really appreciated those first
amplifiers. The first McIntosh

FM BROADCASTING & LPS

was an Anglophile who imported

The 1950s gave us FM
broadcasting, which drove the

Decca cartridges and other

mentality, both here and in the
USA, and cherished images
of highly disciplined scientists

amplifier was the 50W-1 and it
was 50 watts of power, 20Hz-

leading the charge are at best

distortion. It was exceptional.

glut of surplus electronic
components. Many companies
manufacturing for the war effort
had to find something to do with
their expertise, and many chose
the consumer electronics path.

20kHz, and with less than 1%

development of tuners, the LP

products into the USA.
The late Stan Kelly recalled:

which transformed records

'In terms of real ni- fi; DIY was

misplaced. KEF's founder, the

People in the know didn't

into something with awide
bandwidth and playing times

important, ' because with the
exception of Quad and one or

late Raymond Cooke, admitted,

believe it was possible'.

in his last interview: ' The on:y

that could accommodate whole
movements ( classical was the

two others, you couldn't buy a

people who were into science

By the end of the decade
stereo LPs, stereo FM, booming

complete system made up of
separate components. You had
to go to aspecialist hi-fi dealer

were Villchur and Klipsch before

economies, rock music,

that. Most of the other people

Japanese manufacturers, the
transistor and ahost of other

yardstick, and the moneyed
classes listened not to popular
music), and open- reel tape for
the hardcore enthusiast.

who had arange of amplifiers,

who were great names in hi-fi in
the States were just fumblers,

arange of tuners, arange of

they worked on acut- and- try

trends and techulog es would
change everythri*CI

1950s HI-FI HIGHLIGHT:
•1951 - Bell Laboratories develops the
germanium transistor,
•1952 - Emory Cook releases
experimental, two- channel ' binaural*

CinemaScope with surround sound;
Ampex introduces the first high-speed
reel-to-reel duplicator.

AR1 loudspeaker.
•1956 - the first ever edit on of Hi Fi

Cartridge, Thaw., ri;icJuces the TD124

News is published with cover date of

turntable
•1958 - the first commercia' stereo

•1954 - Sony's first pocket transistor

June 1956, priced 1/6

discs appear.

discs
•1953 - Ampex provides a4- track,
35mm magnetic film system for the

radios appear, Ampex produces its

•1957 - Westrex demonstrates the
first commercial -45/45 -stereo cutter

stereo patent, possibly the dumbest

head; Quad introduces the original ESL;

move in the history of music or audio

feature film, The Robe, shown in

released, Acoustic esearch unveils the

Shure releases the M1 Stulio Dynetic

next to Decca failing to sign the Beatles

Model 600 portable tapo recorder; first
commercial 2-track stereo tapes are

•1959 - EMI fails to renew the Blumlein
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WIN FOCAL.JMLAB PROFILE 918 SPEAKERS!

III -FI NEWS COMPETITIO

Win these sleek
Focal floorstanders
This month we're giving you the chance to win a
pair of these excellent Profile speakers - worth
£1999 - in our free- to- enter competition

T

the whole it handles power with striking

aquid under two grand.
At just under ametre tall, the Profile

years, thanks to their advocacy of beryllium.
Few listeners will fail to appreciate

is easy on the eye. Its unique cut-out oval

the 918's unusually fine articulation and

his month we just can't wait to give
away this pair of Focal.JMlab Profile
918 floorstanding speakers - worth

equanimity. Focal has also been aleading
light in tweeter design over the past few

cross-section is areal marriage of form

homogeneity. In short, the Profile 918 is

and function - asvelte exterior with an

simply abeautifully balanced loudspeaker
with abass reach that extends more

internal structure that tends to disperse and
absorb energy in all planes, and by virtue of

than you'd expect from the small overall

extensive bracing and wide use of materials

dimensions - adesign that really punches

is unusually rigid and non- resonant.
The 918 is atwo- and- a- half way system

above its weight.

with two 165mm W- cone bass/mid drivers

of these aesthetically and acoustically

as well as anew inverted aluminiummagnesium dome tweeter with aPoron

To be in with achance of winning apair
pleasing loudspeakers, just tick the correct
answers below and send your entry form in.
•For more details on Focal.JMlab

(foam rubber) surround.
It is sensitive enough not to require
amassively powerful amplifier, and on

products call 0990 111999 or go to
www.jmlab.com

FOCAL SPEAKER COMPETITION - ENTRY FORM
Complete this entry form ( please answer all the questions) and then send it in to: Focal.JMlab Profile Speaker Competition,
Hi -Fi News, PO Box 531, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2ZA Entries must arrive no later than Friday, 3March, 2006!

IPlease answer the following three questions:
1. The Profile uses three drive units configured in what

3. What is the diameter of the 918's two Passim d
drivers?

u manner?

185mm
165mm

Two-way

200mm

Three-way

195mm

Two- and- a- half way
No way

Name

2. The Profile's tweeter surround is made from which

Address

material?
Postcode
Xenon
Krypton

Daytime Tel

Poron

e-mail

Moron

Competition rules
I

.
ng date for entries is Friday. 3March 2006 11
Ampetition is open to UK readers aged 18 and
. except employees of IPC Media. FocaltMlabs
I > lea agents Overseas readers are not eligible to
I
21 There is no cash or other alternative to the
offered While every eff tri is made to ensure
,
n..1 regarding the prize scorrect
8.•

at the urne of going to press. IPC Media cannot be
held responsible fo any errors or discrepancies.
AI The winner will be selected shortly ayer the
closing date and will be contacted by post 5) he
Editor's decision will be final and binding and no
correspondence will be entered into. The winner's
name will be published in the May 2006 issue of

HiFi News 61 The winner should be prepared to cooperate tHth publicity arising as aresult of winning
the prize 71 Entry to this competition implies
acceptance of the rules. All entry forms submitted
become the property of IPC Media
HiFi News magazine, published by IPC Media.
vrill collect personal information to process your

entry. Would you Eke to receive e-mails from HiFi
News magazine and WC containing news. specia:
otters, and product and service information and take
pad in our magazine research via e-mail. If yes.
please tick here 0
HiFi News magazine and IPC would like ta
contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask

your wUnion on our magazines and services Tick
here ere prefer not to hear f
am us 0
IPC may occasionally pass your details to
carefully selected organisations so they can contact
you by telephone or post with regards to promoting
and reearshing their products and services, lick
here it you prefer not to be contacted0
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21 - 22 Cadham Centre
Glenrothes, KY7 6RU, Scotland
tel: 01592 744 779
fax:01592 744 710
info@shadowaudio.co.uk
www.shadowaudio.co.uk

WHERE YOU SEE THIS BLUE
SYMBOL - IT MEANS EACH
PRODUCT IN THE BRAND
COMES WITH OUR PEACE OF
MIND, NO RISK, 30- DAY MONEY
BACK OPTION*
(CONDITIONS Appt

New Brand: Bryston

Musical Fidelity KW

IsoTek / Nordost

EDITOR'S CHOICE

RHICHOICE

Bryston B100 SST

This new amplifier from Bryston is only their
second integrated amplifier in 32 years.
Not only will this 100wpc Amplifier bring
your speakers to life but your CD Player and
any other digital sources as well with its
stunning optional onboard DIA Converter
(4 inputs).
Was it worth the wait? You bet!

(NEW Product)
KW DM25 Transport
KW DM25 DAC
Here's the problem... In
general people believe
that more expensive a
product is the better it
must be. The kW DM25
system proves this not to
be the case.

Titan

The kW DM25 system
delivers dramatically
of that per pound t
other system available..
Audition the KW DM25
Transport & DAC at
Shadow Audio today.

ITEMS ALWAYS IN STOCK!!

Special Offers
New Brand: Leema Acoustics

On the following IsoTek/Nordost mains filtration
systems:

Leema Acoustics is anew name in the HiFi
world, but one that is known and trusted by
many in professional audio circles.

IsoTek NOVA (new)

(XEN, pictured on right) -£999
Xen redefines the standard for miniature
loudspeakers, with unsurpassed power, rhythm
and holographic imaging abilities.

Nordost THOR
The Nordost Thor is an upgradeable solution to
AC mains power distribution. By systematically
improving the quality of the input and output
'Dower cords the performance of the unit increases
dramatically. Upgrading through the range
of Nordost cables, utilising Shiva, Vishnu and
Valhalla, prioritising the input cable first will offer
major performance enhancements. The THOR is a
stunning achievement.

The Leema Xavier is aloudspeaker which is
simply second to none, setting anew benchmark
for neutrality and precision, while guaranteeing
unsurpassed musical integrity.

New Brand: Pass Labs

Marantz Premium Series ( NEW)

Pass Xseries preamplifiers

We have the NEW PM- 1551 / PM-1151
Integrated Amplifiers and SA- 15S1 / SA11-S
Super Audio CD Players on demo.

the sa
innovative, patented technology. The differences between
these models are both amatter of features and the
degree to which this technology cal be realized given
the market considerations of cost, value and degree of
executed sophistication required by awide range of
audiophiles.

EAR/Yoshino ( NEW)
We have the full range of Valve Amplifiers
on dem plus some new surprises as well! Did
you know EAR have just launched their first
stunning Turntable and Loudspeakers? Valve
CD Player to follow.... Come and have alisten
you will not be disappointed!!!

£325
£ 1599

FREE delivery, FREE Isol8/1soTek mains
cable worth £49 and a30-day money back
guarantee*.

(XAVIER, pictured on far right) - £1999

VPI Turntables (
NEW)

£545

Nordost THOR

Leema Acoustics' Xavier is asvelte three way floor
standing design, which incorporates the advances
from the rest of the range in an elegant full range
loudspeaker of class-leading performance.

The Super Scoutmaster Signature is a
direct development of both the state of
the art VPI TNT HR-Xand the Scout entry
level turntable. Retailing at £4995, no other
turntable comes even dose to its performance.

£1495

IsoTek Gil Minisub
IsoTek Gil Solus

State-of-the-art bookshelf.

Did we mention?

£ 1695

IsoTek Titan (new)

Select refinements from the balanced single-ended
Class Acircuits of the XA series amplifiers have been
incorporated into several new X.5 series models,
si ificantly improving their subjedive • rformance
The new and sensational Pass Labs X350.5 and equally
sensational X1 two box pre-amp have just arrived at
Shadow Audio.

The finest selection of Hi Fi Products in the UK,
all under one roof:
ART Audio, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Analogue, Aurum Cantus, Audio Zone, Audio Physic,
Auclionet, ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Black Rhodium, Blue Note, Border Patrol, Bryston, Custom Design,
Croft, EAR/Yoshino, Eastern Electric, GamuT, Goldring Goal, Hovland, Hyperion, Isol-8, IsoTek,
JAS Audio, JungSon, Leema Acoustics, Living Voice, Lumley, Marantz, McIntosh, Micromega,
Musical Fidelity, Musical First, NORICISt Opera, Origin Live, Ortofon, Pass Labs, Pathos, PMC,
Project QED, Qinpu, Ref 3a, Resolution, Roksan, Shanling Soundstyle, Stello, TacT Audio,
Triangle, Trichord, Townshend Audio, Unison Research, Wadia, Whest, Wilson Benesch, Vertex AQ,
VPI and many more.

The entire natural colour and dynamics; from
the thunder of aBosendorfer piano to the subtle
whisperings of aStradivarius are delivered with
startling precision. The air, space and emotional
content of the recording come to life. The actual air
and physical presence of the performing artists are
thus recreated with uncanny palpable realism.
Contad Shadow today to arrange aPass Labs
Instration.

Best Part- Exchange
Prices anywhere
For full details of our extremely
comprehensive range of products,

our extensive used listing, links to
reviews, technical information and
much more, visit
www.shadowaudio.co.uk

It

READER SYSTEMS

First attracted to hi-fi through an audiophile
grandfather, reader Paul Collier has developed a
system that's seen him through good times and ba
-with some much- loved lunar kit at its heart.
Steve Harris pops round...

A

naccomplished
musician who
plays clarinet and

saxophone. Paul knows what
real instruments sound like.
But his first exposure to
quali -yni fcarne earlier than
most It all started with his
grandfather.
He was an enthusiast,
thcuqh I've no : ilea why. He
was acarpenter in the East
End of London, and for some
-eason he gat bitten by the hiti bug. For an ordinary council
house, Iwas an extraordinary
system he had in tnere, it

:really was. Re nad Quad
L.
57 speakers, Quad amplifiers
-he rney have had the valve
ones earlier. lot..t : certainly
remember the 33/303 - and
as:onking great Vortexion
tape deck, which was afair
old piece of engineering. And
Iknew even at that early age
that what I
was listenmg to
was something abit special.
Iwas only about three or
I'aur years old. He had the
early stereo lest discs, with
:he trairs going across the
room... but it was the sound
that just fascinated me!
FIRST PIECE OF KIT
The Iirst piece ol kit Iever
owned myseJ was an Aka:
AA8(130 receiver.

had a

Pioneev PL12D and Shure
cartridge, the fv175EJ. Ihad a
pair of 600cmans speakers,
though fcr the life of me I
can't remember the model.
Ikept that system for years.
And then afriend of nine
had apair of JR149 speakers,
with the aluminium bodies.
And Ithought, Iwant apa rof
those. Igo them and they dic
me for quite afew years.
'Then 1bougm my first
CD player, which was a
Tec:hnics. It didn': even have
remote control. which seems
extraordinary now Ithen
cci

The Pull ó1N
The Moo
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upgraded the amplifier, Iwent

ROGERS LS7

Ibought afairly rare amplifier,

&Bien Hi -Fi in Wimbledon. But

out and bought asecondhand

Aient through stages of gradual
upgrading until, Ithink, the first

the Musical Fidelity Elektra E300
power amp - which apparently

Iwasn't 100% happy'.
Then Paul fell under the spell

really significant piece of kit i

never sold very well - and I

of the Moon.

Quad 33/303.
What happened next? Gosh,

`The Croft was a nice pre- amp, and
it had a really excellent phono stage.

bought aCroft pre- amp, which

'After about ayear I
just

like the Rogers LS7s land

happened ta be in O'Brien's

most of my old kit( is still doing

one day and they said ' Have a

service today in somebody else's
system.

look at this'. It was the Moon P3

a bit hairshirt for me'

'It was anice pre- amp, that,
and it had areally excellent

thought it was very nice and I
liked the way it worked. He told

I've been through alot of ke
now Ithink of it! There was the

bought was apair of Rogers LS7
speakers - not the LS7t, which

phono stage. But while I'm not

me they did two. the P3 and the
P5. He told me how much the P5

Philips CD player that came ir
am di version, but Igot the full

didn't like so much, but the
o-iginal LS7. And they worked

size one, which Ithink was a

sine witi the Quad amplification.

pre-amp Ibought. This was

the gills. But he let me listen to
it at home and Ithought, ' I've got

CD473. And the sound was ahell

But Istarted to realise that it

an Audio Analogue, which was

to have one!'

of alot better.

was all abit long in the tooth. So

the first product Ibought from

While I'm not particularly fussy it was

30 www.hifinews.co.uk
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particularly fussy it was abit
hairshirt for me. So Iwent for
remote control on the next

pre- amplifier. Ilistened to it and

cost and Iwent abit green about

'And then Ithought -this

READER SYSTEMS

,
A
PAUL COLLIER
- What was the first
piece of hi-fi you ever
11

bought?
lt was an Akai
AAB030 receiver,
along with aPioneer

ABOVE: Origin Live's

turntable and Goodmans speakers'.

Encounter tonearm with
Lyra Helicon cartridge

First album bought?
'It was aClassics For Pleasure recording

RIGHT: The Michell Orbe

of the Paris Conservatoire Orchestra

SE record player on

with André Cluytens playing Ravel's

dedicated shelf

Bolero. Which I've still got, or another
copy of it'.
What's your favourite piece of hi-fi
equipment?
'Tharsan easy one. The Moon P5 preamplifier. I
think for its price, compared
to what you have to pay for some of the
others, it's in aleague of its (win. Its
that good apiece of kit. It's beautifully
made. It could live in asystem much
more expensive than this'.
What would be your dream kit?
'I kind of like the look of the mew Unison

ABOVE: Moon Eclipse CD player

Research monobtock power amplifiers.
Have you ever seen the big integrated

is solid-state, balance it with

unit, the Ultimo? That would be nice'

something valve and you'd
get the euphony into it abil -

bowled over. At the time Ijust

1thought that's how it was

had aGrado Gold in the-e,

meant to work. And : hey said,

about a £ 90 cartridge and I

"Have you thought about Unison
Research? Have alisten....

thought, well, there's endless

ABOVE: Moon P5 pre- amplifier on Asda granite - external power supply sited on shelf below

possibilities'.

By now Paul had moved on to
Magnepan MG1 loudspeakers,

GOLDEN DRAGONS

and had bought aParasound

Paul changed the

SA350 amplifier.
'A real monster, huge.
Ridiculous in this room really.
But I'd not long bought the

O'Brien's, but there's areally

about to go into hospital for a

valves to Golden Dragons: ' The

good bakery next door Iwas

hip replacement. As it turned

soundstage gets bigger, which is

sitting there with asandwich and

out, the pursuit of vinyl gave

not abad thipg in here!'

acappuccino, and it was alovely

him something to do while

sunny day. And I

recuperating from the operation

vtek output

Now it was time to upgrade

Magneplanars so it kind of made

the front end, anc so there were

sense. It was anice amp but it

more visits to the dealer. • Iwent

wasn't quite what Iwanted. I

in and said, Iwant to play CDs

sold it to aguy in Oxfordshire

as well as pcssible. Iwasn't

who loved it, but Inoticed later

interested in mul:i- -ormat,

he sold it on again'.

you know, aone- size- fits- all

The Magneplanar panel

At this point. Paul was

dont know if you know

machine. I've got aOVO player

thought,

-Bugger

it. - Ano Iso

'Within two weeks cif having

`He told me how much the Moon PS
cost and Iwent green about the gills.
But he let me listen at home and I
thought " I've got to have one!"

speakers were replaced by

after all! And it was Simon at

Sonus Faber Cremona Auditors.

O'Brien's who said, -What about

stuck my head back round the

Paul bought aUnison Research

the Moon CC player?" Having

door of O'Brien's agaip and

hunting for records. Ald it kind

P3OK stereo power amplifier,

never heard one, Iasked for a

said -Get me an Origin Live

of kept me sane while I

liked it and soon decided to buy

demo. And Ilistened to three

Encounter instead!"

coulcip't do anything else. Ijust

asecond one.

players. Ilistened to the Moon,

'Then of course Ireally got

love tnow. Iforget how many
pairs of trousers Imust have

an Audio Research and aNaim,

the vinyl bug!

them. And they look cool as well!

but it was the Moon that caught

happened. Igot the Michell

worn out on the knees, crawling

I've got them bridged now. They

my ear, basically'.

home, I'd got the arm up,

arould looking through those

cartridge in. And amate of

boxes on the floor!

'I liked the euphonic sound of

really are nice pieces of kit. They

Having sorted out the CD

tell pu what

it done Iwas out and about

'So the only thing I've

weigh aton! Once they're set in

front end, he also ordered a

mine lent me an old Classics

position you don't want to start

Michell Orbe turntaole with

For Pleasure recording of

upgraded is the cartridge, and

moving them around'.

Rega RB300 arm.

Sheherazade, and Iwas just

I've put the isolator in there as

C13
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LEFT: Sonus Faber
Cremona Auditor

RIGHT: Unison Research
P3OK valve stereo power
amplifers, configured for
bridged mono operation

vvell. Which works! It doesr't
half Cu: down the surface noise.
1:'s true what Tony Bol:on said
in thal review - it does require
aleap of faith to s: ck you-

ARM: Moth Record Cleaning Machine

Onkyo DV- S757 and Audio Analogue FM tuner

ABOVE: Power supply for Moon CD player

fainy decent, as long as it's not

guys get the time. Every six

string- and- chewing gum stuff...
Iwouldn't spend fortunes on it'.

months I'll strip it all down and

bought the Sonus Faber Gravis
subwoofer, It does help. You

Some of Paul's accessories

clean the contacts, which is fair
enough. But Iread about guys
who adjust the VTA on their arm

certainly notice if it's not on'.
'I'm very happy with *tie

cartricge on to it'.

have been very good value
indeed. The classy- looking
granite platforms under the

for every different recording
they listen to. It's nuts as far as

RADIO BREAKTHROUGH

amplilers are chopping

I'm concerned - especially on

'the Graham Slee Elevator/Era
Gold phono stage came from

boards from Ikea.

Walrus Systems, and he's very
pleasea with this. The only
problem Paul has found with the

pre- amp are £ 1each from Asda.
Iwoiildn't spend afortune on

VTA on their arm for every different

isolating units, not yet anyway;
that's something perhaps for

recording they listen to. It's nuts as

'The isolators under the

ultra- low output Lyra Helicon 'There's always something, isn't
there?' - is radio breakthrough.

the fufure'.

on the wiring to el.minate this.

It's obvious that Paul prefers
listening to his system rather
than tweaking it.

'Cabling? As long as it's

don't know how these

He intends to try ferrite beads

far as I'm concerned'
an arm like mine. Isuppose I

SUB/A[1FR

11

really nicely. So what's PaJl's

got an SME where you can do it
more easily.

advice to others?

SONUS SUBWOOFER

wrinkles out of it first. Never buy

o

he room dimensions are

21ft 3in x13ft 5in 16 4x4.1m1,
with abay window behind the
equipment racks at the front
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'Never buy anything in . ts
first edition. Let them get the
the Mk Iof anything, woLld be

was the music Ilisten to. I

my pece of advice. You can buy
every magazine in the world,

like the big orchestral stuff,

ana read it all. But in the end,

which in aroom this size is

the only thing you can do is use
your ears'. Q

pretty impossible. That's why I

•'
I SONUS FABER
SPEAKERS

or not, this system does work

can understand it more if you've

though. The problem Ihad
IS

money Ican't thin Kof ary way
ol improving it greatly'. Eclectic

`I read about guys who adjust the

it sapretty ect2clic system,
SONUS
G

system at the moment, and
without spending an aw'ul lot of

THE SYSTEM
•Michell Orbe turntanle
•Origin Live Encounter tonearm

amplifiers fin bridged mode)
•Audio Analogue Cherubini tuner

•Lyra Helicon cartridge

•Sonus Faber Cremona Auditor
loudspeakers

of the room The floor is solid

•Graham Slee Elevator/ Era Gold m- c
head amp/phono stage

wood, while to the right of the

•Moon Eclipse CD player

•GutWire power cables, interconnects

system along the entire wall are

•Moon P5 pre- amplifier

floor- to- ceiling bookcases.

•Two Unison Research P3OK power

and speaker cables
•Kemp distribution block

•Sons Faber Gravis Subwoofer

imagine inviting 3beautifully
connected award- winners
into your home
The HT- P1200 Home Theatre System delivers the
ultimate in home entertainment. That's why it's won a
coveted EISA award. Why? It delivers incredible sound
and vision through the pure digital HDMi connection.
YH-J70 portable media player
best product 2005-2006
LE40M61B LCD TV
best product 2005-2006

EISA

BEST
PRODUCT
2C05.2006

«WM

Also, the unique USB host connectivity allows you to link
other digital devices, such as the EISA award-winning
YH-J70 portable digital

media player for stunning

playback of music, movies and pictures. Now that's
award-winning entertainment.

www.samsung.com/uk

aint>

imagine removing your walls ...

RCS 2.2X
"The RCS 2.2X is mandatory.

Your room is the weakest link. It contributes

The award winning RCS 2.2X is now shipping

It's likely to do more for

30-40% to the quality of your sound.

with Dynamic Room Correction, our latest

recreating the musical

Regardless of how much you paid for your

breakthrough in full-spectrum correction

system. Your room is the greatest limiting

technology.

factor in your home audio experience.

All Tact Audio produtcs are made and shipped out of the USA.

f:)" rei
Ilime•

slug

experience in your room than
any other upgrade I
can
think of. - HiFi News
August, 2004

2004 - HiFi News
Best Amplification
Technology
2003, 2004, 2005
Most Wanted
Component,
Stereo Times

... and bringing the performance home
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Heatherdate
eaudio limited
• Mark Levinson
• Esoteric
• Cello
• Ayre Acoustics
• Audio Note
• Thiel
• Tannoy Prestige
• Revel
• Stax
• Elchmann Technology
• Lyra
• S.M.E.
• Audio Tekne
• My Sonic
• VPI
• Bolzano Villetri Speakers

0% Finance
available for
up to 3 years
TANNOY WESTMINSTER ROYAL HE

www.hifi-stereo.corn
heatherdale®hifi-stereo.corn
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On selected items. Subject to status.
Conditions apply.

Heatherdale
• audio limited

202 Findon Road
Worthing
West Sussex
BN14 OEJ

Tel. 01903 872288
Fax. 01903 872234 Evenings. 07860 660001

GROUP TEST

ERS

I

UNDER £ 1000

I

nthe beginning, speakers
were big and bulky. They were
especially so if you happened to

want any sort of half- decent bass
response. Today, most people expect
loudspeakers to be slim, while still
delivering the goods at the bottom
end. Fortunately, with modern driver
technology and cabinet design, this is
now possible.
For a start, • long- throw bass
drive units of 165mm ( 6.5 inch)
diameter or less have replaced the
old 200mm ( 8inch) and 250mm
(10 inch) types, once thought
essential for serious hi- h. Another
way of getting good bass o:ut of
smaller drive units is to use more
of them, their combined cone area
(and hence the amount of air being
moved) being equivalent to that of
a much larger single cone. So pairs
of bass units have now become the
norm for floorstanding speakers.
CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM
These bass units may be just
connected in parallel, then combined
with atweeter to form aconventional
two-way system, or with amidrange
and tweeter in athree- waysystem. A cleverer approach is
the so-called two- and- a- half- way
system, in which two apparently
identical bass units are in fact doing
different jobs. Both cover bass and
lower- mid frequencies up to afew
hundred Hertz, but the crossover
is designed so that one of the two
will also provide midrange output,
only handing over to the tweeter at
(usually) around 3kHz.
It goes without saying that the
loudspeakers we buy for music

Grand
Standers
If you're looking to breathe fresh life into your
system with affordable speakers, Steve Harris is
here to help. In our latest group test he compares
sub-£ 1000 pairs from Acoustic Energy, Dali, Monitor
Audio and Triangle. Which one is the winner?

systems are now nearly always
designed also to do duty as the
mair front channels of ahome
cinema system. But unless your
heart ( or your other half) is set on
aset of those spindly silver poles
that really can't do anything withou .
asubv%oofer attached, you should
be able to find a pair of column or
tower- type designs that should be
able to fill the room with music,
without filling the floor. Here we
compare four strong contenders...
Al the loudspeakers were run-in
on continuous musc for several days
before listenilg began. Partnering
equipment was Arcam's truly
excellent FMJ A32 amplifier and FMJ
CD36 CD player ( special thanks to
Geoff and Nadine at Arcane)
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DETAILS

e

metal cones and asoft dome
tweeter, the Aelite Three

and Ferro fluid cooling. The

always in control. In the mid

single 110mm midrange driver
and paired 125mm bass/mid

and treble, it was detailed
and uncoloured. On female

Grip, and bass control

units all have the metal cone

vocals ranging from Rickie Lee
Jones to Jennifer Warnes, it

Not the most open sounding

technology proven. as AE says,
in its Reference Series models.
All are magnetically shielded,
so the speaker can be placed

the voice within areasonably

close to aTV set if required.

over- the- top bridge of Warnes'

www.acoustic-energy.co
@

At the top of the driver array
is a25mm soft- dome tweeter,
with neodymium -iron magnet

01285 654432

There's been some dispute over
who was first with the boat tailed speaker cabinet; most

Having attached the plinth,

sounded well balanced and

gave agood presentation of
open soundstage even in the
'First We Take Manhattan',

famous advocates including

four carpet- piercing spikes are

though it wasn't particularly

B&W, KEF and Sonus Faber.
Throwing curves into acabinet

screwed into threaded inserts

spacious compared with others
in the group. On the ' difficult'

underneath. You have to fit the
spikes here, as otherwise the

vintage Heifetz recording,

speaker will stand unsteadily

though, it did manage to bring

acoustically and aesthetically.

on the projecting round land

out some semblance of space

The well-proportioned Aelite
Three has asquared- off tail

floor- damaging) heads of the
four screws holding the plinths
to the cabinet.

in the orchestra and the bass
was powerful without being too

makes it more expensive Ito
build, but makes alot at sense

wide enough to accommodate
the terminal block as well as
contoured rear- firing pars
-two large ones for the bass
cabinet sections and asmaller
one near the top. The cabinet
sidewalls are of 15mm, the
front baffle of 22mm iv1CF.

Build and finish are
immaculate, with wood veneers
in black ash, birch or cherry.

heavy, while the Heifetz violin
tone never became too strident
Perhaps the Aelite Three's
greatest strengths were its
bass, authoritative if alittle

SOUND QUALITY
Perhaps thanks to a

heavy-handed, and its general
ability to remain unruffled by

well judged combination of

loud, complex signals.

well beyond 20kHz ..The ribbon
is really asupertweeter, as it is
'gently rolled in' above 10kHz,

With female vocals, notably,
you could get agood sense

comes in fully only at 14kHz,
and continues with aclaimed

the voice, and this sense of
ease and musical detail went

response to more than 30kHz.
The main benefit claimed is

through the whole frequency
range. On the double bass
intro to Rickie Lee's ' Easy

DALI IKON 6 • £899
DETAILS
www.dali-uk.co.uk
0845 6443537

e

Detailed yet inviting
Nothing at the price

improved horizontal dispersion.
The bass cones are of paper

of the studio acoustic around

and wood fibre, driven by a

Money', for example, the
instrument's distinctive

25mm diameter long- throw

character and sonority

DALI describes the Ikon 6as a
'two- and- half- and- a- half-way'

voice- coil. The 80mm magnet
is balanced by a70mm one

came over well. On more
heavily produced material,

speaker, because there is abit

in reverse polarity, said to

the loudspeakers conveyed

of driver job- sharing at the top

improve the magnetic flux in
the voice coil gap as well as

always managing to present

of the frequency spectrum as

plenty of detail, usually but not

well as in the bass/mid area.

providing magnetic shielding.

coherent musical whole. With

Both 165mm bass units cover
the range up to 800Hz, the

Standing lm high the cabinet is

the Heifetz recording, the bass
was in good proportion and

upper one only also cover ng
the midrange up to 3.2kHz. A

afinish that's indistinguishable

helped make sense of that big

from real wood. Floor

hybrid tweeter module handles

spikes are screwed into the

and blustery orchestral sound,
so that although the violin

frequencies above this point,

unobtrusive aluminium feet.

tone was still piercing, the

SOUND QUALITY

music was listenable. Overall,
the Ikon 6produced inviting,

made of high- quality MDF with

using acombination of a28mm
soft dome tweeter and a
17x45mm ribbon unit.
The dome takes over from

By comparison with the

musical sound, with good

Acoustic Energy, the Dali Ikon 6

stereo imagery, which on most

the bass/mid at 3.2kHz and

offered amore open, somehow

recordings can draw you in and

operates up to its natural limit

warmer view of the music.

keep you listening.

-^
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MONITOR AUDIO RS8 • £,800
DETAILS
•

www.monitoraudio.com

•

01268 740580

O
e

Fast, lifelike, arresting
Not all musc suits

Standing just 900mm tall, the

the Silver RS8 uses apair of

feet can be used without the

six-inch ( 150mm) units for bass

spikes if desired, and also have

frequencies, and another unit

asoft polymer pad.

of the same size but of different
design to cover both bass and

SOUND QUALITY

midrange frequencies right

The Silver RS8 .ssound is fast,

up to the main crossover point

punchy and arresting. On the

of 2.6kHz. Above this, aGold

opening of ' So What' from

Dome C- CAM tweeter takes

Kind of Blue, this loudspeaker

over. The RS8 cabinet is fitted

produced strikingly lifelike

with reflex ports front and rear.

ringing effect on Bill Evans'

In all the Silver RS series

pedalled notes, while cymbal

Silver RS8 nonetheless has

cabinets, rigid construction is

sounds seemed to leap out. I

apret:y substantial line-up

achieved by multiple internal

don't think there is afrequency

of drive units, all based on

bracing at nodal points. The

response imbalance here - I'd

Monitor Audio's proprietary

RS8 is extremely well made

guess it's just the speed and

C- CAM technology. Ceramic-

and comes beautifully finished

characteristic of the C- CAM

Coated Aluminium/Magnesium

in real wood veneer. Finishes

drivers' transient attack. On

is ' an innovative material

available are black oak, natural

the right material, the Silver

originally developad by the

oak, cherry or ( like the review

RS8 gives an excellent sense of

aerospace industry tor the

pair) rosenut. The close-

rhythm and drive. On ' First We

fan blades of jet engines' and,

fitting grille is arobust plastic

Take Manhattan', for example,

according to Monitor Audio, ' It

moulding.

the bass guitar was possibly

exhibits ideal qualities for use

These loudspeakers come

too emphasised but propelled
the track along really well. On

as atweeter dome, avoiding the

with plinths that need to be

break-up or bend ,nci modes of

bolted to the cabinets and to

modern jazz with acoustic bass,

more conventional materials.'

which the spiked feet are then

for example, this forward drive

A two- and- half- way design,

fitted. In this case though, the

could be exhilarating.
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TRIANGLE ANTAL Esw • £ 375
DETAILF
•
•
•

e

www.jkd.co.uk
01753 652669
Sweet and musical
Can sound atad peaky

models, indicates amodified

that's seemingly both high and

woofer - still using acellulose

wide. The speaker immediately

pulp long- fibre cone, but now

showed arather attractive

with an 80mm aluminium core

sense of scale, a ' full-sized'

cover, said to add 5Hz to the

character. For example, Rickie

bass frequency response.

Lee Jones' voice sounded

The sturdy, stylish cabinet

particu.arly sweet and

is supplied with abolt- on

appealing. On that Miles Davis

curved cast- metal base. This

*So What' intro, the bass was

has four small rubber feet but

not so punchy as when heard

can optionally be fitted with

through the other speakers in

The tallest speakar in the group

spikes These are screwed in

the group but was somehow a

at 11LOmm high, the Antal Esw

from above. However, doing

little bit more genuinely stringy

is undeniably room-dominant.

most of the grounding work,

in sound. Meanwhile, Miles'

The extra height is also a

Isuspect, is the fifth, larger

trumpet could sound more

factor in its sonic presentation,

spike mounted under the front

shaped, more plaintive, though

but more of that later. This

of the cabinet itself.

with just ahint of •peakiness'

is atrue three-way speaker,

The ' veneer' wrap is

in the response.

in which apair of 130mm

synthetic, but indistinguishable

woofers cross over at 300Hz to

from the real thing. Triangle

violin seemed reasonably well

On the Heifetz record, the

a100mm midrange, which in

calls its finishes champagne,

tamed, the orchestra well

turn hands over to atitanium-

bordeaux and cognac ( as the

laid- out and actually audibly

dome tweeter at around 4kHz.

review paid, corresponding

supported by atine of bass

Crossover slopes are 12dB/

roughly to beech or cherry,

notes. On Jennifer Warnes'

octave from bass to mid and

mahogany and walnut.

'First We Take Manhattan',
for example, that ability to

24dB/octave mid to treble.
SOUND QUALITY

create abig space was really

arevision of the existing Altea

The Triangle Antai Esw

appreciated. In short, this is a

Es, Antal Es and CeJus Es

produces abig soundstage,

fine- sounding speaker.

That added

reflecting

vil
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WE LISTENED TO

MANUFACTURERS' SPECIFICATIONS

•Debussy, 12 Etudes, Mitsuko Uchida
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AELITE THREE
Cabinet type: floorstanding, wood veneer

ele.. I

•

Bass loading: 2reflex ports at rear (+ mid)

41

Number of drive units: four

[Warner 256 628]

[Philips 464 698-2]

•Jennifer Warnes, Famous

•Mendelssohn, Concerto in EMinor/

Blue Raincoat [
Classic

Prokofiev, Concerto in GMinor, Jascha

RTHCD 5052]

Heifetz, Boston SO/Munch, 1959 [JVC

Driver configuration: three-way

XRCD JMXR-0010]

Treble unit: 25mm dome, Nd magnet

•Rautavaara, Angels and Visitations

Midrange unit: 110mm al- alloy cone

[Ondine ODE 881-2]

,

Bass units: 2x125mm al- alloy cones

•Miles Davis, Kind Of Blue

Crossover frequency: mid-tweeter 3.3kHz

[Columbia CK 64935]

Frequency response, ± 3dB: 40Hz-24kHz

Magnetic shielding: yes

Sensitivity: 89dB for 1W at lm

Dimensions Ihwd): 920 x230 x297mm

Nominal impedance: 8ohm

Weight ( each): 18kg

•Rickie Lee Jones, Rickie Lee Jones

Recommended amp power:n/s

Finishes: Birch, Black, Cherry

Market forces have all but done

Maximum power handling: 175W

Price: £749/pair

away with the between ' home

product. Yet its ear- catching

cinema speakers' and ' two-

speed and dynamics were

:1
:.[:
- ._ ç
i

DALI IKON 6
Cabinet type: floorstanding, synth. veneer
Bass loading: reflex port at front

)1

Driver configuration: two- and- half-way
plus supertweeter

_

Treble units: 28mm soft dome tweeter,
17mm x45mm ribbon
Bass/mid unit: 165mm paper/wf cone

..

.

Bass unit: 165mm paper/wf cone

is every inch ahome cinema

channel speakers'. But Idon't

attractive on music too, while its

think it's too unfair to say that

good balance and apparent low

while some ranges contain

distortion belied the brashness

home cinema speakers that

(with grille off) of its styling.

have astab at music, others are

All this seems to have been

primarily music loudspeakers

achieved at the cost of some

that are sporting enough to try

loss of body and subtlety of

home cinema too.

timbre - but this may not be

Arguably in the first camp,

aproblem for most pop and

Crossover freq: 800Hz, 3.2kHz, 14kHz

Magnetic shielding: yes

then, is Acoustic Energy's

Frequency response, ± 3dB: 37Hz-30kHz

Dimensions Ihwdl: 1000 x188 x332mm

Aelite series. The Aelite Three

Sensitivity: 91.5dB for 2.83V at 1m

(1020 x222 x332mm on spiked feet)

is asmooth, power'ul speaker

home cinema, but the Ikon 6

Nominal impedance: 6ohm

Weight ( each): 18.6kg
Finishes: Light Oak, Light Walnut

Maximum power handling: ilk

Price: £899/pair

'Some ranges
contain home
cinema speakers
that have a stab
at music, others
are primarily
music speakers'

just feels more like areal music

Recommended amp power: 25W- 150W

MONITOR AUDIO SILVER RS8
Cabinet type: floorstanding, wood veneer
Bass loading: reflex ports at front and rear
Number of drive units: four
Driver configuration: two- and- half-way
Treble unit:25mm C- CAM ceramic/Gold
Bass/midr unit: 150mm, C- CAM ceramic/

.,

metal cone

rock listeners.
Deli's Ikon range embraces

loudspeaker. It has dynamics
and detail, but also the subtle
textures, overall coherence
and stereo staging ability that
audiophiles still want to be able
to conjure up from just two
boxes. It's an excellent
all-rounder, is unfussy about
room positioning and proves to
be endlessly listenable.

that doesn't seem to put afoot

Perhaps even more obviously

Bass units: 2x150mm, C- CAM c/m cone

L

Crossover frequency: 3kHz

Magnetic shielding: yes

very good detail and able to

newly revised Antal Esw, which

Frequency response: 33Hz-25kHz

Dimensions Ihwd): 900 x185 x310mm

cope with any dynamics the CD

can create ahigh, wide and

Sensitivity: 91dB for 1W at lm

Weight ( each): 21kg

could throw at it, and to make

deep stereo stage. It's not as

Nominal impedance: 6ohm

Finishes: Black Oak, Rosenut, Natural

some sense of complex, muddly

overtly detailed, not as neutral,

Recommended amp power:40W-175W

Oak, Cherry

recordings. It's aloudspeaker

or as system- and room-

Maximum power handling: 175W

Price: 0300/pair

that won't let you down, if not

forgiving as the Dab in this

—

-

wrong, always civilized, yet with

,
•I • *

TRIANGLE ANTAL Esw
Cabinet type: floorstanding, synth veneer

I

one to take you to the heights.
With its undisguised metal

IL

Bass loading: reflex port

1

Number of drive units: four

made for music is Triangle's

group, nor indeed is it as driving
as the Monitor Audio. But it

drive units making the Aelite

offers asound that breathes

Three look visually sombre.

even alittle more precious life

Monitor Audio's Silver RS8

into the music.

Driver configuration: three-way
Treble unit: 25mm metal- dome tweeter

THE REPORT

Midrange unit: 100mm, cellulose pulp
II

long- fibre cone

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

Bass units: two, 130mm cipulp lif cone

Max power handling:120W ( 240W peak)

Crossover frequencies: 300Hz, 4kHz

Magnetic shielding: no

While the Acoustic Energy Aelite Three is agood, well- engineered speaker

Frequency response, ± 3dB: 43Hz-20kHz

Dimensions [he: 1080 x200 x340mm

with astrong bass performance, Monitor Audio's Silver RS8 offers alittle more

Sensitivity: 91dB for 1W at 1m

Weight ( each): 22.5kg

excitement. As agreat musical all-rounder, the Dali [Icon 6kas to be the best buy

Nominal impedance: 8ohm

Finishes: Champagne, Bordeaux, Cognac

-but if you can spend alittle more you might take achance and scale the heights

Recommended amplifier power: it's

Price: £ 975/pair

with the characterful Triangle Antal Esw.
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The new Artikulat Loudspeaker System. Gorgeous.
é
• L1 I•e)•1

JI IL

Linn Products Limited.
For more information or ademonstration cat 0500 888 909

www.linn.co.uk

LINN

LISTENING TEST
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More than just astyle statement, the Symphonic phono
stage offers fully- balanced operation to transform the
sound of vinyl. Andrew Harrison revisits aproduct that
kicked- started the Choral series...

C

hord Electronics has
been making rather

Chord Electronics
Symphonic phono stage

eye-catching hi-fi in

recent years. It initially built
its reputation by building

£2205

Electronics that first truly tamed

Electronics first phono stage

the potential of high- frequency

[reviewed Nov 99 Balancing

power supplies in high- end

ACTT And it was this phono

audio amplifiers.

stage that was the first Chord

Joining the Choral series of

product to take the now- familiar

high- power amplifiers for

compact hi-fi components is

professional recording studios,

the Symphonic phono stage... or

www.chordelectronics.

followed by cool- running

co.uk

should we say that the Choral

audiophile amplification; but

series joins the phono stage?

Quality of build is superb, as

now the company is as well-

Because in fact the entire

you would expect from Chord

known by its exotic sci-fi movie-

Choral series, based around

Electronics; but aside from

looking electronics. Look inside

precision- milled billets of

precision craftmanship and

01622 721444
Super quiet, dynamo
sound
Only lack of labels

most Chord products though,

aluminium about the size of a

and you'll find something

large house brick, could be

that gives the brand adistinct

said to be inspired

advantage over traditional

by Chord

audio electronics; it was Chord

bijou boxwork.
BOX CLEVER

head- turning
aesthetics, the
Symphonic
includes
several

e

e

CHORD SYMPHONIC PHONO STAGE • £2205

missing the grainless extension
of the sub- E1000 champion.
But this is less than half the
story. The real Symphonic
showed itself, just as it had
with its predecessor, when the
'balanced' button was engaged.
It's not that the Symphonic
had seemed in any way noisy
-certainly nowhere near
enougn to be heard from the
listening seat even with the
volume up high - but somehow
when working in balanced
mode, there came asense of
increased quietness between
notes. And even allowing for
the increased output that
balanced connection can
create ( typically + 6dB), the
music appeared louder, bolder,
'nore clearly defined. More
muscular and dynamic for sure,
yet without trading any of the
subtlety already heard from this
high performance unit in its
'standard' configuration.
Bass control was
xceptional, being taught and
punchy, yet well proportioned
features that lift it above
the usual outboard phono
stage crowd. There's the
comprehensive array of ¶ine
-adjustments available to

within the overall balance.
Soundstaging was also similar

'Bass was exceptional, being taught
and punchy, yet well proportioned
within the overall balance'

to the kW Phono, with an
excellent sense of scale given to
instruments, located securely in
abelievable acoustic space.

optimise the unit with any

So what's not to like

movong-coil cartridge you'd

between the two input systems

FAST AND LUCID

care to try, all neatly accessible

;s done by the leftmost button

To test the Symphonic to its full,

about the Symphonic? On an

from the rear of the brick
through along line of accordion -

on the rear. The next five buttons
introduce different resistive

Iused an SME 309 tonearm on
aMichell Orbe SE turntable.

operational level, the back
panel is mysteriously free of any

like buttons. There's the
compact nalure of the product
-ifs aself-contained unit with a
switch- mode power supply, and

loadings, with options of 33,
100, 270, 4.7k and 47k ohm. The
sixth button in this line selects

Thanks to the tonearm having
aremovable lead, it's relatively
easy to set up for balanced

the unit for your system. Instead
Chord supplies alaminated crib

additional 150pF capacitative
loading if required. It's worth

operation, and SME can supply

sheet to navigate your way up

fequires no outboard add-ons

the necessary XLR-terminated

the lanes of buttons; perfectly

for hum- free operation. And

noting that when configured for

lead to order.

then there's the balanced circuit

balanced input, the resistive

design, as seen on the original
Chord Phono Stage, which may

values will double, giving
choices of 66, 200 ohm, etc.

be responsible for its seemingly
huge dynamic range...
The core unit is much as

labels that you'll need to set up

usable but not as satisfying as
working with legends etched

Set to regular unbalanced
operation, the Symphonic

into cold metal. In performance

gave avery clean performance

terms, the Symphonic earns its

-very low noise, even with gain

Chord nameplate well, bearing

of these select the Symphonic's

set to 74 or 85dBV, and good

the clean, fast and translucent

gain, with choices of 58, 68,

insight into the corners of the
recording. That is, it was aclear

sound quality that makes Chord

our more buttons to the right

described in the last review,
except the four RCA phono input
connectors are now repbced

74 and 85dBV. The final little

Electronics atrusted name
in high- end audio. For those

the traditional rumble filter, a

sound, revealing the strands of
music and with no additional

who want to get to the heart

with apair of XLR sockets and

form oJ Rausch filter, used to

coloration. Compared to the

of the performance. the Chord

apair of phonos. Switching

shelve off low bass frequencies
that could be introduced by

silk- trebled reference GSP

Symphonic is phono stage to

Era Gold, there was aslightly
tighter sounding top end, just

which its worth treating your
ears and vinyl collection. 0

ALSO CONSIDEU

button brings in avariant on

record deck rumblings. Choral
components can be had in
either original satin, so-called

CI >3;1 ,1;ZO:ii

•Musical Fidelity kW Phono

Brilliant, or new finish Jetblack;

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

•GSP Audio Era Gold Vand Elevator

the latter two custom coats

Solid solution for great moving- coil cartridge equalisation and amplification. Don't

•Aesthetix Rhea

command aprice ot £ 2635 for

be misled by the lightshow - this is one serious high performer too

the Symphonic.
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Audio Research CD7
It was not until the remarkable
circuit of the REF3 preamp that
Audio Research knew they had
the missing link: again stage so pure
and revelatory that it could finally
push CD-player performance
well beyond the limits of the CD3 MKII.
The Reference CD7 vacuum tube
player/transport is the first digital
product from Audio Research to
justify the 'Reference' badge.
Incorporating the strongest aspects
of the CD3 MKII - its rugged
construction, the Philips Pro2 laser
mechanism, the Crystal 24-bit DAC, its
user-friendly menu of useful features
and functions - the Reference CD7
breaks new ground with again
stage taken directly from the REF3
preamp, incorporating the latest
proprietary capacitor technology
found only in Audio Research
reference components.
Given the CD3 MKII's reputation for
exceptionally musical performance,
the logical question might be:
"is the CD7 really that much better?"
Yes it is, in every way. You will quickly
discover that the CD7 offers asonic

Oxford Audio Consultants Ltd

WE

O HSTE\

,
":65

790 879
865 791 665
•.rdaudio.co.uk
co.uk

(visit our web site lot
the latest slot motion on
new/used equipment)

background that is quieter and
blacker, thanks to noise and distortion
figures that are significantly
lower than those of the CD3 MKII.
Musical dynamics and sheer openness
of the soundstage are also much
improved, in part due to the massive
power supply and carefully chosen parts.
But you will also hear dynamic nuances
that render small-ensembre recordings,
making them more believable and vivid.
Notes and sounds have more individual
shape, body and location as they appear
and recede. The soundstage expands and
breathes as the recording calls for it. Bass
response is massive and tuneful. The CD7
simply has anatural speed and ease
without coloration - it is truly like
the REF3 preamp in this regard.

This is the heart
CD7 is all , il

whdt tho Rulererk

tut

Established in 1988, Oxford Audio Consultants are one of the
leading specialist hi-fi outlets in the UK, specialising in audio,
home cinema, audio-visual and multi-media installations.
We are very proud to represent world-class products from Absdlute
Sounds (www.absolutesounds.co.uk). As an Absolute Sounds Sbudio
Dealer, you can be 100% sure of our exceptional service, backup,
long-term support and awide-selection of many of the world's most
renowned hi-ti products.
From osingle component to acomplete system, Absolute Sounds and
Oxford Audio Consultants have the answers and just os important,
the solutions.

LISTENING TEST

ORTOFON RONDO CARTRIDGES • 000-£500

Primary colours
Steve Harris finds out if Ortofon's newest cartridges - the
Rondo Red, Blue and Bronze - can live up to the standards
set by the firm's Kontrapunkt range

scs

DETAILS
Ortofon Rondo cartridges
Bronze (£ 5001,
Blue ((400), Red 1£3001

0

rtofon's three- model
Rondo range is the

composition of ground wood and

2.3g; all have anominal output

resin, in three glossy- but- not-

of 500pV at lkHz, 5crr/s; all have

company's attempt to

gaudy flake- colour finishes to

an internal DC resistance of

accord with the model names.

6ohm, suiting aload impedance

follow-up the success of its

www.henleydesigns.co.uk
01235 511166
Well graded for the money

Kontrapunkt cartridge series.

In side view, this body moulding

of 10-200 ohm. The diferences

The top model - at £ 500 just

resembles the classic, rather

are in the cantilever and

£50 more than the Kontrapunkt

square Ortofon moving- coils

specification of the stylus.

A - is the MC Rondo Bronze,

models of the MC20 genre, but

with the MC Rondo Blue and

from the front you can see that

STYLUS CHANGES

cantilever. For the Bronze, the

MC Rondo Red coming in at

the shape has been fleshed out

On the Rondo Red you will find a

stylus is an FG80 type, with radii

£400 and £ 300 respectively.

alot, with chunky ' shoulders',

relatively basic elliptical diamond

of 5pm and 80pm, this time on a

which carry threaded inserts to

stylus mounted on an aluminium

tapered aluminium cantilever.

take the mounting screws. All

cantilever. For the Blue, this is

While the Kontrapunkts are
housed in aslick aerodynamic

'Ortof on's quoted specifications show improvements
through the range. But how do they sound in practice?'

Save for aKontrapunkt

On paper, Ortefon's quoted
performance specifications
-frequency response, channel
balance and separation - show a
modest improvement with each

stainless- steel body shell,

three Rondo models weigh in at

replaced by an EGA)

step up the range. But how do

these new moving- coils are

10.5g, all have acompliance of

line- contact type stybs, with

they sound in practice'

bulkier. The Rondo range

15cu ( 15pm/mNI and operate at

minor and major radii of

bodies are made from a

arecommended tracking force of

5pm and 70pm, on asimilar

Eac:h cartridge was mounted
in an identical SME headshell
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LISTENING TEST

ORTOFON RONDO CARTRIDGES • £ 300-£500

for use with the SME Model 10

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS e);iotOar•)A;tehin•]

turntable and arm, which made
comparison straightforward.
The identical weight of all three

Rondo Red

Rondo Blue

Rondo Bronze

cartridges and the precision of

Output at lkHz 5cmis

500pV

500pV

500pV

the SME arm made it possible

Channel balance at lkHz

2dB

1.5dB

ldB

to switch quickly and repeatedly

Channel separation at lkHz

22dB

25dB

25dB

from one cartridge to another

Channel separation at 15kHz

15dB

without resetting the arm

Frequency range, - 3dB

20Hz-30kHz

18dB
20Hz-35kHz

20Hz-40kHz

counterweight.

Frequency response

20Hz-20kHz, ±2dB

20Hz-20kHz, ± 1.5d8

20Hz-20kHz. ± 1.5dB

18dB

First, though, Iexperimented
with tracking weight on
each cartridge and ended up

DETAILS

ALSO CONSIDER

simply agreeing with Ortofon's
recommendation of 2.3g. At the

Benz Micro Ace, £500 — available in
low and medium output guises, the Ace
marks the budget end of the Benz range

recommended tracking weight
of 2.3g, all the cartridges would

but shows real audiophile pedigree with
crisp, precise yet spacious sound

easily cope with the middle one
of the three high-level bias -

Ortoton Kontrapunkt A, £
450

setting tracks on the HFS75 test

—this much- recommended metal-

record, and all but the Bronze

bodied Ortofon makes an intriguing

were fairly clean on the highest level cut - an extreme test.
Other ancillary equipment

Rondo bodies are made of ground wood and resin

Colour-coded pins help set-up

comparison with the Rondo models and
is still very hard to beat at the price.

included Musical Fidelity A1000
and Harman Kardon HK970
amplifiers, Musical Fidelity X-LP

strident on orchestral strings.

some trade-offs. The Bronze

slightly anodyne in this respect.

Everything swung along well on

could sometimes be more

On the mono test with Dizzy

and McCormack Micro Drive
phono stages, Rogers Studio 7

solo passages, but with densely

detailed and it performed
better on complex instrumental
passages and orchestral tuttis,

Gillespie's The Greatest Trumpet
Of Them All the Blue had afirm
and precise bass quality and

SOUND QUALITY

orchestrated passages the
sound could sometimes appear
alittle congested.
Finally, moving on to the

plus - just as importantly
perhaps - it seemed able to

great attack, but the ' edge' on
the trumpet and other horns was

The Rondos were tried with a
wide variety of music. Taking

Bronze, there was definitely a
sense of greater refinement, a

present abetter-proportmed
version of the acoustic space

abit too much. Here Ipreferred

the Rondo Red first, the sound

noticeably smoother quality in
the orchestral string passages,

on arecording. It also had a
smoother, better balanced treble

for example, and - again on that

quality. However, the Blue had
more get- up-aid- go.

In general, if you are arock
listener, you will probably prefer
the Blue, but depending on your

and PMC DB1+ speakers.

was always sweet enough
on single instruments, but
in the orchestral passages
could become rather grainy
and lacking transparency. But

Mozart disc - abetter sense of
the piano as asingle coherent
instrument. On Rickie Lee Jones

Returning to the Blue after
the Bronze, the sound with the

'Dizzy Gillespie's ' The Greatest Trumpet of Them All'
had a firm and precise bass quality and a great attack'
generally the bass quality was
quite good, with areasonable

the effect wae good but with Just

Moz art
.
record becama more

asuspicion of aveiled quality.

sense of space. On Blue, Joni
Mitchell's voice came over as

But Joni Mitchell's voice on Blue
was well represented.

alive, somehow more fluid and
vibrant, at the expense of some

gutsy and urgent.
The Blue had more life and

comparison between the Blue

vibrancy, although it could be too

and Bronze models reflected

In the end, Ifelt that

WE LISTENED TO
•Rickie Lee Jones,

The Greatest Trumpet Of Them All

the Bronze.

tastes you could find the top end
needs smoothing out.
Ultimately, based on my
listening to the review samples
supplied, none of the Rondo
models could compete with
the excellent Kontrapunkt A.
Switching to it after the Rondo
Bronze or Blue brought asound
that was refined yet vibrant,

brightness or even stridency in

and smooth but with no lack

the mid and treble. Similarly,

of attack or dynamics. For the

Joni Mitchell's Blue had abetter
rhythmic feel, with the voice

moment, the Kontrapunkt series
continues its reign, but in the

good but rather forward ard

future, where there is aBror,ze,

bright. Yet it conveyed emotion

could we expect the arrival of a

well, rnaking the Bronze sound

Silver or Gold? 0

by i)1;>1;l1)à

Rickie Lee Jones

[Verve recording on HMV CLP 1381,

[Warner K56628]
•Bill Evans Trio,

mono]
•Joni Mitchell,

Sunday At The
Village Vanguard

Blue [
Reprise KK4128]

Ortofon's new range of affordable moving- coils are well graded. The basic Red model

•Mozart, piano

[Alto limited edition
pressing of Riverside

concerto No 21 in C

sounds competent if not particularly inspiring, while the Blue is worth the extra
money as it offers more in terms of life and musical involvement, though it can still

RLP9376]
•Dizzy Gillespie,

Barenboim/English Chamber Orchestra,

major, K467, Daniel
1967 [ EMI ASO 2465]

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

sound alittle strident. The Bronze sounds smoother and more refined, but with tess
vibrancy and ' life' than the Blue - arguably aclassical-versus- rock trade-off. But to
our ears, the Rondos didn't have quite the charisma of the Kontrapunkt models.
ANN.,
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Aspirational

Chord Choral Series
and Aspire Rack
Compact high- end
system components

C

horal. A discerning range of
.../compact system components that will
captivate you. delight you and intrigue you.
'DAC64 Digital to Analogue Converter
'Symphonic' Phono Stage
'Prima' Pre- Amplifier
•'Mezzo 50' Power Amplifier
• Btu' CD Transport
•NEW One' CD Player
•NEW Mezzo 140' Power Amplifier
•NEW Aspire' Solid Aluminium Rack
•NEW Brilliant Finish
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us for dotais of your nearest dealer.

O CHORD®
Chord Electronics Limited
For more information
T01622 721444
EsalesQchordelectronics.co.uk
W www.chordelectronics.co.uk

Lean and
Mean
conrad•Iohnson

Conrad- Johnson has developed aleaner,
meaner, more affordable version of its

ACT2 pre- amp in the shape of the CT5.
Martin Cottoms examines the technology
and gives it athorough test

C

onrad- Johnson's current
top of the line pre- amp,

DETAILS

the ACT2, has quickly

Conrad- Johnson CT5

eslattished areference grade
reputation. At £ 13,000, however,

£7450

it was inevitable that aleaner,
meaner and more affordable

www.conradjohnson.com

version would emeFge. Here it
is, the CT5, priced f7450. An

020 8948 4153

even cheaper model, the CT6
(E45001 will soon be launched.
The new CT series is founded
on the proprietary Conrad-

circuitry, the musical aspects
of performance are generally
inheren:, although these
qualities can be damaged or
even lost in some cases if the
basic design is inadequate.
The secret of ConradJohnson's elegantly simple
formula is to use avery
powerful triode that does most

Sweet and superb value

of the work, and ally this to an

For the money, nothing

its very nature, asingle- ended

exceptional power supply. By

'The secret of
Conrad-Johnson's
elegantly simple
formula is to use
a very powerful
triode that does
most of the work'

Jonnson single stage, single
triode topology with zerofeedback. This has proven to

spacious sound - especially

be awinner for the company,

one that's characteristic of

as the technique manages to

zero feedback triode vacuum

combine many of the virtues of

tube amplification - while fine

solic-state and tube technology

clarity, dynamics and good

in one unit.

communication skills should

The solid-state attributes

result from design simplicity

should provide low noise

and amatching short and

and distortion, an accurate

direct signal path.

frequency response, good
channel balance, volume setting

THE TECHNOLOGY

accuracy, plus gooc matching

In some cases, alinely

characteristics at the input

integrated circuit can do a

and output terminals. Tube

surprisingly good job for line

construction implies asweet,

pre- amplification. With valve
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ABOVE: Pair of powerful, custom-built double triodes sit in an attractive acrylic cage

CONRAD-JOHNSON CT5 PRE- AMP • £ 450

vol up

•

mute

voi dr)

amplifyi
stage comprises a
series- loop of amplified current

absolutely the

that must travel directly through

some high standard as the

the power supply. For these

amplifier stage - in reality the

and TefiOni

Conrad- Johnson designs, the
concept of that deceptivety

two are inaivisible. In this way

dielectric as the basis.

simple single amplifying stage
must include the power supply.
The latter must be designed to

uo as one that is quite complex

CONSTRUCTION

-and expensive.
A key fea:ure of the CT'

It wasn't sufficent pst to halve

supply and transformers,
aradical rethink was needed

the number of amplifying

for the construction complexity.

(Composite Triode) paralleled

triodes to achieve the lower

Careful study of optimised

tube technology is the manner

price point for the CT5. While

of signal coupling. While
directly coupled at the input,

this would provide small savings

layouts and printed circuit
traces has led to asingle

npower

avery simple concept may end

it is capacitor- coupled at the
outpLt. Blocking the relatively

ABOVE: Remote offers source plus balance'

MANUFACTURER'S SPECS

high voltage present at the
anoce connection of the triode,

Mains input

Detachable IEC cord

Frequency range

2Hz to 100kHz

the output capac!tor is an

Noise & hum

100dB below 25V rated output

essential, critica! component.

Distortion

Better than 0.1°/i) at 1V output

In one sense the performance

Phase

Inverting of absolute polarity

of this pre-arnplifier relies on

BOO ohm

the sound quality of the output

Output impedance
Triode type

capacitor ard Conrad- Johnson

Inputs

5plus EPL ( external processor loop( and Theater', all RCA

goes to extraordinary lengths
to maximise its quality. Its

Outputs
Size

2plus EPL and Theater ( unity gain(

2; Svetlana 6N300P

19 x5x15.5in (whdl

custom-made, with metal foil
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CONRAD-JOHNSON CT5 PRE- AMP • £ 450

sounding more characteristic

DETAILS

and lifelike. Where many

and focused but it is very good
nonetheless. In the bass the CT5

pre- amps perceptibly
thin- out tonal balance, and

the ACT, seeming not to go quite

indeed almost all audio
equipment tends to some

as deep while having amildly
boxy colouration in the upper

leanness, perhaps from asubtle

bass. And yet that remarkably

accumulation of distortion and

generously balanced midrange
sails to the rescue.

colorations, the 015 presents a
mellifluously balanced natural
ABOVE: Digital volume display is in dual- mono format

is also not quite as extended as

tonality, in fact even more
natural than the remarkable
standard achieved by the ACT2.

Ifound the sound of the CT5
to be vital, engaging, dynamic
and expressive. Somehow
its simplicity of conception
and execution cuts through

.
ceee,ti
eewe uleweee
seeet).

ABOVE: Theater sockets for cinema integration accompany line-his and outs

HARD ACT TO FOLLOW

the technology issues to

The high treble is not quite as
perfect as that of the ACT. It's

deliver expressive, involving

marginally less well defined

rock or classical material. 13

▪

performances be it with jazz,

.e •

LAB REPORT
These Conrad- Johnson single triode

your speakers will have blown up
long before you reach this setting!
Asetting of 90 is afair absolute

board construction with
apruned labour content.
The vibration-decoupled

quality has been retained in this
new version.

pre- amplifiers have proven easy to
test, so capable is their technical
performance. My closest reference

construction of the ACT has

SOUND QUALITY

is the ACT2 from last year, which had

devolved into anorrna: assembly
for the CT5 and suggests that
experiment with audio supports

The fir st impre3sion was of an

quadruple triodes as compared with

than 0.6dB down at 20kHz, and judged
imperceptible.

excellent treble definition. Then
there was arapid appreciation

the doubles used here. IHF distortion
[0.5V in/out] was aconstant 0.06%

could be helpful when installing.

Volume steps are typically fine
0.6dB over the range, with ' 77'

of the excellent holographic

I-65dB] over the whole frequency
range for the ACT, and the CT5 was
very similar at - 63dB or 0.07%.

approximately unity gain ( OdB) and the
range from here down to ' 01' covers

The CT5 compr .ses apair
of powerful double -riodes,
attractively presented at the
front oanpl in an acrylic cage,

'The midrange
was exceptional,
possessing the
full range of
dynamics
and rhythm'

central imaging, conveying a
fine sense of presence and
firmly portraying the space

Distortion is of adesirably low

surrounding the performers.
Acoustic guitar was
exceptionally natural soundirg

harmonic nature, essentially sweetsounding second harmonic and at a
subjectively almost negligible degree.

with the subtle micro- dynamics

ACT pulled a25V maximum output
while the CT5 comes quite close with

of instrumental technique
beautifully resolved. The CT5
demonstrated speed and
articulation in equal measJi-e.
However, the midrange was

maximum setting and is then less

auseful 50dB. ' 00' equals mute. At
normal volume settings impedance is
fine at 30k ohm with aminimum value
of 27k ohm.
ACT had held achannel balance
of 0.02dB while this CT5 was within

astill massive 23V output before

aquite satisfactory 0.5dB, and would
be mildly subject to tube selection.

overload. Distortion is independent of

Amatched pair would tighten this

output loading and frequency but the ' 5
output impedance is higher at 830 ohm

parameter if required, but this is
probably unnecessary.

simply exceptional, possessing

rising to 1.8k ohm by 20Hz, afunction of

the full range of dynamics and

the output capacitor size Run

and these are operated as a
simple parallel pair per channel

signal-to-noise ratio is 93.1dB

rhythm. It resolved the attack
of the transients, but also, that

Power amp input loads below
20k ohm will impart alittle bass

compared with 87.2dB for the ACT,

to optimise distortion and
output impedance. The interior

more subtle aspect of pitch.
For example, table are often
reproduced more like simple

roll-off but the usual 100k ohm of a
partnering Conrad- Johnson power
amplifier results in less than 0.1dB

percussion than small tuned

of this easy- to- service design
is dominated by those huge foil
and Teflon audio capacitors,

drums. In the case of the CT5,

custom-built at terrifying cost.

after the initial table strike,

loss at 10Hz, quite negligible. At
normal, IHF settings, the frequency
response is very wide, just 0.09dB

the decay had more character

down at 20kHz, -3dB at 148kHz.

ana more harmonic colour,

At the very highest ' 99' setting
there is some treble roll- off, a

It will be interesting to find
out how much of the ACT sound

REVIEW SYSTEM
•Sources - Naar CDS3, Marantz CD- 7CD players
•Amps - Conrad- Johnson ACT2, Krell Evolution, XTC Pre 2pre- amplifiers with
Aesthetix Rhea disc equalisation, Krell Evolution, Conrad-Johrson 350- SA, Naim
NAP250 power amplifiers
•Speakers - B&W 8000, Avalon Diamond, BBC LS3/5A ( 15 ohm) loLdspeakers
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noticeable - 3.8d8 by 20kHz but

The CT5 is quiet: the A- weighted

but there is little in it. Intriguingly
the ' 5beat the ACT for residual
hum measuring - 85dB compared
with -80.5dB for the ACT ( auseful
improvement). For reference, the
practical signal-to-noise ratio is 97dB
unweighted for a2V CD input level,
avery fine result indeed. As with the
ACT, the CT- 5inverts absolute phase,
as expected from the circuit topology.
The nominal gain is x10 or 20dB.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
The CT5 actually gets within 90%
of the ACT's sound quality at nearly

recommendation is assured for this
thoroughly musical and versatile line

50% of the cost. An enthusiastic

pre- amplifier.

,—
(

COUSTICA
& HOME CINEMA
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Amphion

rcam

BT

—

udiolab AVID Aye &WI*

Classé f
ocal.JM Lab Linn Products

•

3Acoustics Monitor Audio

Maim Audio Nautilus PrkMare* Quadraspire Rega BEL Rotel •
•Shahinian

Spendor Sugden Thiel \Nadia

te

The Best of British - Arcam hi-fi and home cinema

call us for ademonstration
Acoustica
17 Hoole Road
CHESTER CH2 3NH

01244 344227
www.acoustica.co.uk

Acoustica
114 Wolverhampton Road
STAFFORD ST17 4AH

01785 258216
www.acoustica.co.uk

Griffin Audio
3 Gibb Terrace, Gibb St
BIRMINGHAM B9 4AA

0121 224 7300
www.griffinaudio.co.uk

Definitive Audio
Definitive Audio offers you afresh and focused way of
choosing asophisticated sound for your home.
Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless. The systems we create are infused with
an elusive quality that will expand your musical horizons.
We use ajudicious selection of the world's most artful and
ingenious creations, including the beautiful, beguiling Living
Voice loudspeakers from England and Kondo KSL
electronics from Japan.
Complete systems from: £5,000 - £ 300,000.
Marine Enquiries welcome.

www.livingvoice.co.uk " Id. +44 (0) 115 973 3222 Email. shout@livingvoice.co.uk
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LAB TEST

first class
newt

I

fyou doubt that compact disc
will remain the dominant
playback source for the

foreseeable future, the CD- only
player before me should rattle
your cage. It comes from one
of Europe's canniest operators
-retailer extraordinaire
Peter Lyngdorf. You know his
manufacturing efforts from the
truly pioneering TacT digital
amplifiers and processors.
TacT has now metamorphosed
into the eponymous brand that
produces the CD -1, and - trust
me - Lyngdorf wouldn't have
OK'd aplayer this sophisticated
if he had any insecurities about

Former TacT supremo Peter Lyngdorf has put his name to a
brand new audio range and come up with an impressive new
player in the process. Ken Kessler enthuses...

the format. He would have
badge engineered some Pacific
Rim poo-poo and left it at that.
No, the CD -1is astatement of
audiophilic intent, for this is one
fine sounding disc spinner.

DETAILS
Lyngdorf CD- 1
£1545
www.lyngdorfaudio.co.uk
0870 9100100
Spacious, high quality
sound

e

Occasionally awkward
controls

CD- 1
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LYNGDORF CD- 1 C1545
As aEuropean brand,

there is aminimum of noise

Lyngdorf has of course had to

entering the player. Grounding is

comply with Brussels directives.

optimal, and the entire chassis

Among the CD- 1's design

connected electrically. The back

considerations was a* good

panel is electrically conductive

mains filter at the input.' But

las with all our products) and

Lyngdorf UK's David Rappaport

if you note the side panels and

pointed out that ' normally

top panel, the oxide layer in the

only very small mains filters

anodiz:ng has been removed

are seen on CD players - for

to make them conductive as

'If silence can have a quality - sorry
to go all Lewis Carroll on you - then
it's one of Stygian totality in the CD- 1.
It displays a deliciously pure canvas'
meeting the EMC requirements.

Philips CO mechanism 'designed for audio rather than CO- ROM or OVO ROM mech

well. The design around the

But we are concerned about the

Holmgren toroidal transformer

influences on sound as well.'

and the linear power supply is

on you - then it's one of Stygian

To avoid compromise,

also well- regulated, filtered

totality in the CD -1. You'd be

with all -matters- digital is

Lyngdorrs experience

Lyngdorf felt it was, .... worth

and decoupled with different

hard-pressed to fen that the

vast, net least because of the

the money doing better filtering

supplies from three independent

CD- 1is on unt lthe music

aforementioned work on true

than required to make sure

secondaries.'

issues forth - even if you turn

digital ampt•fiers. The company

the volume waí up with nothing

says, ' We know what clocks

playing - and trie net result is a

are supposed to do and what

-with the exception of some

deliciously pure canvas against

they don't do, so we have

lunatic- fringe valve players

which to display ' he music

taken the best clock we have

To be frank, Ihave yet to use
any player above deck- level

tourd, from our work with the

-that exhibit even ahint of
noise, but there seemed to be

PLAYBACK THAT MATTERS

Millennium digital amplifier, and

something palpably hushed

But silence is noi what we're

implerrented it within the CD- 1.

here for: it's the playback that

The key here is tow phase noise

matters. The CD -1features a

in the audio band.'

about the Lyngdorf.
If silence can have a
quality - sorry to go
all Lewis Carroll

Philips audio CD mechanism,

Lyngdorf has no doubts

*designed for audio,' Lyngdorf

about the benefits of

emphasises, not auniversal cr

upsampling the output.

CD-ROM mechanism.

Rapoport continued, ' First, we

'The reason for designing for

use the sample rate converter,

CD rather than DVD/SACD is

the best on the market, for

obvious f-om amusical

attenuating jitter to avery low

point of view. All

level on the output. Secondly,

DVD/SACD drives are

we enhance the audio quality

based on video designs

by upsampling to 24 bits at a

and clocks, and he

higher rate. You can be assured

output is re-samplea

of trie differences just by

(uncontrolled) to audio

listening to the output - and
getting the output frequency

output clocks. So our
preference is simpler

away from the 44.1kHz input car

and better: agood audio

do nice things to the sound.'
The input to the DAC section

drive, aclean clock on
the drive and external

is upsampled to 96kHz, and

optimisaton. We have

that's fixed, by the way,

chosen to get the signal

here the sample- rate converter

but

(off the COI as cleanly as

is also used for taking care of

possible arid do the last

another drawback of moaern
DACs. The resampling for the

final cleaning based on
our precision clock system

DAC has anegative gain of
-2aB, and trie re- sampling

close to the output stage.*

filters take care of the inter -

REVIEW SYSTEM

sample clipping problems ( of

•Musical Fidelity kii25. Quad 99CDP II

•Rogers LS3/5a, Wilson WATT P.Ippy

which not many are aware) in a

and Marantz CD12/0Al2 CD players

System 7speakers

very delicate way.

•McIntosh C2200 pre- amp

•Transparent Ultra balanced cable

•McIntosh MC2102 power amp

•Transparent Re -erence speaker cables

In modern CDs, the level is
very high, and by analysis you
will often find several " max"

lZ
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samples in arow indicating

DETAILS

something is clipping, away
from the original signal. With
this kind of input most DACs
sound very bad and their often
fine specifications will suffer to
ahigh degree in the conversion
process. But in the sample rate
converter the signal is treated
differently: after attenuation, the
output is low-pass filtered to
reshape the signal. This eases
the burden on the modulator in
the DAC. This, of course, loses
acouple of dB in dynamic range
of the DAC, but is well worth it
when you hear the result.'
The CD- 1's DAC is built
around the Wolfson WM8740.
The company admits that it
is,

perhaps not the best

performing DAC on the bench,
but in our balanced design, with
very fine audio op amps, the
sonic quality is outstanding.'
The analogue output can be
attenuated from ahigh level,
for matching the Lyngdorf
amplifiers, to alower line level;
additionally, the analogue
section can be powered down
completely if the user wants to

TOP: Vacuum fluorescent display gives full read out of sample- rate conversion settings

use the CD- 1as atransport only, thus optimising its

through RJ45 ethernet socketry. Mote the enduring US influence on this European Drand with American spelling of .
Analog'!

BOTTOM Complement of connectors includes RCA and XLR outputs; digital AES, RCA and Toslink; and RS 232 for PC connection

performance even further.
HANDSOME DEVICE
Housed in asleek, 450 x357
x100mm (wdhl enclosure the
CD- 1is ahandsome device
with asurprisingly clean, if not
quite minimalist front panel.
A comprehensive remote
control helps here, a36 -button
affair that also operates other
Lyngdorf products. Also aiding
the absence of clutter is the
'Skip Wheel' for play and select

'Housed in a sleek
enclosure, the
Lyngdorf CD- 1
is a handsome
device, with
a clean, if not
quite minimalist
front panel'

ALSO CONSIDER
Copland CDA813 (
0750): Like the
Lyngdorf, it's northern European, offers
balanced output.., and it's beautiful
Marantz SA- 11S1 K2000): Gorgeous in
every way, with stereo SACD playback,
for the masochists — afuture classic.

encircled by apress- ring
that will be instantly familiar
to iPod users, gamers and
mobile phone abusers. For old
farts, there is still an array of

and it was most easily perceived

2/3rds the price

Inolvidable is rhythmic,
flowing Cuban music and it's
achallenge for any system.

design. You have achoice of on/
off or standby from two separate

apair of RS232- compatible R.145
sockets for connecting aPC for

What the CD -1pulled out was

buttons on the extreme left. And
you will certainly want to read

firmware upgrades, for linking
it to all-Lyngdorf systems, for
daisy- chaining components, or

more air, wider dynamics, but
-as far as the lower registers

the 21- page manual if you nope
to get your money's worth out of

presentation due almost entirely
to subtle, barely perceived
clues at the best of times.
Added mass, tighter transients,
smoother decay: if you like your

LOW-LEVEL DETAIL

Lyngdorf didn't simply badge engineer someone else's

are concerned - far better

instaliations. Mains enters
through athree pin IEC socket.

both balanced (XLR) and

the CD -1.

even greater atmosphere,

for incorporation into custom

user- adjustable settings.

be regarded as evidence that

reason, this player responded
even more vividly to the tweak,
with the disc's bass.

Avaried selection of outputs
will endear it to enthusiasts:

Naturally, it has afew of its

Sound magic chip. For whatever

too much, here's aknock-out player at

conventional transport buttons
below the display, including a
menu button for accessing the

own quirks to address, which
-rather than upset you - should

one treated by the Golden

Quad 99 CDP II ([ 999): If £1545 is

functions at the extreme right,
which features apress button

retrieval of low-level detail. And
here, yet again ‘Iexpect to upset
some of you: my first action was
to play two copies of Inolvidable,

unbalanced ( phono) analogue

What stood out above all the

outputs, and transformer-

CC -1's qualities - apparent from

music to have asolid, palpable
presence, and your speakers

coupled digital outputs - to
eliminating earth loops - via

the very instant Iturned on an

and room can handle it without

Toslink optical, AES XLR and co-

already- run-in machine - wee
the cavernous, open sense of

going all woofy and woolly, the

axial S/PDIF. The CD- 1also has

space and the phenomenal
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CD- 1will have you grinning
from ear to ear.

LYNGDORF CD- 1• £1545
gains were in the sense of scale:

for Yanks in the 1960s. It was

most people. You can drop this

with other genres and that

the MF transport/DAC sounded

glorious trash, simplistic to a

into asystem with aprice tag

Iwas not just hearing the

bigger, with aslightly wider and

fault. The mono take on the

in excess of £ 50,000, and it will

GSIC tweak, Imoved onto the

deeper soundstage and slightly

recent best of' sounded fatter,

not let it down. If its reliablity as

remastered Weird Tales of the

greater image height. It also

more majestic, the angst in the

is solid as its construction, the

Ramones box set. This time, it

added ahint of warmth, which

voice, the sheer cheesiness of

CD- 1will see most of you out

the organ riff. Ileft it on repeat

in the way that Quad gear used

for an hour or two.

to go to the grave with its first

To see if this is consistent

'The CD- Irevealed the Ramones'
studio work to have far greater
dynamics than their three-chord ballsto-the-wall bombast ever suggested'
was disconcerting, almost to

-in this case - was so subtle

the point of betrayal if you still

as to become merely amatter

have perforations on your face

of taste.

testifying to your adherence
to the punk ethos. Bugger me

Back to the CD- 1, and

owners. The user-adjustability

What Lyngdorf has produced

will keep ' enthusiasts'

with the CD- 1is the kind of
no-brainer choice that takes the

permanently amused, and the

worry out of buying aEl 500- plus

sound is, well, delicious. Good

player - still alot of money to

grief, what adebut!

CI

LAB REPORT

Iwanted to test this with

if the recordings didn't sound

mono recordings, including

Passing every test with flying

output from the balanced XLRs.

simply amazing! You don't

the remarkable early Neil

colours, Lyngdorf's CD player

Even at 20kHz/OdBFs, where the

listen to the Ramones for sonic

Diamond - raspy voice, great

analogue output is at full stretch,

ecstasy: you listen to them to

arrangements, but single-

is an impressive example of
applied upsampling technology.

have your hair raised. Sound

channel. Here is where the

Asynchronous re- sampling from

and 19/20kHz IM distortion just

quality was never even an issue.

CD- 1showed why it can fight

44.1kHz to 96kHz is achieved using

0.00025%. The rejection of digital

But the CD- 1revealed their

with stuff at double the price.

TI's SRC4194 while suppressing

images is better than 120d8 and,

studio work to have far greater

It was able to reveal layer in

jitter to - 115psec ( about the limit

thanks in part to the higher-

dynamics than their three- chord

mono recordings, to separate

of measurement with 16- bit CD

than- average gain of its analogue

balls- to- the- wall bombast ever

vocals and instruments with

source material), keeping any

output, the best- case A-wtd S/N

suggested. There was clarity

such precision, that it enables

errors in low-level linearity to

ratio (with adigital mute signal)

and transparency that spoke of

the listener to forget that the

±0.9dB over the same range and

is around 115dB. With an offset

expensive studios and genius

sound is dead centre and devoid

maintaining a20Hz-20kHz response

digital zero, which prevents the

producers. And, damn, could

of spatial effects. Diamond's

that's flat to within + 0.00/-0.03dB!

those guys play. Check out the

voice remained to the fore, while

crystal clear, liquid guitar work

behind him were examples of

address peak level clipping

on their version of 'Journey To

sublime musicianship probably

issues within the upsampler and

The Center of the Mind' - Ted

not noticed by most listeners

Wolfson DAC, holding distortion to

Suite Report from www.

Nugent would be proud.

who only ever heard this stuff

-0.00025% at OdBEs at ahigh 5.5V

milleraudioresearch.com/avtech

Lyngdorf's engineers also

harmonic distortion is just 0.003%

DACs modulators from switching
off, this amounts to atechnically
impressive 108dB.
•Download the full OC

on the radio. Overly familiar
FAST ATTACK

material sounded absolutely

Fast, punchy, with crisp attack

fresh - and that's just about the

-it was almost impossible to

greatest gift asound system can

find any areas of behaviour to

present to the listener.

criticise. Ihad to look to the

200 psec

0.003%
—

Distortion at lkHz/OdBfs

080209i_

160 psec

nois
SMpec'
a
nufaocoturers

£4k Musical Fidelity kW2 5

heard ? & the Mysterians' ' 96

package to improve audibly on

Tears' afew thousand times. It

the performance, and the main

.vas the garage band anthem

WE LISTENED TO

HFN's Spec:
0.0003%

08012%

120dB
Crosstalk at lkliz

120db

Inolvidable
(Chesky J0249)

Meridaduers
Spec: 1140

100db

Thanksgiving Day
(112 Music 63881-272861

A-tvld Signal.to-Noise he. Digital 2erol
Hf H'sSpec
122dB

110db

Ray Davies

Hill's Spec
115psc

80 psec

psec

0.0006%

130db

Candido & Graciela

Digital Inc,

120 psec

0.00189L

Think about it. Imust have

Ilandecturees
Spec: <700peee

115d8
105dB

114441441rWs
Spec: 115a

HiN
11S Ei

100dB
9508

900_

Neil Diamond
In My Lifetime
(Columbia 504501-2)
?& the Mysterians
The Best of

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

WEIRD TALV
Or nit

This player ups the ante

this is agreat sounding machine,

for sub-£ 2k players. Not

making this debut player a

only is it beautifully built, it's

sensation. It's early 2006, but the

Weird Tales of the Ramones

highly adaptable, practical and

CD- 1deserves short- listing for CD

(Rhino 8122-74662-2)

functional too. But above all,

Player of the Year.

IABKCO/Cameo-Parkway 18771-923221
The Ramones.
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SUPER

NATUR

BALANCE

TAKE A STAND:

HELICON

300

"They ooze finesse, and deliver generous doses of authority and scale.
If that sonic character appeals, take alisten to them. You will be impressed."
What HiFi I
Sound & Vision
"This is a delicious loudspeaker that's very easy to like, because of the
way it projects and communicates the music with a fine combination of
delicacy and enthusiasm."
Paul Messenger ' HiFi Choice
"There are very few loudspeakers - even at considerably higher prices
-that can reproduce triangles, cymbals or acoustic guitars° breathtakingly..."
Holger Biermann Stereoplay

IN

ADMIRATION

Of

MUSIC

DALI UK + 44 ( 0)845 644 3537 r DALI USA + 1 360 733 4446 o DALI Deutschland + 49 6028 4390 a DALI Denmark +45 96 72 11 55

.4611

FEATURES
A

Wide Dispersion
«le

3D Audio

1

..")

Low Resonance Cabinets

Time Coherence

e

Hand Crafted

Amplifier Optimised

IDALI
www.dali.d1(

LISTENING TEST

DETAILS
AT Stiletto
1995 ( pair)
www.loudspeaker-art.com
0292 319416
Easy to place
Limited bass extension

From the family business that brought us Systemdek
i„ turntables comes the ART Stiletto, astab at the compact,
lounge- friendly loudspeaker. David Ailed-ck wonders if it
shows the competition aclean pair of heels...

ART STILETTO LOUDSPEAKER • £ 95

placing and ability to work close
to arear wall is critical in such
circumstances. The Stiletto can
be bi-wired, too, and like every
speaker so far encountered, it
sounded superior with shorting
strips removed and run with two
cables aside.
The speakers required 75
hours running to get them
performing truly at their optimal
level, and once run they opened
up and started to show their
true colours. However, until
then the bass was somewhat
tight and constricted with the
high frequencies showing little
real air.
BASS SURPRISE
Once run in, after about
75 hours use to get them
performing optimally, the first
ABOVE: Rear- facing flex port site above astandard hi- wire

surprise was the bass - not

connectioi plate, helping low- frequency performance

just the quantity, but its quality
and extension. No speaker
employing a96mm bass driver
in arelatively diminutive cabinet
(and part filled with sand) is
going to be aparty animal
capable of structural damage,
but the bass this speaker
produced was much better than
anticipated, with far greater
solidity and extension than one
would expect.
Given adensely- mixed album
such as Jewel's 0304, not only

1111MI110 1111111111111
ABOVE: the 960mm-high Stilleto, with and without grille

F

&lowing on from its
extraordinary Skibo
system ( May 2004) ART

was the main bass line from
'Intuition' highly tuneful with
ABOVE: Stiletto stands on a3Ontm plinth

very good timing, but it suffered
very little overhang. Just atouch

and weighs afriendly 12kg,

over- emphasised in the lower

of curtailment on the decay and

yet is very solid, and well

midrarge, asure sign aspeaker

the lack of energy transmitted

braced internally, eliciting

is too close to the rear wall. This

into the room were the only

Loudspeakers sought to develop

only aminimal response from

versatility is to be applauded:

clues the sound was emanating

amore conventional looking

the knuck:e rap test. I: uses

with today's smaller houses,

from such small boxes

loudspeaker, one that would

a25mm Peerless soft- dome

all too often the audio system

-especially impressive as I'd

be at home in smaller living

tweeter with aprecision

has to share space in the living

switched to the Stiletto straight

rooms and unobt-usive while

horn- loaded faceplate and

room, and this flexibility in

after using the Hyperion

still offering many of the sonic

96mm SEAS mid/bass dryer in
a51/2 litre enclosure.

qualities of the larger Skibo. The
result is the Stiletto.

SYSTEM USED

The Stiletto is acompact

In terms of unobtrusive

two-way system using a

Shanling SCD-1200 SACO player, Musical

Onyx Rocket RS550 Mk II, PMC GB- 1,

design, the Stiletto is leagues

first- order crossover, and

Fidelity X- Ray V3 CD player ( used as

Hyperion Sound Design HPS-938

ahead of the competition,

this combination of compact

astandalone player and transport for

makihg the slim Onyx Rocket

dimensions and simple

MF Tri Vista 21 DAC1, Basis Gold Debut

RS 550 and even the Elac 270.2

crossover made placement easy.

turntable/Graham 2.0 arm and Benz

Signature Interconnects, Chord Company

seem bulky by comparison. In

The cabinets worked within

Glider L2 Reference cartridge

Signature and Townshend Audio lsolda

Atlas Elektra and Chord Company

fact, none of the stand- mounted

60cm of the side wall and 75cm

speakers I've encountered over

of the rea- wall. They would

Musical Fidelity X-80 integrated amp,

All source equipment was powered

the past five years can match

even go as close as 30cm to the

Shanling STP-80 integrated amp,

through Isotek Orion mains filters with

the Stiletto's ultra compact

rear wall without destroying the

Bryston 3B- SST stereo amp with Krell

amplification powered by Isotek Titan,

footp -int. The Stiletto measures

soundstage depth and causing

KRC-3 pre amp

all mains cables were Isotek Elite

only 140 x960 x16Gmm ( whd)

the midrange to become opaque

OCT hi- wire speaker cables
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THE LISTENING TEST

Sound Design HPS-938, where

ART STILETTO LOUDSPEAKER • £ 995

WHAT WE LISTENED TO

each speaker sports apair of
200mm bass drivers in acabinet

ALSO CONSIDER
•PMC GB1, £ 1145 [ Oct 04]

with over three times the

•Jewel, 0304, ECM [Atlantic 83638-2]

-slightly deeper and taller, its use

volume of the Stiletto.

•Rosie Vela, Lazo ( LP) [A&M Records

of atransmission- line gives the

When asked to produce

AMA 5016]

GB1 extra bass extension, increased

alarge quantity of bass, as

•Jean Michel Jarre, Aero ( CO) [ Warner Music

power handling and alarger scale

is called for on the remixed

825646 185122]

presentation, the trade-off being a

version of Oxygene 4' from Jean

speaker that requires more precise

Michel Jarre, the Stiletto didn't

room positioning to give of its best,

become unruly or uncontrolled

and more power as it needs solid-state

-it simply reached its natural

power to control it

lower limit and then rolled off

•Elac 207.2, £ 999 [April 05] - needs

quite rapidly in room, allowing

not only meticulous placement, but

the music to be enjoyed without

also apowerful amplifier due to lower

calling attention to the lack of
absolute extension and slam.
While it may give away alittle

efficiency.
being assaulted by aspeaker

tile cymbals were kept under

•Onix Rocket RS550 Mk II, £ 700 [ Aug

desperately trying to prove its

control without curtailing their

'05] - astunning speaker at only £ 700

bass performance to its peers,

high- resolution credentials.

contribution to the overall mix.

but substantially larger and heavier

from the lower midrange and

The Stiletto had awonderfully

While the Stiletto was just a

than the others mentioned Very

up, this speaker can happily

natural presenta -ion in the

touch slower sounding than the

powerful bass performance, but needs

take on the very best up to

midrange that allowed the

Elac 207.2, you could still hear

to be kept well clear of side walls and

£2000. The combination of the

music and performance to

the distinctive contribution to

doesn't quite have the midrange and HF

simple crossover network,

speak for themselves, with the

the note of the initial impact,

delicacy of the Stiletto.

the excellent tweeter and the

Stiletto simply getting out of the

followed by the metallic sheen

lightweight mid/bass driver

way - afeat far more difficult

of the cymbal, which then was

avast soundstage being

made for amidrange that was

than it may first appear.

permitted the time to dissipate

presented, the stage was still

utterly sublime, with Rosie

The upper registers were as

Vela's rich vocals having a

accomplished as the midrange.

smooth, effortless presentation

The subtle horn loading of the

"Subtle horn loading of the tweeter
assisted overall efficiency of the
design and also helped dispersion,
allowing listening off- axis"

before the next note was played,

laterally extended far beyond

allowing each note to exist in

the edges of the speakers and

its own space, precisely placed

fully encompassed the full

on the soundstage without

width of the room, with only a

splashiness, aggression or

slightly shallower stage depth

hardening. This suggests

betraying the speakers' smaller

the tweeter was working

size. Placement of images on

well within its abilities in this

the stage, again much like a

implementation.

stand- mounted two-way, was

In fact, Ialways ran out

excellent, with clear delineation

you could listen to for hours

tweeter assisted not only the

of travel on the bass driver

without fatigue.

overall efficiency of the design

long before any kind of sonic

subtle loss of absolute solidity

but also helped the dispersion,

aberration could be heard from

at the stage extremes.

HIGHER FREQUENCIES

allowing listening to take place

the tweeter.

The Stiletto was capable of

off- axis without losing high

bringing out the most subtle

frequencies, and contributing to

SOUNDSTAGE

Stiletto out every time you want

intonation and shifts in phrasing

the ease of placement.

Much like the very best

to hear it working at even close

stand- mount two-way speakers,

to its best. The ability to deliver

-bettering the lightning fast

The delicate cymbal work

of each musician and only a

With its ease of placement
you don't have to pull the

Elac 207.2 in this area and

on ' Tonto' from Rosie Vela's

the Stiletto has mastered

alarge, precise soundstage

giving the likes of the Acoustic

Zazu album certainly makes any

the art of vanishing into the

with excellent balance from top

Energy AE1 Mk Ill arun for its

tweeter work hard and quickly

soundstage, leaving only the

to bottom while conveniently

money - without ever giving

snows up any shortcomings or

music behind. But what makes

located near awall is one that

the listener the feeling they are

over- emphasis, bat in this case

the Stiletto stand out is its

will be appreciated by many,

ability, like the Totem Hawk

and will allow far more music

TECHNOLOGY

(March 2003), of being able to

to be enjoyed more of the time

do so without needing precise

without having to wait for the

The Stiletto cabinet is manufactured from 18mm MOF and has an effective volume of

placement to the millimetre.

children and partner to be out,

just 51/
2litres, with three titres being loaded with sand to give some extra mass and

While its size and limits

and that's abenefit which is not

improve stability. The tweeter is the same Peerless soft- dome 25mm design used

on bass extension preclude

lost on me. CI

in the Stiletto's big brother, the Skibo, that has been modified to ART Loudspeakers'
precise requirements. It is loaded with amounting plate, which in the Skibo was
mounted on an unusual stand above the main cabinet, but in this case has been set
into the cabinet, time aligning the magnet assemblies of the midrange and tweeter.

THE REPORT

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

The bass/midrange unit is a ' 120mm' SEAS CA12RCY, adriver with only 61g moving

ART Loudspeakers has tackled the £ 1000 speaker market with its own individuality,

mass and afrequency response extending to around 45kHz It is only slightly less

and the Stiletto is asurefire winner in my eyes. ART is to be congratulated on this

efficient than the Peerless tweeter, and the combination was selected to permit the

excellent, realisticatly priced, real-world design, and I'm happy to recommend this

use of avery simple first- order crossover. Overall sensitivity is given as 88dB/W.

well- conceived and very well- executed loudspeaker.
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brands

21 - 22 Cadham Centre
Glenrothes, KY7 6RU,

Scotland

Tel: 01592 744 779
Fax: 01592 744 710
info@shadowdistribution.co.uk
www.shadowdistribution.co.uk
P I5t ribu t O

J jas

hand made products from canad,
that are causing quite astir
worldwide...
Shadow Distribution are very pleased to win this agency for the UK.
Audio Zone's range is currently made up of four products: PRE -Ti Pre Amp,
AMP- 1Integrated, AMP- 2Monoblocks and DAC-1 DIA Converter.
Handmade in Canada, each component is beautifully machined, high- spec
and attention to detail quite simply staggering for the price.
Not surprisingly this range has been compared to products costing many
times more and its left afew manufacturers very red faced! Contact Shadow
or visit www.shadowdistribution.co.uk for more details.
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conditions

home cinema

Dealer enquiries very welcome
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J audio zone ( NEW)

finenle
actoponday
bpld pdlny
Men,.
PreAnya

Unique 30- day mone
back scheme on
all products*

cables / accessories
amplifiers

micromega

audio

where beauty and sound reside in
total harmony with one another

high- end high fidelity hand 1
ice 1987

Combining exceptional workmanship and the highest quality
components, JAS Audio brings to the world arange of products that
offer staggering value for money.

Determination, passion and alove for music are the guiding
principles that ensure every Micromega product offers truly
exceptional performance in its class.

The bookshelf models Orsa and Orior have just been joined by a
phenomenal new SuperTweeter product, the ultimate value for money
upgrade for any loudspeaker.

You can build aMicromega System to suit any budget, any
application and add additional components at alater date if required.
Its musical building blocks with total flexibility - now and for the future.

Price/performance ratio is without equal with aJAS Audio product
-an achievement that JAS Audio are rightly very proud of. The word
compromise just isn't in JAS Audio's vocabulary!

qinpu

eastern electric

jungson

great things can indeed come in
small boxes...

the spirit of the gong, the pure
essence of song

Eastern Electric consists of arange of five valve products, all of which have
won numerous awards across the world from the likes of sixmoons.com,
enjoythemusic.com, renowned reviewers and customers alike.

Since its introduction in 1993, JungSon series rise to prominence
has been nothing short of astonishing! Never before has arange of
high- end products in China been so quickly embraced by listeners and
critics alike.

The level of construction, quality components, engineering and care that
has gone into each component is quite simply staggering for the price.
Product size leaves most people speechless for these products are some of
the smallest in the world allowing for areference system that needs very
little space in your listening room. In fact while it would be atrue shame to
do so, an Eastern Electric System can easily be hidden away from sight but
not from mind.
VERDICT ellee£
onnonek, csan and rng.npng
Designer Alex Yeung is known in Hong Kong as the
nnunding
angldirn oflenng
'Golden Ear' and when you sit down and listen to any
buiid and edoulnable rakor
for money.
Eastern Electric product its very easy to hear and
Kno...20 FM1. •
nmn..1005
understand why!

85%

Even with the numerous number of most prestige awards,
JungSon Engineers never cease in pushing forward further
technical innovations. By working with some of the top world- class
manufacturers such as SONY, SanKen and Noritake ItronAnd, the next
generation of JungSon products have been born. JungSon believe
that the pursuit of perfection is relentless, even excellence itself must
be exceeded!

Igieeeeier;

What to look at first? The specifications, the build or how about
the price?
Hidden within each beautiful all metal chassis is Innovative Class
A/AB circuitry, ALPS motorized potentiometer, Matched Toshiba
/Hitachi transistors, Star grounding, and High- Current Toroidal
transformer to handle the most awkward speaker loads.
The A- 1.0x and A-8000 Mk Il are truly an astonishing
achievement.

We cannot disagree...

El
Acacoustics
47 Chartley Avenue
Neasden
London NW2 7QY
Tel: 020-8830-6509

AngelSound Audio
2Hamilton Road
Hunton Bridge
Kings Langley WD4 8PZ
Tel: 01923 352 479

Audio Destination
32B Bampton Street
Tiverton
Devon EX16 6AH
Tel: 01884 243 584

Audiofile Objective
16 Allen House, The Maltings
Station Road,
Sawbridgeworth
Herts CM21 91X
Tel: 01279 724024

Cool Gales Ltd
The Victoria School House
Henrietta Road
Bath BA2 6LU
Tel: 0800 043 6710

Guildford Audio
Grinding Halt
180 Epsom Road
Guildford GLI1 2RR
Tel: 01483 537 577

Hi-Fidelity Audio
6GrosvenorGardens
St.Neots PE19 11:11
Tel: 01480 216039

Musicology
12 Vernon Terrace
Brighton BN1 3.1G
Tel: 01273 700759

Shadow Audio
21 - 22 Cadham Centre
Glenrothes KY7 6RU
Tel: 01592 744779

Unique Sound & Vision
266 Seven Sisters Road
London N4 2HY
Tel: 020 7272 0922
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Hi- I
el Delight

With hardware costs tumbling you can make recordings at home that are
only anotch down from the best professional quality. With its DV-RA1000
DVD recorder Tascam promises ahigh- resolution solution for under a
grand. Keith Howard and recording engineer Tony Faulkner sound it out

hardware costing afraction

acomplete hi -res recording

of what it did ten years ago.

Tascam DV-RA1000

system. Choose from, say, the

Now you can equip yourself to

Rode range of keenly priced

£969

produce excellent recordings

capacitor mics and you could

-it has an onboard D/A

-only a notch down from

assemble the whole lot for

converters or you can drive an

the best professional quality

£2000 or less.

DETAILS

www.tascam.co.uk
#

-at sampling- rates right up

0845 1302511

You can either replay
recordings via the DV-RA1000

outboard DAC via S/PDIF or AES
digital outputs - or they can

to 192kHz for what in high-

DVD+RW ROUTE

be transferred to computer for

end audio terms is a mere

You might expect a product

onward processing.

bagatelle.

24/192 recordiná

compatible with OVO players.

The usual way is to go the

like this to use hard- disk as its

A USB 2.0 interface is

storage medium, but Tascam

provided for file transfer, or

computer route but the PC

chose instead to base the DV-

some computer OVO drives

is not universally embraced

RA1000 around DVD+RW ( you

can read the discs directly.

in the recording role. Some

can also use CD- R or

Maximum record times per disc

nside every true audiophile

users prefer adedicated audio

CD-RW, but this precludes

are 290 minutes at 44.1 kHz, 133

beats the heart of awould-

solution that ( a) won't crash

hi -res options). This doesn't

minutes at 96kHz, 66 minutes

be recording engineer. I

unexpectedly, lb) provides

mean that the DV- R41000

at 192kHz and 107 minutes

g

lDisappointing convelers

I

dabbled alittle at school, since

conveniences like easy

scores over the hard- disk

when - mea culpa - the only

on DSO, but maximum track

headphone monitoring and ( c)

alternative by creating discs

times I've used a microphone

lengths are roughly half this.

may in some cases sound better

that can replayed in aCD

was either up the nose of an

too. Something like the Tascam

or OVO player. In fact the

DVD+RW ( the DV-RA1000 is not

interviewee or measuring a

DV-RA1000.

audio data is stored in the

compatible with OVO -R or

loudspeaker. My excuse is

This is arecorder that's able

Tascam's choice of

form of broadcast Wave files

DVD-RW) has ramifications for
the recorder's functionality.

historical: when Imight have

do it all - PCM up to 24/192

-an extension of the Microsoft

become seriously interested in

and DSD too - for less than

WAVE FORMAT structure that

recording it was aprohibitively

For astart, discs have to be

£1000. All you need add are

includes an extra data chunk

expensive exercise. Today the

formatted before they can be

microphones, stands, cables

for additional information about

situation is very different, with

used. This takes about a minute

and a mic pre- amp to have

the recording - so discs are not

and ahalf for a new blank

62 www.hifinews.co.uk
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TASCAM DV-RA1000 RECORDER

£969

INS AND OUTS

)
veo

Acomprehensive array of input and output options is provided on the back panel,
including XLR balanced analogue and AES/EBU digital ins and outs

O

the ventilated casing does little

XLRs, and the same ° pitons

to silence it. The use of an

are available on the outputs.

optical aisc medium also has

Unbalanced S/PDIF and

an impact on the DV-RA1000's

balanced AES/EBU digitak

reliability in the recording role.

inputs and outputs provide for

Tascam is quire prescriptive

connection to external A- to- D

about which discs can be used

or D- to - A converters. VVcrd sync

V.5 recording speed maximum]

connection is available in the

'This is a recorder that's able do it
all - PCM up to 24/192 and DSD too
-for less than £ 000. All you need
add are mics, cables and a pre-amp'

straight from its wrapper, so

to begin recording.

and also warns that there is

form of BNC input and cutput

afinite limit to the number cf

connectors, with aIhru socket

times adisc can be re-written.

to allow daisy- chaining.

So for important recordings it

Via the software menu

reccmmends that new discs be

system you can choose to

discs really need be formatted

The upside is that the

in advance. Second, every time

DV-RA1000's capacity is

used. Engineer Tony Faulkner

clock the DV-RA1 000 from

you insert adisc to access

restricted only by how many

isee below] encountered minor

its internal crystals, from an

aprevious recording there

discs you care to carry with

disc problems, remedied by

external clock signal or from

is aprolonged wait while

you. But most users, Isuspect,

the machine reads the disc

will 50011 wish that Tascam had

contents. Likewise, when you

fitted ahard drive for recording

ALL YOU COULD WISH FOR

want to remove adisc or switch

and the DVD+RW drive for

As far as inputs and oJtputs

by SD:F-3 and DSO- raw ports,

to USB mode for file transfer,

archiving, as it would make

are concerned, there's all

also on BNC; but as few people

there is apause while data

the machine's operation much

you cculd wish or on offer.

in the market for arecorder

is updated on the disc. There

slicker. And not much noisier,

Line- level analogue signals

at this price are likely to have

is also ashort delay between

probably, since it; TEAC DVD

are accepted via unbalanced

access to costly OSO editing

selecting record and being able

writer isn't notably quiet, and

phono connectors or balanced

equipment, these are unlikely MI

isnq only virgin DVD+RW discs.

the embedded clock ir adigital
input signal. Input and output
for OSO recordings is provided

TONY FAULKNER'S VIEW
'I took the Tascam on the road to live recording

recordings it wodld be helpful to have better

MX- 2424 multi- track recorder has an- board

projects with the Philharmonia, the National

monitoring quality without having to hook up

AK PCM-only converters which sounded better

Youth Orchestra, the Areitti String Quartet, and

an external D- to- Aconverter. It is tantalising to

the pianist Eva Alexander, among others. Using

include HD but I
found the sound quality using

than the chips in the DV-RA1000.
As areplacement for atrusty old DAT

external dCS converters, live versus recorded

the internal converters less than optimal and

recorder, running at 44.1, 48k, 88.2 or 96kHz,

results were excellent, but the internal Tascam

few users will have access to facilities to edit

the DV-RA1000 is very worthwhile and sounds

converters didn't always take full advantage of
the available formats. The Tascam's analogue

HD after recording it. Increased internal noise

good, at least via an external 0- to- Aconverter.

above 50kHz at the 192kHz sampling iate using

The only competition at the price is alaptop,

replay disappointed, seeming comparable with
that of a £ 50 CO player. When doing tikes

the internal A- to- Dconverters removes some of
the point of the high sampling rate. My Tascam

Windows crashing at an inconvenient moment.

but as an old pro I
am always nervous of

rvlAk I
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LAB TEST

TASCAM DV-RA1000 RECORDER • £969

DETAILS

often does) sounds warmer but

perhaps charge abit more.

woollier by comparison.

Given the choice, I'd rather the
DV-RA1000 had ahard drive,

Tascam has worked miracles
cramming everything it has

The DV-RA1000 is aone-stop solution for capturing high-resolution digital audio.
Standard 2U fittings allows professional rackmount installation

into this machine and asking

dispensed with DSD, used an
ADC chip that provided proper

so little for it. But Ican't help
but wonder whether it might

better transparency via its DAC.

have been better advised to
set its sights alittle lower and

on the way that'll give us that. 0

192kHz capability and offered
Perhaps there's aDV-RA1500

LAB REPORT
It's the A-to- 0performance that

shelved- up quantisation noise above

is of importance here, so it was

48kHz ( Fig 3). This is afeature of
the PCM1804 converter, shown in

to see much use. An RS- 232
connection provides for serial

same items burnt to DVD-A and

the ADC that was the subject of
scrutiny. This is based around a

replayed on aPioneer DV- 939A

control signals, and a3.5mm
socket accepts awired remote

Burr- Brown PCM1804 combined

feeding aTacT RCS 2.2X digital
pre- amplifier via S/PDI F. Tony
supplied recordings made

digital volume control and JRC

operation: it is actually a96kHz

NJM2114 dual op- amps. No
attempt was made to measure DSO

ADC that's been stretched the extra
octave. Over the 0-96kHz band,
noise was apoor - 53.4dB RMS.
Fig 4shows harmonic distortion

control handset. On the back

PCM/OSD chip, Yamaha YAC526

panel is the USB connector for

using both the internal ADC

file transfer to computer.

stage and external dCS A- to- D

At the front are the usual
transport controls, ajog

performance. In- band responses at

converters, which allowed the

44.1, 48, 96 and 192kHz sampling
frequencies are shown in Fig 1and

wheel that doubles as a
menu selection device and a
monochrome (white on blue)
LCD screen that carries status
information, bar- chart level
meters and track number/time
information, and also displays
the menu system. This is
navigated by the jog wheel,
Enter and Cancel buttons
beneath it and by four soft keys

recording performance to be
assessed, and provided items
from the same session ( apiano
recording) captured in DSD on
the one hand and at various
sampling rates in PCM.

its datasheet, and casts doubt on
whether it should be considered
capable of 176.4 or 192kHz

performance at lkHz -0.5dBFS [blue

all meet Tascam's ± 0.5dB spec to
20kHz. The 192kHz response curve
is curtailed at 60kHz because noise

trace]. The 2nd to 8th harmonics
all appear at above - 100dBFS,

intruded into the measurement

specification is much better than
this. By - 6dBFS (yellow trace)

above this frequency. Note that the

disappointing considering the chip's

SLUGGISH SOUND
The DV-RA1000's DAC stage is
nothing to write home about,
giving ablowsy, sat- on, sluggish
sound quality that you don't
need hi -res source material

beneath the display.
Meanwhile, atimer facility

to identify - it's manifest even

is provided and there's aPS2
socket to allow the connection

when you use the Tascam as a
CD player. You can argue that a

of aPC keyboard - an easier
means of entering names. A

provide amonitoring capaoility,

Fig 1: frequency response of ADC

Fig 2: noise level 481dIt recording '""'

machine like this needs only to

'For assessments Ireplayed
excerpts from Tony Faulkner's
recordings and compared these with
the same items burnt to DVD-A'

"

Fig 3: noise level 192kHz recording

high- rate filters ( 96/192kHz) do

Fig 4: dist, Od8FS ! blue), —6d13FS (yellow)

the result is much better. These

not take the opportunity of using

measurements were taken with

the passband above 20kHz as a

the software level control at OdB;

button labelled Effect accesses

but that monitoring needs to be

the DV-RA1000's rudimentary
DSP functions that comprise

transition band, so there's been no

good enough to verify recording
quality otherwise it's really not

abypass option is available ' for
optimum sound quality', which may

three- band equalisation Now
and high shelf filters plus

attempt here to minimise ringing.
Noise performance on ashorted

much use.

input was fine at 48kHz sampling
rate, measuring - 106dB RMS

Sound quality of the ADC

offer improved results.
Overall the OV-RA1000's AOC
performance is fair but marred by

parametric mid filter) and a

stage is significantly better but

dynamics processor that can

(ref: full-scale sine, 0-24kHz

compared to areference- quality

be used to apply single -band

converter like the dCS aslight

or three -band compression or
expansion. Fades can be applied
to recordings too.

[Fig 2]). But repeating the
measurement at 192kHz showed

fuzziness and lack of precision
can be heard, both in the sound

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

of instruments themselves and
in the acoustic of the recording

For my listening
assessments Ireplayed
excerpts from Tony Faulkner's

space. Sound quality on
high- rate PCM is significantly

recordings via the Tascam
and compared these with the

better than via the DV-RA1000's
DSD option which (as DSD so
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high levels of ultrasonic noise at the
highest sampling rates, and by its
distortion approaching OdBFS.

As things stand, the 0V-RA1000

users will love it for the bargain

rates as afine but flawed effort.
It has all the facilities you'd want
but doesn't reach the heights of
high- resolution sound quality. Many

it is, but in audiophile terms it is
best considered as adigital in/out
device to which you connect better
ADC and OAC stages.

WiseWords

IN MY OPINION

Rooms for
improvement
Differences in sound between CD issues of the same
recording should be regarded as absurd, says John Crabbe,
but then what we hear depends on our surroundings
.stening recently to my
much- loved Haitink/LPO

L

bars had imposed themselves

recording of Stravinsky's

between areas of bright
illumination, yet one such strip

disconcerted at the point in

in the otherwise orderly pattern
was missing. Irealized that a
light- shaded portion of the rug's

Firebird, !was severely
Kashchei's ' Infernal Dance'
wnere two brass fanfares are
normally separated by abrief
interlude, because the brassy
tones continued right across
the 21/2 sec gap. completely
overwhelming the delicate
intervening material. But the
aberration was soon explained
by the wail of an ambulance
siren receding into the distance.
As Idiscovered later, the
vehicle had set off acrosr. the
end of my short road with its
siren immediately sounding.
The sta-t-up tones I
ad not only
coincided with Stravinsky's first
fanfare, but seemed in my room
sufficiently similar in character
to be perceived as an extension
thereof, running on into the

on the rug as strips of shadow

own woven design was intruding
on the scene by being positioned
exactly along the patch where
the glazing bar's image should
have been, thus neutralising it.

few moments. so 'Isoon calmed
down and chided myself for
being so easily misled.
BUT THERE WAS MORE...
That would have been the end
of the affair, but Later that same
day something rather similar
occurred when my attention was
caught by apattern cast onto a
rug by some beams of sunlight
coming through the glazed top
of the front door. The glazing

his favourite
performance,
but his room
layout will
compromise
what he hears

Curious to discover how
this situation might be altered,
Isquinted my eyes to nearclosure in order to raise the
visual threshold, when the
missing shadow could easily
be made to appear in proper
proportion. With alowered

the comparative efficacy
of two very different

overall perceived luminance,

reproductive technologies.
One of my hobbies is

the ocular dynamics were now
correct vis-à-vis the reflected

collection landscape
prints, usually in colour.

sunlight, producing aclarity
of image that had simply gone

Thus over the years I've
had many opportunities

awry with eyes fully open. Then

to compare alternative
reproductions of particular

'So who among us is better served,
art-lovers browsing through doubtful
reproductions of pictures or musiclovers listening in surroundings that
impose their own imprint on sounds'
second fanfare. However the
whole business occupied only a

The music lover
may enjoy a
perfect copy of

it struck me how this whole
episode echoed the earlier
event. There, what should
have been apianissimo pause
was masked by gratuitous
loud sounds, and here what

pictures, usually finding
them very erratic.
while the printing industry
PICTURE THIS
Its well known that the
three- colour- plus- black system
(known as CMYK) imposes
compromises. But this can't

is clearly at fault here, we
audio folk should be wary of
complacency, remembering, for
instance, that domestic music
reproduction requires everyone

provide the sole explanation

to accommodate loudspeaker -

of the huge variations in the
balance of hue, saturation
and brightness in paintings

cum- room imperfections whose
effects could easily parallel
those colour balances.
So who among us is better

reproduced as prints or in art

should have been ashadow
was masked by aside- effect

books. Pictures commonly
look quite different between

served, the art- lover browsing
through doubtful reproductions

of normally inconsequential

one reproduction and another,

of pictures not otherwise

ambient light.
Further analogies could

regardless of size and quality of

accessible to him or her, or
the music- lover listening in

be made, but I'll leave that

light in which they are viewed.
Sonic variations of comparable

to the reader and turn finally

magnitude between CD issues

to another aural/visual
parallel, this time involving

of the same recording would

own imprint on sounds that
may or may not convincingly

be regarded as absurd. But

replicate those produced? 0

surroundings that impose their
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The Idler

In 1957, the Swiss firm Thorens launched aturntable that, to this day, is the classic Garrard
301/401's main rival among collectors. The deck was the 10124, an idler- drive design with one
clever feature that distanced it from its contemporaries. Ken Kessler explains...

I

collectors. What makes the

Dart of the way to providing the

could ce adjusted by ±3% for

isolation so cherished by belt drive obsessives. It provided a

many to accept that - even today

Thorens TD124 doubly important
is that it was aharbinger of
things to come.

perfect pitch, but equally useful
for accommodating 78s that

smoothness, a 'silence', asense

-there are idler- drive decks that
can match the best of the later,

often ran as high as 8Orpm. An

Oops - there it is. I've said it.
tf you Google TD124', you'll find

of coherence that the belt- less

succeeding formats. In the early

idler drives couldn't quite attain.

illuminated strobe ring on the
unders'cle of the platter was

close to 14,000 sites, the best ce

years of hi-fi, before tne belt -

which will tell you how to rebuild
one from the ground up, while

FIRST APPEARANCE

seen through aw;ndow at the
front, white the pitch control

Launched in 1957 and first

was aconcentric knob built into

others will tell you how to modify
them. But all will argue that the

appearing in The HiFi Yearbook
in 1959, the Thorens TD124

the speed selector switch at the

10124 is adeck worth coveting.
Forced to choose between the

Transcription Turntable' sold

Beneath ariobed rubber
mat was amassive cast-iron
platter, driven as mentioned

ndoctrinated as we are to
wo-ship belt- drive turntables
above all others, its hard or

drive conquered all, the primary
drive method was an idler wheel
rubbing against the inside rim
of the platter. With hindsight, all
we can imagine is rumble and
motor- noise being transmitteo
through the system. But, as
Garrard 301/401 owners know,

for aheady £ 37 17s plus

Garrard and the Thorens, id

purchase tax of £ l4 10s, and

opt for the TD124 every time.
Above all other specifications,

was most often armed with the

above by atrain consisting of a

12in from Ortoton. The 10124

4-pole motor [ everyone agrees

`If you Google ` TD124', you will find close to 14,000 sites,
the best of which will tell you how to rebuild one from the
ground up. All will argue that it is a deck worth coveting'
it ain't necessarily so. Garrard,
however, didn't have it all its
own way. In 1957, the Swiss firm
Thorens launched aturntable

front left-hand corner.

it possessed akey feature that
distanced it from its idler-drven
contemporaries: abelt.

that, to this day, is the classic

Thorens cleverly used a
belt to drive the 10124's idler

Garrard's main rya( among

wheel, the turntable thus going
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that the Garrard's was better[,
driving abelt, which transmitted
the rotation to astepped pulley,
which in turn rotated the idler.
The planer fitted directly on the
spindle and was secured by three

was afour- speed, catering for
78s, the then- new 45rpm 7in
singles and 33 1/3rpm 10in and
12in LPs, as well as offering 16
2/3rpm for the ill-fated spoken word LP format. These speeds

screws, and featured alight
aluminium sub- platter, which
contained abuilt ir adaptor
for large- hole 45s. This was
accessed by pushing down on
it, which released aspring that

THORENS 10124

•

[ABOVE]: Finished decks are tested after being assembled . nthe Thorens factory; the company made tonearms as wen as turntables, including the Bl. 104, BTO-12s and TP14
TEST REPORT PROM

raised it, and turned it clockwise.

ribs. Its primary change was

You returned it to the down

the replacement of tne 4.3kg

position by pressing and rotating
it slightly counter- clockwise.

cast-ircn platter eith non-

This was anice touch, because

platter, beneficial for users of

[LEFT] HFN takes the Thorens to task, June 1959
(reproduced from
The HiFi Yearbook 19591

magnetic 3.63kg aluminium

it meant never having to took ior

moving- coil cartridges with

an adaptor.

string magnets, most notably

As evidence of its superb

Hi- Fi News

EICHSVRIZER PRAZISION

the Ortofon SPU and its variants.

engineering, the TD1 24

The platter of the TO 124/f1

employed aheavy main bearing

did not have the sane shape

and 14mm shaft of the sort
demanded by modern turntable
users whose memories go back

'The TD124/11 had

no further than the Linn LP1 2.

a short lifespan

The precision- turned spindle

because belt-

was highly polished to astandard
that even awatchmaker

drive was the

would find impressive, and

coming form of

it was fitted with near- zero
tolerance into two sintered

the 1960s>

[RIGHT:: German brochure
for the thorens 10124
irom the factory there wasn t

bronze sleeves. A feature that
endeared it to broadcasters

in the centre anc needed an

much, just four mushroom-

especially when coupled to

was aslip- clutch mechanism

intermediate disc on which the

shaped rubber isolation feet, but

suspended sub- chassis, as per

that endowed the TO 124 with

platte- was fixed with three

some users fitted TD1 24s to the

Edgar VillchurS AR turntable

near- instant acceleration to the

smear screws. [ When Thorens

wonderful SME plinth, others

of 1961. It in turn inspired the

chosen playback speed, and

first released the TD1 24/1;, some

used the Black Night Rumble

Thorens TD1 50, later aped by

which became afeature of the

escaped with cast-iron platters

Cure, while rater generations

Ariston, which begat the Linn

EMT professional turntables

-collectors, take note].

would have access to high- mass

LP1 2, and eventually Thorens'

solutions such as the Slate to

own TD125, which replaced the
TD1 24/'I as the company's top

descended from the 701 24.
THE CURSE AND THE CURE

whicn

is the TD1 24/11, released in

If noise was/,s the curso of

sophisticated stands from Mana,

model. From the early 197 Os

1966, recognisable by slightly

idler- drive turntables - includinc

Townshend and others.

onward, it was beit-drive or

modernised styling, achange

the TD1 24 arid its belt coupring

from cream white to light grey

-part of the cure was in creating

lifespan because belt- drive was

paint and amat with fewer

some form cf suspension. Alas,

the coming form of the 1960s,

Most favoured of the TD1 2

TD1 24/11 is fitted, or

nothing for most audiophiles.

The TD1 24/11 had ashort

Keeping TD1 24s running
today is difficult, but not

ORENS TD124 TIMELINE
1957 , Thorens introduces the 10124

until the TP14 arrited n1966

released, an all- belt- drive turntable

1970 • The 10125 replaces it as the

idler drive turntable Initially issued

1962 • lntrod action of the 10224 record

with3ut the ier-drive stage of the

company sflagship model

without tonearm, but with an armboard

changer, based on the TD124 but with

original Thorens 10124

1958-61

smaller spind,e beahrg and shaft, and

1966 • T3124 is revised to 1D124/II

costly derivatives is released, including

the additional hardwa -enecessary to

status, available with TP-14 tonearir

the T0184 ( 1958), T0134 with BIL104

store and retnevea stack of up to eight

1967-8 • Production of the 10124/Ii

tonearm 119591, the 10121 and the 10135

LPs, unlike other changers, only one LP

is wound (Jowl, although some spares

with BT1112S tonearm 119611.
The latter was Thorens best tonearm

was left on the plane -at ary time

would remain with parts sufficient to

1965

build decks for availability as late as

Aseries of simpler and less -

10150 with TP13 tomarm is
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THORENS TD124

SCHWEIZER
PRÁZISION
THE THORENS TO124 BIBLE'

....if.. the THOR55 „, ode, TD124

Time to brush up En your German.

TD 124

transcription

Joachim Bung has just published a

turntable

magnificent boo < telling the full story
of the TD124. Unlike most recent audir
histories, this delis wth asingle model
rather than an entire brand And it stid
manages to run to ove .100 pages'
Schweizer PrEzisior - and my

[ABOVE]: original UK manual for the Thorens TD 124

German is sev'crÉly limited to cognates
shared with Yildish - covers the story

TliOR,F.L45

in detail, the complementing and

•• on

Oh Apr. 8.63

expanding on the now- -are publication
from Thorens itself Thorens. The

• •
.motto,nae.dne
__.
lœcomwanDia.•••••• eawomen

Fascination of 3L
IV ng _egend',

THE BEST IN TIIE WORM,

published in 1996. Bung gets straight
to the heart of the natter, limiting
THORENS TD 124 TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE

pre- history to three or tour pages. What
follows is amouth-watering mix of

[LEFT]: Price list from

chapters detailing toe chronological

^-•

"
• " '" ' •"

saga, augmented )y

Mineure°

h

ieCNNIOLL

SuleuERS

LINDE°.

LONDON.

ve II

1964 in which the
TD 124 costs £32 10s

profiles of

[ABOVE]: UK brochure, showing its London- based distributors

hard-core TD124
owners, wonderful

_ et'
Pràzision

reprints of old

impossible.

rich, coherent sounds with

literature, detai.

you can imagine the change in

Thorens itself

sublime stability. The sound

shots of the innards,

tracking angle between the first

changed hands

is fast, never sluggish, and it's

amazing historical

disc and the last in astack of six.

and the spares

aperfect source for vintage

situation

valve systems that seem abit

photos, information
on maintaining End

isc

Another variant, and quite
rare despite it being slightly

became amess,

tweaking 124s, and

soft compared to more modern

more economical, was the

but various

much more.

hardware. But - and it kills me

TD121. This was amildly
stripped TD124: the chassis and
drive system were identical, but

independent

Now the good

to say this for fear of audiophibc

sources can

news if Bung gets

reprisals - the most charming

supply belts,

enough advance

thing about the TD124 is that it

it offered only one speed, its

idler wheels,

looks so right. Which in turn has

pitch control had no strobe, there

even the

made it afavourite for collectors.

was no slip- clutch, the bearing

requests, he will
produce the second
edition in English, he hascontinued
to unearth more ma•ria. that would

mushroom feet. Iwould start
with www.vinylengine.com and
follow its links.

diameter was reduced to 10mm,

bug, you'll probably be seduced

and it had aene- pece platter.

by some of the variants. The

Also rare but desirable are B&O

So why would you want to

hilarious TD224 was arecord-

and Tandberg-badged variants.

go to the trouble of maintaining

changer version of the TD124,

justify asecond edition regardless
So this isn't merciy an alert for you to

Once bitten by the TD124

buy the current volu -na, L. too, would

adeck designed nearly 50

at double the price, that showed

like to see it in English just because

PRICE TODAY

years ago? Because it sounds

you didn't need to stack LPs on

The Thorens TD124/II made its

my German sucks. So get ' ntouch with
Joachim, and tell hin you want to be
counted among those wnid kill for an
English reprint. And fyou just can't
wait for or don't need it ir English, the
price is only 23 Euros plusipostage

`The sound is fast and a perfect source
for vintage valve systems that seem
soft compared to modern hardware'

last appearance in The
Hi Fi Yearbook of 1970, its price
having actually dropped over
the years la stronger pound?) to
£37 plus £ 915s 10d purchase

For payment detai ,s, and to add your

wonderful. Our own Ralph West

name to the list for asecond edition in

the platter. Half the appeal is

tax. Today, an absolutely mint
TD124/II can command as much

also reviewed the TD124/II for

English, use the fallong addresses or

watching it work, like ahardtop

Hi Fi News in July 1966, blessing

as £ 1000, while audio fairs turn

numbers Tell him HFN sent you

convertible folding its roof into

up butchered ones for as low

it with this apt description:

the boot: an arm would lift the

as E50; I'd be suspicious of any

Redaktionsburo JEachim Bung

'The TD124 has long been

LP off the platter, transport it

Stichelwiese 2b

outside the £ 250-E700 span

recognised as the Rolls-Royce of

to the side position, collect a

61389 Schmitteo

depending on condition.

transcription motors.'

new recora from the top stack

Whatever way you acquire

and place this on the platter. In

one, you'll own aprime example

Germany
Tel + 49 6084-37U
infofaredaktionsbuero-bung.de
www.redaktionsbuero-bong.de

Set up properly, with attention
paid to isolation and fitted with

addition to sparing the LPs the

of ' Schweizer Prazision', about

arobust 12in arm carrying

indignity of rotating on top of the

as close as hi-fi ever got to

something like an SPU, the
TD124 is capable of producing

previously played discs, it also

wrist- watch standards of

meant that VTA was unaffected;

attention to detail.
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ci

So trPttA/spnretAt
tki,s CT) pLa

er/tra vus po rt,

i,t's crt, ri,c,'L/dt to see!

Transparent.
Less between you ard the music.
Rendering performances with authority and fnesse,
effortlessly delivering powerful dynamics from ablack backcround.
Supe -bly accurate and true to the disc, extracting vibrant music, nt bits.
From the pioneers of trLe digital amplifiers, an exciting player/transport is launched.
The long-awaited Lyngdorf CD- 1is here. Also available in black, which ma be eas'er to see.

The Lyngdorf CD- 1player/transport
Expectations were high when the company
that del.vered the world's first true digital
amplifier, the ground- breaking Millennium,
announced aCD player/transport launch.
Using their extensive knowledge of digital
circuits, cocks, sampling rates, Itter and
noise con:rol, the designers were meticulous
in their approach. The philosopny is simple.
Less noise means more music.
The high-spec'd CD- 1is also loaded with
features to maximize musical pelormance.

+ Digital signal upsarnpled to 96khz fpr
optimal analogue conversion
+ User- selectable 24 bit sampling rate for digital
output ( 44.1, 48, 96 & 192khz)
+ To optimize performance when used Es a
cedicated transport, the DAC is powered down
+ High precision clock resamples signal close to
output stage, further reducing jitter and noise
+ Low noise linear ( non-switching) power supply

As aCD Player
Connect to our matchinc integrated amplife -( or any
other integrated or pre/power) using balarced or
unbalanced cables, and enjoy at-uly musical
performance from a low- noise, upsamplinc CD player.
SDAi1/S Semi Digital Amplifier
As aTransport

dDAzZOU [rue Digital Arnpiitier

Connect to. our own True Digita Amplifier ( Cr any other
DAC) for an ever purer ( err, transparent) performance.
Select the upsampling f•equency that delivers the
optimal sound for your system, nusic nd taste.

Lyngdorf Audio UK distribute the ground- breaking Lyngdorf digital
products, together with ExactPower conditioners, Stillpoims and
AudioDeskSysteme CD enhancers. We also comp' ¡ ment these
products by offering/dealing with avery few, select components
such as the award winning DALI speakers, Vertex AQ accessories
and the new range of Final Electrostatic panel speakers
0870

9 100 100

www.lyngdorfaudio.co.uk

TalkingTechnical

L

ike many audio
enthusiasts Ioften listen
to music on the radio and
on TV. Ienjoy events like the
Proms from the BBC, and for
this agood FM tuner has been
avital part of my audio system.
However acouple of years ago
Ibought adigital terrestrial

me, and lacked the background
noise level of BBC Radio 3FM.

establish the relative levels of
audio performance wf:en all

This set me wondering: what

the systems are used as well

are the relevant levels of audio

as possible. If Iunderstand the

performance of these broadcast
'routes and would we be better

BBC correctly, all the 'internal'

off listening to such music on
BBC Four via DTTV ( or R3 DTTV)
rather than R3 on FM or DAB?

television receiver ( or Freeview
set-top box) for use with the TV

DIGITAL FORMATS

set and AV system in the living

The Figure on p71 shows that

processes of recording, passing
signals from place to place, and

of audio ( perhaps combined with
video!) via DTTV. DAB, or NICAM
on PAL analogue TV. Analogue
TV also provides amonophcnic
analogue sound channel which
is derived from the NICAM at
the transmitter. Similarly, FM

'Would we be better off listening to
music on BBC Four via DTTV rather
than Radio 3 on FM or DAB?'

room. Having enjoyed many

the various digital formats

televised Proms on BBC Four

that are used for TV and radio

during 2004, it then occurred
to me that the 2005 season

so forth, employ standardised

broadcasts are all essentially
derived from the same output
from the mixing desk. For

formats like the AES-EBU,

radio broadcasts are derived
from NICAM. Using the above

one with 48k samples/sec ( per

we can draw up atable of

channel) and 16 bits/sample
Linear PCM ( 1._PCM)

nominal raw' performances
[see foot cf p72j.

would present an interesting
opportunity for comparisons.
The sound quality on BBC Four
via DTTV seemed quite good to

the sake of s;mpticity, the
diagram omits many details
as its main purpose is to help
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In practice, what we rece;ve
at home will be adigital stream

The values in this table
snould not be taken too

BROADCAST SOUND

Jim Lesurf ponders the bizarre irony of broadcast sound in the UK,
wondering if the best concert sound is no longer on radio but from TV...
literally as they ignore various

FLOW OF AUDIO INFORMATION FROM PROM SIMULCAS.

practical considerations. For
example, what we receive when
using an FM tuner will tend
to be limited by the reception
conditions. However, the values
do provide asimple starting

From mixing desk
48k samples/sec

poirt for considering what

16 bits/sample

we might expect from the

Stereo LPCM

various systems. The Bitrate
Ratio values in the right-hand

1536kb/sec

BBC Four DTTV

Radio 3 DTTV

Radio 3 DAB

48k samples/sec

48k samples/sec

48k samples/sec

16 bits/sample
Stereo MPEG-2

16 bits/sample

16 bits/sample

Stereo MPEG-2

Stereo MPEG-2

256kb/sec

192kb/sec

160 or 192kb/sec

PAL TV

Radio 3 FM

32k samples/sec

32k samples/sec

column of the table simply
show how the audio bitrates
compare with the original value
of 1532kbis emerging from the

14/10 bits/sample

14/10 bits/-sample

NICAM 728

NICAM 723

mixing desk at the hall. Ideally,
if we were comparing similar
systems throughout, it would be
reasonable to expect the system
with the highest value
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TalkingTechnical
to be capable of the best results.

Left channel

However, we can only make
comparisons with caution as we

Right channel

Time ( 96)

are not always comparing like
with like throughout.
Looking at the values

5 -

leads to an interesting first
impression. This is that the
DTTV and DAB systems
nominally should be able
to offer awider frequency
response and agreater dynamic
range than either NICAM TV or

o
-60

FM. What is interesting here,
is that of these, the sound for
BBC Four might be superior

-50 -40 -30 -20
Peak power level

-10

-60 -50

-40 -30 -20 - 10
Peak power level

Fig 2. BBC Four DTTV - Mozart Violin Concerto showing peak power levels against time

to Radio 3on either DAB or
DTTV, because the sound for

Len cnannet

the digital TV broadcasts uses
MPEG-2 Layer Il with abitrate

Nignt cnannet

Time 1,61

Time 1%)

of 256kb/s: higher than the
rate used for audio- only radio
on either DTTV or DAB. Thus
we have the implication that

5

5 -

when we want simply to enjoy
listening to asimulcast, we may
be best advised to listen to the
digital TV soundtrack rather
than Radio 3! This implication is
an intriguing one, and combined

-60 -50 -40 - 30 - 20 - 10

with my subjective listening

0

0
- 60 - 50 -40 -30 -20

-10

Peak power level
Peak power level
Fig 3. BBC Radio 3FM - Mozart Violin Concerto showing peak power levels against time

impressions that the sound on
BBC Four could be very good,
prompted further investigation.

•Repeat performance on
MOZART THREE WAYS
Iselected one section of a
performance of the Mozart

'My subjective listening impression
was that the sound on BBC Four
could be very good'

BEC Radio 3DTTV
•Repeat performance on
BEC Radio 3FM

Violin Concerto that was

Ihave been analysing

featured in the Prom given on

the above recordings ( and

the 22nd of July [ Philharmonia

others) i9 various ways, but

Orchestra, Christoph von

channel during each chunk

one of the simplest and most

level. The left hand channel

Dohnanyi, Christian Tetzlaff

was noted. Then the number

direct m2thods showed some

of Fig 2shows, for example,

-violin] and repeated on

of times any given peak power

interesting results.

that the highest peak power

level occurred was worked out.

level that occurred at any point

The black lines of the plots

during the analysed recording

Radio 3on the 26th of July. I

The input signals were

recorded this in three ways:

divided into aseries of 100

• ' Live* from BBC Four via
DTTV ( Freeview)

making up Figs 2, 3, 4and 5

meisecond-long chunks and

was at about - 9dB ( referred to

show what percentage of the

the peak power level on each

the nominal max recordable

chunks had agiven peak power

level). The most ecommon
peak power level was at around

NOMINAL ' RAW' BROADCAST PERFORMANCES
System

-28dB. This tells us that the
typical level was around 20dB

Audio Bandwidth

Dynamic Range

Bitrate ( kb/s1

Bitrate Ratio

below the loudest instant in
the recording. The right hand

DDTV BBC TV4

0 166

results can be seen to be fairly
similar, as we'd tend to expect.

DTTV R

0.125

the signals were filtered before

DAB R3
NICAM
(PAL TV)
NICAM derived
FM

The red and blue lines were
obtained in asimilar way but

0.104/0.125
85 dB/60 dB

896/646

0.583/0.421

<75 dB / 60 dB

896/646

0.583/0.421

the chunks were taken and
had their peak level statistics
collected. The red lines are for
the LF [ tow- frequency) or bass
part of the signal. The blue lines
are for the HF ( high- frequency?
or treble part of the signal. The
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BROADCAST SOUND
filters used were equivalent to
acrossover at 1kHz, so mimic
what we might get if filters

Right channel

Left channel

4th- order Linkwitz-Riley with

Time 1%1

Time l%1

of this type were used in a
loudspeaker crossover system.
Figure 3shows the results
of applying the same process

5 -

5

to the recording of the same
performance, but this time
captured from the FM rebroadcast. (The tuner used was
aQuad FM4 receiving aVHF
signal level of over lmV.1
Comparing Figs 2and 3we

o

o
0

-60 -50 -40 - 30 -20

-60 -50

-40 -30 -20

0

Peak power level

Peak power level

Fig 4. BBC Radio 3DTTV - Mozart Violin Concerto showing peak power levels against time

can easily see that the power
distributions of the FM and BBC
Four TV versions differ. However

Right channel

Left channel

before commenting on that in
detail we can also consider the
plots in Fig 4. These show the

Time 1%1

Radio 3Fk1
Radio 3DTTV

results for the Radio 3

BBC Four DIV

re- broadcast on DTTV at the
same time as the FM version.
To make comparison easier I
re- plotted the results in Fig 5.
This just shows the unfiltered
results, but with the three
examples - FM, DTTV R3,
and DTTV BBC Four - all on
the same graphs. To make
the comparison clearer the

0
-60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10

0

0
-60 -50 -40 -30 -20 - 10

Peak power level

Peak power level

Fig 5. Comparison of all formats with gains equalised, again showing peak power levels against time

distributions have been gain
adjusted to the same maximum
peak levels. This corrects for
any differences in the gains

broadcasts allocate bitrates of
256k/sec for audio [ premium

less impact. In my experience
another, more subtle effect, can
be noticed on performances

when comparing FM with DTTV

like solo piano recitals where
the level compression can have
the effect of bringing up the

have been level compressed in
away that the sounds on DTTV

to 192kb/s audio), whereas DTTV

have not. It may be significant
here that the FM recording

One aspect of the results
seems to clash with acommon

used for the above results was
taken from amid- day repeat

assumption. Itend to expect TV
sound to be mixed to 'spotl'ght'

both have amost common level

of the notes when compared
w!th the brief peak levels of
the transients. This may seem

broadcast. The BBC may well

lie, highest percentages of the

to give added warmth to the

what is in front of the camera.
and to be level compressed to

time) which are around 20dB
below the maximum peak level

sound, and extend the period

only be employing the level
compression at some times in

settings when the recordings
were made.
COMMON CURVES
The above shows that that the
DTTV R3 and BBC Four TV
versions are very similar. They

reached at any instant during
the recordings, and the shapes

level of the sustained portion

the notes remain audible.
In addition to the plots shown
ir Fig 5Idid acomparison for

'The results show that when
comparing FM with DTTV we may not
be comparing like with like'
of their curves match very
well; whereas the FM version

tne filtered HF and LF sections,

looks like level compression

and the results were very
similar to Fig 5. At first glance

we may not be comparing like
with like. The sounds on FM may

rate; some TV broadcasts drop
R3 only ever gets 192kb/s.

accomodate TV viewers who
might not want the full dynamic

order to avoid the sound levels

range of an orchestra. However
there is no sign of this ; nFig 5!

becoming awkwardly low.
However the DTTV R3

The results indicate that

broadcast used for the above
was the same mid- day repeat,

something like the Proms
broadcasts on BBC4 do not have
the same level of compression

and did not have the level
compression. The implication
is that if you wish to avoid the

applied to them as for at least
some FM broadcasts. Given the

sound being tampered with in
this way, then you might prefer
DTTV R3 to FM for that reason.
If we accept that - when data
reduction is used - that the best

higher bitrates, perhaps there
are good technical reasons for
the impression Ihave gained
that the quality of the sound on

has been applied which tends

this might be taken to imply that

to lift the typical sound levels

the level compression should

results cal be expected with

by about 8dB. In effect, the FM

not alter the perceived tonal

the least amount of reduction,

DTTV Proms can be better than
on R3 - either on FM or DTTV.

distribution has been ' squashed

then the implication is that the

The result may not be like th,s

upwards'. This has the effect of

balance. However altering the
transient/ sustained relative

sound from DTTV television

reducing the dynamic range and

Levels might do so. The results

for other stations. DTTV may
offer better sound quality than

causing loud passages to have

shown above make it clear that

may be better than DTTV radio!
This is because the digital TV

you might expect. CI
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For top advice on classic equipment or tips on what new gear to invest
in our panel of experts is here to cure your hi-fi headaches...
MEET THE PANEL...

How much for Meridians?

KEN KESSLER
US- or

Ken

Ihave an old BS Meridian series 1system
amplifier ( not with the 4parts but 5) and I

The 101 pre-

'the 1-unter

would like to sell it. But Idon't have aclue

amp can be

S. Thompson

how much it's worth. Ihave Peen looking for a

picked up very

of hi-fi'

couple of days on the internet but Ididn't find

cheaply while 1

and writes

anything. Iread in amagazine that you guys

a 103 stereo

had reviewed the amplifier. So Ihope that you

power amp will still go for

can help me out.

around £200.

exclusive
fcr

to five boxes.

Kessler is

News as cur

Senior Cc ntributing Editor.

Andreas Dirickx, by e-mail

A look at dealer Howard Popeck's intriguing

Watch ou for answers with

A Sieve Harris replies:

attitude'
STEVE HARRIS

Audiophile Price Guide Iwww.simplystax.co.uk1
'Don't get too excited

shows that a 101 pre- amp recently sold for £42

about the street value of your amplifiers, classics

while apair of 105s went for £ 164. If you decided

though they undoubtedly are. Presumably you've

to keep yours, you could easily add a 104 tuner to
match (six boxes look alot neater than five). Two

Steve Harris is

got the 101 pre-amp and 105 monoblock power

the Consultant

amplifiers, not the 103 stereo power amp - with

Editor of Hi-Fi

of these went recently for around £ 100 each white

the matching power supply units, this adds up

another changed hands for only E51'.

News and
edited the title
between 1986
and mud- 2005.

Wanted: unusual combo

He has probably forgotte

Q Por

iinusual nowadays as there hasn't

more aboLt hi-fi than most

Putting speakers together with a

turntable with alid, to play 45

been anything like this made for

of

record player is anathema to good

and 33 rpm vinyl records with a

maybe 20 years or more...

sound reproduction, where the

is

can remember.

home use,

need a

manual arm, a built-in amplifier
PAUL MILLER

appointed

Firstly, cassette as an audio

delicate arm/stylus system must

and speakers, and built in or

format is declining rapidly in

be kept far removed from any

Paul M lIer is

separately- connectable twin

popularity, as people move to

the inven:or of

external interference, such as that

cassette player with efficient

CD- R. MP3, hard disk, etc, as

Hi Fi News' tab

from avibrating speaker cone.

pause button for delicate

ameans to record and store

test equipment

dubbing from one cassette to

music. However, you should be

-the OC

another without mechanical

able to find aseparates twin

Suite - 3rd

separate double cassette deck,

noises. A built-in CD facility

•7.assette deck from, for example,

was recently .

plus apair of loudspeakers. If you

and digital counter would be

Richer Sounds for about £ 120.

-echnical

desirable but not essential. A

Director of the magiann

radio isn't required.

He's also aWhizz at all
aspects of A\.< techno.ogy.
ANDREW HARRISON

Can you put me in touch with

can't make any personal

You'll need to find aseparate
turntable, amp and CD player, a

have the budget you could get all
you need from an Arcam Solo with

recommendations as I've nct

its matching speakers, and add

reviewed atape deck since 1998,

atape deck and, eq. aPro-Ject

someone who can supply this

and fdon't believe there has been

specific type of unit?

Debut record player This will total

acassette deck tested in H -Fi

around £ 1700.

Brian Martin, by e-mail

News for even longer

.Andrev.‘

Ihaven't heard of acombined

At alower price point, a
one-piece CD/amp unit could

garrison

A Andrew Harrison replies:

amp-turntable-speaker unit for

joined 14,Fi

be had from, eq. TEAC, Denon

requirements are somewhat

along time, since the days of the

News in 1998

or Pioneer, but will still need a

unusual. Or rather, they are

living room gramophone in fact.

turntable and cassette deck'.

as Tech -lcal

' Your

Editor arid
has been
Deputy Editor for the

Dast

five years. He's agobdlmine
ti
of informatior on hic-fdelity audio and home
ente-tainiment technology.

Arcam's Solo: keeping
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hi- ii simple in one box

READER QUERIES

System addict

Good old Goodmans

Q I'd

Q Ihave

the old Goodmans Magister

four inch 110Orrim1 cone

loudspeakers but Idon't have

midrange anda one inch

any information on this model -

125mm1 dome tweeter

2873DB TV, Philips DTR1500 Freeview tuner,

cnaracteristics, specifications etc. The

Crossover frequencies

Sony SLV-SE800 VHS recorder, Sony DTC-55E5

only information that the loudspeaker

were 800Hz arid 5kHz.

DAT recorder, Arcam DiVA DT81 DAB tuner,
Musical Fidelity CD-Pre24 digital and analogue

bears is that is 100W and the tweeter is

Claimed frequency range

marked 'April 1973'. Iknow Goodmans

was 26Hz-22k1-Iz, with

pre- amp and CD player, Tri Vista DAC,

was avery prominent aucCo company

maximum RMS power

Spectron Musician power amp, Audio Physic

but it ceased loudspeaker production

[DIN) rated at 60W [not 100111. Sensitivity

Avanti 2loudspeakers.

along time ago. Where can Ifind out

was specified as 2W [DIN), which

more about this model?

meant that 2W would -produce 96dB

George Golembiovski, Tbilisi, Georgia

in an average domestic living room -.

Pioneer CVL919E DVD/LD player, Toshiba

Iwish to replace the recording devices for
video ( from TV tuner) and sound ( from DAB
tuner mainly) that are becoming obsolete and
hence may be difficult to have serviced.

Impedance was -4-8 ohms -.

A Steve

By 1973, the Magister was priced at

Harris replies: 'In production

trom 1970 to 1975, the Goodmans

£65.63 leach?, but was being discounted

record high- quality sound and video? Ihave

Magister was abulky speaker by today's

to as little as £80 apair

looked at the specifications for current hard

standards, but it was about as small

The bass, though well damped, could

disk/DVD recorders and none seem to be able
to record PCM audio ( 16-bit/44.1kHz or better)

35 Goodmans could decently make it
while still including amassive 15 inch

become excessive in asmall room, and
its stereo imaging and detail don't meet

onto aDVD disc. Any suggestions?

1.380mml bass unit - so it was abit •

modern standards - yet the speaker still

David Lovell, Basingstoke

of anonsense to call the 27x 20 x 14

delivers abig, warm and likeable sound.

1/8in 1686 x508 x359mm, hwd1 sealed

As Iwrite this, an internet advertiser Js

cabinet an -infinite baffle -.The other two

offering apair for £ 150, which, if all the

drivers in this three-way design were a

drive units work, is abit of abargain'
•

Is it possible to buy asingle box that can

A "aul

Miller replies: 'Pioneer has just launched

its top- of- the- range DVR-930H recorder which
offers up to 700 hours of viewing from its 400GB
Programme Guide( facilitates time- shift recording

i'Readers' Tweaks

while its HDMI and IEEE1394 [Fire Wire) digital

s" Ithought yDu might be

interfaces offer compatibility with the latest AV

I

hard drive. An integrated EPG (Electronic

gear Importantly, its highest resolution .
XP Finc
mode supports LPCM audio recording onto
DVD-R 11 hour( and the HDD 186 hours, with
video). Look out for afull review very soon'.

cold water and

Thanks, Peter Acopy cf

interested to hear of a

gently rJb

the supe ,bbook Sound

trick to clear up light

small circles

Bites is yours. If you nat‘e ,

over the damaged area.

atop tip or tweaK you'd

side of aCD. Toothdaste!

Rinse and allow to

like to share in arder to .

The mild abrasive quality

drip-dry before wiping off

win acopy of SOJ

of most toothpastes is

the remaining moisture.

just drop us alinei Wr te '

great for polishing out

Ihave recovered several

to: 'Readers' Tw9aks to

fine scratches. Just dab

unplayable CDs this way!

our usual address 1be. 0

on atiny amount with

Peter Zubyets, Newbury

The bes • one wins acook'

• scratches an the playing

Bite

Multi- region wish
Q Can

you tell me if it is

possible to convert to multi-

littp://dvdhacks.co.uk/forum/
Message.asp?id3=2040 by

region my Philips DVDR

way of example. We cannot

70/051 DVD recorder?

personally vou:h for or indeed

Lloyd Roberts, by e-mail

recommended hacks of this
nature, nor guarantee that

A Paul

Miller replies: A

the recorder will not lock to

variety of multi- region hacks

one region after 10, 20 or

have been posted for this
recorder las aDVD played,

30 changes, for example.

most using the 'System' facility
on Philips' all- in- one remote

that any firmware upgrades
released by Philips will also be

control. You might care to visit

blocked by the hack'.

Furthermore, it's also possible

ari

teams

Imesittleent

eneettrattem

PIORPO OV111170 Multiveglon
Subnutted by

on 03/04/2004 12 40 00

CONTENT Found and tested the folk.weg works a locate Reg un rode
had, posted by champ. September 09 200. - 1Pha the ' System'
button or, your Phrhps remote, on your recurder ( no desk In recorder),
change ere ' Remote control used' from WO Recorder' to MU
Player'. ,Thrs Is IMPORTANT.) 2(0e your Parkes remote press Pay 159
The deploy on :he recorder should MON Chdfle to eleven dastses 3)
Ohl nun« your PNIUPS rernote, tap in 121 212 005 255 fthe lad. few
degas vre NOT se nuble on screen but the WILL be there). Now press
'Play' or your PHILIPS remote. 4)Power down your recorder, w re a

.

.,

.

011tflascRuslsa

few seconds and Vole. You now have a regron-free beagle. 5,..tha
the 'System' button on your Mims reeler., on your recorder ( ns desk
e recoreer), denge the Remote control vsed . from 'OVO Player' to
'OVO Recorder'. Found and tested the follnweng works a treate
Regan code huck posted by Champ, September 09 2003
Qtc Sake

M-1.1

IHria the 'SysTern' button on your Phelps remote, on your recorder
(no desk in reorder), change the ' Remote control used' from TN/I)
Recorde-. to MVO Player', (Tb,. o IMPORTANT .)
2)On your Muhps remote press Play 159
The dopey or the recorder should now derange to eleven daslum

11rItentsoOR
.
,

GOT A QUESTION?

If you have any hi-fi query you can send e-mail your question to hi-finewslIplcmedia.com and mark it ' UN. Alternatively ycu can
'snail mail' us to: Hi -Fi News, IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ. If you want aparticular expert to, answer
it please make this clear and we'll get it sent tc them for an answer. We regret that due to time pressures we can't answer any
technical queries by telephone, e-mail or post. Sorry!
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Photo: David Harris

appreciate some advice on the following

system:

HEAR! HERE!
Lind and \l‘se

Bryston

usical Fidelity

•It
00

000

fief.'

o

•

te
n
emommummassuninimie '
Arcam

If you don't want to go to the
ends of the earth to find the
right product and you don't
want to pay the earth, maybe
you should take atrip to New
Malden in Surrey
For 30 years or more we've
been stocKing, demonstrating
and advising on the very best
hi-fi equipment.

searching

WAITROSE

LOOK at our website
Li

1El

HIGH

in our demo rooms

STREET

NEW

MALDEN

UNILET

Unilet Sound and Visior Ltd.

www.unilet.net

(1i0
I3/\173/\
t

,

•
eurlls

35 High Street, New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4BY
Tel: 020 8942 9567
Fax: 020 8336 0820

TechTalk

IN MY OPINION

The constant baffle
to prevent copying
The minefield of copy protection comes under the watchful
eye of Barry Fox who examines the recent attempts to prevent
copying by the companies behind the blue laser formats

Ww

ien the music industry
as developing a

unsurprisingly ground to ahalt.
Nothing more rias been heard

system to control

of the SDMI. The music industry

downloading. the SDMI (Secure
Digital Music Initiative) invited
all varieties of hacker to try
and crack trie cony protection
technologies that were in
the p¡peline for future music
releases. The SOMI website
publicly offered % LB-En leiC
tracks with embedded, inaudible
watermarks. The marks had to

'comments' address was
returned as undeliverable!
Ialso tried questioning
AACS LA's PR company, but
they weren't forthcoming
either. It looks as if AACS LA

has its own Digital Rights
Management to control copying.
Sometimes ( as with Apple's

is operating aclosed- door
policy, while pretending to be
open like SDMI.
Never forget that for the

iPod and iTunes1 the control is

from digital to analogue and
back again, but not affect the

Other times, as with Sony's
MagicGate, the copy protection

sound quality. The challenge

can get in the way of innocent

was km-anyone to send the SDMI

enjoyment. The situation is now

'oracle' website aversion of the
test music with the watermark

so confused that users often only
find out what they can't do when

successfully removed, without

they try to do it.
The group of companies
behind the Aavanced Access

HACKS FOR CASH

ahead of commercial
use. My e-mail to the

The software that comes with
portable digital music players

quite light and only intrudes to
prevent excessive copying.

There was even acash prize
on offer, in return for the hack

iIiIS ISLAM )

gave up on tecnnology as a
way to stop illegal downloading
and used lawyers instead.

survive copying and conversion

loss of sound quality.

for technical problems
NATALIE IMBRUGLIA

Content System protection
systems being used by blue

first time in the history of
home entertainment, AACS

Natalie lmbruglia: the first
mass- market copy- protected CD
with AACS before it is unleashed
on the public. The AACS LA

is designed to alter the way
that living room players work,
without their owners knowing it.
If something does go wrong with

website still contains three
large and daunting documents

AACS, and home players stop
playing discs because amusic

on AACS technology (
www.
aacsla.com). These documents
are preliminary Version 0.9 of
the specification. Apparently
anxious to get comments before

or movie disc has incorrectly

finalising the standard as Version

updated the copy protection
encryption keys stored inside
the player - or because
malicious hackers have fun by

details. Princeton University

laser Blu-ray and HD-DVD
may have learned from the

succeeded - and waived the

SDMI experience. The AACS

1.0, AACS LA invites: ' Feedback

putting deliberately damaging
code on discs - AACS LA will

cash prize. But the music
industry threatened to sue if the

Licensing Administrator ( LA)
set up by the system developers

on this specification should go to
commentlagacsla.corri

have only itself to blame.
And the companies behind

acaaemics went public.
Meanwhile the hi-fi ! ndustry

(Disney. Intel, Matsushita/
Panasonic, Microsoft, Warner,
IBM. Toshiba and Sony, or

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
Iasked AACS LA if there

Sony, etc) and behind HDDVD (Toshiba, Warner etc) will

DIMMWITS), has offered no

was any plan to post AACS

know who to blame for any bad

open challenge for hackers to
try and expose any problems

algorithms on the net and invite

publicity they receive if their

the scientific fraternity to look

players stop playing. 13

warned that the supposedly
inaudible marks might be
audible an hi-fi systems. In
May2001 the SDMI venture

Btu- ray ( Philips, Panasonic,

A BRIEF HISTORY OF COPY PROTECTION FAILURES
167e The Beatles'
company Apple
Electronics claimed to
have invented ahigh
frequency spoiler that

because it spoiled the original music and

2000 • CD copy protection started. This

£0,000 later the BPI admitted defeat.

didn't spoil recording.
1989 • The Serial Copy Management

with deliberate digital errors or

1982 • The CBS Technology Center
offered Copycode, which cut afrequency

System ( SCMS) for digital recorders
was adopted. SCMS is intended to stop

Unit for Noise and Vibration Control at
Southampton Uni to look for aspoiler.

Left record companies free to make aCD
as ahybrid cross between amusic CD
and computer CD-ROM.
2001 • The first mass market copy

stepped people home taping from LPs.

notch out of the music to make anew

people making digital copies of digital

Sergeant Pepper copied perfectly.

recorder stop recording.

copies. But it doesn't stop people

17 • The British Phonographic

1988 • The US National Bureau of

making endless digital copies from the

protected CD release was from MG with
Natalie Imbruglia's 'White Lilies Island'.

Industry (BPI) employed the Wolfson

Standards condemned Copycode

same original.

Many customers complained.
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Award winning technology

9

Oehlbach have won awards from every
A.*.
4IWe'
A
major Hi -Fi magazine in Europe,
77 111

including twelve ' Golden Ear.' -

SENSE
THE
DIFFERENCE
WITH
OEHLBACH

Ili

They approach a quality and

•

consistency of construction that

ileaves all our competitors behind,

n'estcomwe

4* offers premium cables,
5* is audiophile territory.
Biggest Range in Europe
Established for 30 years and No.1

Lifetime warranty equals
Germany's finest
raige of cable
connections for
the home
cinema.
hi-fi and

great sound and vision for life
Every Oehlbach cabe is

sold with

For more details and a
colour brochure call

0208 424 8844
or e-mail

«nfo@acoustat.co.uk

GET CONNECTED
'oose the right connections for
I

your home cinema, hi-fi or
computer with the help of the

+Ai

Oehlbach Cable Configurator at

www.cableconfiguratorcom

uutoVts

A
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•
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WHERE THE WORLDS OF AUDIO AND VISION MERGE
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Home cinema's future?
DENON AV AMP

T

W

barred, head- to- head test.
You'll not see this SIM2 y
Screenplay comparison

been an internet connection
cn an AV amp. Until now.

his month, I'm proud
to introduce the two
hottest home cinema

projectors in our no- holds -

anywhere else, so fans of the
highest fidelity home theatre

hile its poibte to
find iPod connectivity
on almost everything

these days, there hasn't yet

Denon's AVR-4306 7- channel
AV surround and multi -source

are in for areal treat.

receiver is, according to the
company, 'the world's first

We also look at Harman
Kardon's attempt to converge

internet-enabled home cinema
receiver'. It hooks up to Global

with the iPod generation

Web Radio ( multi- zone) with

to DLNA ( Digital Living

1080p -capable HDMI

through its AVR340 receiver.

no PC. ALL that's required is a

Network Alliance) gLidetines,

connections, although internal
upscaling (via Faroudja's DCDO

broadband connection and the

and compatibility with

some very mixed releases
last year with the

AVR-4306 wilt find aDenon customised area of vTuner.com

Crestron and AMX network

goes as far as 1080i. Naturally,

control systems. L156 hosting

the latest Denon Link 3

disappointing sound quality
of Madagascar contrasting

(www.radiodenon.com), giving
global access to over 2300
Internet radio stations.

capabilities allow me AYR 4306
to become an audio server via

connection supports all
multi channel SAC DI

USB storage systems, giving
access to playlists via its onscreen display.

DVD-A formats while
Audyssey's Mutt EQ XT room

You may have noticed

with the deliberately washedout hue but awesome LE
effects in The War of the
Worlds - if you want to give

It also facilitates audio
streaming from anetworked
PC using Windows Media

your system abass workout,

Connect, plus audio streaming

then this is the DVD. Just

from anetworked PC designed

skip to the chapter where
the first tripod lifts out from
under the tarmac and wait
for your sub to explode.
THIS MONTH

79 News
.test

hot AV gear

82 Harman Kardon
AV amp meets iPod

84 Primare DVD
Audiophile company
aims at the cineast

Ilgital multi channel audio
and viaeo is switched and
delivered via atrio of

correction and calibration
assists in its set-up. Rated at
13CW per channel, the Denon
is available for around £ 1499.

MERIDIAN'S G SERIES PROCESSOR
DIGITAL SOUND PROCESSOR

the comprehensive video and

sample rates and with 48- bit

multiroom features, tuner

precision throughout.

Priced at £2995, Meridian's G61

or room correction software

The G61's controller and

Digital Surround Processor
builds on the technology that

provided in the G68'. At the
heart of the G61 is aDSP

surround processor functions

went into its flagship 861

engine delivering in excess of

surround processor and is a
development of the successful

500MIPS ( million instructions

G68. Meridian suggests ' it's
ideal for those who do

per second). Processing is
performed at ' high

meet the latest THX Ultra 2
specifications, while aWindows
graphical set-up application
(downloadable) allows access
to the unit's functions.

not require

87 Jon Thompson
Encrypted DVD disaster

88 InFocus vSIM2
Projector two-way

92 Masterclass
Plasma yLCD screens
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don't just
BEST-0-n UY

WATERFALL'
"The result is an overall

crispness and clarity
that is rarely matched
by conventional woodbodied speakers. "
Isoon came to
HiFi Choice, Jan 2005 appreciate the
"They succeed by being
beautiful both inside
and out, combining
elegance and superlative
engineering rigorously as
an aesthetic expression. "
Hi Fi World, June 2005

intrinsically musical
character here
and found myself
listening at great
length."
Hi Fi News, July 2005

muremeeetr!
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V10 Integrated Valve Amplifier
Hi-r \ ,rlrf
mber 2005
Brilliantly accomplished, uniquely
designed modem valve amp with sonics
and style to match.

"Worth mentioning is the
GlO's quietness, with even
disc surface noise and
vinyl 'roar' pushed down
to near- inaudibility",
"...toppling any consumer
digital format in pure
musical quality."
Hi Fi News, Aug 2004

"A Certifiable Masterpiece. This
is to debut amplifiers what LED
Zeppelin 1was to debut LP'S."
Ken Kessler, HiFi News, Feb 04

Transparent Distribution Ltd
Coxmoor Road, Sutton in Ashfield, NG17 5LA, UK
(tel/fax) 01623 517000

info@transparentdl.co.uk
distrif,t

ltd

www.transparentdl.co.uk
Visit Web Site for further details and list of stockists
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NEWS

MONSTER
PDPs ARE
BREEDING

FIRST OFF THE BLOCK WITH
HDTV...MAYBE!
TELEWEST HI-DEF SERVICE

T

roll- out should be gathering

format announced for Sky's HD

momentum in early 2006.

system. Telewest explained

elewest has been
proudly touting its high-

that MPEG2 has plenty of

If you've been frustrated by the

named the TVDrive and will

component availability and

prospect of only having one

definition TV service with

cost an extra CIO per month

industry experience. In

102in plasma TV to spend your

digital personal video recorder

on top of Telewest's usual TV

addition, while MPEG4 might

(PVR. Launched in December

pacKage deals. The TVDrive

enjcy some technical ( and

pocket money on, you'll be
pleased to hear that Samsung

2005, Telewest believes its

is similar to the Sky+ PVR

subjective) benefits it has been

now faces competition from

service represents trie first

with its 160GB disc drive

fraught with supply, testing

LO Electronics in South Korea.

digital HDTV offering in the

and integration problems. To

LOE showcased its full- HD

UK, several months ahead

but uniquely, also includes
three TV decoders. MPEG2

register visit wwwtelewest.

102in monster plasma TV at

of SkyHD. Althougn the pilot

is tre compression used, at

co.uk/tvdrive

last November's Asia- Pacific

launch only includes several

about 18Mbits/s, rather than

Economic Cooperation ( APEC)

hundred customers in the

the MPEG4

forum, though the company

The partnering PVR is

has yet to decide when to mass

London area, the company

produce it. It's asimilar story

says national

with Samsung's giant POP,
which has been nothing more
than atechnology showpiece for
•

more than ayear now.

ULTRA- MICRO
PROJECTORS
LGE PLASMA
Fancy accessorising your
mobile with amicro- projector?
Finland's Upstream Engineering
is working on an LED projection
system that's compact enough
to be integrated with, or simply

MORE HD POP

REAR PROJECTION TVs
Keeoina up with the progress

attached to, arange of portable

SAGEM DLP FROM THE REAR
The latest additions to Sagem .s

multi- media devices. Upstream

1280 x720p HD • SmootnPicture'

has built acomplex prototype

chip with diamond pixel

micro- optical system that's

array for smooth, film like

about the size of amatchbox.

in plasma cisplay technology

range of Axium high- definition

performance. Each model

It collects the light close to

is a considerable task these

TVs are the HD-D5OH-64T and

features two HDMI inputs while

the source and channels the

days [ see Masterclass, p921,

HD-045H-G4T, priced at around

an integrated Rash card reader

majority of it to the projection

999 and £' 799, respectively.

adows photos From seven types

lens, combining efficiency
with minute proportions. This
'photon vacuum' optical system
is surrounded by ashell of red,

with news every month
telling of major performance

These 50in and 45in slim- line

o' memory card to be viewed.

boosts. This is the third time
in as many issues that we are

rear prp'ection TVs feature
some of the latest in DLP

Ms°, abuilt-in Freeview digital

reporting full- HD resolution

micro- display technology from

TV tuner adds adegree of future
proofing. Both Sagem sets are

being achieved on ever more

Texas Instruments, including its

available row.

diminutive POP TVs.
Last month, a resolution of

green and blue LEDs, providing
full- colour pictures when used
with amicro- display device,
such as an LCoS imaging chip.

1920 x1080 on a5IIn plasma
was something tc shout about
but now Ktachi has shown a
prototype full- HD TV on the
popular 42in screen size. The
company plans

an

early 2007

launch for the product, which
appears to use aform of the
Fujitsu Hitachi

FlaSnla

(
FHP)

ALiS panel technology. Hitachi
is an 80% shareholder o FHP.
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Bridging the Gap
Harman Kardon's Bridge technolcgy, just launched at CES

DETAILS

Harman Kardon AVR34J3
£700
vbww.harmankardoni.com

2006 in Las Vegas, unites the iPod aid its vast library with a
new range of AV receivers. World exclusive by Paul Miller

W

hile new AV receivers
are being launched

and one that looks suspiciously
like the AVR335 reviewed in

with comprehensive

May 05. Compatibility with all

ideo up- conversion, HDMI
switching facilities and even

01707 278100
Big sound and AppLe iPod
connectivity
Slight loss of transparency

inter net media connections,
liarman Kardon has chosen,
instead, to back another icon of
our age - Apples iPod. Its
40 series range comprises three

Harman Kardoris Bridge
docking port supports
any iPod with adock
connector

AV receivers, all equipped with
HK's proprietary interface, called
The Bridge, which seamlessly
connects your iPod to both
the AV processing and power
beneath its bonnet.
The bonnet in question here
belorgs to the £ 700 AVR340,
HK's top seven- channel model

.hifinews.ecr.uk

MARCH 2606

current Dolby and CTS decode
modes is assured, along with
HK's proprietary Logic 7by way

too lsee Lab Report), so its not
unreasonable to suspect that
the difference between the £ 600
AVR335 and AVR340 at £ 700 is
largely swallowed by The Bridge.
its software, asupplementary

'The Bridge seamlessly connects
your iPod to both the AV processing
and the power beneath the bonnet'
of an alternative. The IR remcte

second- zone remote control and

is atasteful creation. 'though the
set-up button [ labeled OSD .1is

A- BUS utility.
The AVR340 makes use of

still buried among aduster of
similar controls.

HK's EzSet and EQ facility for
automated set-up and room

The general specificat:on of
both models looks pretty similar

correction, but benefits from
anew conical microohone,

HARMAN KARDON AVR340 AV RECEIVER • £ 00
'Playback of audio files is possible
through a custom on- screen menu
that reflects the full library and
playlist archives on the iPod'
and navigation of any docked
iPod. Playback of audio files
is possible through acustom

and atmosphere, ably handling
massive changes in dynamics
and timbre. The AVR340 typically
sounds true to the cinematic
source. Madagascar for
example, has very clear dialogue

exceptionally small speakers,
and tweak the centre channel by
+1 or + 2dB to assist in projecting

on- screen menu that reflects
both the full library and playlist

the clearest dialogue. In the

archives contained on the

the deep end with The War of the
Worlds, amovie that boasts the

docked iPod.
Furthermore, not only may
the iPod be used as asource
for the second zone system but
its content may be tickledup into multichannel via the
AVR340's Logic 7, Dolby
PL Ilx or DTS Neo:6
processing options.

most devastating LFE channel of

wonderfully clear because
the amp's sound is neither
compressed nor claustrophobic,
despite lacking alittle brilliance
through the highest treble. A

any recent DVD release.
The AVR340 took the Martian
tripods of this movie in its stride,
its archetypal ' Harman sound'
reflecting the big picture with
its powerful sense of drama

of the room. The penguin's
perfunctory dialogue remains

generous warmth pervades
the AVR340's performance that
typically trades some bite for a
better realisation of both scale
and impact. CI

Power is also available
for the iPod - once docked,

THE REPOW.

the iPod is powered by the
AVR340 and its battery

LAB REPORT

trickle charged. In practice,

To all intents and purposes, the AVR340 measures like aslightly refined AVR335.

HK's Bridge is compatible

Readers may compare both sets of lab reports from www.milleraudioresearch.

with third generation or
newer iPods that include

com/avtech. Power output is almost identical at 2x105W/8 ohm and 5x90W/8

Apple's docking connector,
and all ' click wheel' models.

ohm with adynamic capacity increasing to 5x120W and 5x210W into 8and 4ohm
loads. AnalogJe response is flat to within -0.5dB right out to 100kHz, while distortion

enabled iPods ( illustrated,

is typically below 0.015% through bass, midrange and lower treble. HK's bass
management remains clean, as bass from small' speakers is correctly re-directed to
the sub when the Speaker Size » Subwoofer item is set to 'Sub' ( but not 11R+Suli)

left) will only deliver their

in the configuration menu. Digital jitter remains high, however. The A-wtd (analogue)

Later photo- and video -

111111111011111111111110001111.10111101011r

event, we threw the AVR340 in at

and effects but remains very
firmly anchored to the front

which plugs into tne headphone

music content, as picture and
video display is not yet supported

socket. The text- based OSD is
also enhanced to cope with the

by The Bridge. In the future, of
course, this may be fixed.

iPod menu items and expanded
EzSet/E0 facility.

LIGHTS OUT
Not only does the AVR340

S/N ratio has at least improved from apoor 72dB to arespectable 86dB ( ref OrIBW).
110W
—

60W

70t1._

dOW

50W

look and measure just like
the AVR335, but its big and

uniquely flexible. Thanks to

cinematic soundstaging is also

in-built software 'or the 40series receivers, The Bridge

amatch for its older brother. As
ever, you should set all channels

0.20 ohm

enables both full remote control

to ' Large' unless you're driving

0.15 ohm

30W

Muter channel power output Into 8chm
80W

90W

THE ile0D BRIDGE
HK's ' Bridge docking port is

DETAILS

100W
Stereo power output Into 8ohm

HIN sSpec
Meitufactinra1
NSW
Spec: 70,4

20W

010%
Output Impedance

010 ohm
0.05 ohm

0.02 Min_

Meaufactwers!
Spec : 55W

HFN's Spec
blondsegues 1 0.06 ohm
Spec Li slim

DistortIon. lkHz/10W

006%
004%

Manufacturers
Spec: 0.07%

002%

HFN sSpr
0010 ,,

11111k_l

poi:ice& lî
0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t0

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
0 Z.

Seven sets of colour- coded speaker outlets will service afull 7.1- channel home
cinema; or a5.1-channel system and aseparate stereo zone. There are four optical
and four coaxial digital inputs ( one pair at the front) alongside ahigh- density
connector for HK's iPod Bridge. Video inputs include two ( HO- Ready) component,

Convergence is abroad church, but by tapping into the cult of the iPod
Harman may just take afew joggers on the road to home cinema Damascus.
Anyone that does arrive at the AVR340 will discover abig-sounding and
warm-hearted amplifier that's very obviously 'voiced' for the blockbuster
OVO movie. It's avery capable performer, not rattled by insensitive or
difficult speaker combinations and confidently recommended as afull- on
upgrade to partner any recent, large-screen purchase.

five composite and five S-video connections.
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Swede Sounds
Primare adds another OVO video player to its range, one that aims
to capitalise on audio performance without the distraction of DVD-A
and SACO playback. Paul Miller offers an exclusive test
DETAIL
•

H

ome cinema tecninology
is evo:ving at atreacly

There's no reason why that

coaxial and optical connections,

same approach cannot be

leaving atwo- channel downmix

pace, conferring very

applied to digltal Vfieo.

for the stereo outputs As a

Primare DVD26 DU player

real benefits to AV enthusiasts
but creating areal headache for

OVO A or SACO, so there's

Primare has gone to towr in

£900

specialist producers hoping to

no need for amult.-channel

its specification of the 24-

challenge the likes of Pioneer.

11C1 www.primare.net

Denon and other giants. in
order to compete, companies

#

01423 359954

•

Smooth cultured CO sound

e

Buggy video performance

such as Primare are cbligerf to
tackle the audio-visual market
from aslightly different angle.
Specifically, Primare has earned

The DVD26 does not support

stereo CO player, however.

'While CD oozes the smoothness
and sophistication expected of
the marque, the videophile will
find less to get excited about'

areputation for great sounding

ana:ogue oJtput or. indeed, an

b:t/192kHz DAC and high

hi-fi products, combing the

HDMI digital output. Which also

performance ara:ogue stage.

Swedish flair for understated yet

means there's no 5.1- channel

classy styling with an irLitive

Dolby or DTS decoder. These

the DVD26 sequipped with

understanding of minimalist

DVD-derived bitstreams are

asubstantial linear power

but robust audio engineering.

squirted stiaiqht out of the

supply rather tnan aswitch-

84 www.hifinews-co.uk • MARCH 2006

Unlike most OVO players,

PRIMARE DVD26 CD/DVD PLAYER • £ 00
mode derivative. The player's
video functionality is basic but

scenes from movies like Signs
where areas of the characters'

60Hz, regardless of Region. Set

intuitive enough, with asingle

faces in shadow fade to black.

correctly output at 50Hz in PAL

Pixelworks video processor
performing de- interlacing (with

De- interlacing is otherwise to

or auto TV- System mode.
Why is this aproblem?

agood standard as the smooth

'De-interlacing is of a good
standard as the smooth flight of
arrows and sea of pikes seen in
'Kingdom of Heaven show'
per- pixel motion compensation)
while offering 576p, 720p and

flight of arrows, arcing ballistas

1080i scaling options. There's

Kingdom of Heaven, show.

not aFaroudja chip in sight.
BLACK CRUSH
At this point you'll be gaining
the impression that Primare's
DVD26 may not be all things
to all men. And you'd be right,
for while its sound quality with

and sea of pikes seen in
Scaling the DVI output to
'720p or 1080i for an HD- Ready
display is not recommended,
however, for here the player
treats these ' HD resolutions' as

to 480p/576p, the same DVD is

Because the player interleaves
extra frames into the moving
image ( to increase the rate
from 50Hz to 60Hz) resulting in
an irritating judder across any
panned scene. There are other
effects too. Because the DVD26
has no IRE adjustment, the
forced 63Hz mode also invokes
a7.5IRE offset, lightening the
darker, shadowy areas of the
picture. Subjectively, there's a
lift to green as well. Primare's
most recent software update
failed to remedy the problem.

Q

THE REPORT

CD oozes all the smoothness
and sophistication expected

LAB REPORT

of the marque, the dedicated

While Primare's implementation of Pixelworks' PW1235 de-interlacer and

videophile will find less to get
excited about. Of course, with

scaler seems to be flawed with 720p and 10801 digital video outputs, life as a
CD player is far rosier. Here Primare is on more familiar ground, the

5.1- channel audio from DVD

Burr- Brown PCM1738 DAC and part op-amp, part- discrete analogue output

music and movie discs being

enjoying alow 0.0006% distortion through the midrange, rising to amere
0.0085% at 20kHz ( and - 0.02% at 40kHz with 96kHz OVO).
The player also enjoys avery low 1.5ppm clock error and - 20psec jitter

routed directly to apartnering
AV amplifier, it's here that the
real sound' of your DVDs is
established. Nevertheless it's
reassuring to know that the

with 24- bit DVD, aruler-flat response (just +0.01/-0.03dB) and low-level
linearity that's true to within 1dB over afull 110dB dynamic range. With CD
and OVO music discs, it's as clean as awhistle.

very low jitter enjoyed by the
DVD26's digital outputs gets

0.0100%
—

this performance off to the best

00075%

possible start.
Used in 576p mode, the

080501_

DVI output stamps some

00025%

highly contrasting images
onto the screen, albeit with

0%

200psec
Distortion at lkHz/

Digital Jitter

BFs
15Opsec
100 psec
50psec

InflOraCTIRT
SpC.0.009%

HIN spec
00006%

ipsec

some evidence of black crush

Minimalism meets robust engineering

throughout indoor, night-time

120(18
Awtd Signal- to- Noise

Channel Separation
110dB

DETAILS

90dB

BOWL

r.) ,e

105dB

at 1
kHz

100dB

a. N

Ilmilactirees
Spec: 200psec

Manufacturer's
spec: 100dB

BINS spec
111.03

100dB
95dB

Manufacturer'
spec: 100dB

90d8

ale

.111111111

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Primare has successfully crafted avery fine- sounding CD player that
should appeal to audiophiles with an occasional interest in watching
movies. On the other hand its flexibility and performance with DVD, and

Video is delivered through an RGB-compatible SCART socket and both interlaced
and progressive component connections. There's also aVGA socket and DVI output

particularly with 720p and 1080i digital video for HD- Ready displays, is
unlikely to tickle the fancy of hardened cinemaphiles. In this regard,

that delivers HDCP-encrypted digital video to modern display devices via a

Primare needs to offer afix for its 720p mode if the DVD26 is to

tried- and- tested Silicon Image chip. Custom installations may also avail

successfully merge with the UK/PAL market.

themselves of the RS232 connection.
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CEDIA

3times award winner
Home Cinema Choice
"Best Multiroom
Installation"

Founder Member
Intelligent I
,ornes
in the Making

www.musical-images.co.uk
London's premier centre
for the world's leading
hi-fi and AV brands:

Arcam
Art Acoustics
B&W
Bose
Chord Electronics
Crestron
Denon
KEF Reference
Linn

CELEBRATING 10 YEARS
of high- end excellence
Musical Images' award winning
Covent Garden store is now
celebrating ten years as London
and the South East's premier centre
for high- end AV and hi-fi.
With five luxurious demonstration
suites, a choice of top brands, plus
product and installation expertise
that's second to none, if you're
looking for the best, look no further
than Musical Images.
We look forward to welcoming
you as we celebrate ten years
at the top!

Living Control
Meridian
Musical Fidelity
Pioneer
ProAc
and many more

Covent Garden branch, in the
heart of London's West End,
is just 5mins walk from
Covent Garden or
Leicester Square tube stations
Branches around the M25:
173 Station Road, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7JX
Tel: 020 8952 5535

Musical Images, Covent Garden
18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London, WC2H 9HB Tel: 020 7497 1346

126 High Street,
Beckenham, Kent BR3 1EB
Tel: 020 8663 3777

MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISE) MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
Audio Visual Lifestyle Ltd tia Musical Images. Please call for opening time details. E-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk

E&OE.
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INSIDE VIEW

Dolby, the Oscars
and aOVO debacle
ION THOMPSON

W

As Jon Thompson reports, the movie industry's first attempts to
develop encrypted DVDs turned into an embarrassing fiasco

eknew it would
happen sooner or
later. After the fiasco

of pirated Academy screeners,
encryoted DVDs were sure to
follow. Academy screeners are
provided to the Academy cf
Motion Rcture Arts and Science
[those incredibly nice peopi.e

who hand out gold statues
called Oscars) and BAFTA,
the British film and televis,on
The SV300 [ right]

organisation which seems to be
sponsored by the Orange mobile
phone company.
Both academies include
members who have done
something worthy or
spectacular in the movie
industry, and who act as judges
for various and coveted . noustry
prizes. Because of this, film
companies are typically eager to
send them screener disHs in the
hope these luminaries wit, vote
for their film. Naturally, a
prize-winning movie translates

'Unless you are
into ripping
DVDs you may
never have
heard of the
brand, but the
KiSS player
seems to be the
pirates' choice'

appears to be a
re- branded KiSS
DVD player [ above]
An unfortunate side effect of

ahigh quality machine, many
arrived broken or damaged and,

registering the player is that it

in some cases, the DVD drawer

also locks the Region code to

would fall out upon pressing

Region 1, Region 2, etc. This

'eject'. On closer examination,

was not necessarily aproblem

the SV300 appeared to be a

until Warner Bros, in its infinite

re- branded KiSS DVD player.

wisdom, decided to send out

Unless you are into ripping

Batman Begins and Charlie and

DVDs you may never have heard

the Chocolate Factory as Region

of the brand, but the KISS player

1discs only, rendering them

into increased sales, but

films nominated for awards

seems to be pirates choice. Not

unplayable on any Region 2-

releasing an advance screener

and, in many cases, won. This

only can it rip astandard DVD to

locked Cinea player.

copy is not without risk.

experience taught the big

MPEG4, it also has an ethernet

studios apainful lesson and so

port - covered by alarge

watermarked disks carry a

BANNED SCREENERS

the search was on for amethod

sticker saying ' Warranty void if

red sticker stating that the

Following several high- profile

of securing the content of

removed' - for streaming DVD

disk will only play in SV300

breaches where screener

screener disks.

content over anetwork. Either

DVD players. It also declares

way, the KiSS seemed an odd

that this is ahigh- end DVD

disk content was ripped and

Enter an outfit called Cinea,

Ironically, all Cinea-

uploaded to the internet,I.he

specialists in encryption and

choice of chassis for asecure

player that will also play all

major studios collectively

watermarking, which developed

DVD player. Furthermore, the

your standard DVDs'. Perhaps

banned these screeners in 2003.

asolution before being quickly

Cinea player would not play

the term high- end' is lost

However, those companies

swallowed up by Dolby Labs.

standard DTS disks without a

in translation, but, suffice to

that broke the ban and sent

Dolby and Cinea struck a

firmware upgrade.

say, the SV300 is no Arcam or

out di3ks anyway had their

deal with the studios - if
they provided every Academy

REGISTERED

would sell for E50-60, or about

BIOGRAPHY

Denon. It's aDVD player that

member with afree DVD player

To play ' encrypted disks the

the ticket of its evil twin, the

that would play encrypted and

SV300 needs to be registered.

multi- region KiSS. If the whole

Jon Thompson works in the film

watermarked disks, the studios

This locks the player to the

Cinea experiment has oeen

industry as both aproducer and a

would pay them apremium to

owner, and with each encrypted

something of adisaster, let's

digital film supervisor . His company

produce the disks.

disk watermarked with the

just hope asimilar regime is

JON THOMPSON

in Soho, the heart of the British Film
industry, is called the The Hat Factory'

owner's information any ripped

never triatled for premium,

special SV300 DVD ° Layer, but

content is easily traced to

early release DVDs destined for

despite assurances that it was

the individual who copied it.

the home cinema.

So CinealDolby sent out its
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Clash the

Titans

InFocus has slashed the price of its
Screenplay 777 to compete with SIM2's
compact C3X projector. But which star
shines the brightest? An exclusive
report by Paul Miller

SIM2 C3X Lite
£10,999
(:
2), www.sim2.co.uk
#

Contrasty, richly saturated images

e

R

arely do we encounter
aproduct, whether
in the realm of purist

two-channel audio or home
cinema, that has the capacity
to redefine expectations in

10- bit processing on the
horizon!

impressive performance frcm
areduced 150W light engine;
particularly once competitor
InFocus announced ahuge
price cut from £ 20k to ElOk

its market so significantly as

for its stunning 777. With both
projectors now installed in the

SIM2's C3X projector, reviewed

AVTech cinema, the stage is set

exclusively back in Oct '05. At a
time when top- end, three- chip

for atitanic head- to- head.

DLP projectors warranted a

is the proprietary light engine

price- tag of some E20k. SIM2's
more compact but even higher
performance tnree-chipper
proved arevelation at only El4k.
The question remained, however,
whether its El 1k C3X Lite
model would deliver an equally

88 www.hifinews.co.uk

01825 750850

Key to the C3X's economy
developed by SIM2's Italian
engineers. Not only is this
solution free of the burdensome
licensing of athird- party ergine,
but its folded light path enables
the geometric and colour
performance of three-chippers

bkY---71,7 vs SIM2 C3X LITE

a.

£9995/£10,999

InFocus Screenplay 777
£9995
www.infocushome.com
01423 359054
Smooth, pasteldominated picture

e

For high- end projectors at least, the
trickle- down effect of new technology

Weaker reds and
diminished contrast

has recently built into aflood, bursting
the banks of any manufacturer who's
not up- to- speed SIM2 provided the
momentum with the release of its C3X
model last year, which we premiered

like the 777 t.o be achieved , na

on aceiling or shelf. The 777, by

resolution of these chips ensure,

at the HFN Show. By designing its

far smaller package. Judging by

contrast, requires Arnie- sized

both the 777 and C3X Lite are HD

own, highly compact light engine and

buk alone, you'd never believe

fixing hardware.

Ready, through M1 - DA and HOMI

benefiting from the reduced cost of

inputs, respectively.

Ti's DC3 DLP chips, SIM2 was.able to

thal the compact, 10Kg C3X Lite

Nevertheless, I
he 777 remains

SIM2 provides two motorised

halve the cost of ' traditional' three- chip

could match : he performance

some:hing of an aesthetic marvel

of Screenplay's 20kg turtleshell

and has recently been enhanced

zoom and focus lens options

(Ai/Tech. Nov 04). In practice,

with Ti's HD2+ ( DarkChip3) DMDs

from Fujinon at 1.5-2:1 and

process of re- positioning its models,

it's only fractioney bigger than

in place of the original HD2

2-3:1, with amanual lens shift

and the 777 in particular, thanks in
part to the improved economy of its

models InFocus was alreadyin the

Marantis single- chip reference,

'Mustang' ch,ps. These are the

that amounts to some 50% of

the £ 9h VP- I
2S4 Weech,

same DMDs emp!oyed in the C3X

the picture height. Not to be

Delta light engine and the realisaticn

Aug ' CS), and as easy to mount

Lite. The native 1280 x720 pixel

outdone. InFocus offers no

that Ti's 1080p technology was

fewer than seven Carl Zeiss

soon to overwhelm the high ground.

'Judging by bulk alone, you'd
never believe that the compact.
10kg C3X Lite could match the
performance of the Screenplay'

lens systems. These include

Nevertheless, Idon't think it imprudent

five long- throw lenses from

to suggest that SIM2 has forced

1.2-1.44:1 to 3.6-5.6:1 with powu

InFocus's hand and all but collapsed the

zoom, focus and vertical lens

retail price of the 777, to the benefit of

shift options plus two, shorter

AV enthusiasts across the globe

0.64:1 and 0.96:1 lenses with Ca
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SIM2 [above left] offers tens options from Fujinon; not to be outdone, InFocus [above right.] boasts seven Carl Zeiss tens systems

power focus but no zoom or lens
shifting. Incidentally, the shutter'
that's visible across the 777s
lens is designed to prevent light
from spilling up onto the ceiling,
should the projector be mounted
upside down.
Both projectors offer a

With Che Screenplay 777
first up to the plate, the long anticipated showdown between
the fledgling Lord Vader and
Obi- Wan in Star Wars III was
bathed in the bright orange
glow of bubbling lave, but there

comprehensive set-up menu

was not the punch behind tnis
intense colour that we had

with Screenplay opting for

antic'pated. Moreover, the

detailed colour gamut, gain

contrast between this bright

and offset controls for the
primaries in place of SIM2's

glow and the cooler black o'

gamma control and graphical
'Live Color Management'

alittle washed-out, alittle too
light and translucent. We had
the suspicion that this was
just alittle too orange, and

scheme that allows the white
point to be adjusted across a
36- position grid. Either way, with
the convergence in output from
each of the red, green and blue
DMD chips determined at the
factory, al, that remains is for the

switching to the C3X Lite proved
the point quite conclusively.
These fight scenes were now
truly dramatic, the lava infused

enthusiast to point, zoom and
focus the image.

cinematic presence and three dimensionality to the action on

LIGHTS OUT

the screen. By comparison, 1
he

With recouse to our
recommended settings, it was

777's images looked viv'd but

possible to calibrate both the
777 and C3X Lite to within a

result, less engaging to the eye.
Nevertheless, the wide colour

fraction of the same maximum
brightness and colour

gamut of Dreamwork's animated
Madagascar was mirrored by the

temperature. Differences in trie
projectors' respective colour

777 which painted the fine detail
of Alex's mane to impressive

gamuts, greyscale uniformity,

effect. The myriad greens of
the jungle % liege added to the

such as noise reduction, wodd

DETAILS

the surrounding rock looked

with acrimson hue that was
missing before, bringqlg a

black level and video DSP,

'The fight scenes on the C3X were
truly dramatic, the lava infused
with a crimson hue, bringing
cinematic presence to the screen'

less ' well-rounded' and. as a

determine the key d.fferences

cascaae of colours which, in
overall terms, were smooth -

The cluster of little buttons allow the C3X's OSO to be navigated from the back of
the box which also accommodates avariety ot PC [ up to IJXGA), component/RGB
¿with HV sync), S- video and composite video sources. The Lite version of the C3X
only has one HMI input for digital video while any audio is stripped off and routed
through ta the optical digital output.

DETAILS
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in their perceived picture

looking and easy on the eye

The 777 was originally conceived for ceiling- mounting, so the labels for its PC

quality. Both were driven from

rather thar bold or contrasty.

(RGB). composite, component and S- video inputs are all printed upside-down.

our reference Denon DVD-Al XV

The C3X produced rather denser

player at 720p and 1080i

and deeper- looking images. Lit

Passive adapters are available for InFocus's favourite M1 - DA connector, bringing
compatibility with any OVI-D or HMI- equipped OVD player.

output resclutions.

lacking the 777's diverse greens.
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So there was slightly less
variation in chlorophyll' but
greater definition about the

W ›Lel; I Lei

1

1«-Y0 nil!

.
10 1
1
1 >le

edges of leaves and trees and

RECOMMENDED SETTINGS

-importantly - afar cleaner,

InFocus has tweaked its 777 since our last review ( Nov ' 04), and we were now able to pull its colour gamut more closely into

deeper looking sky. The sharper

the PAL space ( see below). Colour- correction has eliminated the green/yellow spike caused by its UHP lamp ( at the expense

focus and deeper blue saturation

of some brightness); and reds, while still adark orange, are more extended and better saturated. Similarly. SIM2 has refined

of the C3X brought abreathtaking

its prism coatings to deal with the excess of yellow from its UHP lamp without compromising saturation and gamut of blues

clarity to the animated night sky.

or reds. The two CIE charts suggest that it's the C3X Lite that lacks colour space but, in practice, its superior blue and red

The same effect was commented

saturation has agreater subjective impact thanks to our reduced sensitivity to bright greens. Despite the C3X having amere

on in night scenes from The

150W lamp against the Screenplay's 250W, it appears both more efficient and some 3d8 quieter. We calibrated both to a

Lord of the Rings: Return of the

maximum output of 15.4fL over a10ft white screen with temperatures of 6470K and 6480K, respectively. These both hit the

King. although the fact that the

6500K target which, with the settings illustrated, are also maintained over the key 20-80IRE output range for avery smooth

actors themselves were part of

greyscale. In the event, it's the lower- powered C3X that has the widest contrast of - 1800:1 (ANSI checkerboard over 10') thanks

acomposite image having been

to its perceptibly lower black level. The bigger C3X ( Oct'05) has aslightly better contrast, possibly due to extra light baffles

filmed in agreen room) was now
also more obvious.

InFocus Screenplay 777

With the 777 on duty, we founa
the opening chapters of this

Picture » Contrast

» 39
»47

Tolkien epic also looking sharper

» Brightness

and better delineated than the

» Aspect Ratio » 169

Star Wars clips, and yet rather

» Gamma

»Film

less noisy in appearance than we

»Advanced

»Color Space » Auto

remembered with the original

» Color Temp » 6500K

777. The C3X Lite delivers a

»Color Gamut » Maximum

noticeably sharper image - both

»Color Control » Red Gain

optically and electronically
-which is realized in the etched

» 42

»Green Gain

» 53

» Blue Gain

» 42

» Red Offset » 44

detail on character's faces

»Green Offset » 50

and, importantly, in the denser

» Blue Offset » 48

colouring of the picture as a
whole. Smeagas conversation
with his reflection in the murky
water enjoys arich and dark,
almost etched clarity with the

01

C3X that builds real depth into
the image.
The 777 delivers what look'

SIM2 C3X Lite

to be abrighter image but, on

Picture » Brightness » 46

closer inspection, the contrast is

»Contrast » 53

slightly weaker as is the optical

» Sharpness » 5

focus towards the periphery

» Image Aspect » Anamorphic

of the screen. So with the

» Color Temp » 29

C3X, facial colours are better
realised in darker scenes and

Setup

»Gamma Corr

» User » Exp » 2.6

» Lamp Power

» High

where the 777 may look slightly
crushed, the C3X Lite keeps on
going, reaching further into the
darkness to pull out subtleties
lost to the Screenplay. The
downside is extra noise, or al
least apropensity for the C3X
to expose grain in the original
filmstock. What you see is a
slight shimmering in the darker
backgrounds of movies like
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of
Azkaban or the brighter, grey

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

cast reflecting hopelessness

We were genuinely surprised at the difference between these

saturated primaries ( at least in the blue and red), with a

and despair from the early

two giants of the projection world, for while the latest InFocus

sharper overall image quality.

scenes of The War of the Worlds.

777 proved less impressive than we had remembered, the Lite

Captivating, thrilling and faithful

version of the SIM2 C3X continued to pack avisual wallop

to the movie content - that's the

despite its ' mere' 150W light engine. In practice, the

performance more than justifies its 10°/0 premium over the
777.1f you are in the fortunate enough position to afford a

C3X Lite in anutshell.

smaller C3X delivers deeper blacks, cleaner and better

premium projector in this class, then the choice is Hobson's.

Ihesitate to use the term chalk and cheese, but the C3X's
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t's unfortunate that the term
'plasma' has become the
commonplace expression

for any flat screen, hang- onthe- wall television. In practice,
there's another type of flat TV
sprinkled about the showroom
floor that appears the same yet
is quite different. This aspirant
for aslice of the multi- billion
dollar flatscreen market is
none other than the Liquid
Crystal Display ( LCD for short).
So which to choose, and why,

LCD backlight:

in what is arguably the most

Retina- searing

rapidly evolving area of the

brightness, but" where

home cinema scene?

does it all go?

HIGH DEFINITION
In terms of panel resolution,

Full- HD 1080p plasma

LCD has traditionally held the

TV from Panasonic
•

lead, delivering full- HD TVs as
small as 32in. Yet advances in
plasma display panels ( PDPs(
have recently enabled Pioneer
and Panasonic to deliver 1920
x1080p on 50in plasmas.
Hitachi, meanwhile, will launch
a42in plasma sporting 1080p
later this year and Chi Mei
Optoelectronics has shown
aquad- HD ( 3840 x2160)
resolution 56in LCD panel!
As for efficiency and
your electricity bill, both
technology camps claim the
high ground. The LCD side

Both plasma and liquid crystal display technologies.are
successfully eradicating any perceived weàknesses in their
make-up in abid to become the .dominant•design -in the
flatscreen market. David Perry reports •

argues that PDPs are inherently
inefficient, managing only one
or two Lumens per Watt IL/W),
compared with 80L/W for an
LCD fluorescent backlight.
The PDP brigade counters that
only 5% to 8% of the backlight
makes it through the LCD and
that PDPs are self- emissive and

course, if the boffins ever figure

orange reds and pastel green

output, hignly-saturated light

dynamic. In other words, the

out why PDPs are 50 times less

casts to the vibrant and lifelike

sources such as multi- wave

power requirements of PDPs

efficient than they theoretically

renditions we enjoy today. On

fluorescent lamps and LEDs.

vary with the brightness of the

ought to be, then the PDP camp

the other hand LCD, with its

Colour fideity and brightness

video source, whereas an LCD's

are onto awinner. Trie fact is

reliance on colour filters and

can be further augmented by

backlight is constant.

that independent testing ( www.

backlighting, has taken time

applying the complementary

However, LCD TVs can now
be dynamically lit using novel
dimming or scanning systems.
Efficiencies are improving
rapidly with LEDs closing in on

'Liquid Crystal Display now boasts a colour gamut as
large as that defined for broadcast TV and is positioned
to go beyond these archaic colour definitions'

traditional CCFLs ( cold cathode
fluorescent lamps), prompting

gpn.jp/Englishl, using typical

to achieve anything near the

colour primaries yellow, cyan

CCFL manufacturers to realise

material, suggests tnat LCD and

performance of plasma.

and magenta.

ever more frugal designs. PDP

PDP TVs consume about the

manufacturers have also been

same power per unit area.

forging ahead in this regard

But LCD now boasts a
colour gamut as large as that

MOTION: PROS & CONS

defined for broadcast TV and

Plasma's reputation for smooth,

COLOUR COMPARISONS

is positioned to go beyond

detailed and natural motion

40% to 70% heralded ( see www.

Plasma colour reproduction has

these archaic colour definitions

portrayal is only ¡ ustified for

advanced-pdp.jp/english). Of

progressed rapidly from rather

thanks to developments in high

the more recent and high- end

with possible power savings of
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displays are mostly capable of
Samsung's pIDP eontrast

rendering deep blacks, bright

improvI,ment filter demo.

whites and agood dynamic

Bot

plasm;sihave tamps

range, albeit dynamically

shireng directly at them,

allocated for image content,

.with theedesigtop.the right

flicker and artifact reduction.

illustrating the capabilities

However, PDPs deliver their

of the new titters

best contrast ratios when
viewed in low ambient light
conditions due to their reflective
panel structure, which uses
thick layers of optical glass for
filtering and structural strength.
Pioneer and LG have replaced
the front glass with anew filmtype filter, reducing external

ir patented Advanced Black Filter transmits mternal light to increase contrast levels. At the same time it absortm
Ilight as it approaches the plasma panel preventing unwanted reflections.

and internal reflections, panel
weight, thickness and cost.
Samsung has also introduced
anew filter system that
dramatically improves contrast
in high ambient light.
LCDs can also generate
high contrast ratios, but light
leakage through the panel
means rendering deep black
levels remains achallenge.
However, due to their matt
surface and tack of thick glass
layers, LCD TVs can produce
perceptually better contrast
ratios in high ambient light
than PDPs, even if they perform
worse in darker conditions.
A dimmable backlight that
dynamically adjusts to image
content is one solution and
by adding improvements to

Philips' Artuya dynamic
dimming backlight for

polarization filters, comp-

LCDs. Tile top image

ensation films, glass substrates

shows the feature

and LC materials, LCDs are set

switched on for better

to take aleap forward in black

black levels and•contrast

levels and contrast ratios in the
near future.

PDPs. They often use non-

Ihis is visible as smooth picture

to 3ms ( 12ms is considered

CONCLUSION

standard frame rates such as

tones breaking up into broad

good and 8-ns excellent). The

Of course, with LCD and PDP

70Hz) for all sources to reduce

bands of colour and brightness.

'hod' problem is due to tne

converging to asimilar level of

screen being lit all the time, so

performance, it's impossible to

flicker. However, if native source

LCD still struggles to kick its

frame rates of 24fps to 60fps

reputation for blurred motion

as the eye tracks motion the

make asweeping case for one

are not converted properly

detail, a ' quality' caused by

image may blur on the retina.

display technology over another

then annoying motion judder

the slow response times of

can occur. Furthermore, PDPs

some LCs when varying the

be switched off for part of each

short term, it is likely to be price

Ideally the backlight needs to

on capability grounds. In the

Puise Width Modulation

brightness of apixel and also

frame, bringing an ' impulsive'

that swings the pendulum back

IPWM) to create the varying

the so-called ' hold nature' of

quality to the LCD's ;
mage.

towards plasma. At the end of

brightness of each pixel. This

the display. The former has

Either way, 2006 wilf bring

2005, high- end 42in PDPs were

works well provided that motion

more or less been consigned to

many new LCD TVs designed to

still about £ 1000 cheaper than

;s accurately compensated for,

history as faster LC materials

avoid tnis ' hold' type blurring,

equivalent LCDs. But afew

otherwise an artifact known

and over- drive schemes have

using techniques including

years ago that difference would

as false contouring will result_

-educed response times down

black frame insertion, blinking

have been closer to £ 3000, so

backlight, frame- rate doubling

with increasing demand for

Jse

FOR MORE INFORMATION

and scanning backlight. The

LCDs and huge manufacturing

For more information on PIP and LED technology, please see Atlech Feb ' 04, July 05,

latter comes courtesy of Philips'

capability coming on stream,

Aug ' 04, Sept ' 05 and Oct 05

Aptura innovation.

any remaining gap looks set to

Medium to high- end plasma

close completely.
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Walrus de,

11 New Quebec St, London W1

Have we got turntables? Do bears... no, forget that. Of course we have!
We don't have aproblem with turntables at all (some shops seem to have - how
much choice do you see in your local hi-fi store, that is if they even sell proper
hi-fi any more). This venerable way to reproduce music in your home still
happens to offer the most realistic sound quality of anything available today.
You can spend afortune on the latest digital components to still only get a
fraction of what even arelatively modest cost vinyl front end has to offer. You
probably already have the " software" for it tucked away in acorner somewhere,
assuming you're not avinyl user already. And, the best thing is, it's not going to
become obsolete - you won't have to worry like the digital aficionados do about
the next miracle format and having to repurchase everything again! Provided
you look after them, those vinyl discs contain an almost unlimited amount of
information, and as you gradually upgrade your front end, you get to hear ever
more of it.
Our advice on turntable/arm/cartridge matching is second to none ( provided,
obviously, you purchase from us!) and our subsequent building of your turntable
will ensure you get the full performance from it (we see quite afew turntables
purchased elsewhere or second-hand which aren't working properly). We also
don't forget about you after you walk out the door, it remains important to us to keep your deck working to your satisfaction over
the years. Just thought we'd remind you that vinyl playing is still our priority!

However...
Even we have to face the fact that more and more
of you want decent digital disc spinners, and
ironically (to us) people tell us they visit us for
digital players specifically because of our enthusiasm
for analogue. Er, yes. So, we have to be very

example. Consonance also make some wonderful
products, and the Consonance Droplet 5.0 (pictured)
is the latest wonder from this company. Not only
does it sound excellent, the styling is also acomplete
departure for this price range (the Droplet costs
£1995). You get a24 bit / 192k upsampling DAC
and avalve output stage, all in aunit which weighs
just under an astonishing 30 Kg.

careful what we choose. The Chinese have been
making some absolutely superb digital products
lately, you've all seen the success of Shanling, for

But it's not only the Chinese who're making digital waves, as it were. Our own home-grown favourite, Musical Fidelity, have
come out with an astonishing two box player, anew model in their acclaimed KW series, the DM 25 transport and DAC. The
digital and analogue sections are both effectively "dual mono", and although you can buy the units separately, there are very few
other makes you can use them with because they connect using the esoteric dual mono twin cable system, amethod only one or two
far more expensive units use. The outcome is sound quality well ahead of
what you might expect of the price tag - both units together cost £3995. And,
in case you were wondering, those things sticking out the top of the transport
are levelling adjusters for the unique isolating feet, nothing more sinister!
And, just alittle reminder about the superb Stirling Broadcast LS 3/5a
loudspeakers. Now, we know these are about as unfashionable as it gets.
Modern speakers are supposed to be
big, bold, full of high-tech drivers, and
with amulti hundred watt power
handling tag. And indeed, most
modern designs are just fine for purely electronic music, where tonal accuracy, subtlety, and
even soundstaging take second place to sheer grunt. For acoustic music and spoken voice,
though, these BBC designed mini monitors are absolutely unparalleled. Even when you hear
them playing full orchestral music, or even rock, they are very special. Instruments sound as
they were meant to, voices are utterly natural. These are amust hear design if you are a
"serious" listener.
Finally, we now have the fantastic Hyperion HPS-938 loudspeakers on demo - sorry, no room for apiccie - book now for alisten.
air tangent amazon amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio aero audio physic black rhodium breuer dynamic
brinkmann
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(tonearms) graham slee hadcock heart heed audio hyperion ( loudspeakers) incognito isolda jadis kr electronics klimo koetsu lavardin
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Musielleviews
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ESCHENBACH •

NETREBKO

TLSON

THOMAS • JANE

MONHEIT

•
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MAHLER
Symphony 4

cnoice of Renée Fleming be too * glarn',

Fleming, whose creamy tone would almost

Iwonaered before listening? Often,

satisfy in itself - yet she brings so much to
the text.

e,
you

BERG
Seven early songs
Renée Fleming, BPO/Claudio

14
filE

Abbado

„
pse11>

feel the soprano appears merely
because the score demands it, and that

The disc runs on to the adjacent soundworld of Alban Berg, whose Lieder were

her contribution is minimal. But not with

orchestrations made 21 years after he
wrote them as astudent of Schoenberg's.

DG 477 5574

As with Mahler's Kindertotenlieder, the

71m29s£££
The liner quotes aBerlin critic who,
carried away, declares that Claudio

textures are varied for each setting.
Two tiny queries hang over this Mahler

Abbado deserves to become the first
conductor ' to be beatified while still on the
rostrum'. Iwouldn't dissent, given the run
of Berlin live Mahler performances, the

Fourth: the pause before the final bars
of ( i), which seems fractionally arch;
and aviolin solo in ( ii) not as earthy as
the spirit of the writing implies. (Where

EMI Verdi Requiem and the two Beethoven
cycles ( the OVO set different from the CD).

UM Caine seeks to out the Jewish and
popular cultural sources, Abbado tends to
sublimate them.) Otherwise, the

With this May 2005 Fourth we can hear
the extent of his journey since the 1978

textures, timing and expressive

DG version with the Vienna Philharmonic.

fee IUMG
Inlus...0.1"
OMANI MAIO

It is virtually superseded by this Berlin

detailing just make you listen in
wonderment. An equally lovely

recording - likewise the Karajan/BPO
-and deserves the status accorded Bruno

coupling too. CB
Performances ili••••

Walter's Mahler 4in the LP era. Would the

Recordings • •••

Asimicss CLAssus

LEONARD BERNSTEIN
Serenade • Facsimile • Divertimento

nocturne, rather like Copland's

JS BACH

and is reproduced with rich,

Quiet City, than be concerned
with the pretentious scenario

Violin Concerto BWV1052 •
Double Concertos BWV1057,

acutely balanced sound.
The timbres of the oboe in
BWV1060 and the two silvery

(three characte ,- scovering for

1060, 1062

spiritual hollowness) which

Academie fur Alte Musik Berlin

harpsichords in 1062 are

earned the ballet negative

Harmonia Mork HMC 901876

especially beguiling. The slow

reviews when premiered.
Serenade too carries the burden

63m 35s tif
Wolfgang Schmieder's

movements never drag and all

of atypical Bernstein complexity

mysterious catalogue numbers

-abasis in Plato's Symposium but is in effect ahalf-hour violin

conceal some concertos
that are better known in

concerto. Bernstein's DG soloist

other guises: the Fourth

BERNSTEIN

was Gidon Kremer but Philippe

PhIlippt

Vomi.

Swho

lionrilenloolth Sm inphon• Orr he'll, • % larin % Imp

Divertimento • Facsimile •

Quint is an able sol&st, weaving

Brandenburg; the concerto
for two violins; the D minor

Serenade

compelling narrative lines and at

keyboard concerto, etc. The

Philippe Quint, Bournemouth SO/Marin
Alsop

home with the rhythmic idiom.
In Divertimento, Marin

Academie's playing almost
explodes with vitality at times

Naxos 8.559245
65m 04s

Alsop is less pushy than her
mentor, whose ' Turkey Trot' was

Facsimile was, for me, the

unforgettable; but her gentler

revelation here, largely

manner, with refined orchestral

because Bernstein's own final
recording was live with the

playing by the Bournemouth
musicians, adds up to

Israel Philharmonic (
Serenade

something almost as satisfying,

and Divertimento too) and
comparatively crudely played

and the sound more naturally
balanced than on DG. CB

and engineered. Maybe it is

Performances 1$ WHIM

better to listen to it as an urban

Recordings

in all this is definitely ahugely
enjoyable disc. CB
Performances ••• 11141
Recordings
Ratings Performance ReL oi di I
1
,,2
Outstanding

wee

Very Good
•
•
• •
Good
•
•
• • •
Moderate
•
• • • •
Poor

• • • • •

Rev ie‘‘er.
CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER BREUNI6
JAZZ STEVE HARRIS, BEN WATSON
ROCK JOHNNY BLACK
AUDIOPHILE KEN KESSLER

Price.
CC £ full price CC mid price
Ebudget price
Especial special price set or disc
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sounds

music

Prese nts
State

Vs Valves

At sounds of Music we have the best of both, from Audio Research to Ypsilon we have them all.
Here are two examples of the finest integrated amps money can buy.

milminamort
_ ,.r

that ma•e use of many differert types of valves. The 300b
P.S.E is the valve product that has reaffirmed our love of
valve amplifiers, with its detailed yet fluid and musical
sound we are sure that even the most anti- valve listener
will change their opinions

MI
•
..

Mastersound 300b P.S.E
Mastersound manufacture a fill range of valve products

A

R
1
.19 ,--":
•••

DK Design Reference MkIll
The DK Design amplifiers have set new standards for
integrated amplifie -s. With high power comes great
control and openness and the Reference Mk ' Il has that
in abundance. We are so impressed that we think this
may be the best amplifier under £ 5k.... apart from this
one!
Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road, cross in hand, Nr Heathfield, East Sussex, TN21 OQL
Tel: 01435 865212 Fax: 01435 865213 By apppirnmelt

www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

Pass Labs amplificetion is tube amp- like in it; simplicty of
circuit design, cnly two stage; of gain anJ no feedback

•

:o smother the natural timbre of the instfiuments.
Gorgeous styling and peeriess construction make these
some of the most coveted amplifying devices nthe

IS

Oa

¡elect

Ail

Pals Labs X2

•

world. The new X.5 series is now available in : he UK
exclusively through the Musicology dealer network.

Musicology is the exclusive UK distributor for:
Atma-sphere

Pass Labs

Audiostatic

Rives

Coincident SpeakerTechnology

Symposium

Ferguson- Hill

Zu
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Nocturnes
Maurizio Pollini
DG 477 5718
We first heard Pottini's
Chopin on ashared DG disc
with Michel Block, also a
prizewinner in the 1960
Warsaw Chopin Competition,
and in the First Concerto with
PhilharmonialfKletzki ( EMII,

BRAHMS

which became agramophone

Cello Sonatas • Works by Dvorak

classic. After along period

and Suk

of withdrawal, he became

Steven Isserlis/Stephen Hough

an exclusive DG artist,

Hyperion NA 67529

although there was an EMI

73m 49s EEC

Chopin recital including four

Isserlis first recorded the two

Nocturnes published in 1970.

Brahms cello sonatas for

With this new set, Maria

Hyperion in 1984: it was his

Joào Flres's - which, like

debut disc. He subsequently

Ashkenazy's Decca cycle, has

began afruitful musical

two posthumous Nocturnes

at the more disturbing side of

partnership with Stephen

omitted by Pollini- and the

Chopin's music - not just in

Hough, and their more generous

reissue of Stefan Askenase's

the dark Op.48:1 - but in, for

remake has, besides the

poetic readings ( in mono),

example, the relatively placid

Brahms, Dvorak's Waldesruhe

Deutsche Grammophon

Op.37:1, where after the return

and G minor Rondo and Suk's

holds three catalogue

of the first section he strikes

two pieces Op.3: the D minor

'aces'. If Pires's is the 'Ace

aforte with sufficient force to

Ballade and later Serenade in

of Hearts' then Pdllini's

make you jump! It goes without

A. Isserlis plays the Feuermann

cooler- sounding, authoritative

saying that Pollini has solved

has engineered aleaner sound

Stradwarius from 1730.

performances equate to the

every technical problem and

than found with the 1995-6

The new recording has more

AARURIZIO

POLLINI
CHOPIN
NOCTURNES

Working in the Munich
Herkulessaal, Klaus Fliemann

'Ace of Diamonds'. Not because

that his sense of proportion

Pires set CB

presence, is better balanced

he is hard, but unlike, say,

and taste make this auniquely

Performances •••••

both technically and musically

Arthur RubinsteiR he looks

rewarding set of readings.

Recordings 011100111

-Hough is amore interesting
Brahms player ( than the 84
recording's Peter Evans),

in 1933 two turntable lathes

mierture and the Marche's,

bringing awide range of colour

were set up, fed from different

making Naxos's excellent

and transparency to the music.

microphones. Cuts were made

transfers doubly welcome. To

The slow movement of Sonata

from both sources, one as a

hear Elgar's own recordings

2is now ashade quicker, but

backup - perhaps later to be

gives us ameasure of

the big timing difference for 11i)

issued as areplacement for a

authanticity ( there are several

I-IANDEL
.AMOtl AND HAT. Seell

is because the repeat is now

worn master. In the early 1980s,

surprises in his tempi) and of

observed. Some will complain

two American enthusiasts had

tne flavour of the age. In these

that Isserlis lacks the big voice'

discovered that comparing

1926-33 recordings, the use

for B-ahms, yet in sensitivity he

pressings of a 1932 Duke

of s:ring portamento varies

says all that is necessary. Even

Ellington recording showed

considerably ( with the LSO in

so, Ifind him more attuned to the

different balances and that

Pomp and Circumstance 3-5

delights of Dvorak and Suk. CB

when :synchronised on tapes,

nhas cone entirely) - it never

elm

Performances 0900

distinct left-nght separation

convinces when conductors try

group, the Handel and Haydn

Recordings ' me*

could oe heard: unintentional'

tcd reintroduce it. CB

Society, of which Chrstopher

stereo! EMI declined to issue

Performances

Hogwood is now Conductor

ELGAR

its Elgar material in this form

Recordings

Cockaigne Overture • Enigma

but as abonLs track here we

Variations • Pomp and

can hear part of the BBC SO

HANDEL

pe-forfned from manuscript and

Circumstance Marches

Cockaigne reconstructed from

Concerti grossi Op.3 and Op.6

autograph scores, relegating

BBC SO/RAH Orch/LSO/Sir Edward Elgar

two Victor and HMV 78s to give

Handel and Haydn Society/Christopher

the 1734 published second-

Naxos 8.111022

genuine spatial separation. It

Hogwood

movement Allegro with organ,

67m 35s historical

is quite remarkable, especially

aoje 42565

6li•l, to an appendix. Op.6 is

Elgar recorded in stereo?

when you switch to the dead-

218m three discs ( special

played in its original -strings-

Longterm readers will recall

centre, narrow mono image in

'These are reissues of 1988/91-

only form ( although Handel

Barry Fox writing on this

the complete trarsfer.

-92 Oiseau -Lyre recordings

would add wind parts lor his

made in Massachusetts with the

own King's Theatre orchestra Cà

topic. At Abbey Road sessions.

EMI has now deleted this

American authentic instruments

Laureate. Op.3 ( produced by
the late Peter Wadla7o) is
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equipment for over 65 years between
us so there's no peter place to go far
unbiased advice and unrivalled expertise.
Whether you need atwo channel stereo
system or aten room distributed ajoto
and video system, we have the expertise
to do the job.

Experience...

the experience

As members of .
.
he British Audio-Visual
Dealers Association we have fully
trained staff and always specify the best
sounding products. We can even corne
round to your house and install the
system for you to make sure it's working
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visit our websites.
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MARTINO
Memorial to Lidice

KLEIN

Partita for strings

BARTOK

Concerto for Orchestra
Philadelphia Orchestra/Christoph
Eschenbach
Ondine ODE 1072-5
68m 52s SACD hybrid fif
1f Ormandy was over-

earthiness or nerviness found

recorded land thereby

with Fricsay or Fischer is

became undervalued), his

absent; instead Eschenbach's

Philadelphia successors Muti

approach is more reminscetat

and Sawallisch representeo

of nis mentor Kara'anS.

leaner harvests for collectors.

As to the orchestra, the

Producing in the States today

innocent listener might pitch it

might seem Prohibitively

somewhere between the Berlin

costly but the Finnish label

and Vienna Philnarmonic.

Ondine has nonetheless signed

The wealth of suotle detail.

Escnenbach and his Orchestra.

exposed is quite unique

Their first [ Live) programme

-not least in the finale, which

is of three works with elegaic

Partita is adapted from his

that some events cannot be

comes at the end of adifficult

content from 1943-4, when

String Trio composed whilst

translated to music.

concert yet finds the players

Bartok and Martinu had
sought refuge from Nazism in

in Terezin. Martinu% piece

Although we are hea-ing

marks the razing of Lidice

textures reworked by another

Elegia is the emotional heal in

America. Gideon Klein was less

Despite its powerful opening,

hand, the Klein makes

Eschenbach's Interpretation.

fortunate: aPrague student

underpinned by gong and bass

programme companion to

deried permission to come

drum, it is not agreat piece.

Concerto for Orchestra, having

Philadelphians' obviously still

to London in 1941, he was

As with Adams's equally well

some kinship with Bartok's

applies. CB

interned and died in Auschwitz

intentioned Transmigration of

own Divertimento. In tnis main

Performances

aged 25. The four- movement

Souls (
after 9/1 1) it suggests

work some cf the Hungarian

Recording

E.

unflagging - although the

better

The olo tag The Fabulous

0000

e•••

We are shown the birthplace,

references to the Klagende Lied,

the Kubelik broadcast on Audite

apeal of bells and sratches

or ( if you can md it) Haitihk's

family photographs ( Mahler

keen wind playing in Op.3 and

even ot Turkish music. Tilson

second Concertgebouw

resembled his mother) and the

in the larger- scaled Ope set

Thomas has recorded the work

recording. C3

town where he grew up; key

the string intonation good, tne

before, when with the LSO: but

Performance

cities in his musical career,

architecture always clear, with

that RCA set involves asecond

Recordings

Lively allegros.. Soon after ycu

disc ( and my recoliections of it

performances).
There is some extraordinarily

Prague, Budapest, Vienna
and New York; the composing

oegin listening to Handel you

are somewhat negative). This

MAHLER

get awarm glow that never

live San Francisco version is

quite cornes with Bach. The

the one to buy, with MTT pulling

Detaching from the Wend - A
cinematic biography

and Toblach; portraits of the

excellent quality ot the originals

out all the stops in the finale

Winter & Winter 915 09:1-7

two women he loved and his

has not been compromised in

-whereas he car sometimes

52m DVD Eff

daughter, who died of scarlet

remastering; CD1 ends with

be criticised for too safe an

Scripted arid di -ected by

fever; arid Lastly the score of

Op.6:1, thereby saving one disc

approach. The first Nachtmusik

Franz Winter this is an

the Tenth Symphony with the

over the Oiseau -Lyre layouts. CB

has plenty of character as has

outline

despairing marginal notes,

Performances • • •

the ' shadowy Scherzo; in the

background- musical and

triggered by the breakup of his

Recordings .41100

opening movement, though, I

spoken commentaries by Uri

marriage by Walter Grorrus, the

would have liked more weight.

Caine; his distorted irnaging/
fragmented rescoring ot Mahler

behind the Bauhaus movement.

MAHLER

Overall, this doesi't displace

07

huts Mahler had constructed
in Steinbach, Maie-negg

Mahler's life with

pioneering modern arcnitect
But the tendentious

Symphony 7

and Wagner, taken from earlie -

San Francisco Orchestra/Michael Tilson

Winter & Winter CD releases

narration tells only of tragedy

Thomas

may be separate:y auditioned.

and oppression: the poor

SIS Media/Avie 821936-0809-2

With modern colour location

Jewish family located in a

78m Ils SACD hybrid special EEC

film, paintings by Klirnt,

predominantly Catholic town

When Mahler spoke to Sibelius

Kokoschka and others, and

(Iglau); criticisms in Budapest

of his symphonies embrac'rig

monochrome archive stills, the

that he ignored Hungarian

the whole universe, he might

visual rewards a-egenerous

national aspirations, in Vienna

have had the Seventh in mind;

-although slow panning across

that his Jewish arrogance hao

certainly the finale emoraces his

screen- filling eloseLps is over-

led him to reorchestrate ' our

own musical universe, with back

employed to an irritating degree.

Beethoven' [ sin the painful Cà
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death of afavourite daughter
from scarlet fever; his heart

VERDI

weakness and mental stress

La Traviata

(which led him to Freud); the

Anna Netrebko, Roland Villazon, Thomas

self-destructive schedule of his
final US tour. Unfortunately, this

Hampson, VPO/Carlo Rizzi

is all delivered at asnail's pace

126m 13s two discs fff
Tickets for this pre- sold 2005

in American- English; ultimately

DG 477 5936

it's Caine's music that seems

Salzburg Festival production

to offer the most truth about

were changing hands at

Mahler. CB

astronomical prices. Until

Technical quality

the OVO is released this

Documentary value

autumn when we can see
the apparently spare staging,

MOZART

this two- disc set at least

Requiem K626 • Inter natus
mutierum K72 • Misericordia
Domini K222

allows us to hear the Russian
soprano Anna Netrebko's

Miriam Allen, Anne Buter, Marcus
Ullmann, Martin Snell, Gewandhaus

fine, heroic/lyric Alfredo from
Villazon. Hampson makes the

Kammerchor, Leipzig CO/Morten Schuldt-

ideal Germont, and there is

Jensen
Naxos 8.557728

fabulcus playing by the Vienna
Philharmonic. The live sound

52m 21s f
With an excellent chorus spread

VERDI

TraviaTa
ANNA NETREBKO
ROLANDO VILLAZÓN
THOMAS HAMPSON
WIENER PHILHARMORKER
CARLO RIZZI

The wertae.la ,

superlative Violetta - and a

the mo -ebelievable tovers,

(Rainer Maillard) is excellent

In that respect the 1994
Royal Opera House procuct ion

whilst Sir Georg's experience

although certain of Netrebko's

with Angela Gheo-ghiu,

as aVerdi c:onductor tells.

expansively across the stage

top notes are system-

conducted by Solti and

and stylish modern- instrument

demanding. The one snag

recorded live by Decca ( 448

Decca's se: has atouching
charectesation of the Doctor

forces, Schuldt-Jensen's

concerns the resonant floor

119-2), is more comfortable to

sung by Mark Beesley. Rizzi's

account of the Requiem in the

boards of the Festspielhaus

live with. As to comparisons,

performance sat its most

Süssmayr edition has plenty

stage, which register every

it is acase of preferring

erectrifyirg at the end of the

to offer. But his Australian

footfall; and Violetta's friends

whichever soprano one is

second act, as Alfredo hLrls

soprano, with aboyish, nasal

do seem rather numerous

listening to at the time, but

the money at Violettes fee:. CB

timbre, is unhappily cast;

(these distractions will be

on balance Ithink Ghecrghiu

Performance flaiD55

and the four soloists are very

diminished with the DVD).

and Frank Lopardo make

Recording *SS

close-miked by producer/

RACHMANINOV

everything fits like the parts of a

substentiar backgrouna noise.

Symphonic Dances

precision watch. But for aricher

At best, the Fourth Symphony

STRAVINSKY

account of the 1947 revision

reminded me of Ormandy's

Petrouchka ( 1947 Revision)

listen to Hans Rosbaud with

old Philips recording, but it

RCO/Mariss Jansons

the Concertgebouw, recorded

suggests aroutine engagement

RN Live KO 05004

in 1958 and reissued by 03

where Beecham gets the BBC

69m 21s SACD hybrid ff

last year. Pletnev's Symphonic

players to ignte afew passages

Philips has the longest

Dances, also DG, are better

but fairs to recreate the organic

catalogue of recordings

engineered and more sensitively

made in the Amsterdam

conducted. VVith Janscns it's

argument as do, say, Davis
csr Karaian - whom Beecham

Concertgebouw, Decca coming

more about determined hign-

dubbed ' akind cf musical

engineer Tim Handley. Dotted

second: with the quality

octane playing. CB

Malcolm Sargent*.

rhythms and lightly articulated

their engineers obtained so

Performances * OS

staccatos are applied in a
rather too self-conscious way,

frequently it is disappointing to

Recordings ,
P115

and the devotional character

(Oct 2004/Feb 2005)

of the Requiem seems to me
compromised by this applied
'correctness'. Even with the

ROYAL COMERTGEBOUW ORCHESTRA
STRRIIICISHY rPCTRUSHH8
FIRRISS mnsons, CHIEF CODDUCTOR
RFICH118111110FPSYMPHOMC Df1110ES
fr

find these live performances

The Sixth Symphony,
which has much faster tempi
lhan we hea - nowadays, is

SIBELIUS

anotner matter. With his own

represented by sound robbed

Symphony 45 Symphony 6

Royal Philharmonic playing at

of midband presence - more

BBC SOIRPOISir Thomas Beecham

whits- heat intensity in avery

Some SOMM-BEECHAM 18

well pre.pareó rive reading,

coupling of two earlier Mozart

so the Stravinsky. Consistent
sound has not been afeature of

this more than compensates

works ( 1771/75) and the bonus

RCO% own- label productions,

61m 23s historic ff
These are first releases of

of asampler CD this does not

nor performance. Some of the

a 1951 broadcast studio

these symphonies. However,

seem to be avery competitive

playing here is exciting: the

performance of Sibelius' Fourth

BBC Legends has atwo -

issue - especially with Sir John

end of the Rachmaninov for

Symphony and an RPO Prom

disc Beechem/RPO Sibelius

Eliot Gardiner's 1986 recording

instance, with applause flooding

recording of No.6 fron 1954,

collection with the No.4 in

having been reissued at

over the resounding gong

better sound. CB

midprice ( Philips 475 7057). CB

stroke. Petrouchka is notable for

both sourced from acetates Somm includes awarning about

Performances

its flute solo ( as the ballerina)

quality variation and fall- off,

Recordings
Performance INo.,41 -

Recordings

and bassoon ( the blackamoor);

especially in No.4, which has

Performance ( No_6)

ow

for EMI's deleted coupling of

» teig
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PI N

MlItS Ie
Someone

has to have the best,

ani it doesn't get better than this

You thought legendary
dCS CD replay was out of
reach? Now the world's
best comes in one box at
one quarter the price!

The

besÉ_

one -bo)<,

C

Most people rate the three- and
four- box dCS CD/SACD players as
the best in the world — including the
US STEREoPH1LE magazine.
So when dCS re- package all that
REMARKABLE TECHNOLOGY into
one slim box the world takes note.
The new £ 6.5k P8i plays SACDs and
CDs and UPSAMPLES CDsto DSD,
the format of SACD, for afuller,
more natural sound. Instruments
and voices develop more of their
character and there's agreater
"ambience" and presence.
A key dCS achievement is their
unique RING DAC at the heart of
the conversion process. Its
accuracy, combining the best
aspects of both multi- bit and onebit, brings out the fine detail in the
recordings and the REALISM.

The Krell EVOLUTION ONE monaural amplifier

gind it doesn't get

better than this, either:

The new all-valve

AUDIO RESEARCH CD
This is the jam of tomorrow that came from
the bread of yesterday - yes, the Red Book
format that everyone said was flawed and
useless. So who's laughing now? Hear the
CD7 and our old favourite the CD3 MkII. Start
living and stop worrying!

We like to use the DIGITAL
VOLUME CONTROL and connect
directly to the power amp — NO
PREAMP — for the greatest realism
and dynamics.
Digital inputs allow for superb D/A
conversion of other digital sources,
eg DVD with optional upsampling to
DSD. Integrate the P8i with ahome
theatre for stunning sound.
Your investment is protected with
one of the best UPGRADE SCHEMES.
Software can be brought up to the
latest spec from aCD and hardware
upgrade is via part-exchange.
Customers say we make some of the BEST
SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you
Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL

I

KNOW

1- 1

01225
or

long run.

Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: bnannv©mac.com

41P

know we can do the same in your home.

music along the way and save money in the

The Pi,vuewooci mitsíz Covvt,pan,

The
Right
Note

874728

NEW

lo- call

0845 230 7570

CD :ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BEL CANTO, dCS (ELGAR, DELIUS, PURCELL,
STELLO, VERDI, VERONA), W ADIA. VINYL: AVID, BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, DNM ,GRAHAM,
THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. TUNERS: MAGNUM DYNALAB. AMPLIFIERS: BEL CANTO, CAT,
DK DESIGN, DNM .GAMUT, HOVLAND. SONNETEER, STELLO. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO
PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS, NEAT ,TOTEM. CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO.. DNM ,
NORDOST, VERTEX AQ ETC. MAINS Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS
UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ
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as ever. You might be surprised
by singer Jon Hendricks, more

GERALD WILSON ORCHESTRA

than alive and more than kicking

In My Time

with avery hot band - including,

Mack Aveme MAL 1025

incredibly, Wynton Marsalis

75m13s
Cornposer, arranger, bandleader and truly

singing scat as well as playing
trumpet, tenor sax giant Benny
Golson and trombone legend Al

a living legend: it's incred,ble that the
rian who started on trumpet with Jimmie

Grey - in 1995. This one really is

Luniceford's Orchestra in 1939 coad make

jazz as entertainment. SH

big -band music as fresh and exciting as this

Recordings 00000

i-12305. Aside from af-enetic So What and
aEase-esque love For Sate'. the numbers

Performances 000041

McCOY TYNER

here are all Gerald Wilson compositions
aid include his three-part suite The

Passion Dance

Diminished Triangle'. His fabulous
anrangements launch strings of uninhibited,

Milestone 0.ICCD 1107-2
41m 20s
No one could assault apiano

vir:Josic solos from abuncn of young rising
stars nahorn team led by John Faddis,
plus tie great pianist Renee Rosnes. It's

quite like McCoy Tyner in his
prime. On this follow-up to

aLL suaerbly propelled by Peter Washington

Milestone's Counterpoints/Live

.bass) and Lewis Nash ( drums). Not to be

In Tokyo, you get extended solo

rissed SH

versions of Tyner's compositions

Recordings • • • ••

'Search for Peace' and ' The

Performances • •• ••

Promise' as well as the title
number, which runs to over 12

RICHARD ELLIOT
Metro Blue

PiFizen AU 1
an 0-2
41m les
After five years w th Tower of
Power, saxophonist Richard
Eliot went solo in 1987,

American songwriter outside of

Harrell adding aquiet, qu'rky

the Big Five. So here we have

but repectful trumpet soto.

'September In The Rain',
Only Have Eyes For You' and a

Performances 94114116

dozen others of equal stature.
Shearing plays beautifully. ard
you can't argue with the clial.ty

Boppin' at The Blue Note

and taste or the singer. Yet for

Telarc CC- 83319

GRP) and winning spectacular

me, Feinstein's wispy vocal

success in tie smooth jazz/

sound makes him aclassy
interpreter rather than asinger

61m 25s
Telarc .smic-price Discover

Now he's re-emerged with an
album co- produced and largely

Recordings

co- written with t-umpeter Rick

Performances

Bra.un. The band are masters
of every smooth iazz cliché, and
tie recording has the kind of

JANE MONHEIT
The Very Best of Jane Monheit

Lawless gloss that goes with

N- Coded NC- 4E35-2

the territory, but even if these

68m 23s
Even those who gorged

chunks cf fink leave you cold,
yor, have to admit that Elliott
is the best in this particular
business. SH
Recordings 0000

series includes awhoa library
cf recordings made at New
York's Blue Note club in the
1990s, capturing jazz greats who

Trenet song famously covered
by Nancy Wilson - with Kenny
Barron's trio plus Hank

Chesky JI:1248

ION

57m 37s
That trio ofJohn McLaugnlin,

HENDRICKS

Al Di Meola and Paco de Lucia
still casts ashadow. But this
New York gathering of guitar
greats has little in common with
Friday Night In San Francisco
-even though one of them plays
aSpanish guitar. It's more about
collaboration than competitive
virtuoso display, some pretty
tunes enlivened by occasional
Bird Songs. The Final Recordings

vocals and percussion effects

of 1992 - are poignant, historic,

from Badi Assad - who

but hardly the reco -dyou'd

incidentally contributes the

soime of the greatest jazz and
popular singers, from Nat King

Live On The Hill' accompanied

great artist by. On the other

Cote onwards. For this album
tvlichael Feinstein ent.sted him

there's also an unnumbered
bonus track, Monheit singing

to collaborate cn songs by Harry

'Over The Rainbow' rather

Warren, probably the greatest

nicely, with ( presumably; Tom

LARRY CORYELL,
BADI ASAD, JOHN
ABERCROMBIE
Three Guitars

most want to remember a

by Barron on his own. But

Performances

Enrne - like Dim Gillesp

Crawford on alto sax, and a
sweet reading of ' The Folks Who

59m 36s
Shearing has worked with

World'. Well captured, this is

were old •tri years : fnot in spirit.

will find afew new tender

'I Wish You - ove' - the Charles

Tyner's own ' Song Of The New

Recordings
-3ZZ

feast, The Season on Dual Di5C,

MICHAEL FEINSTEIN
& GEORGE SHEARING

and storming to afinish with

sheer energy. SH

audiovisual Christmas- album

morsels here. The previoisly
unreleased items are aswinging

Corcord GU- 2152-2

holds- barred ' Moment's Notice'

themselves on Monheit's

Performances 41000

Hopeless Romantics

featuring Ron Carter and Tony
Williams, starting with ano-

JON HENDRICKS AND
THE ALL-STARS

of the material or with the skill

to emote with. SH

and closes with Tyner's trHo,

Recordings 11160111

making ast -ing of albums for
Manhattan/Blue Note land later

contemporary jazz charts.

minutes. But the album opens

only solo piece, her charming
'Autumn Breeze'. The sound

hand, Dave Brubeck in 19941

is as beautiful as Chesky can

rejuvenated himself vet again by

make ' t, but it can become

returning lo Sib performance,
and Stephane Grappelli at 87

soporific. SH

gleamed anc sparkled as much

Performances 0000

Recordings 00000
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Telephones
are great for talking to experts like us. We like to talk
to our customers so that we can find out what our
customers like, what they dislike and what makes
them tick, and only then can we begin to make
accurate professional recommendations about what
Audio or Visual products will suit you best.
Sounds of Music has over 50 years collective
experience within the audio industry. Couple this with
the largest choice of products currently available in
the UK from ART to YPSILON, all encapsulated
within the finest showrooms and demonstration
studios around, we think we have something very
special to offer every music or movie fan.

Pià up the phone....NOW!

We also have our website if you want to find out more about us including
our large list of used equipment

www.sounds-of-music.co.uk
sounds

mus

Firgove Business Park
Firgrove Road
Cross in Hand
Nr Heathfield
East Sussex
TN210QL

Tel: 01435 865212
Fax: 01435 865213
By appointment only

Hear your music as never before

The new Prestige, Capitole and Prima models:
24bit / I
92kHz DAC, CD and SACD players,
with the unique STARS 2resampling process.
Exclusive Distributor: The Audiophile Club - PO Box 6477 London - N13 4AY
www.theAC.co uk - sales@theAC.co.uk - Tel: 020 8882 2822
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THE KOOKS
INSIDE IN IINSIDE OUT

ASTRID WILLIAMSON

Virgin CDVDJ3016

THE DAY OF THE LONE WOLF

141m Us)

Inrarnatior

The relentlessly battering riffs
of See The World' reveals why

I48m 28s)
When Vial amson first came to attenf

the British media have been

as the core of acclaimed ' 90s combo 1

ele•

drooling over The Kooks for

Dress, twas obvious that her soggy ,

the last few months. This is a

intelligence could fuel alengthy caree .

band that takes the melodic

continit-ed to evolve as awriter, perha

pop blueprint of bands like Cast

and now record labet boss. With

or The Bluetones and invests

she takes another leap forward with

it with so much sheer energy

most sophisticated album yet. It'

that it becomes something

Williannson's supert musicia

else entirely. The band's main

same woman who sounds so rguished on

songwriter, Luke Pritchard, is

Siamese -can convey so much optimism in

L
on.

el vulnerable

t'

evidently aman with eclectic

Superman 2' ar seem

musical tastes, somehow

Romance , but her abifty to sing like an angel, *

in ' True

•

,
1

investing the traditional whimsy

score her own orchestrations, play piano like '

so typical of our best composers

aclassical soloist las she does in the ha

with enough conviction that

instrumental ' Carlotta .'and vite tunes

he even almost gets away with
calling asong 'Jackie Big Tits'.

irresistibly catchy as.'Shhh' proves t
tt

ting
:
ki

The Kooks are aband willing

she's amaster of rrnilt ,- tasking, able t create «,
4
stunring music that combines arange of styles

to take chances and that's rare

without losing her way or compromising her

these days. JB

'dent ty. Awonderful album. JB

Recordings

Recordings 064800

Performances

Performances 11091V>

ROSEANNE CASH
BLACK CADILLAC

greatest impact comes from ' I

BEN HARPER

Capitol 3487380

Was Watching You', with. Is

BOTH SIDES OF THE GUN

intimate, heartfelt 'Waiting For

I46m 38s)
The Man In Black's daughter

very direct references to her

fiqin Cat No COVUS279

You' and the elegantly simple

father, and ' God Is In The

132m 59s + 30m 54s)

'Happy Ever After In Your Eyes',

has been through the mill in the

Roses", with its lovely mandolin

If true cool consists rhaving

but Harper devotees will find it

last couple of years. Her father,

and banjo : nterplay. DB

enough faith in your own vision

hard to dislike anything here. JB

mother and step- mother have

Recordings

that you can keep or doing

Recordings

all died, leaving her to carry

Performances

what you dc best irrespecl ive of

Performances

on in aworld where her eleven

disc two are probably the

how the world changes around

US number one country hit

ELLIOTT BROOD

you. Harper must be just about

FARINA

singles probably now seem like

AMBASSADOR

the coolest musician on the
pl anet. Disc one offer-, the

ALLOTMENTS

Six Shooter SIXA024

iø

eciede

Pickled Egg Records egg58cd
149m 06s)

146m 28sI
This album is named for the

You have to love aband that

Ambassador Bridge wftch links

kicks off an album with areggae

nice VVMdsor, Cntaric, Canada,

drum fill that immediately

to nasty Detroit, Michigan,

switches into afrantic trumpet-

USA - so you can see whe -e

fuelled acoustic strum topped

these guys are coming from

by an understated vocal, that

politically, but they're nowhere

leads into acampfire singalong

near as dreary as location might

chorus followed by ahuge

suggest. Indeed, severar cuts,

see- sawing riff and then never
lets up until the end. Farina is

like ' The Bridge' and ' President

the nom- du- song of Mark Reend

meaningless baubles. She hits

1351'. propelled by grdty-

the floor running and refuses
to wallow in self-pity. The title

sounding banjos and solid snare

Dly 51crie

drum oeats, are actually quite

rant ' Both Sides Of The Gun'

and Matt Gale, apair of guesting
English musicians who have

track, written before any of her

jolly, out ' thas to be aomitted

and the dirty Stonesy riffs of

been defiantly ploughing their

family deaths occurred, is a

that Mark Sasso's magnificently

'Engraved Invitation but harper

own furrow for the last 25 years.

lament for alost loved one that

grainy voice is best suited to his

reserves his most righteous

Encouragingly, though, they

ends with adissonant trumpet

grimmer lyrics. After acouple of

fury for ' Black Rain'. about the

stil sound like apair of fresh

echo of ' Ring Of Fire'. Although

plays you'll either be bored rigid

aftermath of Hurricane Katrina,

young things, carried away oy

this sets the tone for the album,

or completely nooked. Me, I'm

bitterly accusing George Bush

the sheer thrill of being able to

the music is varied and, even in

hooked

of ' selling false hope l'ke some

make music. JB

its most despairing moments,

Recordings

new dope we're addicted to:

Recordings

never negative. The album's

Performances

The best cuts on the me:lower

Performances

IR

IJI1K UI PR_

c.1 .1tL • var
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'It is, quite simpyl, the most impressive
mains filter we've ever heard. "
Hi -Fi NEWS Gil TITAN

WHAT'S

AT THE
TUBESHOP

For your free
IsoTek brochure call:

01635 291357

GOLDEN
Dk1GO\

4;)

200/ What 1•11-f

2004 WI. WWI

ZO. HiaPie
*moo 0/•
00/4,.

MOO MIre 1.1417
kW* ounr/o/v,

IOU WhIbt
tut 0mv•O

They're now

2003

2002 11,21

2003 Mo/ 10-10?

2CO3 10-21 Choice
•-

2003 Whet I0- R?

Always setting new standards

IscFek®
eiww soteKsy stem, C.13

On acold
winter's
day comq
home to
something
warm and
inviting...

ti...

e

considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the best!"
Roy Gri.gon -

..

magazine

t4timwe
k « g

Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online:
www.cryogenictubes.com

SVIETLANA

GoLo
DRAGON

-y -

1111110

CID (
ieiln, (11":3
c,?

Monkey says:

lfflffliewitim

acacoustics create the fineildarms to suit you and your budget.
acacoustics, 47 Chantey Avenue, Neasden, London, NW2 7QY
Tel 020 8830 6509 Iinfo@acacoustics.co.uk Iwww.acacoustics.co.uk
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BOB DYLAN

CREAM

No Direction Home

Royal Albert Hall '05

Paramount PHE 8823
(113m 02s; 91m 02s)

Rhino DV0R2970421

4:3, Dolby Digital 5.1

(83m 30s; 42m 07s1

Extended, two- disc version of

16:9, Stereo or DIS 5.1

the BBC Arena TV documentary

Cream wasn't just the first

on Dylan's career - needing over

'supergroup' - they defined the

three hours just to deal with

concept. Thirty-seven years after
they split up, Clapton, Bruce

1959-1966! By any definition,

and Baker proved that they're

amasterpiece - but that's

still the one to beat. Culled from

to be expected with Martin

their four- night reunion at the

Scorsese at the helm. This
musical journey deserves filing

Royal Albert Hall in London last

alongside his epic blues series

year - the very venue at which

and The Band's The Last Waltz.

the band performed for the las:
time - this two- disc set is one

Dylan fans will not believe the

of the most satisfying concert

stuff they found in the archives,
and the story is never less than
mesmerising. At the end, you'll

DVDs you're likely to see.

be clamouring for asequel. KK

first- ever live performance

Highlights include the
of ' Pressed Rat and Warthog*

Performances • • • •
Recordings

and two helpings of ' Sunshine

THE POLICE

fascinating bonus interview

of Your Love*. Don't skip the
-Ginger Baker is ahoot. KK

Synchronicity Concert

Performances • • • • •

Universal 06024987358-2

Recordings • •• •

(75m 09s)
4:3; Dolby and DIS 5.1
Recorded in Atlanta, Georgia,
in November 1983, this

particularly from Joe Walsh,

Abbey Road Studios, featuring

the tapes hidden away for over

Godley- and- Creme- produced

staggering harmonies - OK, so

his legendary guitarist, Scotty

30 years. Disc One is the slick,

concert film is evidence - how

it's aguilty pleasure, but damn,

Moore. And who better to lead

colour documentary version, but

appropriate aword - that the

can these guys play. KK

abushel of stars through the

Disc Two - ASecond Look - Oers

Police at their peak were master

Performances

Kiog's catalogue? Bill Wyman,

up that monochrome footage,

rock artists. Epic sounds from

Recordings

Ron Wood, Eric Clapton ( a

including an entire song for

atrio ( see Cream, above right),

te-rific ' That's All Right Marna'

which no official film survived. If

and aslew of hits that defined

David Gilmour, Albert Lee, a

rock archaeology interests you,

the chart standards for the

particularly gutsy Steve Gibbons

this ranks with the Beatles/Elvis

A TRIBUTE TO Ihti

and others are playing like they

tapes. And as you already know,

want to - as opposed to the

Jimi's Woodstock performance

amused - access to different

sort of crap served up at some

was one of the guitarist's defining

viewing angles. KK

schlocky West End musical'.

moments. In other words, it's as

decade. Extras include aworthy

•

interview and - for the easily-

• •

e.

•

Best of all, the Moore looked

blinding aperformance you'll ever

like he was having agreat

witness. KK

time. Extras include behind the

Performances • • • • •

THE EAGLES

scenes footage. KK

Recordings

Farewell I
Tour - Live From
Melbourne

Performances • •

Performances • • • •

OP
••

GO

Recordings • •

•

•

Recordings

Warner Music 2564 62307-2
(99m 02s; 65m 07s1
16:9; PCM Stereo; DTS 5.1
Having already set the standard
for music DVDs in the format's

A'r SCOTTY

MOORE t. \EN..%`

, TES MADE 10M Ci

JIMI HENDRIX
Live At Woodstock
Experience Hendrix B0005283-09
(98m 16s; 87m 27s)

SCOTTY MOORE

4:3 and 16:9; Dolby and DIS 5.1

Hell Freezes Over (
which

ATribute to the King

Forget all other versions of the

probably did more for DTS than

Universal 06024987294

iricenoiary Hendrix performance

any Hollywood blockbuster), the

(80m 55s)

at Woodstock: this two- disc set

kings of Left Coast soft- rock are

16:9, Dolby and DIS 5.1

boasts a ' find' that ranks with

back with afull-blown concert

Given the exploitation

any in rock history. Here we have,

package that complements its

surrounding Elvis Presley for the

thanks to the sheer brazenness

predecessor perfectly. Two discs

past 28 years, at last something

of auniversity student, the

filled with all their classics,

of merit: atribute concert

complete gig caught on black

fine examples of solo work,

recorded in December 2004 at

snd white open- reel videotape,

early days with the unplugged
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HinfiNews essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Welcome to the Hot 100 — Hi Fi News' vital buying
guide section. It's here that we list the finest
hi-fi components that we've reviewed, updated
every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money, which doesn't always mean the
lowest- cost options, but we've also highlighted
those more expensive components that justify
their sometimes frightening price tags, by
offering atrue advance in sound quality for the
audiophile. Listed are the issue date ( month/year)
where you can track down the original review, and
the author's initials. For the full-length review call
Back Issues on 01733 370800, go to www.mags-uk.com, or
check out our review reprints service at www.hi-finews.co.uk.

_
Award winner 2005: Inca Tech's Katana SE CD player —
best digital source up to £ 1000

CD PLAYERS
Make/model

Price

Tested How we rate it

Arcam CD33

£1300

08/0
AH

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While multi-format
machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.

Arcam Diva CD73

£399

03/01
TB

The replacement of the Burr Brown DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 n
-ulti-bit sigma delta design from Microelectronics pays off here
with acomfortable, smooth and civilised sound . Silky highs and wonderful female vocals, even if treble is slightly rounded off.

Cambridge
C340C Azur

£250

09/0
AH

Mechanically quiet and flawless in operation this high-performance machine boasts aclean, detailed sound and was rarely upset by even the most
challenging of discs. Cosmetic match for the 640A amp, with which it works well in small rooms and with modest-sized loudspeakers.

Chord DAC 64

£1960

07/0
AH

Chord's now fully sorted 96kHz-capable DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH concluded, ' It's
not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'

Creek CD50

£700

07/0
DB

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags, extracting
incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£5010/
£6500

12/99
AH

pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link

Inca Tech Katana
SE

£995

12/04
DA

Stunning looks, sturdy build and balanced outputs to boot, this player deservesto make waves at its price- point thanks to thrilling vocals and a
dexterity and eneriy that truly brings music to life. Single-ended output version evadable for £600. Both players amust-listen concluded DA.

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£2000

07/03
DA

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24- bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's sound
quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' Lnforced'.

Musical Fidelity
X- Ray V3

£899

08/04
DA

Aplayer punching well above its weight, the V3 puts the emphasis firmly on the music with awell proportioned presentation that gives areal
impression of depth and power. Vocals sound fully fleshed and separation of instruments is good. Comes into its own used as adigital transport.

IWO .
1

Top-of the- range two- box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but scnically arival for any other player - high- resolution format or otherwise
-according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.

Naim CDS3

£7050

Naim CD5i

£825

Perpetua l
P- 1A/
P-3A
Rotel RCD-02
Unison Research
Unico

MC

Purcell is aD/D converter that ' upsa moles' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue convers,on by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable firmware,

Naim's most affordable player excels in the areas for which the British brand has become justifiably famous: pace, rhythm and timing. For many
listeners this translates into excitement and involvement with the music, especially wrien it comes to modern pop and rock material.

$1100/
$800

11/01
DA

Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capabiityfor room or speaker EQ correction. Mail order only in UK.

£381

[002
A
WA RL

Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East-built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV receivers, it
hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.

£1100

07/03
10(

Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-VIDEO, DVD-AUDIO 8/ SACD PLAYERS
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

Arcam DV88 Plus

£1000

02/03
AG

Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit des,gn: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and video,
dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.

Arcam DV29

£1600

03/05
FM

Dubious features are abandoned here in favour of purist engineering that benefits both video and aud io quality. The Arcam DV29 is awolf in sheep's
clothing and is adesirable alternative to its gadget-strewn competition. Buy with confidence.

Cambridge Audio
DVD57

£200

10/03
FM

Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our OVOAplayer Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely competent
performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player isthoroughly musical with abit of bite too.

Denon DVD-2900

£850

09/03
FM

Smooth and natural-sounding on both DVD-A and SACD, this universal player gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video performance.
Lacking the proprietary Denon digital link of the DV-Al ,
it remains afine all-rounder, aworthy competitor to Pioneer's universals.

Marantz SA-i1S1

£2000

05/05
KK

Abenchmark with SACO replay thanks to exceptional transparency, speed and resolution, plus deep bass and an uncannily natural midband. With
CD-only replay this player can sound rich, lush and incredibly euphonic thanks tothe rroprietary user-selectable filters on board.

Pioneer DV868AVi

£1000

02/04
FM

Despite prosaic looks, technology on board makes this player the very first of athoroughly new generation. Stunning pictures, with DDPD scaler

£2400

05/04
Fri

Sony's current flagship for the SACO format is also aOVO video player (not OVOA!). It offers an extended, transparent and wholly unforced sound with
the vast majority of rival DVD and CD players sounding artifical by comparison. If OVO leaves you cold then buy the Sony, said PM.

Sony XA9000ES

providing tighter, noise-free and contrasting images. Sonically, lighter touch of more affordable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.
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RECOMMENDED TURNTABLE
Roksan Radius 5£ 850 ( HFN Nov ' 03)
Acomplete original for Roksan in that the Radius 5uses

Still the best player under four- figures, with an airy,

mew materials in an unusual configuration. The main

graceful sound free of metallic or wooden colorations.

plinth and sub- chassis are clear acrylic, 19mm thick,

Holographic soundstage with palapable wall-to-wall

while the Nima tonearm is alightweight unipivot type

images of instruments and performers. Excellent bass,

using athin-walled alloy main tube with internal wiring

free of overhang, and top-notch dynamics. The Roksan

made of aflexible printed circuit material found in the

is capable of handling good m- ccartridges too, thanks

more expensive Artemiz arm.

to that Nima tonearm.

TURNTABLES
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it
Versatile enough to acceptarms of UD to 12in effective length and even to carry two arms, this intelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to the
engineering concepts of Avid's bigger models, and the sound is not far behind them either.

Avid Diva

£1100

02/04
1H

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

03/01
AH

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; but afine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base and
translucent platter ( no dust cover), tie outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.

Linn1112

from
£1075

10/97
101

Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves room for

Michell Orbe SE/
NC power supply

£2413

01/05
AH

Pro-Ject Debut
Mk11

£120

07/00
TB

Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon m-m cartridge. ' No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'

09/00

Pro-Ject favourite receives arevamp courtesy of an acrylic platter. Result is apresentation having greater flow, air and lucidity with improved definition
beween leading edges of instrumert s. Less surface noise compared with original model along with complete banishment of grain.

Pro-Ject RPM 9X

07/04

Oracle Delphi
Mk V

Revamp for flagship deck courtesy cf anew power supply that offers the best of both worlds in that it brings the pace and toe-tapping timing of the
company's AC-powered unit yet retains the greater realism and naturalness gained by the DC unit.

commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB (Mtfifine speed control, £ 160).

Basic design is 25 years old but accrird ing to DA, the Mk Vcan still show some yen( costly decks athing or two, and suspension tuning problems are a
thing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.
Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtonearm. 'So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best ambassadors yet

SME Mode110

for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the music and nothing else'.
Back in the 1970s, Rega's original Planar 2was the usual choice for those who couldn't afford aLinn. Design principles are unchanged (there's still no

Rega P2
Roskan Radius 5

improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonea rms.

subchassis) but the P2 remains agood buy if your sonic priorities are rhythm and drive rather than subtlety.

£850

11/03
AH

Price quoted includes the Nima tonearm. This Roksan deck offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect ' real dynamic
contrast and timbrai colouring, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

TUNERS
Make/model

Arca mDT81
Creek T43

[

Magnum Dynalab
MD106
Marantz ST- 17
PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

Price

£650

Tested
01/02

How we rate it
With better controls than previous models, the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include

AH

engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening upa broadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.

£400

09/01
1H

Asimple fuss-free tuner with excel'ent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi- path distortion are

£375

2004
AARDS

Old-fashioned ana loguetuner rather than adigital synthesiser type, meticulously designed and built with atriode valve output stage. Exper sive, for
su re, but now sets the standard of excellence. After all, as AG put it, on aRadio 3conceit, 'the orchestra colours practically glowed.'

£600

09/01
11I

Three wavebands and RDS; for Ili the sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle bright.

£330

07/
AH

Winner of our three-waygroup test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for upgrading via a

displayed. IH found it had 'afull- bad ied sound that's nicely articulated and stable.., excellent value.'

t
lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best of weak signal; and exudes aquiet confidence'.
PC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicitythemselves— atop-drawer product.

RECOMMENDED AMP
Musical Fidelity kW 500
£3999 ( 1-IFN Oct'04)
Another worthy Hi Fi News Awards 2005 winner, over 500W are on offer from
this high-powered hybrid design, which banks on very low distortion across
the audio band to make aneutral, natural-sounding integrated amplifier that
approaches the company's monster kW pre/power statement. Fine looks,
mu-Vista valves inside, and packs agreat phono stage too.
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London & South East England
•Ashford (Kent)
01233 624441

•Guildford
01483 504801

•Harrow
•London N7
020 7607 2148

•London W1
020 7580 3527

•Sevenoaks

01295 272158

P. J. Hi Fi Ltd

'Birmingham

Music Matters

www.pthifi.co.uk

0121 429 2811

www.musicmatters.co.uk

www.harrowaudio.com

Bartletts Hi -Fi
www.bartlettshifi.co.uk
Hi -Fi Experience
www.hifilondon.co.uk
Sound Seduction

01732 456573 www.soundseduction.co.uk

Introducing the new Atlas Hyper
advanced speaker cable.

•Worthing

Phase 3 Hi -Fi

01903 245577

Hyper is the latest in our award-winring range of interconnects,
speaker cable and digital connects. Available in single or bi-wire,
you'll be amazed by the difference.
Listen for yourself at one of our carefully selected retailers.

www.phase3hifi.com

South West England
•Bath
Radfords Hi Fi
01225 446245

www.radfords.co.uk

•Bournemouth
01202 555512

•Bournemouth
01202 529988

Visit our website or call 01563 572666 for more information.

•Bristol

Plug in, sit back and enjoy the experience.

•Poole

www movement-auda:Eco.uk

Salisbury Hi -Fi
www.sahsburyhifi.co.uk

•Southampton
02380 228434

•Weymouth
01305 785729

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Stourbridge

Music Matters

01384 444184

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Sutton Coldfield
0121 354 2311

•Wilstead

Music Matters

www.musicmatters.co.uk

British Audio Products

01234 741152

www.britishaudio.co.uk

North England
'Hull

A. Fanthorpe Ltd.

01482 223096

vvww.fanthorpes.co.uk

•Gateshead

Lintone Audio

0191 477 4167

www.lintone.co.uk

•Sheffield

www.radfords.co.uk

01722 322169

Music Matters

0121 742 0254

•Gateshead (
metro)
0191 460 0999

Movement Audio

•Salisbury

»Solihull

Movement Audio
Radfords Hi -Fi

01202 730865

www.overture.co.uk

Suttons Hi -Fi
www.suttonshifi.co.uk
www.movement-aude.co.uk

0117 944 1010

Overture

www.soundcrafthifi.co.m

Harrow Audio

020 8863 0938

ATLAS Cables
www.hifi.org.uk

Central England
Sou ridCraft Hi Fi •Banbury

Lintone Audio
www.lintone.co.uk

Moorgate Acoustics

0114 275 6048

Scotland
•Aberdeen
01224 585713

'Glasgow
0141 332 4707

wwwmorgateacoustics.co.uk

Holburn Hi -Fi
www holbur nhif tco uk
Glasgow Audio
www.glasgowaucho.com

Phase 3 Hi -Fi
www.phase3hifi.com
Weymouth Hi -Fi
www.weymouthhifi.co.uk

www.acousticarts.co.uk visit our web site for second hand listing

-Agee&
----

Acoustic Arts are moving at
the end of February

CO USt I
C

rts

It will still be business as usuall. but you
will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.

Independent audio consultants

Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts
will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

prima luna prologue 3 & 5

resolution audio opus 21

Demnnsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 5-30 PM

martin logan summit
1923 245 250 f01923230798 mail@acousticarts co uk

audio reseach audioquest aloia b&w beyer blueroom boston clearaudio copland
grado harman kardon hutter kef koetsu k-ell martin logan michell ortofon
quadraspire
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rotel

sonneteer

sonus faner, theta

transparent audio

densen . focal jm-labs grado
primare project qed

vertex aq

vibe

wilson audio

AMPLIFIERS
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

Arcam FM1A32

£1100

03/0i
AG

This top-of-the-range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the most of
speakers it was used with, reproducingthe life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.

Arcam A85

£700

C5/01
AH

Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, usng bi-polar output devices ( not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.
Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the plce.

Audio Research
VS110

£4000

C3/03
DB

With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in spades.

H3/00

Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab- handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-of-the-art

Audio Research
Ref Two

£10,000

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

Bryston 3B-SST

£1125

DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.

PAC

piece of audio engineering,' said MC.
Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to lighlcontrolled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.
Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and loadto eance of solid-statewitfl me
npccp innpr rnmnIpxitv and noise of tubes Sweet-sounding without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.
David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST pcmer amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to see

0/0
DA

if he rated 150W/ch (
8ohms) model so highly- he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£4040

31/9°, Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and transparent. ' Has
the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'
All

Conrad-Johnson
Premier LS2

£5000

17/04
MC

Purist triode pre-amplifier offers full-on audiophile sound at acompetitive price. More'different' than 'better' than the long-lived original LS2, detail
was reference class while stereo image scale, width and depth were all to avery high standard. Midrange was exceptionally pure.

Conrad-Johnson
350

£8000

MI
MC

First solid-state Premier series amp turns out to be amassively powerful stereo chassis at ahighly competitive price. Offers the well-balanced, fluid

Croft Vitale

£350

12/00
10L

Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain,yet big, palpable and
commanding. With some low-level roise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

EAR 864

£1500

01/01
xii

Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and outimt. Balanced operation cffers

GRAAF GM5OB

£3950

09/04
IOC

ThiS gorgeous-looking valve integrated combines real pride of ownership with aperformance set to re-write the rules in the sub-£4000 markÉ thanks

Icon Audio Stereo
40

£990

02/14

UK-designed, Chinese built, with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40W/ch, or 19W when run in sweeter-sounding triode mode. TB liked

midrange of tube amps with the dynamic range, grip and slam of the best solid-state designs. The answer to an audiophile's dreams.

improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.
to its seamless, sweetand open sound. Despite having no phono stage it boasts areal affinity with vinyl. Remote control, too.
its impeccable finish and solid build as well as its ability to produce natural-sounding music.

TB

have ever heard from the
10/c i A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it'produced the very best sound I
Scintillas...lwould take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
H

Krell KAV-300i1

£3900

Krell KAV400xi

£2698

Music First Audio
Passive

£1498

Musical Fidelity
A3.2

£1000

05/03
DM

speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price pointican think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'

Musical Fidelity
kW 500

£4000

10/04
DB

Musical Fidelity does it again with aneutral-sounding high-powered (500W!) integrated that manages to offer ahigh degree of transparency with no
loss of musicality. It's powerful, yet never forceful, and boasts asilent electronic background. Sound from LP was stunning.

Musical Fidelity
X-150

£800

06/04
DA

t
ransparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in m- m phono input of very adequate quality too.

Nagra VPA

£9350

04/99
IC4

Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4,8016 ohm loads, with zero negative feedback.
Awell-executed design boasting excellent musical and rhythmic abilities. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor more than compensates,
This 150W combination delivers the '
Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnaturatglare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.

This 'entry-level' 2COW model doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch drama

06/01

and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.

DE

Utilitarian looks belie aproduct boasting the the finest balance of virtues of any pre-amp AH had heard to date. If you can five without added features
from apre-amp then this passive device can stand alongside active units at over three times the price. Strongly recommended.

10/94
AE

DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any domestic

Naim NAC 202/
NAP 200

£1385

12,04
13

Naim NAC 112/
NAP 150

£625/
£750

03 ,02
all

Naim NAC 552

£11,750

Naim NAIT 5

£800

Pass Labs X350

£9950

Pathos TT RR

£3250

Primare A30.1

£1500

ri

AH

Compact at 218 x98 x377mm (whd), yet pleasingly substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with

KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.
ensuring that music is both involving and hugely enjoyable. Bomb- proof build and offers plenty of user-friendly features.

This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experiencethan any
other amplifier'. Don't expect dto make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!

I Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going amp
that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as exphcit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.

02/0
L.F
08/99
HH
01/99
AG

Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs very
warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.
MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tubedriver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high neat dissipation. Loads below
about 5ohm ' make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
Prima re's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable The
volume control is afine 100-step- ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.
Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/1I valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 origine. Pre-amp

£4000

L/00
'
1
K

lacks the 22's fitters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision

Rotel RA-01/
RA-02

£250

o
i
!

Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise-identical RA-01 share the same 40Wich (8ohm) output, six line inputs,
and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.

TacT Audio RCS

£3195

1A3/04

Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the listening

DAMH

position. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.

22X
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Make/model

Price

Avantgarde Uno

£7350

ATC Anniversary

2,1 2,720

Avalon Eidolon
B&W 800D

£23,000
£13,000

Tested
Gt5e

it's not cheap, remember this is an active design and so comes with dedicated high quality amplification on board.

C2I03
"lc

Alandmark achievment in the evolution of speaker design, the Eidolon marries the speed and transient definition of top class electrostatics with the

rem,

Adiamond tweeter and new materials used for the bass driver takes B&W's flagship to new heights, banishing colorations of the original model and

tailored directivity and fine dynamics of amovingcoil design. Build and technology are of the highest quality.
making for atighter and more tonally acurate musical ride. Remarkably well priced for aspeaker with its overall capab.lities.

B&W DM603 S3

£600

B&W DM303

£180

,401
AG

B&W Nautilus
802

£6000

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

£730
£2460

it

Astudio-quality speaker that combines fine engineering, solid hand- built construction and accurate, musically satisfying replay in the home. While

oe

LIM
AG

Dynaudio Contour
12.5

How we rate

Ave ntgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has horn- loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system
sensitivity of 100d B/W. SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that snobs other horn loudspeakers.

)9/ŒI

An excellent general purpose speaker that is sensitive enough to work with any half-decent amplifier and sounds pleasing with most types of music in
most situations. Not the most exciting ride, but balanced and sure not to disappoint. Rear ports come with foam tuning bungs.
In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get harder
when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.
One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801 simply
won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.
TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater vividness
and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. (
Special finishes available at extra cost.)

08/00

The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the capacity
to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

£750

IWO
AC

Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to reproduce

£500

Z001
Arm

An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple

Harbeth Compact
7ES

£1300

05/15
MC

'Compact' only by barn-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using oomposite counterlayers with the
boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.

Jamo D830

£1500

115/02
AS

Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell-braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little strain even

Energy Encore 2
Epos (V112

subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.

when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.
With ahigh sensitivity (90dB/1W) this big I2COmm-tall floorstander needs careful positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth and

r11.000

2n4
AS

Leema Acoustics
Xavier

£1995

Clith
00

Linn Katan

£635

MartinLogan
Prodigy

£8970

MartinLogan
Clarity

£2500

This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear-mounted 25mm tweeter - for better offates sound
dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!

PMC DB1+

£625

Unburstable 'transmission-line' standmounter with aroom-filling sound that belies its compact size. Superb midband with warm rich vocals reveals
BBC pedigree, but no shortage of snap either. Upgrade kit available for owners of DB1. Aclass winner at the price.

PMC GB1

£995

PMC builds on the success of the OBI with afloorstander compact enough to suit the average UK living room yet which offers few compromises when
it comes to bass extension, image height and size of soundstage. Definitely one to audition.

Quad ESL-989

£4000

Ruark Etude

£500

Sonus Faber
Cremona

£5000

Sonus Faber
Stradivari

£22,000

Spendor S6e

£1495

Tannoy
Dimension TD12

£6500

Totem Arro

£840

Jm lab Utopia
Alto Be

scale, yet its unusually smooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive even when loud.

One to dominate aroom physically though the Xavier thankfully proved unfussy when it came to positioning and rewarding with ahighly natural and
transparent sound. Needs careful matching with sources otherwise excellent resolving abilities of treble can prove fatiguing.
Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non- parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which, when
reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) '
airy' audiophile quality to boot.
Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional spatial
qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.

Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic ' 57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.
Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back presentation,
but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open mid band.
Another beautiful 'boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002 Awards issue.
You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.
Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design has to be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry of
Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Serblin, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.
Admirably well voiced floorstanding speaker with low coloration and good transparency to allow the boxes to disappear. Midrange performa ice was
especially impressive and the speaker could play easily at higher levels. Another winner from Spendor.
With a12in ( 305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn- loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has Tannoy's
Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.
Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around the speakers.
Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the sea mlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.

Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£120

An opinion divider. KK found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'. AG and his
panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.

Wharfedale
EVO10

£320

smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.

Wilson Benesch
ACT 2

£9000

Wilson WATT/
Puppy System 7

£22,500

Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open midband and
High-tech carbon- loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Lister iing results suggested a : ather
bright balance with superb articulation and class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and cont ,olled to afault.
Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more dynamic
bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the '7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity
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KW INTEGRATED, PREAMP AND POWER AMP.
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Specialist hi-fi &
home cinema

Winter
Sale

Contemporary hi-fi is constantly setting new standards in
sound reproduction and design. Whatever you listen to,
Sevenoaks can recommend separate components that will bring
your music collection to life and complement your home. We're
enthusiasts and experts, passionate about helping you build (or

Now On!

upgrade) a system that will delight for years to come.
The recent growth of DVD has led to a huge rise in demand
for home cinema equipment - DVD players, AV receivers,
projectors and plasma screens but, with so many options, it's

Save Es in our fabulous Winter Sale.

not easy to know which ones will suit your needs. Indeed, in

For information on all the latest

the face of this quickly evolving and often bemusing array of
products, we aim to assist you in assembling a home cinema

offers, visit www.ssay.com

system to be proud of - one that achieves outstanding picture

or call your nearest store on

and sound quality.

Freephone 0800 587 9909

Audiolab

NEW STORES
LOUGHTON & YEOVIL

Rotel

We are pleased to announce that these new

The 02 Series is Rotel's entry-level range. The RCD-02 CD
player combined with either an RA-01, RA-02 or RA-03
integrated amplifier represents true audiophile

stores are now open: -

LOUGHTON

NEW 8000 Series

Audiolab's new 8000 series offers adefinitive and genuine

7-9 GOLDINGS HILL • 020 8532 0770

performance at an affordable price. For increased high- end
performance, the RC-03/RB-3 pre/power amplifiers are

YEOVIL
14 SILVER STREET • 01935 700078

available. The RI-02 tuner completes the range.

hi-fidelity performance from a no-nonsense approach to
engineering. These famous products have all been reengineered to create acomplete two channel range,
including the 80005, 80000, 8000M and 8000P models
plus a all new CD player. A 7.1 channel pre and power
amplifier completes the range.

'

Project

/

Project is currently one of the world's leading suppliers of
turntables, with arange of models designed to satisfy all levels of
YeeTen?
AWARDS 2005

expectation and budget. The range is simple to use, maintenance
free and will function for a lifetime.

-
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Roksan
Roksan designs and manufactures some of the most
acclaimed hi-fi equipment currently available. All Roksan
products are carefully evaluated by experienced engineers
at every stage of the design process with the emphasis on
performance and build quality.

B&VV
The focus of Bowers and Wilkins Loudspeakers has always been to offer
the best possible musical experience. With acombination of the latest R&D
techniques and a passion for music, B8iW produces adiverse range of
products befitting the largest audio manufacturer in the UK.

B&W

MINI THEATRE MT-30

"Talented, covetable and worth every penny, the
MT- 30 (and PV1 especially) could well be heading for
iconic status"

Cyrus
AWARDS 2005

AWARDS 2003

Winter Sale

If you've enjoyed listening to music before,
try listening to it through aCyrus system.
With every product tuned by ear, Cyrus
represents aquality of sound, which is rare
at any price. Invest in aCyrus system and
you'll be rewarded with awealth of sound
you vnyldn't have thought possible.
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Monitor Audio

o

Since 1972 Monitor Audio has been developing
and perfecting the implementation of metal
drivers, innovative crossovers, and exemplary
speaker cabinet construction and finish to
further the ideal of achieving sound which is to
the original "as close as it gets". The range
includes -GOLD, SILVER RS, BRONZE and
RADIUS speakers, plus the exciting new i
Deck
docking station, an excellent any-room
companion for your iPod.

Quad

Silver RS6 AV Package
!NUM
AWARDS 2003

o
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Digital Radio

Founded in 1938, Quad's history is one
of audio excellence. Today's range
includes both electronics and speaker
systems.

With Digital Audio Broadcasting ( DAB)
capability, these high-quality tuners
deliver more stations and offers pure,
distortion-free, CD- like sound, while
providing useful radio and data services.

Mere FE'
AWARDS SOSS

Pure DRX702ES & NEW DenonTU 1800DAB

KEF

Wharfedale

KEF iQ5

Replacing the highly successful Q Series, KEF's New iQ line-up comprises eight models from
the entry-level iQ1 bookshelf to the impressive iQ9 floorstander. All models incorporate

Diamond 9.1
Matilgir

"Wharfedale has
been updating and
tweaking its
Diamonds for 20
years - and rough
they're not! Tight
bass, clear
midband, and
sparkling treble for
not a lot of cash."

IN01411111 »IN

"The iQ5s are little
Stars, providing

KEF's UniQ driver technology and are available in avariety
of finishes.

stunning scale
and authority
from discreetly

Other KEF ranges include XQ, KHT and the Award-winning
KIT100 Home cinema system.

sized towers...
The iQ5s are
fully deserving

MILIMM

KEF KIT100 " Creating a virtual surround sound experience
has never been simpler or more effective, thanks to this two
speakers plus subwoofer concoction from KEF."

Products of
the Year. "

INVILISDS 2005
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Diamond
SW150
"Considering the
price, the detail and
definition to the
bass are controlled
and cohesive equally adept with
movies and music."

Acoustic Energy
KEF KHT1005

Established in 1987, Acoustic Energy is one of Britain's premier
loudspeaker manufacturers offering one of the most targeted
range of hi-fi and home cinema loudspeaker systems on the
market today.

"The KHT1005 is an
ideal first-time buy,
and ircll suit
those looking
to ' downsice'
to a more

"The legendary AEI lives on in this groundbreaking new version...

living-room

It sets a ncw standard for small speakers."

friendly style
of speaker."

Arcam

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

Arcam has spent more than a
generation building some of the
finest high-fidelity products the
world has ever seen. Whether you're
interested in twochannel or a
complete multi-channel AV system,
the Arcam DIVA series offers the
music and movie lover the most
complete range of high-performance
home entertainment solutions from
any specialist manufacturer.

The right accessories
can make or break your system.
Our carefully selected range,
inciuding QED, SOUNDSTYLE and
GRADO, will ensure you get the very
best performance from your system.

Arcam Solo Music System
"Excellent all-round sound
combined with the convenience of
a one- box product."
we» wa
N stEri
AWARDS 2005

Marantz

.
0

Marantz is introducing ahost of new
products ranging from highend hi-fi to HDready DVD players and AV receivers. The two
main products groups are the 'premium' and
'range' series.
The SR9600THX Ultra2 AV receiver offers
seven channels, each 140w, and features
HDMI inputs. The groundbreaking DV9600 is
one of the first DVD players capable of
upscaling images to 1080p and is fully
prepared for the high-definition future.

Musical
Fidelity

A3.5 SERIES

NEW MARANTZ SR9600 AV RECEIVER

Best Buy

P

Musical Fidelity's A3.5 Series
amplifier, using circuitry
closely related to AS's, and
upsampling CD player
combine high end
performance, visuals and
finish at acompetitive price.

-

PLEASE NOTE Some products/brands are not available atall sfltrAlee ca* confirm or visit our website before travelling
Special Offers and Sale Offers - Not in conjunction with any oteoffer. Advert valid until at least 09/02/2006, E&OE
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Winter Sale Now On!
Save fs in our fabulcus Winter Sale. Visit vvvvvv.ssay.com
or call your nearest store on Freephone 0800 587 9909
for the latest prices and information.
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Denon

Denon, Japan's oldest audio company, has established
an enviable reputation for the performance of both its
hi-fi and home cinema products, winning numerous
awards and accolades over the years. Its stylish systems
have maceeded in becoming the benchmark by which
all °tf. are judged.

1111111111
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MÊMI

Yamaha is recognised as aworld leader in the fields of
musical instruments and audio equipment, and in more
recent years, home cinema. New models for 2005 include
upgraded AN receivers, amplifers, and DVD players plus
the innovative YSP-1 virtual surround speaker.

vnime
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CIVET.A1XV " The most obvious winner of any category this year has to be
Denon's evolutionary step in DVD deck design, the landmark DVD-AlXV...
An astonishing piece of kit that has no equals."
AVC-AlXV " It's not often we can't find fault with a product, but as we said in
our review, " ft not only expands the home cinema envelope, it shreds it and
then nukes it for good measure." HOME CINEMA CHOICE • AWARDS 2005

e

Harman Kardon

Harman/Kardon's high quality audio, audio/visual and
multi-room products are more than just boxes with
knobs on, they are declarations of passion for music and
movies. Producing pure, realistic sound with ever
smarter engineering and simpler design,
Harman/Kardon products delight both the audio purist and the film lover around the world.We invite you to experience the
unique combination of artistry and engineering that is Harman/Kardon.

.....,.
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YAMAHA'S DVD-52500, D5P-AX757SE & RX -V4600
Enjoy cinema as the director intended with
aspeaker system that is genuinely designed
for surround sound. Every Miller & Kreisel
surround sound system is designed
around the highest quality
centre speaker available
and partnered with two
identical main speakers,
producing seamless
panning across the front
soundstage, combined
with remarkable clarity and
effortless dynamics.

REL

In amarket packed with subwoofers claiming
to deliver the ultimate bass experience, only
one brand of sub-bass system can prove its
supremacy. With arecord of review success
stretching back over adecade, REL is
acknowledged as the leading provider of
deep, clean bass frequencies.

Pioneer

Onkyo

"A Dinky design that offers avigorous
listen, plus reassuringly solid build...
Onkyo's CR-505DAB is afab buy."

Onkyo DS- Al iPod
Connector Dock

Tiree.M.
NOIARDS 2005

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

Pioneer's AV amplifiers and receivers are sound-tuned by the world-faanous Air Studios to
perfectly recreate the natural sound and energy of the original performance. The result is
powerful, pure and crisp. Coupled with HDMI and iLink digital connectivity, as well as

ennefe
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The right accessories
can make or break your
system. Our carefully
selected range, including

aconnection for your iPod and PC, the audio adventure is even more absolute.

come,
dame,

QED, SOUNDSTYLE and
GRADO, wi Iensure you get
the very best performance
from your system.
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E PRICING POLICY

We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive. In the event
you can fina the same products and excellent service at a lower price, please
bring it to our store managers' attention.

DVD Recorders

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS*
Spread the cost of buying. Flexib e finance options are available on
the majority of products we stock..writt., details on request. Licensed credit brokers.

Although making digital recordings of TV broadcasts isn't new, the choice,
versatility and quality of recorders keep getting better. Our product selection

liftninsurn balance f400. Subject to status.

includes DVD only, hybrid DVD/hard-disk and multi- format models.

PLEASE NOTE

Some products/bnlcs are not available at all stores.

Please call to confirm or visit our website before travelling.
Special Offers and Sale Offers - Not in conjunction with any other offer.
Adve -tvalid until at least 09/02/2006, E&0E.
•
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Specialist
home
cinema

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

&

VISION

At the heart of any home
cinema is its screen: Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision can put you in

Pioneer

the picture with a selection of
flat- panel displays and
projection systems. LCD and
plasma screens are just afew
centimetres thick and come in
sizes from a 13inch portable to
over 60inches.

Sharp
Aquos
Only Sharp Aquos LCD TV
offers so much perfection
With supreme styling, the
appeal of the Aquos range
is obvious. The Titanium
Series combines Sharp's
sixth-generation LCD panel
with stunning, angularstyling, titanium colourfinish and superb build
quality to produce a
premium class of LCD icriVs
TITANIUM SERIES LC-45GD1E LCD TV with integrated FREEVIEW
"Sharp's mammoth 45M LCD TV is atestament to the growing viability and performance
of large-scale LCD. Its 1,920 x1,080 resolution panel allows high-definition pictures to be
viewed without compromise and when exploited to its full potential, the results could
see this screen hung in agallery. Images are so crisp and sharp, it almost makes reality
look dull.We think it's inspirational. Go pay homage."Homr CINEMA CHOICE • AWARDS 2005
FREEVIEVV channel anti service subject to

ge Aerial upgrade may be neguired.

Loewe

et‘
WHAT
AV/ARDS 2003

Following its highly
successful '5' series, Pioneer
has unveiled its sixth
generation of plasma 'TVs.
The 43" PDP-436XDE and
50" PDP-506XDE models
include built-in digital tuners
plus dual HDMI inputs.

PDP 436XDE
PLASMA N
"Pioneer's latest is also
its greatest: this is a
truly wonderful
HD- Ready TV."
IZZEI

Samsung
Milano LE40M61B
40" LCD TV
Samsung's New 40" LCD TV
(LE40M618) was honored with an
EISA award for its premium display
technology in terms of contrast ratio
(5000:1), color expression (6.44 billion
colors, 92% color gamut for NTSQ,
viewing angle ( 178°) and response
time (8ms). Also the model's simple
body design focuses the viewer's
attention on the screen. On the front
of the minimalist design, the speakers
are hidden from view in the bottom
bezel and nothing distracts from the
superb image quality

Concept L32 32" LCD TV
With its minimalist, functional
design, slim profile and ease of
operation, the Concept L32 exudes
all of the classic Loewe virtues.

Panasonic
Viera

"This HD Ready set boasts
1366x768 resolution and plenty of
inputs, including HMI, component
video and two Scarts. It also packs
an integrated digital TV tuner, and
-as ever with Loewe sets - its
speaker set-up is acut above most
rivals... The Concept L32 is
immensely attractive: it deserves to
sell very well indeed."

32VVLT58 LCD TV
"All in all, this is agreat set. The
twin HDMI inputs lift it astep
above the current competition,
while the performance could easily
grace something far costlier."

There seems little doubt that
the future of television is
flat, and the future of flat is
the award-winning VIERA
range from the world
leaders in screen technology,
Panasonic. The VIERA range
consists of both LCD and
Plasma televisions. New
additions to the range
include 37, 42 & 50in PV500
models with support for
both high-definition and
MPEG-4 recording.
TH42PV500 PLASMA TV
"All told, Panasonic's new TH42PV500
is astunning set that's clearly the new 2111s sleader."

Itliftettr
AWARDS 2003
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Toshiba

LCD TV

These super-slim screens will take your breath a
Each model has been milded from astunning blend of cutting-edg&
design and state-of-the-art technology legrea
ullapte audio-visual Citation. The collection comprises LCD screen.
technology, offering unrivalled combinations of image rality and sophistication and avariety of screen sizes
and options, including integrated digital tune.

Winter Sale Now On!

o
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Save Es in our fabulous Winter Sale. Visit vvvvvv.ssay.com
or call ycur nearest store on Freephone 0800 587 9909
for the latest prices and information.
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Product Selection
Projection
If you'd

prefer to

Listed below is a small selection of our extensive product range. Please note:
Some product/brands are not available at all stores. Please call to confirm or see
the brand locator at virranaresati.com before travelling.

measure your screen-size
in feet, houllimit one of
the new g.... .....,n of
projectors? The latest
designs are delivering
superb results at
increasingly afa r
b
i.l

epric ili and thee

homrTriendly than
previous projectors, too.

ScreenPlay

AV/AMOS 2005

From thedeirldwide leader in digital
projection technoWy and solutions,
InFocus* ScreenPr DLPTI" projectors are
changing the face of home cinema offering
market-beating performance, specification

SP7210
The new projector's picture is just
phenomenal... Looks like ScreenPlay's
success story is set to continue."

and value at every price point.
P4805
"Another stunning success from
ScreenPlay - there's never been abetter
time to take the big-screen plunge."

Maranta RANGE

TURNTABLES
Goldring GR2
Linn RANGE
Michell RANGE
Prefect RANGE
Reiman Radius 5

Meridian RANGE
Panasonic RANGE
Pioneer RANGE
Samsung DVD-H0950
Toshiba SD350
Yamaha RANGE

E
f
f

E
E
E

Arrant RANGE
Cyrus FM X
Denon TU260L MKII
Harman Kardon RANGE
Linn RANGE
Maranta RANGE
Pure DRX-701ES DAB
Pure DRX-702ES DAB/FM

E
f
f
E
f
f
f
f

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

Rotel RANGE

E

E

TUNERS

CD PLAYERS
Arcam RANGE
Audiolab RANGE
Cyrus RANGE
Denon DCD485

SALE
SALE
SALE

Linn RANGE
Maranta RANGE

SALE
SALE

Meridian RANGE
Musical Fidelity RANGE
QuadRANGE
RANGE
NAD

Es
f
SA
ALLE
E
SALE
SALE
SALE

Roksan RANGE
Rotel RANGE

CD RECORDERS
Arum RANGE
Audiolab RANGE
Cyrus RANGE

Sim2 Multimedia is aworld-

leading manufacturer at the

fSALE
I SALE
LSALE
f ALE

home cinema projection.

Denon PMA355
Linn RANGE
Maranta RANGE
Meridian RANGE
Musical Fidelity RANGE

HT3008 "
Spectacular, in a
word... Another terrific
projector from Italy's finest"

NAD RANGE
Quad RANGE
Roksan RANGE
Rotel RANGE

L LE
f , LE

Yamaha AX396

f , LE

forefront of home cinema
technology and a name
synonymous with high-end

‘••••..2
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WHAT VIDEO • ISSUE 292

Themescene

Since its launch, the multi-award winning
ThemeScene"" brand has rapidly
established afive-star reputation for
uncompromised image quality.

e

114
130A "There are so many good points it's
hard to know where to start.. Just how
much better can budget DLP puojectors get7I"

l

WI4A9 VIDEO • ISSUE 292

DVDO

¡
Scan" VP30

The iScanT. VP30 is ahigh-definition video processor and NV hub that converts
standard or high definition from your DVD player, VCR, PVR, HD set top box,
game console, or PC to any output resolution between 480p and 1080p, including
popular HDTV resolutions such as 720p and 10801.

£ PRICING POLICY

We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive. In the event
you can fird the same products and excellent service at a lower price, please
bring it to our store managers' attention.
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f
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f
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,LE
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HI-FI SPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three
Acoustic Energy Aelite RANGE
Acoustic Energy AE1 MKIII
AVI Neutron IV
B&W RANGE
KEF RANGE
Linn RANGE
Meridian RANGE
Mission RANGE
Monitor Audio RANGE
Quad RANGE
Ruark RANGE
Wharfedale RANGE

HI-FI SYSTEMS

f
f
f
L
f
f
f
E
f
f
f
f

Spread the cost of buying.

Arcam Solo Ex Speakers
Den« RANGE
Lirm Classik Music Ex Spks

f'
f

Monitor Audio i
Deck
**ye CRSOSDAB Ex Spks
Teat RANGE
Yamaha CRX-M170 Ex Spks

f

.E
.E
.E
.E
.
E
.E
.E
E
F

LE

E , LE
E

DVD SYSTEMS
Denon RANGE
KEF KIT100 Inc Speakers

the majority of products we stock. ' written

details on reqw-st. Licensed credit broken.

Minimum balance £400. Subject to status.

MAKE & MODEL

Special Offers and Sale Offers - Not in conjunction with any ,
)ther offer.

•
•••
Winter Sale • :••:.

Arcam RANGE
Cyrus RANGE
Denon RANGE
Denon DVD-A1XV
Harman Kardon RANGE ...

NV AMPLIFIERS & RECEIVERS
Arcam RANGE
Audiolab RANGE

f
f

t
LE

Cyrus RANGE
Denon LAVC-A1XV AN Amplifier

f
E

LE
LE

Denon RANGE
Harman Kardon RANGE
Lexicon RANGE
Marmite RANGE

f LE
f LE
E :, LE
f IE

Onkya RANGE
Pioneer VSX-1014s NV Receiver
Pioneer VSX-2014i AN Receiver
Pioneer VSX-AX5Ai AN Receiver
Pioneer V5A-AX10Ai AN Amplifier .
Pioneer NEW RANGE
Rotel RANGE
Yamaha DSP-AX757SE AN Amplifier

REGION 2 MUM REGION

f
f
f
fL
I

Acoustic Energy Evo 38
Artcoustic RANGE
Audica RANGE
B&W RANGE
B&W Mini Theatre RANGE
KEF KHT1005
KEF KHT2005.2
REF Q7 AV
M&K RANGE
Mission M Cube
Mission Elegante RANGE
Monitor Audio RANGE
Mordaunt Short Genie
Quad L- Series
Wharfedale Diamond 9 HCP
Yamaha '(SP RANGE

f

E -. LE
, ALE
L SALE
I SALE
£ SALE
.ESALE
I SALE
.E SALE
LSALE
SALE
ESALE
SALE

PLASMA

Fujitsu RANGE

LSALE
IE SALE

E , LE

f *. tF

Hitachi RANGE
LG RANGE
Loewe RANGE
Panasonic RANGE
Pioneer PDP436XDE 43"
Pioneer PDP506XDE 50"
Samsung RANGE

LCD TV
Hitachi RANGE
LG RANGE
Loewe RANGE
Panasonic RANGE
Philips RANGE
Samsung RANGE
Sharp Aquos RANGE
Toshiba RANGE

f
f
f
f
f

(
RU4143191E1:I LAST FEW) . .

Sharp RANGE
Sim 2RANGE
Sim 2C3X
themeScene RANGE

f, ALE
E, ALE
E, ALE

SALE
L SALE
SALE
ESALE
ESALE
fSALE
E SALE

ACCESSORIES
We have awide range of Accessories from
QED, Soundstyle, Grado, Goldring and more...

Om
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f

B&W RANGE
M&K RANGE
M.1 Acoustics RANGE
Monitor Audio RANGE
Quad LSer les
REL RANGE
Wharfedale Diamond SW150

Optima RANGE
Scieenplay RANGE
ScreenPlay SP5700

Cyrus Link RANGE
Living Control RANGE
Yamaha MusicCast RANGE

DVD PLAYERS

i3tne
idocttftt
are net av
Please call to confirm or visit our website before travelling.

REGION j WI II REGION

Panasonic RANGE
Pioneer RANGE

PROJECTORS

MULTI- ROOM AUDIO

Flexible finance options -are available on

DVD RECORDERS
MAKE Smoce

SUBWOOFERS

LE

Teac RANGE

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS*

f LE
E lE
f LE
f LE
f LE
f • LE

AN SPEAKERS & PACKAGES

AMPLIFIERS
I1712

E • iE

f
i
f
E
f
£

Yamaha RX-V357 AN Receiver
Yamaha RX-V557 AN Receiver

Yamaha CDR-HD1500

S

f
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Who are Sevenoaks?
Established as Sevenoaks Hi Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily onto one of the
leading independent home entertainment specialists in the UK, earning a
reputation for outstanding service, choice and value for money. In 1995, reflecting
our commitment to the emergent new technologies in home cinema, our name
was changed to Sevenoaks Sound & Vision. We now have 49 stores across the land
stocking a broad range of exceptional equipment and accessories.

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

&

How to shop at SevenoaksGUIDE NATIONWIDE
When it comes to making big decisions about what to buy, there's no substitute for
actually road-testing your prospective purchases - seeing, hearing and experiencing
the products in action, with the benefit of our expert knowledge and guidance to
help you choose.

MANCHESTER 0161 831 7969

• 57 CROWN STREET OPEN SUIVOAY

• 69 HIGH ST, CITY CENTRE

BEDFORD 01234 272779

NEWCASTLE 0191 221 2320

• 29 31 ST PETERS STREET

• 19 NEWGATE STREET

NORWICH 01603 767605

• 57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE

• 29-29A ST GILES STREET

BRISTOL 0117 974 3727

New 2006 Edition

NOTTINGHAM 0115 911 2121

• 92E WHITELADIES ROAD, CLIFTON

Pick-up acopy of our new 68 Page Guide at

• 597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD, SHERWOOD

BROMLEY 020 8290 1988

your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store
or order acopy via our Website. The
brochure will be posted to you ( UK
mainland addresses only) FREE OF CHARGE.

OXFORD 01865 241773

• 39A EAST STREET

• 41 ST CLEMENTS STREET

CAMBRIDGE 01223 304770
517 BURLEIGH STREET

PETERBOROUGH 01733 897697
• 36-38 PARK ROAD OPEN SUNDAY

CARDIFF 029 2047 2899
•104 106 ALBANY ROAD
SEVEN

o.a.<s

PLYMOUTH 01752 226011
• 107 CORNWALL STREET

CHELSEA 020 7352 9466
e403 KINGS ROAD

POOLE 01202 671677
• LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET

CHELTENHAM 01242 241171

PRESTON 01772 825777

• 14 PITTVILLE STREET

• 40 41 LUNE STREET OPEN SUNDAY

CRAWLEY 01293 510777

New Sevenoaks VVebsite
The fully re- designed Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and information
on the Sevenoaks group and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store.
You will find all our fabulous
offers and, in addition, hundreds of
STOCK CLEARANCE items available from our stores nationwide.
To find out more, just click on www.ssay.com

• 32 THE BOULEVARD

READING 0118 959 7768

CROYDON 020 8665 1203

• 34 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

• 369 373 LONDON ROAD

SEVENOAKS 01732 459555

EALING 020 8579 8777

• 109 113 LONDON ROAD

• 24 THE GREEN OPEN SUNDAY

SHEFFIELD 0114 255 5861

EDINBURGH 0131 229 7267

• 635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY OPEN SUNDAY

• 5THE GRASSMARKET

SOLIHULL 0121 733 3727

EPSOM 01372 720720

• 149.151 STRATFORD ROAD

• 12 UPPER HIGH STREET OPEN SUM«

WITH OUR CUSTOM DESIGNED INSTALLATIONS, your home
entertainment choices become as convenient as they are clever. We
can help transform every room and every home, whatever your

requirements and budget.

SOUTHAMPTON 023 8033 7770
• I ()' 1DOrl ROAD OPEN SUNDAY

EXETER 01392 218895
• 28 CO WICK STREET

SOUTHGATE 020 8886 2777

GLASGOW 0141 332 9655

Our installation experts are trained to the highest standards in all
areas and provide aprompt, reliable and totally professional service.
Rest assured also that our commitment to service doesn't end once
your equipment is in place. Sevenoaks staff will continue to support
you and your kit long after your initial visit to one of our stores.

• 77 CHASE SIDE

• 88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD OPEN Suva

STAINES 01784 460777

GUILDFORD 01483 536666

• 4THAMES STREET OPEN SUNDAY

• 7311 NORTH STREET

SWINDON 01793 610992

HOLBORN 020 7837 7540

58-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

• 144 148 GRAYS INN ROAD

SWISS COTTAGE 020 7722 9777

HULL 01482 587171
•iSAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET OPEN &mar

▪ 21 NORTHWAYS PDE, FINCHLEY RD OPEN SUNDAY

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531543

KINGSTON 020 8547 0717

• 28 30 ST JOHNS ROAD

• 43 FIFE ROAD OPEN SUNDAY

WATFORD 01923 21j533

LEEDS 0113 245 2775

• 478 ST ALBANS ROAD

• 62 NORTH STREET OPEN SUNDAY

0.

WEYBRIDGE 01932 828525

LEICESTER 0116 253 6567
•io LOSEBY LANE

• 43 CHURCH STREET THE QUADRANT

LINCOLN 01522 527397

IfFIA0

• 20 22 CORPORATION STREET (
OFF HIGH SMER)

Cus om
Installation

STORE

ABERDEEN 01224 252797

BRIGHTON 01273 733338

Hi Fi & Home Cinema Guide

VISION

(
ESSEX) 01376 501733

1THE GROVE CENTRE

LOUGHTON 020 8532 0770 NEW

WOLVERHAMPTON 01902 312225

• 79 GOLDINGS HILL

• 29-30 CLEVELAND STREET

MAIDSTONE 01622 686366

YEOVIL 01935 700078 NEW

• % WEEK STREET

• 14 SILVER STREET

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE
E-MAIL: [
insert store locatioressay.com

Winter Sale Now On!

.5,

•
•

Save fs in our fabulous Winter Sale. Visit www.ssay.com
or call your nearest store on Freephone 0800 587 9909
for the latest prices and information.

•

•

—

Hi-FiNews

ACCESSORIES CLUB

Must- have vinyt aftercare
are available at £ 15 per 100,

V

inyl is getting rare.
They ain't making

12in paper at £ 12 per 100. All
prices include postage Wthin

much nowadays, and

the United Kingdom.

what there is tends to be

Outer sleeve protection

alittle on the pricey side.

comes in the form of either our
Heavy Duty PVC Sleeves, that

Second-hand vinyl is more
widely available, but becoming

are available in 12in, 10in or 7in

more expensive by the day.

form, all at £ 20 per 50 pieces,

Oxfam, for example, now

with agatefold version at £ 20

has Moth Record Cleaning

per 25, or our 12in sealable

machines in its specialised

polythene bags that cost El 0per

record stores where LPs are

100 pieces purchased.

cleaned, re- sleeved and offered

Our preferred stylus cleaner

at prices that would make old

comes from LAST. It's non-

time bargain hunters wince,

alcoholic, and comes complete

so it's worth looking after what

with ashort and dense cleaning

is in many cases the most

brush. Along with its associated

valuable part of your setup.

Stylast Stylus Treatment both of

The Accessories Club

antistatic, but we find them to

which are designed to ease the
passage of the stylus through

Cleaning Machine, either the

For more everyday cleaning,
we like the Decca Carbon Fibre

MKII, or the MKII PRO in a

Brush, the original of its type in

be softer and more protective
than the more traditional forms

deal which includes 200 of

its ' 2+2' form: two brushes in one

of Poly/paper cr paper sleeves.

the vinyl, LAST Preservative and
Stylast make up another of this

our ' Nagaoka' type sleeves

handle are £ 13.

Buy nbwv and you will receive

month's offers - buy both at a

50°/0 extra at no extra charge, 150

price of £ 45, asaving of 10%!

is offering the Moth Record

and 5litres of RCM Fluid at

Our replacement inner
sleeves of choice am of the style

sleeves for the cost of

retail value of £ 73 - over 15% of

that were originally supplied

750 for the cost of 500 tE90). Our

Year Special Offers are valid until

the cost of the machine.

by Nagaoka. Not onfy are they

standard 12in Poly/paper sleeves

30 April 2006.

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION
LP OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC. per 50
I LP GATEFOLD OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 25
I LP INNER SLEEVES Paper, per 100
. LP INNER SLEEVES Poly/ paper, per 100
LP INNER SLEEVES Nagaoka style, per 50
I LP STORAGE BAGS 12in sealed, per 100
I UCLA 2
,21 Record-cleaning brush
▪ SHARE 51G-2 Stylus pressure gauge
CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g
I CARTRIDGE MAN Digital turntable level
I MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE
, MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE
▪ MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE
• MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE

I

Mk I
Mk IKit
Mk II
14k 11 Kit
Mk 11 Pro

, MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 1litre
▪ MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 5litres
RINGMAT 33014k11 XLR Ringmat
RINGMAT Anniversary Ringmat

▪ RINGMAT LP Blue Statmat/Statcap
▪ RINGMAT LP support system full spacer set, blue
I HAD PP-2Phono stage, m-m/m-c
I LAST Power clean LP cleaner
, LAST LP preservative
▪ LAST Record cleaner
I LAST Stylast stylus treatment
I LAST Stylus cleaner
GRYPHON EXORCIST Cartridge Demagnetiser
▪ CARDAS Sweep LP
2EROSTAT Antistatic pistol
I MICHELL Tecnoweight ( Regal
MICHELL VTA adjuster ( Regal
▪ MICHELL Unicover ( universal
I NAB Speedstrobe, includes LED light

source

I INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM (Regal 1.2m
, INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM (universal) 12m
▪ INCOGNITO VIA ADJUSTER Mega)
INCOGNETO CARTRIDGE TAGS per 4, gold
I INCOGNITO ARM WIRE 5colours, per metre
I INCOGNITO ARM PLUG .11S 5- pin

LOO E
£20
El2 Li
E15
£10
£10 L
[13 r
£24 E
£220 L
1.220 r
t400
t225 '
1,450
4255
£500
C1750
£35
[50
E70
[45
[145
[50
1.2750
£27 50
[15
£17 50
£15
£100 [
£25 [
E37.50 L!
E67.50
£25
£46 '

-00

( E191,

These Accessories Club New

no additional charge. That's a

Accessories Club Order Form
Moth MKII Record Cleaning Machine (+ 200 sleeves/5ltrs RCM Fluid)
Moth MKII PRO Record Cleaning Machine 1+200 sleeves/Sttrs RCM Fluid)
HEN ' Nagaoka style Inner Sleeves 50% Extra

£450.00 a
£500.00a

1501?

£19.00U

750 Q £ 90.00 a
£45.000

LAST Preservatne/Last Stylast
Name
Addr ess

Post Ccde
Telephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for
.1-1FiV

£

( pounds

sterling)

made payable to:

Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex Ideletel*

Card Number

II
Li

I1
Expires ídatel

Signature
Where applicable they will be

TO ORDER Please send

01234 742028

UK SALES All prices include

completed order form lot a

OR Telephone: 01234 741152

VAT. Accessories Club prices

free of VAT ( Sales Taxi, but

photocopyl to:

OR e-mail: salesfahifiaccessor

include postage and packing

will be subject to additional

E75
£125L

FIFA/ Accessories Club 8 CD

iesclub.com

for all items, whatever their

shipping at cost. Please

Service, PO Box 200, Bedford

OR Visit the

size, anywhere in the UK.

contact us for quotation.

£180 L
E25E
C18 E

MK40 1YH, UK

facility at
www. fulfaccess Iriaclub.com

EXPORT SALES Export sales

Delivery subject to availability.

E25'
E12

OR Fax your order form to:

secure

order

are always very welcome.

ES 0E.

Visit www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com — e-mail orders welcome

MARCH 2006 •

www.hifinews.co.uk
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(01563) 574185
www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk

Demonstration by appointment

high performance
audio specialists

ui
- MI
1.11.
1
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//
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NOLA
The all new amazing
Nola Grand Reference
and Pegasus Loudspeakers.
The ultimate listening machines
Phone no. 07916 176399
Fax no. 020 7684 1490
Email: michael-akutter@hotmail.co.uk
Website: www.nolaspeakers.com

Nola uk
122 www.hifinews.co.uk • MARCH 2036

Luxurious styling & sound.
Opera Callas SP - £ 1,650.
Available in mahogany, cherry and light oak real
wood finishes.
UKD Ltd I(
01753 652 669)
info@ukd.co.uk I wbvw.ukd.co.uk

•n"80mr,
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LUXMAN
A New Range of Integrated Amplifiers
This legendary

We are not alone!
Fellow audiophiles throughout
the world are equally enthusiastic to
experience the very highest quality of
music reproduction and, globally, the
products which most frequently set
reference standards often wear the
Daman signature.

company

is

renowned for its class-leading valve
and solid-state amplifiers with their
latest

[
fi

range of integrated models

already setting incomparably high
standards of performance.

You can

audition Luxman in the UK right now,
just contact your Luxman dealer!

Ít
ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE
Engineering Excellence for State-of-the-Art Vinyl replay
Advanced technology combined
with micro-precision engineeringfrom
Germany underpins the incomparable
quality and value of this superb range
ofAcoustic Signature turntables.
Designed and constructed entirety
'in-house' at Acoustic Signature, each
model incorporates a highly refined,
self lubricating Tidoelon' bearing
which is fully guaranteed by the

SELECT

manufacturerfor ten years.
Combining massive construction
with ultra-fine tolerances further
ensures that each one of these
magnificent instruments will greatly
exceedyour expectations in all respects.
Owning an Acoustic Signature
turntable could be your best long term
investment in the supreme medium for
music reproduction.

AUDIO

Distributors of Superior Audio Equipment
For details of your nearest speciolisi retailer, please phone 01900 813064 or email: ; elect.audio@tiscali.co.uk

In a world where so much looks the same,
we take pride in being different I

Authorised dealers:
•
Acoustic Arts, Watford, Tel. 01923 2 5250 - Adams & Jarrett, East Sussex. Tel. 01 424 437165 - Glasgow Audio, Glasgow, Tel. 01413 324707 - HI-FI Studios. Doncaster, Tel.
01302 725550 - Holbum HI-Fl. Aberdeen, TeL 01224 585713 - Midland Audio Exchange, Belbroughton, Tel. 01562 731100 - Mike Manning, Taunton, Tel. 01823 326688 Mike Manning, Yeovil, Tel. 01935 479361- New Audio Frontiers, Loughborough, Tel. 01509 264002 - Phonography, Ringwood, Tel. 01425 461230 - Practical HI-Flt Lancaeer,
Tel, 01524 39657 - Practical HI-FI, Manchester, Tel. 01618 398869 - Practical HI-FI, Warrington, Tel. 01925 632179, R.J.F. Cornwall, Tel, 01209 710777 - Sound Seduction,
Sevenoaks, Tel. 01732 456573 - VideoTech, Huddersfield, Tel. 01484 516670

Densen

B-150

The new reference integrated amplifier from Densen is perhaps the most advanced integrated amp on the market. It is filled with
advanced solutions, which all share the goal of giving you even more musicality and flexibility. The B-150 is a downscaled version
of the reference B-250 pre amp and B-350 mono amps.
The B-150 employs a true attenuator, while everybody else uses potentiometers or cheap digital volume IC's. Densen use a sophisticated microprocessor controlled attenuator, this is the reason for the distinct click you hear as you adjust the volume and it is a
definitive sign that Densen use the advanced relay driven attenuator instead of cheap inferior technologies, which substantially
downgrade sound quality. The click is your assurance that Densen does not compromise!
The power amp stage has a tremendous grip on even the most difficult loads which it handles with an ease and musicality that
beguiles even the most discerning listener. Lifetime warranty.
Features:
Upgradeable with external power supply
Ready for SAXO electronic crossover
Ready for remote control and phonos stages
Ready for multiroom systems
Ready for Bi-amping and Tri-amping
Upgradeable with plug-in 7.1 surround board that only requires
an universal player or a DVD player with a built-in decoder.
B-150 2x100w 8ohms / 2x200w 4ohms - GPB 3000
The new B-110 integrated amp will be available in January. Same features as the B-150 and much of the same sound quality. GBP 1000
Densen - Lundevej 10 - 6705 Esbjerg 0 -Denmark - Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14 - E-mail: mail@densen.dk
www.densen.com

Even the reviewers are tired of
the same old copper or silver
wires dressed up in new colours
and selling on the basis of hype.
Of cou kren
audio cables do
make
ce.
To demonstrate the point we
assembled the Unico CD player,
iittegsatedaniplifier, and Zingali
P'ekide1loudspeakers (
system
cost £3,295, wires thrown in
e
for tree"). Then we substituted
interconnect loudspeaker
cable and two AC power cords
which doubled the system
cost. Did the all-/PS wire loom
double the sonic performance?
It completely redefined the
music system and promoted
the status of each component.
Undermined the logic of leaving
"as mud; asr10% for cables.
¡PS has been tried and trusted
by serious users and reviewers
for many years. Uniquely, the
starting point is AlurnsloyTM is
the only metal designed and
patented as asignal conductor.
Through the full range of audio
interconnects, speaker cables,
digital and kideo link full details
of the individual technologies
employed can be learned from
our award-winning website.
From the use of high-tech
kapton insulator material to the
aluminium particle technology,
nothing has been spared to
preserve the signal (
detail and
dynamics) and exclude edema!
distortion and inbyference.
While most manufacturers are
satisfied with good cr excellent
audio mains cords, jPS applies
its in-house technologies as most
'effective to each application.
One cord does not best fit any
one application until you reach
the state of the art products like
our Kaptovator and Aiuminata
mains cords. Counter intuitively.
just one of our AC power
cords eliminates the need for
expensive and in sorne respects
counter-productive power
plants that many amplifier
manufacturers now advise
against using.

www.jpslabs.com

From our budget products to
our latest reference products,
try one, and you will finally be
œnnected to your music.

Range of Finance facilities
available.

Call the Audio Salon on 0141 333 9700

jps@audiosalon.co.uk Iwww.audiosalon.co.uk

Ata
Audb

Award Winning Retailers...

Audblab
Audio GL
ieS
Caste
Cyiixs
KE
Ma -artz
Me -dian

kers Hi- Fi

I1V1J Aco
Monuor
Monno
MoncLia
NAD

The North of England Hi -Fi Specialists

Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000

L:Ec
•

Widest choice in the area

Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners
/Over 35yrs experience.

Nodost,.
Dpera
Onoin Li
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickein
Primafe
Pro-Ac
Project
QUAD
Roksan
Shanling
SME

Qualified staff

Comfortable dem rooms
Main road location

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Insurance estimates

Service Dept.

Up to 3 years Interest Free Credit*

only 20% deposit

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) * subject to status
Delivery & installation

Part Exchange

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

6 days: Mon. to Sat.

Visa, Access, Switch etc.

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7EQ

Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
incho-d
Unison R
Van Del
Wharfed
Yamaha

01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

lists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967

"The best tonearm I've
heard"

HI FI WORLD

W inner of Steico Times magazine Most wanted component
of Z104 award

c

new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREO TIMES
NEW SOVEREIGN DECK

"

One of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 years STEREOPHILE

Ultimate performance
for your system
C(

T he best musical results of any tur

nta bl e

I've ever heard, regardless of price.
The new generation of unlearns from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yoursrlf to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets anew reference."
STEREO TIMES on the Aurora gold turntable & illustrious tonearm

O
RO
LIVE

Demonstrably better

126 wvnv.hifinews.co.uk • MARCH 2006

Tonearm Models
conqueror - £2500
Illustrious - £ 1570
Encounter - £ 70
Silver - £599
01.1 from - £ 124

I

Full infbrmation on web site

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: i
nfoeo riginl ive.com
www.originlive.com

THE IDEAL GIFT

SAVE

UPTO

WANT TO HEAR MORE MUSIC?

40%

Then get rid of the noise!
NC -the total
solution to mains
noise and
interference

gar

.c>f•

ON GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS

Fit a Trichord
q,.
.
•
Clock 4 and
'Never Connected' power supply to
improve the performance of your CD or
OVO player. Let us undertake the work
for you in our Modification Workshop.

Contact us now to see how we
can help you to reduce the
Never-Connected
noise ir ' our system

AND SAVE EVEN MORE ONLINE
Enjoy extra savings when you buy 2or more
magazine subscriptions online. Over 7o titles to choose from!

www.giftmags.co.ukhnusic

TRichoRd

+44 (0)845 676 7778
Lines wen 7days aweek,

am-9pm ( UK

time).Quoteoode

Tel. + 44
APG5

definitive audio
Definitive Audio offers you a fresh and focused way of choosing a sophisticated
sound for your home. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless. The systems we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical horizons We use ajudicious selection of the
world's most artful and ingenious creazions, including the beautiful, beguiling
Living Voice loudspeakers from England and Konco KSL electronics from Japan.
New Western Electric 300B valves available from stock
Sale of part

exchan ged and en-dew items

Sale

Voyd Reference turntable. Unique example of this benchmark design.
Offered for sale on behalf of the designer - never previously sold. This
turntatie has a huge specification including. 30mm Laken platter; massive
Papst motor system; ext-eme power
satin rosewood plinth.
Sale includes AudioNote wired Hellus Cyalene tonearm and ANUK 10limited field coil cartridge with PSU ( 15 hours use) Comes with
manufacturers warranty on turntable.
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 - 2003 - very good condition
Living Voice Avatar Mk1 loudspeaker - chary
Living Voice OBX-R2 loudspeaker - walnut

supply; beautiful

Sugden Bijou phono amp - new
Pathos 2 box pre- amp with remote control - spotless
Audion Gaden Night 3008 monos - very good condition
845 beefcake integrated amp
Cardas Neutral Reference speaker cable - 2 metres - very nearly new
Cardas Neutral Reference interconnect - 1metre - very nearly new
Border Patrol Control Unit 1 - line pre-amp

Unison Simply

Border Patrol Control Unit 2 - line pre-amp
Art Audio PX25 - 5watts - Single ended flea power for the sensitive type
Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck with RB300 & Living Voice Mystic Mat
Helios Model 1CD player
Audio Note Japan M7 pre- amp - fine only
SJS Arcada Model 2 line pre- amp - capper chassis - silver wiring - V. good
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista M3 CD player ( 21301) - as new condition - boxed
Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista MC integrated amp (
2000) - as new - boxed

S.2000

AVI
M1 integrated amp
Border Patrol
power amp - mahogany - nearly new

S.20

transport

Audio Mecca Mephisto CD
Sugden Masterclass integrated amp

Canary Audio 301 30013 stereo push-pull power amp
Canary Audio 303 1110v) - new - fillet mignon
Audio Innovations Series 1000 monos - fully serviced class A classic
UK CDT-Two
B&W CDM
Audio Innovations Series 500 integrated - classic - fully serviced

AudioNote

Alela pre-amp - very new - very good condition - beautifully made - OK

Tel: 0115 973 3222
Internet: wi,vw.definitiveauclio co.uk

New

f15000

£4500 £ 7500
£1500 £2700
£3400
£400
£1700
£1750
£2250

f4400
£600
£ 3200
£ 3750

£600
£350
£1000
£2000
£3000
£700

£ 780
£ 500
£ 1700
£3000
£4000
£ 1100

£500
£3000
£750
£1500
£1600
£400

£2000
£3000
£ 3000
£ 1000

£5000
£1000
£2200
£3400
£3800

£ 7000
£2500
£ 3300
£ 5400
£7200

£ 1300

£900
£1400 £2250
£250
£800
£900 £2800

RESEARCh

(
0)1684 31 1b00
Fax + 44 ( 0)1684
salesetrichordresearch.com
www.trichordresearch.com

The Sound Gallery
now exhibiting
British audio,
designed to
release that
hidden pleasure
of your music
collection..

311928

1i8cW •
Nautil
Pure
AVi
Grado,
JmLab•
Naim
Lutron
*Rep
Sim
Linn Denon
M&K
Fujitsu
Arcam F
Nevo
Attac
IsoTek
Chord
Proje
Stax
Triad
Pionee,
Goldri
Systemline'
Vogel
Beyer ,
Mission
Quadrasp
and
!vtore..
Quality
Audio.
Since .„
1985 m

o*

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@detinitïveaudio.co.uk
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Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

www.mantra-audio.co.uk
PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS
SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND
SHIPPING CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE
CARTRIDGES
Audio
Technica
Goldring

EXCHANGE

AT 110E
AT OC 9ML
Elektra
1006
1012 OX
1022 OX
1042
Eroica LVH
Elite
Blue Point Special
Blackbird

Sumiko

£28
£330
£33
£76
£95
£124
£143
£133
£232
£235
£585

GRADO KAMM
Prestige

Reference

N/A
£295
£28
£62
£76
£100
£114
£109
£190
£200
£500

STYLUS
£17
N/A
£24
£52
£67
£86
£100
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

EX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
GEX
EX
EX

£75

SR- 80

£90

Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

£ 13

SR- 125

£140

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£24

SR- 225

£175

Milty Pixall II Roller plus Refill

£ 16

SR- 325i

£265

RS- 1

£635

Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun
£38
Bib Universal Standard Headshell £ 15

£450 CARTRIDGES
STYLUS
Denon
DL 103
£ 105 £95
QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
DL 110
£ 79
N/A
DL 160
£95
N/A
FULL RANGE OF QED
DL 304
£210
N/A
SWITCH BOXES,
Grado
Prestige Black £40 £27
Prestige Gold £ 110 £ 73
CABLES & INTERCONNECTS
Shure
M97 XE
£98 £58
AVAILABLE
V15VxMR
N/A £ 213
V15 VMR
N/A £ 158
SEE WEBSITE FOR DETAILS.
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Ex - Exchange price for MC from above companies
Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

CD

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD, SELBY, NORTH YORKS

77

sumiko
>cables
chord company
nordost
headphones
akg
beyer
grado
stax
hardware
atC

audio pro
ca basse

•

1111 111.11111e
t

System
Unison Research Unico
CD 1250
Unison Research Unico
Integrated 950
System Audio ` 1730'
Loudspeakers 695
Cost (
excl. JPS cables)
£2895

:41

Y08 5Rp

cartrldges
lyra

If you've forgotten just how good a dedicated music
system can sound, don't worry: the following two
great value set-ups have musicality to die for. (And
you don't always have to look to China to get a bargain!)

Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier £60

RS- 2

ortofon

Audio Salon

HIFI ACCESSORIES

SR- 60

VISA

Award Winning Equipment

open
sor
thrats

You wont believe the scale of
sound these 40 inch tall Danish
floorstanders are capable of
delivering. The Unico Integrated
won a ' Blue Moon' award, not
just for Amp of the Year but
overall Component of the Year.
"It's been a while since a
component has elicited this type
of admiration. From wailing
e-guitar to Brahms' Clarinet
Quintet the Unico couldn't be
tripped into favouring one genre
over another. Count all the
money you saved tapping your
toes to your favourite tunes."
6moons.com

System 2
Ayre CX-7e CD Player 2195
Ayre AX- 7e Integrated 1995
ProAc Tablette Ref. Eight
Signature 799
Cost (
excl. JPS cables)
£4990
This system causes jaws to
drop. Listeners can't believe
such compact components can
produce such aliving & breathing
three-dimensional sound.
Breathtaking.
"There's far more to the Ref Eights
than just apretty face...they
reward the listener with a
beautifully proportioned view of
the musical performance. The
result is extraordinarily satisfying,
the more so for the diminutive
dimensions of the speakers
producing it."
Roy Gregory
Hi- F1+ Awards Issue 2004

ig

creek
epos
harbeth
harman/kardon
lexicon
michell
m+k
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
parasound
primare
sme
something solid

The Audio Salon,
The Townhouse, 4Park Circus, Glasgow G3 6AX
0141 333 9700 / 9736

spendor
trichord

hl- fi for grown-ups

ipswich ( 01473)
fax ( 01473) 655172
signals
bucklesham

www.sr

65

email:eng@signals
ipswicti'leffolk IPio . oDY
gnats .' uk.co
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www.audiosalon.co.uk

www.ayre.com
www.proac-loudspeakers.com

www.system-audio.com
www.unisonresearch.com

hifisoun d

by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts

30b Larchtield St. Darlington, County Durham, 013 7TE. Tel: 01325 241888 Email: newsehitisounci.r.o.uk

USHER AUDIO DANCER Be

The amazing

loudspeakers now on dem...

...the most beautiful loudspeaker you are ever likely to hear!
Acoustic Energy, Apollo, Atacama, Audio Analogue, Creaktiv. Chord Cable, Custom Design, Grado, Isotek, Nblen, Neat, Opera,
Pathos. Pure, Resolution Audio, Revolver, Roksan, Shanting. Standesign, Teac, triangle, Unison Research, Usher Audio. Van Den Hui and more!

...what are you up for?
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.. tel 0845 6019390 lo- call or email newsqUndhandhifi.co.uk
Quality hifi equipment always required for cash......

Call us before you trade in

Commission Sales too

VISIT OUR WEBSITE, OR CALL TO SPEAK TO A REAL PERSON TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 10 TO 5-ISH

turntableworld!
Our Dem facilities offer a wide select'on of all types of analogue equipmer tfrom all the best brands including...

Clearaudio, Dynavector, Tom Evans, Goldring, Grado, Hacicock, Lyra, Michell, Moth, Nottingham Analogue, Origin
Live, Ortofon, Project, Graham Slee, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration, Trichard, Whest Audio and Wilson Benesch

...there is no better analogue decision
turntableworld! Is at 30b Larchfleld St, Darlington, 013 7TE. Tel 01325 241888 or email newseturntableworld.co.uk
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UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

"Nothing less than total dynamite"

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

HI-FI WORLD

If you arc the proud owner of any Rega toncarm, you arc now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The 01- structural modification
at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £ 10(X)! High performance rewiring with
high grade litz wire is also offered at an additional £ 70 and external
rewiring is also CO further increasing the performance.

OF
....
" €,
"The single most important upgrade you can

ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking."
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ... but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of

- largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable oz .

outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
Improves on the best of other power supplies costing over 4 times_a% trigeh or
your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement

*war NII-Fl?

Structural Modification - £75
*****
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL Iarm ( manufactured

attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo /

Rep, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. fie kits consist of adrop

in replacement high grade DC motor and off- board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.
Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com

Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

by Regal £ 124

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175

Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

www.originlive.com

Upgrade DC 200 motor - £ 129 with kit

TRUE FIDELITY SOUND FROM ENGLAND

*400 WATTS OF CROFT POWER
SHARD WIRED TRANSVALVE

im

• CROFT SILVER CAPACITORS
*EICHMANN CABLE PODS"

Lorrim

Metronome Technologie

Von Schweikert
Renaissance Amplification
Verbatim Cables

o
t: + 44 ( 0)20 73596962
m: +44(0)7966 101971

audioplay@btlnfernet.com
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*ZERO OVERALL FEEDBACK
*17 COMPONENT CIRCUIT
*CROFT AUDIOGRADE PSU
ROM

THE MASI ER

CRAF

SMA

GLENN

CROFT

ondon enquii,et,

4.

,MIN3NT• udlo

+44

(
0)208 201 9286

e.adnan@audioflairco.uk
tel + 44 ( 0)1746 716881/ 07792 420266 fax. + 44 (0)121 681 877.

web .www.emmentaudro co.uk

•. auchognosIsiternment,,,4 ,,
,

lasna.

fr9ppy xew Yr,A, tŒ err castomers ynd frteuis

dims

etez-ec•
KT88 integrated 2x 65w rms
Brand new UK design
All TRIODE Push-pull driver
Stage. Triode mode 2x 30w
Choke regulated PSU.
Remote control Four ir puts
plus tape loop.
Huge transformers frielght33kal

KR AUDIO
KRONZILLA DM
Avalve specifically
designed for high-end
audio is winning over

From £1,299 Inc quality valves
Illpgrades available]

former enthusiosts of
3008, 211 and 845's.

Stel-tec) aoco

KR Audio's gracefully

3008 Integrated amplifier
Full 2x 35w rms
UK Designed
Remote control
AIL TRIODE driver stage
Choke regulated PSU
Four inputs plus tape loop
Huge transformers hreiginuto

powerful T1610
output valve is the
driving force of our
reference amplifiers,
the truly awesome
KR Audio Kronzillo DM
§ngle ended monoblads.

From £1.599 Inc quality valves

Once again, it's valves

C41£

that emphasise the

pre-Elem.)

emotional qualities in

Valve rectification.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design
Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loop
DC healers
High and low level °input
Stunning looks

music reproduction.

0
e/e9 o
e •
ACOUSTIC
SIGNATURE

0 0 0 C

LUXMAN

From £ 649.95 complete

HORNING

We've beentaken aback by the poerlul mu9rolity
The new 'Mambo' is now and exqu5ire s.ibllety of ire new human L- 509f
inteçroted moldier. WM comprehensive fanlities,
the heart (and soul) of
our current vinyl
MC/WA phono stage coil remote control, Lyman
reference system.
hove redmimed their crown here in Ire UK.

LIKE NEW
...NOTHING
LIKE THE
PRICE!

(Upgrades available)

At I.,

The madly Horning
Agathon - proof that
real music reproduction
transcends more hi-fi.
On permanent demo.

ACOUSTIC ZEN Silver Ref Interconnects RLA 2mtr (C1,285) Mifit £825
ACOUSTIC ZEN Nologenn 2Spkr leads 12ft ft vert (£ 1,195) Knt £795
AUDION Sterling (E134) Integrated Value Amplifier New Valves £645
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 500 Integrated Amplifier
New Valves £475
AUDIOSTATIC CCI budspeaker. in black (£5,000) Mint, boxed £3295
BAT VK-51SE Preamo (£7,995)
Mint, breed £3995
BAT VK-1ASE tAonlibleks (£ 15,500)
Mint, cuses £8995
BAT VK-PS Phono slum
New, boxed £ 1395
B&W Dri6O3 Mk2 Spencers Black Ash
As rem, oared £395
CARDAS Golden Cross }mtr RCA
Marled £345
CARY 3408 SE lionabloeks (£2,750+)
Mint, boxed £1995
Mint, boxed £4195
CAT SL1 Ultimate Pre-amp with phono stage
CONRAD JOHNSON Efl Phone stage (20001
Mint, boxed £895
CONSONANCE Ref I2Pre-amp (£2,995)
Ex-dem, waxed £ 1995
CROFT Charism] 'XSo*" Pre-amp. Upgraded.
Mint, oozed £ 1795
CYRUS CD6 player
(Ant £525
DENSEN Sect ‘100XS CC Player with GiXII0 Vey little ose, fiord £1795
GRAAF GM5OB Integrated Amp (Silver or black) As new, hoed £2895
HORNING Loudspeakers. Most models an demonstratien
NEW
HORNING Zeus (£2,COD) [a-deny, fees hoes onW £ 1395
JADIS PS2 7wo box line pre-anp (Saunas sublime)
Smoked £3495
K1MBER Koper Type dug 1.6mtr Speaker cables (T.3q Unmarked £895
LINN SONDEK LP12 (Trampotin) - new Oricjn live Ultm Xmob,
new origin live Gonqueor urn. (Value £4,500)
Mint £2,995
MUSIC FIRST NEI Pm-amp. On demorstration
NEW
QUAD ESL 57 (Brand mew panels)
Unbleneui £1295
PAPWORTH M200 M000blocks 2001(£‘1995)
Mint, hoed £2995
REFERENCE 3e Loudspeakers, most medels on de -nonstraton
NEW
SHANLING Models 0-180/100/300 in lock
NEW
UNISON SZK Integrated valve amp.
Beautiful, bleed £895
X1C CDT11E CD Troosoort Remote control.
As new, band £495

www.audiolincs.com
GRANTHAM ( Al) LINCS
PART- EXCHANGE
HIGH- END REPAIRS

COMMISSION SALES
VALVE SPE CIAL:STS

PHONE
,7192 5851
.7b 591090

PS 1 .
Ftlioric, Stesee
uutitut, with level control
VIIII drive most power amps!
All valve, all triode. no feedback
Passive RIM. 'Custom,British moving
tell TX option. Uhoke regulated
smoothing. Separate power
supply. 9kg. Upgrades available

IMIMIMMaie\

From Only £ 399.95 complete

Stereo 401 Cleassic
Upgraded design
Choke regulated power supply
3inputs, plus tape loop
Triode switching 120 watts)
45rms watts y2LIM version)
All Mallard NIS driver option

Still from only L.
also: Stereo 401,9 l' ' 9. 95 Stereo ttfli Sflectal Mittel £699.95
•

Other models available, see our website or ask far aleaflet

•

Designed in Leicester UK

• Wide choice of valves: in

Mullard, .1.1, EH, Svetlana, Sovtek

•

Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester

•

All supplied with beautiful valve covers

•

Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask us!

See Us At Ile Manchester Show 29/30Jan
Orr win outdone& Eetablished 111 Company. Prom rotary. Unbeatable
&ink 00 egrets Try for 30 days. refund if met Mee
For more Words« our website at wwwiconaudlo.co.uk
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions lri appointment.
Phone 07767 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
LC117i.
*Conditions apply

g

TlLLLLU

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Vlsa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked
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KLVV Cook

High End Cable

Audio servicing

call Dave Jackson 01775 / 61880
or visit www.highendcable.co.uk

specialists,
upgrades available.

M ADISOUN D

Chord Company

British, Japanese
catered for.

Nordost

Phase Linear 8, SAE

van den Hul

specialists.

IsoTek

Sale of pre- owned

Tel: 01264 323573

live music at home?

amplifier sound is the key
transistor, valve, class A, AB,
SE, push-pull?

vvww.dnm.co.uk

ECO - Arye CD
Turbosound personal headphones
Home trials available.
Why not look at our 2nd hand section
Free delivery worldwide on all interconnects.

0 0

Too Loud

0

Way too Loud

impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used

dynaudio
focal jm lab
linn
nagra
naim audio

solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Fostex
morel'

peerless

vtfa

c

LPG

N6RDOST

HMV
scan-speaK
'IADISOUNE) SPEAKER COMPONENT S. ITV.
Magi UNIVERSITY EATEEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON, WI',1/44 428311S A
II t
NB til cii AX 4114 811 'V/ I
emu , ffolnfiutrnell ,...nel eexn

with pre/power or intOgrated amps to cure the
problems of eiscetui gain and
bring sonic
benefits, even wile tit/ItMost expensive equipment.
The coSt is only £39 per pair delivered, To order, call

peak consult
proac
siltech

Rothwell: 01204 366133

or

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, Hi Fi World,

spectral
spendor

Hi Fi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

the audio room
2 george street, hedon, hull, HU12 8JH
t,

C

Does This Seem Familiar?

Its a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or

arcam
cyrus

eis

Ortofon - Sumiko - Lyra - van den Hid

Loud

accuphase

AND ADVICE.

AC OU STIC FinNFI

Stax earspeakers

equipment.

s

SPEAKER

HIGHEST QUALITY

07 re\ SkaanIng
Loudspeakers

Black Rhodium

8, built in house.

PARTS

PROVIDES

THE

.... •

Acoustic Zen

Custom equipment designed

WITH

-inStialefizu

Stereovox

Et, American hi-fi

BUILDERS

131482 891375

o

11011%1C4111110
For all Hi Fi repairs please visit:
www.servicesound.com
or phone Geoff on:

01424 216245

vvvvw.thessuclioroom.co.uk
open monsat 9a. rti Lip

Specialists in Valve and
reel to reel tape recorders

Premier Audio
Now damonst,stina
Dcs 1•Ipar. Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plieras CD Lad &

Shunyata

250 Power, Verity Fidelo & Sonsa Faber Speakers, Sillech
Cables. loot& Sub Station, RDA Equipment Stands
2

Audio Aero, Audio Synthisis. Kern Pre & Power. Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station PIS

Audio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Aero

Absolute Sounds

DCS - Kora Plinius - Siliech Arcici - RDA - Pink Triangle
Avid Turntables - Project - onoron -Van den hull - Mirage
IVX

wrkenne 'game demeurratien
We ere 1Ornins J39 - MI

good sefettion of Sbfand
10mins J30 M62

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell i
best
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy
WOC ,elosts

enefta,nrneon,

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harmon Kordon,
Infinity, Linn, Marantx, Mordount Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Rokson, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

Thinking

01922 457926

Digital?

Are you a Krell owner?
Have you really heard the
music yet?
Call 01775

761880 or visit

www.highendcable.co.uk/thinkdigital.htm
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Research

I HE PROFESSIONAL'S REFERENCE

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
I ACCESSORIES
PT UBES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fax ( 215) 862-4871
Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
email: fotwyre@fotwyre.com

THE

comPorm
tre CABLE

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

AUDIO

ATMOSPHERE

tel 01785 711232
www.audioatmosphere.com

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS
• Range of replacement drive units from Seas. Volt.
Vita. Scanspeak. Peerless and Morel, for use in AR.
Gale, Heybrook. IMF, KEF, Mission, ProAc. Rogers Fostex
TOE plus many others.
• Comprehensive stock of components. capacitors
(Supersound. SCR 8 Hovland MusiCap),
cables. damping and grille materials.
• UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers all on demonstration.
FOSTEX Dive Units
now available. including
he FE lull range series
with cabinet plans
available on request

today Ion your FREE
FULL COLOUR Catalogue
OC check out on websde

Phone

50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605

Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com
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MUSIC MATTERS

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Galto • Atacama
•Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
•Chapter Audio • Chord Company
•Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
•Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
•Musical Fidelity • NAD • Nairn. • Nordost
•Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED » Quad
REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac

AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

•Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHU_L WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6 30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest frerk credit on selected items • 0% APR

I

SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925

MUSIC
MATTERS

BADA

lighting. Home trials are available
for many products

Arpayois •

STOURBR1DGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 1AB
01384 444 1184

Written details on reqLest • Licensed credit broker

home cinema, multi- room and

•MG •

SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8J1_
0121 742 0254

DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
Cointy Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10 OC - 5 30

MARTIN
LOGAN

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmirgham BI7 8DL
0121 429 2811

GEDIA

www.musicmatters.co.uk

deiî O'Brien HiFi

THE AUDIO
SPECIALISTS

ENE. 1966

AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • AVID • BEVER • CABLiTALK • CHORD CABLES - CREEK • CUSTOM.DESILN • SENOR • GENSPi • DIAPASON • DYNAVECTOR • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GANA

•GRAAF • °DURING • GUIWIRE CABLES • JADIS • JECKLIN • K • fAICHELL • MONRIO • MOON • MYRYAD • MAD • NAIM • OPERA • ORATE, • ORIGIN LIVE • OPTIMUM • PATHO, • PRIMA LUNA • PROJECT • QED
•RESOUIGON • BISON • SENNMEISFR • SME • SONNETEER • MINUS MEIER • STAMM • UNIQUE • SPECTRAL • SUGOEN • TEAL • INDIUMS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRMAIGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WATERFALL • WIISOM

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major c. edit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service • Repair facilibe, • 5nins walk Raynes Park BR
•20 mino Waterloo • 5mies from A3 (Raynes Park 6282 exit) • 25 mass M25 June 10 • Clearance / Second Hand ' Ex Den Equipment • Details on request
£270 £220
£1950 £1503
Sonus Pao fixed stands 'ex dem
WAS
NOW Maw Erswimer-demi
5352 £ 1900 Santis later Grads Cenuslex-demi
2295
£
1025
£
E3558
i
l
Audio
Analogue
Dames stereo Powered (Vs
CIAO £595
Scmetee Peeler ampl fare oem
ATC DX
amplrhenel
Mucal (*Idyll.
sir;
£375
Et
£
£80 Sudden nalerclass CD eve
Auden 3008 SE Diver night Integredev.
0/CO £2200
130
ETD
C99
099 Wricâ
X.T situ
Creek CD43M19
Suylen
Va
teem
amp
rneva
MIS
£2250
E'W
£449
£99 NM L567 6(new)
Epos 1.112(sfh,
SLgclen Ficnelastenex-Cerni
f499
£le3 rep r1rt
Exposure 3050 MC ohm° board
U.3
£
375 Teem Dam BasePre Pone DAC1011
£1095
£75 ImA6CNIC 1pew)
Garrard ZeroilX6 gkel el
tes
f495 Theta Dais 11 CD pew mecs
POA 3nii Al MOP 1pew)
i'150 £400
Krell 1(342001. Jul »iced
please coM Transparent Mosclink PlesIlm) sew
£2500
f995 OniTvarres models
Kiel 490300, ama
£29 £2
,
19
£450
£
2ei PSIC LB1 ex dem
Ronne Asty ST anoti,150 Watts Ex 4oe,
USED £1200
DM Da klogyne91110 sulyex.rlem)
C450
DO 4rologue it Roodemi
Slonna5 .
err .", -.1' ..' 1,,,
/149 £11s9
Waterfall lgoasou mewl
£225
S550 £89, RE ,dc.ST111(silli
Moon
44 x.'
i:293
£
V5
f
599 £ 25 ItiNterfalHi,mcanetneW)
,15950 MON S
OMIS F,Ser ccecerlino Mewl
Moon Eclipse:: .

£te

Iràceryieet

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 NW Open 9.30-5.30 Tues-Sut Eel: 020 8946 1528/0331 Web: www.obrienhifIco.uk E-mail: shop@obrienhifIcom

udio Destination
> devons audio specialists

«MI

browse

relax

sit back

listen

choose

simple
we make choosing the right music or
home-cinema system easy...
Stockists of: Analysis Plus, Audia„Audio Analogue,
Audio Physic, Avid, Ayre, Bel Canto, Chapter Audio,
Cairn, Chord, Esoteric, Final, Grand Prix Audio,
oTek, Lexicon, McIntosh, Micromega, Monitor
Audio, Moon, Notclost, Parascund, Primare, Project,
Roksan, Ruark, Stan, Tannoy Prestige, Thiel, Tivoli,
Totem Acoustics, VDH, Velodyne and many more.

ÍLockwood

Audio

IIIl' I \ NI.

kill II

11rX In.tant Finance .%) ailuble
5‘11 11, 1
1t
1,1 .1 11, lin f1,1
9"

Thinking Digital?

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

Are you a DCS owner?

Spares and repairs
See the TIMM Cones
Hotline at

Have you really heard the
music yet?

www

.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

Call 01775 761880 or visit

www.Nghendcable.co.ukitinkdigt ir

Coil kir appointment to visit us at Ruklip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008
or Fax +44(0) 20 886% 3064
mai: sales@lockwoodautelic.co.am

Vne)F

Call 01884 243 584
Open mon - sat : Sam - 5pm
32B Bampton Stet, Tiverton, Devon, EX16 6AF1
info@audiodesbnation.co.uk Iwww.audiodestinaftonscook

The Old School
1!
>IL School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
igr

Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Rep. Proac; Neat, PML. Br; ston, Final, Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk. Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax. Teat:. and .1theN
www.basicallysound.com

Upgrade to Dynavector's SuperStereo

HICAM
WAS

PATHOS LOGOSINTERGRATED AMP 110 WPC
AUDIO ANALOUGUE PAGANINI 24196 CD PLAYER MINT
UNISON RESEARCH uNICO CD PLAYER
ALMASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
AUDIO ANALOGUE BE LLINI PRE AMP MM/MC REMOTE
ACCUS TICS ARTS POWER 1INTERGRATED AMP 130WPC
MONRIO AS DI CD PLAYER 24/96
GAMUT CDI MK2 2496 CD PLAYER MINT
AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETIMONOBLOCKS MINT
ACCUSIICS ARTS ME AMP 1INC REMOTE CONTROL
AUDIO ANALOGUE PRIMO SETTANTA INT AMP 70 WPC
MAE VENICINOUE N TAMP
AUDIO VALVE EKLISPE PRE AMP BALANCED
AUDIO VALVE ASSENANT 20S INTERGRATED AMP
AUDIO VALVE BALDUR 70 •
70WPC
AUDIO VALVE AVALON MONO POWER AMPS
LEM AUDIO SYMPHONO PHONO STAGE Mc
CCUSTICS NITS DAC 1 32/384KHZ DIA CONVERTER
XIMUS SI POWER AMP 200WPC RCA/SLR INPUT
CCUSTICS NITS PLAYER 124/96
All LAB SERIES NEW POWER AMP 20034PC
AUOUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
N NEW LAB SERIES PRE AMP OPTIONAL PHONO/DAC
VI LAB SERIES CO PLAYER SUPERB
KIMBERKABLE HERO IMIR INTERCONNECT
AN LAB SERIES INTERGRATED APNI 200 WPC
ACCOUSTIC SOLID ROUND TURNTABLE
BLUENOTE BORROMED TONE ARM
THRESHOLD 5300 POWER AMP
WHARFENDALE AIREDALE SPEAKERS IN NEED TLC
BOSENDOIER OCT LOUDSPEAKERS
BOSENDOF ER OCT LOuDSPEAKE RS
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 2MIR PAIR
ACOUSTIC SOLID ONE TURNTABLE
MONRIO 6602 POWER AMP 135 WPC
rifficx RHODIUM POLAR ORATORIO 2 IMIR PR
CROFT VITA PRE AMP EX DEMO
CROFT TWIN STAR POWER AMPS EX OEM
CROFT OAKSHINI ALL VALVE POWER AMP NEW
CROFT GGI INTERGRATED AMP 40WPC NEW
NEW BLACK RHODIUM OCT HARMONY 2 IMIR PEI
ACOUSTIC SOLID ROYAL TURNTABL
NEW BLACK RHODIUM POLAR CONCERTO IMIR PR
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION TURNTABLE
ACOUSTIC SOLID SMALL WITH 06250
CLEARAUDIO MICRO BASIC PHONO STAGE MM/ILIC
EM 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO DUAL MONO POWER AMP
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED NEW
TRESHOLD STASIS 113 PRE AMP
EM 834P MNINIC MIONOSTAGE NEW
BLUENOTE STIBBERT VALVE CD PLAYER
ROTEL RA 1062 INT BOXED RC AS NEW
Aix 000 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
EAR HEADPHONE MAP 11P4 NEW
EAR 864 PRE AMP
ELAC CL 310 2JET SPEAKERS NEW
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO DUAL_ MONO POWER AMP
ELAC CI 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
AN LAB SERIES DAB TUNER NEW
FLAG 020 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDINGLGLASS BASE
GAMUT 03 PRE AMP BALANCED IN/OUT
GAMUT 0200 MKS POWER AMP 200WPC
GAMUT M200 MONOBLOCKS 200WPC
GRADO RS IHEADPHONES NEW
LYRA TITAN MC CARTRIDGE
NICAM 62 CO PLAYER EXCELLENT CONDITION
HAMM MEATO 7 CHANNEL POWER AMP
LYRA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE
LYRA HELMON MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA HELIKON SI MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA DORAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
MICHELL HA PSU OC MOTOR NEW
EXIMUS DPI DACPRE 241192 BALANCED CLASS A
MICHELL GYRO 5E118300 ARM
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD NEW
CLEARAUDIO BLUEMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
CLEARAUDIO EMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RB 300 ARM NEW
GOLDRING GAI TURNTABLE ON MM AND MM CARTRIDGE
CABOSSE PIANOSA SPEAKERS CHERRY FINISH NEW
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA MC CARTRIDGE 036 MV
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER MC CARTRIDGE 038 MV
CABOSSE X05 5WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM INC SUB NEW
STELLO P200 PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
STELLO N320 NTERGRATED AMP
STELLO DP 200 DACARE AMP RCANALANCED
STELLO S200 STEREO POWER AMP 200WPC EX OEM
SAW GM 50 INTERGRATED AMP 50WPC
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS POWER 3CABLE 6FT LONG
REGA RE 600 TONE ARM BOXED EXCELLENT CONDITION
AUDIO ANALOGUE ABER MM/MC PHONOSTAGE
OPERA CALLAS SPEAKERS

900
1195
60
625
3690
895
2950
1150

2300
2100
3100

2900
2895

1469
130
1499

4000

FROM
150
1095
990
1500

2000

690

1850
799

3990
6100

400
690

4250

hi-fi by enthusiasts

NOW

2750
395
995
30
350
3200
595
2500
495
2350
425
1500
1725
1500
2600
2450
770
2400
2531
2400
1299
POA
1499
1200
70
1200
1595
999
BOB
OFFERS
4745
9820
70
2825
795
697
695
995
3600
1250
1130
6400
225
810
1270
230
2400
1395
2440
2750
715
3300
450

woo

2275
1475
799
625
599
2499
795
499
3430
3300
5100
600
2695
225
5100
595
1145
1249
495
315
3500
1128
2413
695
655

595

895
1195
1/95
1495

400
1695

PATHOS CLASSIC ONE INTERGRAND AMP 70 WPC
THRESHOLD STASIS 7POWER AMP
THRESHOLD 67000E MONOBLOCKS 600WPC
4900PAIR

6,U
2250
525
950
1685
1200
1200
3950
125
225
495
1295
1325

970
1570
1970
400
375

MD ALPHA IL ACTIVE SUBWOOF ER AS NEW
STANDS UNIQUE AV ' SPEAKERS BEECH FINISH AS NEW

895
1570
1800
3750
225
200

500
399

225
200

RUARK TALISMAN III LOUDSPEAKERS NATURAL OM
TIVOLI MODEL DAB STEREO
TROU AUDIO MODEL THREE STEREO

1499

1295
299
279

RUARK PROLOGUE II LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
5E NNHEISE R RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
.ME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
.ME SERIES P/ ARKI BOXED UNUSED
/ME SERIES VARM NEVER USED MINT
I/ME 20/20 TURNTABLE INC SERIES YARM

1250

1126
1615

WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE INT IMIR NEW
WIREWORLO MANTIS 5IMIR INTERCONNECTS NEW
LUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5FOR NAN OWNERS DIN/DIN
STAG SR 007.SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
STAR SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKE RS NEW
STAR SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
SUMIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
1 . 0 24/192 CD PLAYER AMAZING NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL em III MC NEW
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE SIMIO INTERCONNECT NEW
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
KIMBERKABLE THE REFERENCE IMIR INTERCONNECT
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5 1/2 METRE INTERCONNECT
RUMK SABRE I 1STANDMOUNT SPEAKERS
TRICHORD DINO PSU
NEW
NEW TRICHORD DIABLO PHONO AMP NINC INURE PSU
AS ABOVE WITH THE NEVER CONNECED PSU
0E0 SI DISCSAVER CONVERTS LINE LEVEL TO ACCEPT MM
SIL/LOE FULL RANCLE
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS 13 125 MIRS NEW
MISSION RAILLE OF SPEAKERS AVAILABLE
W1REWORLD SOLSTICE 5SPK CABLE AWARD WINNER
WIREWORLD EOUINO7 5INTERCONNECT 1MR ry,
WIRE WORLD RAINBOW 5INTERCONNECT

750
159
2643
1000
1400
5273
499
149
POA
109
2495
349
995
589
65

239
69

45
FROM

90
120
750
299
699
1198
35
POA
30
POA
0132
219
149

AGENTS F011,EAR,TRICHORO,AUDIONOTE,MICHELL, AVLSTAX,LAT..ELAC, RUARK,SME
.PIEMOS BLACK MIODIUM,LYRA,SUMIKO,QED,GAMUT,ORIGIN LIVE DRELLE
WIREWORLD.TRANSFIGURATION.AURDM CANTUS ACCUST1CS ARTSMALCRO.STELLO
CLEARAUDIO ALOIA,SHUN MOM CROFT AUDICIVALVE VIRTUAL DYNAMICS
THRESHOLD,ACOUSTIC SOLIO.BOSENDORFER , LG TOS PHONE FOR BEST PRICES

Open Mon-Sun 9am - 6pm Now En Northampton 2minutes oft A608

noe

For further details

Tel/Fax:
01604 842379
Mobile:
07973 233380
Email: . . . PATRICK@HICAM.CO.UK
Website•
HICAM.CO.UK
134 www.hifinews.co.uk

Below is just asmall selection of
some of the exciting products we offer:

MARCH 2006

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 Ohl

The Apollo is the
latest player to come
from British firm
Rega. Building on
the strengths of its
predecessor. the
Planet. it reveals more information and places each instrument or voice in Its own acoustic space which is arare trait to
find on aplayer priced at just £498.
Chanting CDT-80 well
deserves the accolades its
already received in the
press. its valve output stage
imbues the sound with great

The £895 Consonance CD 120 Linear is the player
we've wished for for
many years. It uses
anon oversampling fineness design which always produces
athrillingly involving performance with exceptional speed and
realistic dynamic contrasts.
The £750 Heart CD6000
Is structurally based
upon a Marantz CD

•
•

.
,

j

The £ 1.250 Unico
CDP is ajoy to use
both for its valve
output/upsampling

sound quality but also for its superb build and finish quality.
The £ 1,250
Cairn Fog
V2.0 may
not yet be
that well
known In the
UK but if you're in the market for aplayer at this level then
you really must here this. It has superbly extended and well
defined frequency extremes combined with great imaging.
The Consonance
CD2.2 Reference
Linear is similar in
approach to the CD120
linear featured above
and takes the design
many stages further. It
uses a6H30 triode output stage and has an air of refinement
above most players at its £ 1,395 price tag whilst offering the
exceptional dynamics and energy this type of design allows.

CDT -100 is a
modern day classic. Not
only is it a work of art but it
att.() produces a mid band
with superb delicacy: £ 1.650

Ii

Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers
PIONEER REFERENCE SYSTEM
C-73 Pre-amp/M-90a Power amp/PD93
CD Player/ CT-91a Cassette deck
Only £2495

B&W John Bowers Active Speakers
£495
Audio Physics Tempo Speakers
£795
B&W Silver Signature 30 Speakers
(very rare, retail £7,000)
£3,995
Spica TC-50 Speakers
£275
Orchid LWO Speakers
£2,795
Klipschorn Speakers medium oak finish
£2,950
(retails £5,700)
Revel Salon Black gloss, Aluminium side panels. Mint £9995
B á W DM602 Series III
£195
Martin Logan CLSII Brand new panels just fitted... £1995
Eltax Liberty 5x floor slanders
£ 140
Celestion A Compact speaker
£ 195
PRE-AMPS

player. Heart fit ahigh quality valve output stage and tweak
many aspects of the design resulting in afulsome sound with
great scale making it ahighly involving player to listen to

in

Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page umwhift-stereo.com

SPEAKERS

refinement and its build quality is quite astonishing for a
player costing just £850.

Chanting

ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE MM NEW
ORIGIN ENE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONOBLOCKS
ARUM 65. INTERGRAIED AMP
ARCAM P75 POWER AMP

Heatherdate
*audio limited

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO

à
te.
a.

.4

e.

The £2,850 Resolution Audio Opus
21 CD player is split Into 2half width
boxes to separate the power supply
and noisy circuits from the audio
stages.
This player has avery open and airy
presentation with quite stunning
speed and imaging capabilities.

If you're after the absolute best
performance from CD then we
strongly recommend auditioning
the Audio Note range of DAC's.
These trend setting models use
aone times oversampling.
tillerless design and in our opinion otter an unmatched musical

U - 11

performance, with dynamics and energy that make the CD
become aseriously enjoyable format. Prices range from just
£1.800 up to astate of the art £ 38.500.
We also offer arange of suitable transports, starting with the
superb Talk Electronics Thunder (pictured top right) for
£1.000
For the best possible performance with any two box system.
we recommend using the £200 Chord Signature Digital
cable which we feel is one the finest digital cables available

Come and visit us at the Heathrow Hrgh
Fidelity Show on the 1-2 April 2006
where we'll be demonstrating and
displaying awide variety of purist stereo
equipment.
NOTEWORTHY

AUDIO

36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 21
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

Conrad Johnson MC- 10 FET pre-amp
£395
Meridian G2
£1295
Mark Levinson 3265 Pre-amp
£P0A
Mark Levinson ML32 Ref. Pre Amp with phono
£8500
Exposure 11 & 12 Pre Amp & PSU
£595
Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP
90/3 Power Amp
£595
Audio Research SP14 Pre-amp
£1,495
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
£1,395
AMPLIFIERS
Quad 11 Power amp with 22 pre-amp & Tuner
£795
Sirius (Gamut 2) power amp upgraded
to latest spec
£1,795
Perreaux 200ip integrated amp
£1,095
Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks
£5,495
Parasound HCA 1000a Power Amp
£345
Mark Levinson ref.33 mono blocks
£11995
Audio Note Kegon Mono Blocks
(silver transformers, western electrics 300b's.
Brand new ( retails £28,000)
£15,000
Accuphase A20V class A amp
(as new, retails £4,000)
£2,500
Advantage Integrated Amp
£1,295
Rotel RC995 balanced remote control pre-amp with 200
watt RB 991 power amp
£650
Accuphase E307 Integrated amp with phono
£2500
Meridian GO2 pre amp
£1295
Musical Fidelity P270 power amp
£395
Audio Research D130 power amp
£995
D PLAYERS 6. TRANSPORTS
Mark Levinson 390s
£P0A
Gamut CD / 1R CD player
£1,295
Lab 47 Flat Fish Transport, Progression DAC &
Power Dumpty PSU
£3,995
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DA1 and ROK DS4 PSU
£895
Denon DCD 590
£60
MISCELLANEOUS
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 1m pair (ex demo) ... £450
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 2m pair (ex demo) ... £695
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)
£25
Zerodust CO & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25) .. £17.50
Selection of AudioTekne Cables and accessories
at unbeatable prices..
Phone for details
Sony ST-SE570 Tuner
£60
Accuphase P/1200 mains regenerated
£3500
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES IS TONEARms
Graham 2.2 Tonearm Mint/Boxed
£995
Blue Pearl (
the prototype) with gold plated SME V £9995
Zyx Airey Cryogenic copper cables
(as new, retails £ 1,500)
£995
Project 6.9 Turntable (no cartridge fitted)
(as new, retails £600)
£425
Audio Tekne Cartridge with step transformer
(as new)
£2,995
Project 9c S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(as new, retails £550)
£ 375
RS Laboratory RS-A1 with rotary headshell
(as new, retails £850)
£ 595
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years.
On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
'
'
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Tel:

Evenings

Tel: 01296 422224

Email:

www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

1

'The Guide

call 0208 726 8323 to aovertise

Thinking Digital?

\Ilk Ida. of: 1itt \ \ I • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEM E
•\Ill HO \ 1E( \ • \
AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•HO\ I) • SHAIIINI Vsi • TEM• • YAMAHA & MORE

nidelit Y
indecently good hi -fi

High \ greet. Hampton V. irk. Kingston upon I
hurtles.
\tares kri 411% Tel: 1120 8943 3530
OpenTues-Sot
.
loam - 6pm

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man ,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg
to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005

DRIVERS:
> ATC

Are you aMark Levinson
owner?

> AUDAX
> ETON
> FOSTEX
> LPG

Have you really heard the
music yet?

> VIFA

INDUCTORS - USED BY THE

hIghÉCab Eco,uk/thirikligia

Plus cartridge re- tipping service

MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.

Web Site: www.cartridgeman.com

HARDWARE
etc
cabasse
creek
epos
harbeth
harman/kardon
lexicon
m+ k
michell
natm audio
neat acoustics

AVI S NEW LABORATORY SERIES

HOW TO BOOKS
Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR"

signqs

pswic ( 01473) 655171

To find out more quickly

\‘‘'

mo

S5172

1'
W

TEL:01453 752656

W

.

Leng@signals. uk. co ni

S

•

SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949
Email: solenesolen.ca
Web: vvvvvv.solen.ca

I

vvww.avihifi.com

t
escr

feet

nottingham
Primal‘.
sme
spendor
trichord hi-fi for grown-ups

HIFI CHOICE " EDITORS CHOICE
What HIFI 5 star and best buy

> VISATON

> VOLT
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND

'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

A V INTERNATION \ I 1.1 I)

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE

"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000!

020 8688 6565

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

Call 01775 761880 or visit

Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, EA.R. and others.

Email: thecartridgeman@btinternet.com

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

uk.co

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL:01992 653999 MOBILE:07860 511111
FULL LIST & PICTURES ON WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR CASH PLEASE PHONE GEORGE
VALVE AMPS
ROGUE MAGNUM 99 REMOTE PRE (PHONO STAGE)
MINT/BOXED.. £ 1495
ROGUE MAGNUM STERERO 90 POWER AMP
MINT/BOXED.. £1295
ROGUE MAGNUM 66 REMOTE PRE
MINT/BOXED ... £995
ROGUE 88 STEREO POWER AMP
MINT/BOXED ... £995
ROGUE TEMPEST MAGNUM INTEGRATED (£2800)
EX.DEM . £1895
EAR 834P MM/NC/VOLUME
MINT ... £425
GRAAF 50/50 POWER AMP
MINT .. £1395
AUDION REFERENCE PRE AMP & PHONO STAGE EX.DIS/NEW,BOXED . £995
CROFT MICRO A-II 8. PHONO STAGE (REVALUED)
EXCLT/BOXED ... £395
BEARD P-100 POWER AMP (REVALUED)
TBA
AUDIO INN.1000 MKIII 6L6 MONO'S
MINT/BOXED.. £1295
WMLEY M-120 MONOBLOCS (CHROME)
MINT/BOXED.. £1695
UNISON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED
MINT/BOXED.. £1595
JADIS DEFY- 7POWER AMP
EXCLT .. £2995
UNISON RESEARCH C-5 REMOTE PRE/MM,MC
EXCLT .. £595
VINYL
ORIGINAL LP-12/BASIK LW
EXCLT. . £395
LP- 12 VALHALLNCIRKUS/AKITO/CORUS BLACK
MINT/BOXED .. £695
LP-12NALHALLA/BASIK s-/CARTRIDGE
EXCLT. . £450
LP-12NALHALLA
VGC. . £350
LINN AXIS/BASIK+/CARTRIDGE
MINT/BOXED. .. £295
BLACK ITTOCK LVII ARM
BOXED. . £325
ALPHASON SONATA/PSU/HR-100S MCS/GRADO
BOXED.. £1150
CLEARAUDIO BASIS DEBUT/ARM/LINN K18
MINT . . £695
NOTTS ANA.SPACE.DECK/GRAPH. PLAT
MINT/BOXED.. . £950
CLEARAUDIO CHAMP LEV I& UNIFY ARM
(£2250 ) £1595
ROKSAN/ COGNOCENTUPSU/RB-300/CART
MINT/BOXED.. . £795
ROGUE AUDIO STEALTH PHONO STAGE MM/MC (£800) .
EX.DEM ... £395
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE (£650)
NEWIBOXED . £450
REGA PLANER-3
EXCLT . £99
2SYSTEMDECKS
RING. CHEAP!!
CD/SACD/DVD
BRAND NEW.. £1895
PERP.TECH PI -A/P3-A/PSU SIG-2
MINT/BOXED . £495
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD
EXCLT ... £375
MERIDIAN 200T TRANSPORT (DELTRAN MOD)
MINT/BOXED. . £1250
PIONEER PD-95 (VERY RARE)
SONY SCD-1/TAE-1/TAN-1
MINT/BOXED . RING
WAD W-8 TRANSPORT
EXCLT
£1495
PRIMARE V-25 OVO (£1000)
EX DISPLAY/BOXED ... £595
ALCHEMIST FORSETT1 TRANSPORT
REDUCED
£1595
FORSETT1 DAC/REMOTE VOL
REDUCED £1595
TECHNICS Z- 1000/X1000 TRANS/DAC
THETA CARMAN CO/OVO TRANSPORT
MINT/BOXED £1695
EXCLT ... £575
AUDIONECA DAMNATION TRANSPORT
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ 3DACS (£6800) MINT/BOXED £2850
EXCLT
...
£375
MONRIO 188 DAC/PSU
MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96Khz
MINT/BOXED.. . £375

ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLER (£1450)
TEAC P-500 TRANSPORT
TECHNICS SLP-2000 (£ 1000 TRICHORD MODS)
SOLID STATE
SONUS FABER MUSICA INTEGRATED
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 5B
AVI S2000 PRE AMP & SUTER REMOTE
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-300
THORENS 2000 PRE PHONO/POWER AMPS
PASS LABS ALEPHPPRE AMP
SONY TAE-1/TAN-1/SCD-1
'THE ALCHEMIST PRE AMP
THE ALCHEMIST POWER AMP
'THE ALCHEMIST'MONOBLOCS
GRYPHON S-100 POWER AMP
CLASSE CP-60 2BOX REM.PRE
DPA 50S PRE/POWER/CABLES
PLINIUS SA- 102 POWER AMP
C. JOHNSON PFR.REMOTE PRE
PIONEER VSX-95 ELITE TUNER/AMP
ROKSAN L-2 PRE AMP
SONY 700ES 3HEAD
LYNX THETA TUNER

TAPE/TUNERS

MINT/BOXED... £495
MINT. . £375
REDUCED... £795
BOXED.. £1250
EXCLT .. £2495
EXCLT/BOXED ... £375
NEW/BOXED ... £995
MINT/BOXED ... £895
MINT ... £695
EXCLT £1150
MINT/BOXED.. £8750
EXCLT . £3750
EXCLT £2750
EXCLT . . RING
MINT.. £2895
MINT .. £1695
MINT/BOXED .. £1250
MINT .. £2795
MINT/BOXED.. £1795
EXCLT. . £575
EXCLT . £395
MINT. . £245
VGC. . £225

LOUDSPEAKERS
SNELL TYPE A
EXCLT/BOXED .. £2750
CURA CA-30 B.EYE MAPLE
MINT/BOXED .. £1095
CURA CA-21 B.EYE MAPLE
MINT. . £695
TDL RFERENCE MONITORS (WALNUT)
EXCLT . £1150
TRINITY AUDIO TRIDENT
£895
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 (£9500)
EX.DEM .. £5750
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5BOBINGA WOOD (SUPERB)
EX.DEM . £1250
TANNOY BERKLEYS REFURBISHED
EMT . £995
A.R.T PRECISION-2PIANO BLACK MINT/BOXED . £3250
LINN SARA'S
MINT/BOXED ... £495
EXCLT.... TBA
LINN VANS
DYNAUDIO CRAFFT/STANDS (RARE)
MINT/BOXED .. £1595
RED ROSE SPIRIT MONITORS (RIBBON)
MINT. . £750
TRIANGLE TITUS ES ( 10 HOURS USE)
BOXED. . £275
PROAC STUDIO 150 (YEW)
REDUCED. . £895
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS It/WOOD
BRAND NEW/BOXED .. £1195
KELLY KT-3 (96 DB SENSITIVE)
BOXED. . £750
MIRAGE M1si
£2750
MIRAGE BPS- 20 SUB
TBA
SNELL CMK)/
EXCLT £1250
AUDIONOTE ARE ROSEWOOD
£795

CASTLE AVON
CASTLE HOWARD-2BEECH
REGA XEL ROS5VOOD
REL STORM
A.ENERGY.ASW F8-110 SUB
CELEST1ON A-6 SUB
CELESTION DITTON 25

EXCLT ... £375
13(CLT ... £650
EXCLT ... £495
GC. £395
NEW/BOXED.. . £350
NEW/BOXED ... £295
LOVELY PAIR ... £175

INTERCONNECTS
NORDOST MOONGLO DIGITAL 1METRE
NORDOST SOLAR WIND 1MFRE
INCA DESIGN 1METRE
RENAISANCE 2METRE XLR
TBA
RENAISANCE 2METRE RCA
TBA
RENAISANCE 1METRE SIGNATURE RCA
IBA
HOVLAND GEN3 1M XLR
£275
MISSING LINK CAYO 0.5 METRE XLR
£125
JPS LABS SUPER CONDUCTOR IMETRE WBTS
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF 3.5 METRE XLR REDUCED £1195
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF 1METRE RCA
£650 0
XL0 3METRE PAIR EX.DEWNEW
£225
AUDIOOUEST DIAMOND 2METRE RCA
£450
MUODIOOUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£395
A.R.T INTERCONNECTS
RING
LOUDSPEAKER
DPA BLACK 16 4X4.5M LOCK/PLUGS
£895
NORDOST FLATLINE BI-WIRE
OED ET-350 4.5 METRE PAIR/AIR LOCS
MIT 350 3METRE PAIR
RENAISANCE 4METRE PAIR
£995
DIAMOND - HI 2X3METRE PAIRS (NEW)
EACH £750
SILVER SOUNDS 6METRE BI-WIRE (£1100)
AS NEW £575
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET LONG .... BOXED AS NEW £795
PS AUDIO X-STREAM 3METRE B)-WIRE
£750
NIRVANA SL 2.3 METRE PAIR REDUCED .... BOXED AS NEW £450
AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE PAIR SILVER SPADES NEW £225
CHORD CO.RUMOUR 24 METRE EX.DIS
£80
A.R.T CABLE
RING
SONUS ELITE 4SHELF
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 100
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 100
TARGET R-2 SILVER
TARGET R-2 BLACK
ATACAMA R-274 (£275)
ATACAMA R-274 (£275)

STANDS

EACH . £295
EX DEN ... £149
NEW ... £ 195
NEW ... £275
NEW ... £250
REDUCED ... £195
REDUCED ... £ 195
SILVER ... £ 149
MINT/BLACK ... £ 195
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To hell with specifications, let's make music!
To provide the most natural sounding reproduction
of music, Beauhorn has specialised in singledriver horn speakers since 1993.
Simple though they are, they stand comparison
with the finest modern technological wonders
costing up to £45,000, as reviewers have testified.
Some people pursue perfect specifications, but,
if it's the natural sound of live music that turns
you on, Beauhorns are for you.
Does our approach work? We think so, and if you
visit our website you will see that many reviewers
have agreed. Or, contact us and we will send you
information and prices.
Oh, yes, prices. Did any other manufacturer
reduce prices this year?

Beauhornrm
website: www.beauhorn.com

cd players and dacs

email: infon@beauhom.com

Hastings TN35 4NB England

ORTOFONTOI 30 SUPREME 200-300 Srs use only .
:scellent
275
ORTOFON NONTRAPUNKT Anew boxed 500 __... 350
ORTOEDN KONTRAPUNKT El new boxed SPECIAL
OFFER
500
ORTORDN NORMAN. rust relamed, boxed
PINK TRIANGI EANNIVERSARY wrth battery esu . eme
cutout
. 1300
PROJECT PHUNO BOX ..
REGA fern mc stage
125

AUDIO SYNDESIS DESFE DECADE poser amp. toed — 1250
AVANTAGE MONOBLOCKS STATEMENT 250, silver
finish
2500 pair
AVI INTEGRATED amp, original model .................. 400
NI 2000 preamp, 10 years old but fine condition . 925
503
AVM ml 160 watt monoblocks .
BRYSTON 050 preamp
.. 275
CASASSEPOLARS4M1000monctloclo boeclasm . 1250
CLASSE MODEL 30 preamp .
CYRUS THREE amp
... 250

250
MARAN17 CD12 LE transport / dac,boxed ........ 1250 90300 NCEIGNITO rewired .
IDS8 PLATINUM 3upsamphre dec. bored ............ 1500 REVOX 13790 turntable with parallel tracking arm 250
ROKSAN COGNOSCENTI( piano black cones). tripod
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3CD . boxed ..........................400
stand.
SME
209
.
1050
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 2CD boxed
MAIM CDC cd player
.600 ISHELTER 901. boxed very low hours .................... 1000
PASS LABS DIGITAL 1dac, enh volume control . 2000 SOMI10,13WPOINT SPECIAL boxed
150
PINK TRIANGLE CARDINAL transport ...... 425 TALK Er.ECTRONICS BREEZE 1phonostage
TECHNICS SPIO MK2 in slate plinth & BBC peo .....700
300
THORENS rO126 ELECTRONIC, no arm
200

DYNAVECTOR L200 pre with mm phono, boxed
700
ELECTROCOMPANIET orig class Apre & poweramp _&00
EXPOSURE 11/12 PRE with mm/mc phono ............400
EXPOSURE VIINIII pre/power amp
.. 400

ARCAM C092 BOXED
ruo
AVANTAGE TI cd transport, maw black Mush .
900
AUDIO ANALOGUE MAESTRO mk 1CO, boxed ... 625
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINOMK1 CD. black, boxecr 375 ,
AUDIONOTE CD? valve cd mayor
AUDIONOTE CD3 wIth Border Patrol mu .............. T250
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DNA DECADE TAC, boxed ... 1153
CEC 51002 cd player. boxed ________________900
LECTOR CD PLAYERS IN STCK- see 'taw section

SNARLING CDT80 new.
.......
TEAC VRDS 7cd player. boxed
TEAC VRDS 10 CO PLAYER BoXED
TECHNICS SLPA10 cd player. silver
THETA UNIVERSAL DATA transort, senned .boxed .800
THETA PROGENIE dac, boxeC, good sweet dac
THETA PRO BASIC 2.
dacAoed . 700
THETA PRO BASIC 3a dac boanced outputs boxed 850

turntables/arms/cartridges
CARVER mc stepup with 3 Impedance choices .... 200
CLEARAUDIO EVOLLITION.acryhc turntable keel
Clearaude tangent arm, boxer .. 11110
CYRUS Aeo7 PHONOSTAGE back. board ............... 350
DEMON DLIO3 mc new boxed
. 120
DEMON DL304 used but clean boxed
GFIAHAM SLEE PHONOSTAGES NOW In STOCK
HADCOCK GH242 Id hull sere wired, new
KOETSU RED SIGNATURE retail by expen stylus . 1030
KOETSU ONY)( rust given the OK by expert stylus co.

THORENSTDM6BC & REGA RB250 arm
TOWNFANDELBE ROCK MIRA-14SOR XENON ami _400
TRICHOMDDLABLO with NEVER CONNECTED psu no OEM
TRICHORD DINO, black case •
200
1/000 TIE VOYD rosewood , split phase & HELIUS
VII
ORION
TNT orn'
3.5. al' beidd, seance)] byinporter ....... 1600
Vry TNT Deemer upgrade
Ikr
e titti
e di:tsget

300
cp
p

dhC
ek
et

CARVER TO 1C tuner
CYRUS ." 5T to tuner, sliver, boxed .
0/NON TU 16ES, lune,
LEAK TF.OUriHr INE III Si:Eau)
LEAK IFOURHI IRE 3MONO unwed

e

etc

100
275
120
.80

MUSICA_ P1301 III F500 tuner

150

NAKAMrSHI DR2. 3head dual capstan nee .
NAKAMPIHI nose cassette deck sennced
PIONEER CT91.1 cassette

300
550
250

OUAD ft44 brown .

LECTOR PHON0AM
— PSYSTEM 2box !Faye mm/mc

REGA RADIO. boned ................................. 150
REYOX 0760 for tuner. ALL OK ..
LINN ARMY reasonable Ide left
350 REVOX 036 -Drick very mce 'Meer]
LINN AXIS turntable with basik arm
ROTEL Fr940AX remote tuner
_ 125
Lie TONEARM CABLE UPGRADE 75 pounds, money
SONY 077705 dab and fm tuner. champagne finish 250
back It you don't Irked'
SONY TC377 reel to reel with dust cover ................ 75
LUXMAN PD 131 nice clean direct drive deck, cut for
STOP LAAI30A RNA REFERENCE & SRM3 enema« —WO
SME mount ..
1,0 TEAC 60:10S cassette deck black boxed
350
LYRA HELIKON SL nunt boxed, very 11gM use
YAMAHA TC 80oGL el slope cassette deck, 150
MICHEL GYRODECK upgraded wIth OC mu. Orbe
platter, clamp and motor , incotputo Reba arm and
Solid State Amps
Tracer mm cartridge . - _ 1080 ACCURIASE 200 preamp. 25 years old but lovely. 200
MICHELL GYRO SE new in stoop, decent trade in
ALCHEMIST iiENESIS monoblocks
offered
ARCAM ALPHA 10 amp
..
.. 350
MICHELL TEKNO Aarm UK sales only
AUDIO AhALoGirE BELLIN1 mid pr eam p
MICHELL HYDRAULIC REFERENCE. late verses , sme
AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI mk2 DONIZETII monos .....850
3009 Imp arrn
600 AUDIO ANALOGI.E PUCCINI SE, boxed ..450
MICHELL ODYSSEY in stook NOW
,AUDIO EL! CTROLIC SUPPLY SE MUENT weer amp ..&130
OKKIN0100 RECORD cLEAme MACAW. reed bore._ 230 'AUOIOLAI 8000s 0) graphrte pre/power
600
rAbC 1rokwIth roga arm and
AUDIO/ AI 8C0C1,black Posed
325
........4C0 AUF:10 SYNTHESIS DESIRE power amp boxed
700

KRELL ROT 100 power amp
900
LINO VEGA POWER AMP
_ 200
LUMLEY 02400 100 watt transistor echoer amp! _ 250
MAGNUM 250 pre/power . with mm and mc Inputs
MAGNUM SE CLASS Aintegrated............................475
METAXAS CliARLSMA PREAMP, chrome finish 1525.......400
MICHEL ARGO/HERA line level preamp
MICHEL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS
MUSICAL FIDELITY PRE 8with MA65 class A
monoblocics
. 600
MUSICAL FIDELIY 0-At amp
. 280
MUSICAL FIDELIIY DR THOMAS. the big one .......... 250
MUSICAL FIDELITY 03 integrated amp
MUSICAL FIOELITY A3 CR PRE/ A300CR 200watt power
MUSICAL FIDELITY 0370 upgraded to mk2 .825
MUSIC FIRST AUDIO PASSIVE MAGNETIC pre (WC)
Some demo.
PASS X0 preamp 3box
3500
PASS ALEPH 3peweramp 30 watts class A ...900
PLINIUS 8100 integrated amp, boxed .850
OUAD 33 academy sound reburld, gold phonos etc,
boxed
. 150
(MAD 33/F143/AM3 wooden sleeve only 50
OUAD 34/405 MK1 oath On socket inputs 330
QUAD 66 very nice, with remote 425
BEGS MIRA amplifer mint, boxed 200
ROWLAND COHERENCE balanced reference preamp ,
5000
ROWLAND BALANCED PHONOSTAGE 1000
SIM AUDIO CELESTE PW4000 integrated amp.........550
SONOGRAPHE 250 pre/power - made by Conrad
¡Manson.
1200
SOMAS FABER MUSICS excellent integrated amp,good
full sound..
_ 1250
SUGDEN MASTERCLASS power amp, black_ boxed......1750
SUGDEN C51/A51 pre power ong model late 19605
class Apower amp
SUGDEN A211, black finish, power amp versen ..... 450
TALK ELECTRONICS HURRICANE 2power amp 600.250
TECHNICS SU C3000 preamp, battery powered ..600

Loudspeakers

ADAM MONITOR S2A actwe , boxed .. 1250
ALISON ONES, fully refurbed ... 1000
ALPFIASON ORPHEUS Wm hybrid speakers .......450
APOGEE STAGES, lovely
1003
ATACAMA STANDS 22mM) tall, 5,00 shaped central
pIllar
.. 50 pair

Telephone: 444 (0)1424 813888

ATC SCM20A-PRO active with carry cases
i750
AUDIONOTE ANZ2 . cherry.boxed .
300
BEAUHORN 02 MK 3speakers with latest One, routs &
veraplane plinths, metallic blue ........................... 1800
BEAUHORN VIRTUOSO REFERENCE with Mot, FINISHED
IN CHERRY ..
2800
BKS 107 MK2 wood Sides boxed .
1200
caResSE FARELLA 400 , boxed
450
CASTLE HARLECHS, neat flomstanders MIN top firing
mid range. 960
400
CHAIII0 ACADEMY 1,sohd walnut, excellent punchy
standmounters 1400
CURA 10 speakers stand mount 500
DIESIS SOLITAIRE, black boxed .......................pole 100
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 3, floorstanders, need powerful
amp
1500
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.8 nfic2 floorslanders,
1150
EPOS ESTO teak .
250
HYPERON BPS-938 in slock home derno readable ..... 3750
IC0,401010 ICONPIA6C, upgraded Mel RA2C,Dared......700
INFINITY MODULUS, mint black ribbon hybrids, boxed

REF 035 speakers • black ...................................... 20G
450
REF REF 104.2 rosewood, boxed
--KLIPSCHORNS. 20 years old comerhoms .....2300
LINEUM granite ribbon speakers, very smallboxed
LINN ISOBARIKS rosewood DMS seals 005-502 with
stands.
500
LUXMAN LX77, like Yamaha net 000.1aDanese 3way in
heavy cabinet ......................................................... 250
ARK vol 0G SUBWOOFER.
MARTIN LOSAN SL3. boxed
. 1750
MERIDIAN M3. active speakers walnut....................300
MISSION 774 dark rosewood .................................. P50
MISSION 782 boxed
375
MISSION M73 black
125
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 5smal floombuters, boxed . 250
MONITOR AUDIO S8 floorstanders—....................400
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 9i floorstanders , boxed .. 503
OPERA CALLAS later versur
800
POSSELT ALBATROSS IDantax) speakers ..— ....... 1200
PROAC RESPONSE 1in tablette cabs with external
crossovers
300
QUAD ESL 57 parr good orig pair , black gnlles,ease
REFERENCE ait
oambets

GiO ii.
iiivFrruok;re., bled _2750

REL STORM, boxed
500
ROKSAN ROK 1, boxed
375
ROYD ABBOTT floorstanders. walnut good sinth Leak
Stereo 20
RUA« PALADINS boxed 1200
400
RUARK TALISMAN II, boxed
350
SANAS FABER SIGNUM with iron stands . 1003
WRITS FABER CONCERTINO .................................. 325
SANAS FABER hoed stands
SPENDOR S3, boxed Is3/5a wannabe...............375 pair
TANNOY CHEVIOTS lovely pan
450
YAMAHA NS1000m speakers ..
950

Valve Amps
41510 ELECTRONIC SUPPL' (Cary) AE2 valve pre with
A:1010 ELECTRONIC SIIPPLY CARLISLE hybrid valve/
mosfet power amp wthNffume control
AUDIO IRRITATIONS 2nd Aecho MONOBLOCKS,mk 3
BOOED
950
AUDIO INNOVATIONS eilllailNNERSARY.power amp.
ALDO IMIONITIONS10I0 mot 50 watt maredocks ....850
AUDIO NOTE M- ZERO hoe preane .. 200
AUDIO NOTE K4 606 vexes,
AUDIO RESEARCH VI120,balanced Inputs cost 6(100
Mel new onry .
AUDIO RESEARCH ISO mat line pre black front,
bared
00310 RESEARCHIST
600
RID 0RESEARCH SPI upgraded to MK3, boxed...1000
ALDIO RESEARCH sps mkt .
800
AUDIO PRIM ER HEAD AMP,2 BOX........
,1UOION ApoLLos single - Ailed ltd ednion monoblocks.
AUD/ON STIRLING phone
boxed
350
BAT VI(60 paver amp oath eare valves .... 1800
BEARD P80 export yew, cower amp
500
CADENCE 100waff menhir) ks
800
CANARY CA601 MK2 preamp boxed....................1000
CANARY CA 303 SE SI6NATURE monoblocks ...... 21300
CONCORDAN, EXULTANT, was external psu ........... 500
CONRAD JOONSON PV10AL 1000
450
CONRAD JOHNSON MOOS power amp ........800
ODRA° JOI-NSON PI/6 pm Mth phono ............... 400
ONSONANCE M500 31:06. approx 20 watts
OPLAND 30' valve pram, sorth phono
500
CORAND 401 rntegated vex'? amp 35 watts..........750
CO DEVELOPIAI NIS CALYPSO 1! veils riegraled arp ...350

CROFT SERIF), V. chromi . sexed ..575
EAR 864 pre oath phono. bxed .
1000
GAMMA GEMINI integrated amp
375
GAMMA SPACE REFERENCE integrated 3031) amp 1000
GOLDEN TUBE AUDIO SE40 power amp
LENT STEREO 20 fully serviced 400--- see also vintage section
-UMLEY 181.5 UNE PRE & I:170 POWER AMP chrome. c
1400
LUMLEY LOT ine pommel àST70 power amp......1000
OkAD IIS pan with 11166 URALS .
700
ROGUE AUDIO 99 PREAMII with phono, remote and
bud 2600
1250
ROGUE TEMPEST integrate amp, oesed.................900
ROGUE AUDIO ZEUS very pewerlui amp, excellent 3000
TFPLOGY 902 preamp
UNIC)N RESEARCH MYSIEBYONE preamp ............ 800
UMC) RESEARCH UNICOwm2 integrated amp........575
VIVA SOLISTA 22 WATT remote integrated amp.....7000

EMPORIUMNEW AND USED HIFI SPECIALIST Open 10am-5pm Mon-Sat, MAIL ORDER AND EXPORT Email emporium@modomail.com
Website www.emporiumhifi.com Telephone 01379 870873. Demos by appointment
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Call 01592 744 779 for the best part-ex prices! List changes daily
so visit www.shadowaudio.co.uk regularly!
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Advantaw col Sin black 114195)

£1395
Musical Fidelity TriVista f)AC, Boxed as new
£895
Cyrus ("DO latest six( in black crackle black finish', 1650
£449
Shanling CDT200 SArnpLiver, une owner, 12150
£1395
Meridian 108 20-bit eel playi( leX(KI as MU
£749
Musical Fidelity (1) Pre 241E2150
£849
TEX: P7(10(1) transpon, boxed as ncw
£399
Marantr C1)94 boxed manual 9/10 condition, yen,wry rare
£369
Unison Research Unwo CT) Tritxk' valve Cf)plefer IL1295'
£895
Musk al Frk.lity Nu-Vista CI) plaer, one owner, as new condition
£11395
Bel Canin PL- T, boxed as new, ex-clem. (169901
9P0A
Cyrus 1)KCMdSk`f (
1)Transpon, Black, PSX-R available, see misc
£295
Bel Canto PL- IUniversal CD/1)VD-ArSA(I) 1
roxed as newiL9490,
IPOA
‘Vadia 102 (D plaver i£4030)
£2995
Shanling COT100 i11) accoustics UK 'mkt) - £1600
£990
Audio Analogue Paganini r
19501
£695
Musical FideEtv MOSCO player
£995
Rr iksan Kandy 'Mkt° silveriblack ex-dem
£450

—
.—
OA
•—
-C1

14 uirAurkt 99 Matrun j
me,rryi silws, £2495
£995
EAR 5/20 inlegalul arni lairs Skinning kinks and rxdormanœ. £3945
£1995
Mcleirsh MA2273 sake irik Isak cI
(1577111striel in isw, owksn
EPOA
Mdrith.S4AUXIOink}Firkrlamiliticsex-ckm Isms's,rixe. 1Lf 361)
EPOA
WI KAV500i digest scis ow rwe, Insert, istelksr£51XXI
£1995
PalhosClawicOnemk11.11 nul is, rim; only onemirthokld1400r
£995
BràvZZI inteksattlanl kb: Fimcd, uninirkal in bbrk, ,L1350i
£1495
Musical FrIeliv kVV500,140001
£3199
McInkishMHT2008,140 watts, Furnecix ma heikerunskot
£3950
AU:SPA2150pMtf aniplirksl£14011
£1995
Aurfokmotions 2nd AudoMunohlocleir£10001, 15wfic
£1200
Audond Anvil MIX hkxkyL5250r
£1995
Audorst Pre 1includng FPS rL1645)
£995
Musical Firlelin AIt XLs dual mono 'toms amplrs
£695
Musical fidelinAtalpreampliikr12110 ,
£795
McIntosh MC52 prxwraniriiks £3852,
£2995
Classe47.5preampliien£3100 ,
E695
M eiddivAl2erslanliliisi£991
rcal Fi
9
LinnWalardipte i
£495
£495
ES LabDXS4 di,iblinwsanylitler £2611X
E995
GraafGM50,awarthainningyakeamplitier r£4000r
£2795
(hunISPM12011 in siker CIVOUTIf %Vie Mega Lee r£58001
£3495
£695
pland(SA 28 iirvralulanvlititsr£15110)
Auk A/ake Wipe Re(i
amplifier 112395r
£1295
RitlykTT-1212 inkmatslamplitirsi£35931
£1995
Jeri Rowland Murk.' 8ti jxmcsamplirksi£1-1000r
£3895
Bcif.antoEso4, hinulasnerv, action r£1499i
EPOA
Bel Geolie2, lineclasnew, cn4emil29991
EPOA
BelConto EW)2i, buret as nrw £2750)
EPOA
ivtlician 557 Ftmcramplirier
£795
Mdrirrh kiii301 Mon fikricsrpain, Fxrcrl as ncw 1£7800, pain
£P0A
AN Lth TiC'S hewn r
I
anplifier (.0 5111
£949
Conrad Johnson PV141. pre, 2yrs old 112300)
£1250
Cron TS1 with Epoch Pm r
BOOM
£1795
Audio Analogue Puccini ScManta 119501
£795
Musical Fidelity X-150 v3 (£799,
£650
Hovland HP100 pre+built in phstager£53501
£3595
Hovland Radia Power amplifier r£79951
£4995
Hovland HP200 + phono stager£73251
£4995
Awl:10 Analogue New Maestro 1117501
£1255
Roksan Kan& MKIIIrsilver or blade
£450

e
a.

a+

Z
•iri
1=

E
1
0

Zingali Overture IS, boxed, one owner, as new condition. 1141X101
Wilson Benesch Actor speakers in Cherry, boxed, one owner
PM(; GB1 speakers, boxed as new, one owner, in Oak
ATC SCM-35, one owner, cherry, boxed as new 111999)
Monitor Audio GR10 speakers in cherry, mint 1£850,
PMC ()Hi speakers in cherry, boxed as new112700r
rit
•
ART ExpressionV6. boxed as new, one owner in cherry 11_12)0i
ATC SCM-50ASL
finished in Yew, boxed as new i£7947r
•
Wilson Benewit Curve speakers r£5000i
«,x
•
Dali Helicon 400 r£1300r
qj
Ref 3a Dacalro i, maple ( 127001
0. Triangle Heliade, Champagne finish 115951
nr
Wilson Benesch ARC's with stands (£25016
Triangle Australe in cherry I£331Xfi
Living Voice Avatar 08/(42 in (:hen's'
Wilson Benesch Discovery ( 15700i
Quad 989 ESL Vintage, new 15000
Quad 988 ESL in Nouveau, cost new £3750
Audio Physic Virgo III, Cherry

£1593
£1493
£745
£1393
£390
£1593
£1995
£4995
£3495
£1993
£1650
£393
£1699
£1993
£2893
£3893
£36151
£2999
£2891

SME 10a, boxed as new one owner r.£36151)
Krell KPE Reference Phono Slaw, boxed, manual, ex rclient
Mark Levinson IC- Iphono stage, very rare
Pro-ject Tube Buns- as new - superb valse phono stage
Linn LP12, Mirk LVII, one owner, very good condition
SME 10, boxed AS NEW r£28001
SME 20/2a + SME V tonearm ( 156951
Wilson Benesch Full (:in le+Plv Cart i£21001
Michell Orbe SE boxed as neW
SME 10A, boxed
Nottingham Analogue Speeder:
Trichord Dino - silver front

£2395
£1393
£1493
£193
£493
£1891
£3693
£1495
£1595
£2495
£693
£199

Nerds/ Brahma 2.0m Mains cable. oneownrs, boxed as ncw.(18931
Ncrdirst SoLsWind 1.0m iniercennect
Nordret Red FITWO M411.011 inknonnirt, in new
Isciti2k(uls., Nixed as new, r
rie owner. i115451
\hem/0 Riraima Plus mains lead with tikes, (mourner as newl£490r
GradoRS2, nierence hturtthoris, Israel new; unused. r£330)
PS Amin ROO VAN« plant ¡
rat sovictsl. Mulliwase model. r12895)
lStxii,2dpltilnsinskxet inline fiber if2251
Kilter 4Tr: 2x 4.5m rf2621Kirstres
sellhg Teaker
Atlas Navigator XLR Interconnect, 2.5m (£400)
Nordost Vishnu 2m mains lead, one owner as new 11450)
Townshend Super Tweeters in Titanium matt

£593
£49
£150
£795
£395
£350
£1395
£129
£145
£225
£349
£650

0J
•
0£
C
tt
C
(0

21-22 Cadham Centre, Glenrothes, KY7 6RU, Scotland
tel: 01592 744 779, fax: 01592 744 710
infoeshadowaudio.co.uk, www.shadowaudio.co.uk

Threshold amplification

Bosendorfer Loudspeakers

LAT International
power cords,
Interconnects,
speaker cables

www.audusa.com
sales@audusa.com
02082419826 or 02082640249
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brighton rzr=m exchange
email: dave@hifiguy.co.uk
web : www.hifiguy.co.uk

telephone : 01424 201 157
mobil(
07734 436 180

Acoustic Signature

Basis

Hyperion

Luxman

Music First

Masterpieces pf analog
music reproductior
developed, prodJced and
made for natural listening.
You lose nothing: ar the
emotions that are ors your
records can be heard. After
all, music sfor everybody.
Very spec al products
indeed...

The philospohies under:lying
Basis desigas are sounc
principles of physics: provable
concepts ret resuk in he
float accurate replay o; records
possible. rise execution
of those prircip!es is critical,
and you'll fnd Basis turntables
a-emade with exacting care
aid precision machining
.nsurpassed in the industry

At £ 3750 (
plan:: black

Finally Luxman is back in
the UK at long lass and its
definitely been worth the
wait! The L- 509F integrate:
Amplifier (£ 3800) is shown
above and we have. not
heard anything below 10k
that comes even time.., it
really is that good Call for
more details.

David Price says,"The MF
Audio pre-amp is extremely
open and sophisticated
msical performer that
betters. anumber of even
more expensive designs."

WHO?

version) the Hyperion 938
Loudspeakars are truly
exceptional.

The Hyper o-tspeaker will
exc ite, delight sri move
you like on:y the very best
prcducts .can! One of ois
favourite speake. -s!

SERVICES

•brighton hi-fi exchange is
run by people who are very
passionate about hi-fi
•we are the South Coasts
leading stockists of : new.
used, ex-dem specialist HiFi
equipment
•every product is thoroughly
inspected and tested
•every product is sensibly
priced so that you will not
find the same product cheaper
anywhere.

•we will travel anywhere in the
the country to pick up your
equipment
•we will travel anywhere in the
country to deliver your
equipment
•expert and friendly advice
•no pressure to buy
•audition products in the
comfort of your own home
before buying
•world-wide shipping, please
call for aquote.

WEB SITE
•
visit www.hifiguy.co.uk
•view our complete product
fist online
•product list updated daily
•description and product
images for most products
•visited by hundreds of people
on adaily basis
•be quick as products are sold
very quickly
•visit regularly to avoid
disappo:ntment !

We definitely agree!

South Coast
Main Dealer for:
Acoustic Signature. Basis, Luxman

Brands include:
Acoustic Zen, Airoght, Amphion. Audience,
Audio Valve, BAT, Border Patrol, Boulder,
Cabbase. CAT. CEC, Clearaudio, Gamut,
Graham, Hakro. Hovland. Hyperion, Lavardin,
Music First. Oracle. Pass Labs, Plinius, PS
Audio. Reference 3A, Rogue Audio, S.P.)
Record Players, Transfiguration, Vincent &
Many More...

for the widest selection of used hi-fi and the best prices anywhere: visit www.hifiguy.co.uk

Mazlernere Audio
specialist hi-fi dealer since 1989 - now in our 16th year

A.R.T
Accuphase
Audio Analogue
AVID
Ayre Acoustics
Clearlight
dcs
DNM
Fanfare
Harmonic Tech
Isotek
Lamm
LYRA
Metronome
Nagra
Oracle
Orpheus
Ortofon

Pathos
Peak Consult
Penatudio
Plinius
Quadraspfre
REF 3A
Renaissance
Resoluton Audio
Siltech
SME
Spectal
Scax
Thiel
Res.earzh
van den Hul
Verity Audi D
Vertex AQ.

-Based in tIgh Wycombe
-Expert, friendly & un biased
advice
-De.monstrations by appointment
only
-Evening cbmpnstrations upon
request
-Comfortable listeninj rocns

AUDIOJUMBLE 2006
ANNUAL SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN
HI-FI EQUIPMENT AT:- THE ANGEL LEISURE
CENTRE TONBRIDGE, KENT.
SUNDAY 12TH FEBRUARY 2006
10.30AM - 4.30PM

-Hume consultation evadable
-Open: rrorE-sat 9am-6pm
info@ hazternereaudic . co.uk
www.hazternereaudic..co.uk

01494 865 829

STALLS £25-00 ADMISSION £4-00
9:30am Early Entry £ 10-00
BOOKINGS/ENQUIRIES 01892-540022
REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE ALL DAY
MAIN LINE RAILWAY STATION WITHIN
WALKING DISTANCE
*VALVE AMPS * TUNERS * RECORDS *
*SPEAKERS * COMPONENTS *
•BOOKS * CASSEllt DECKS * CD. PLAYERS '•
*BRING & BUY STALL *

specialist products and systems to suit all budgets
138 www.hifinews.co.uk • MARCH 2006

www.audiojumble.co.uk

audio
A New Dawn for Naim and Tom Tom Audio...

Extensive selection of current Nairn Audio product
range on d

onstration and the largest stock of
rn Audio equipment on the planet

• Part ex

nges very welcome

• Friendly
• Open 7 "

elp and advice

FRONT END/PLAYBACK

purely in these world class products

pre- loved

DEMONSTRATOR AND USED ITEMS
Digital

...the only dealer in the world specialising

still late

• Compare current with previous Naim ranges
• Comfortable demonstration facilities

naim

AMPLIFICATION

Tel • St Albans 01727 86 86 59

Audio Research PH3 Phono Stage x-demo
EAR The Head MC Transformer S/H
Koetsu Black 100 hours only SM
KUZMA StabiSto0 S Turntable New& Boxed
Roksan Xerxes XPS3/tabnzi/OC9 S/H
Roksan Xerxes XPSI/Rega RB250/K9 S/H

Preamplifiers

Audio Analogue Bellini Remote Preamplifier X.derno
Conrad Johnson PVIObL valve Preamplifier x- demo
Conrad Johnson PV14L Remote controlled valve x-demo
Densen B250 Preamplifier 2 weeks old S/H
Mark Levinson No380 Preamplifier SM
Roksan Lt Line Preamplifier Silver S/H
Roksan DS4 Black PSU SM
Spectral DMC 30s Reference Preamplifier SH
Spectral DMC15 Preamplifier SM

01376 521132
07709 260221
E-MAII.:
soundstaggü netlineuk.net
ww.sound-stage.co.uk
B1 APPOINTMENT ONLY

Loudspeakers

Now

1999
1899
1499
1899
699
2999
399
1699
1799
499
1799
895

1699
N/A
995
N'A
N/A.
N/A.

1099
299
599
1399
599
499

625
1299
2399
1100
4999
2250
449
7600
4800

499
799
1750
699
2499
799
199
4999
3250

1050
1999
MA
2500
N/A
32811
1490
2499
6500
2700
2995
N/A
NIA
1250
2750
1299
1000
548
1499
1499
6850

729
995
1399
1895
499
995
749
1399
2999
899
1699
1199
1299
749
1699
799
649
399
549
549
4750

549

999
4500
2900
1850
7989
499
7600
2300
2800
3999
1003
2498
3189
935
1905
1600
749
1500
310

399
749
2999
1999
1199
3999
375
4999
1299
2400
1599
650
1999
2500
699
1199
995
549
795
220

Cables and Accessories

SPEAKERS

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX PRE/POWER/PS/PHONO STAGE £1295
CASTLE HARLECI-I FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK
£399
COUN1ERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED £ 595
DENON DVD-5000 BLACK WITH MULTI REGION CHIP FITTED-SUPERB MACHINE £495
EPOS ES12 UGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
GARRARD 301/SME 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARD BOARD
£599
KEF 1
oal3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS £399
KINSHAW OVERTURE POWER AMP
£299
LFD PA2 POWEFtSTAGE POWER AMP GREY MARBLE EFFECT
£649
Lam SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB ........£1295
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£695
LINN SARA 9RI-WIRE WALNUT BOXED AND STUNNING WITH STANDS
£499
LOEWE ACONDA 32* WIDESCREEN FLAT SCREEN SILVER + GLASS STAND
£895
MARANTZ PLI66SE KI SIGNATURE INTEGRATED AMPLIRER BOXED
£ 199
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BLACK/GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£495
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS LOVELY CONDITION
£399
MICROMEGA OVO PREMIUM-MULTI REGION
£395
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MICROMEGA STAGE 5 CD PLAYER IMMACULATE
£349
MONITOR AUDIO MA1800 REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS-BOXED
£495
MOREL BASSMASTER BLACK ASH STAND MOUNT SPEAKERS BOXED MINT
£399
NAIM CDX 1998 BOXED AND SUPERB CONDITION
£ 1395
NAIM XPS 2000 POWER SUPPLY FOR CDX
£ 1695
NAIM "JAC 52 WITH POWER SUPPLY
£2495
NAIM NAP 135 OLIVE POWER AMPS
£ 1895
NAIM FLATCAP 2 POWER SUPPLY SUPERB
£429
NAIM NAIT 51 MINT AS NEW WITH BOX AND ALL ACCESSORIES
£595
NAIM NAP140 OLD STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£349
NANA NAIT3PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE(1999 MODEL) £399
NAIM IXO 2-WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY
£349
NAIM NAPV 175 3CHANNEL POWER AMP LATE 2004 AS NEW
£975
NAIM NAP 135 POWER AMPLIFIERS PAIR CHROME BUMPER SUPERB BOXED .£1495
PIONEER CT95 3 HEAD DOLBY S CASSETTE DECK STUNNING
£249
PRIMARE 0.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACL,LATE
£495
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3 CD PLAYER (£3500 NEW)
£ 1495
REGA PLANAR 2 RB250 LINN MM CARTRIDGE
£ 199
REGA PLANE TCAST CASE BLACK BOXED SUPERB UNMARKED CONDITION
£299
TEAC VRDS-9 CD PLAYER BLACK BOXED
£499
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT- FEW MONTHS OLD .£1195
VIENNA ACOUSTICS MOZART BEECH BOXED SUPERB
£995

Audio Analogue Donizetti Mono Power Amplifiers X.demo
Audio Research VT60 Ro Valved S/H
Audio Research CL60 S/H
Conrad Johnson MV60 SE Valve Amplifier S.11
Decaen Beat 100 Line level integrated SM
Electrocompaniet ECI IClass A Integrated S'H
Electrocompaniel AW220 Stereo Power Amplifier S/H
Electrocompaniet AW120 Dmb Stereo Power Amplifier S/H
ECS EA1 Mono Amplifiers ( Pain
OCM 500 Soloist stereo power amp. awesome S/H
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista M3 S.1-1
Nairn NAP135 1988 SM
Krell KSA 150 S/H
Pathos Classic 1Mk.1 Hybrid integrated amplifier
Pathos Logos valve Hybrid S/H
Primare A30.2 Power amplifier x- demo
Red Rose Sprit Integrated ',demo
Rega Male Power amplifier Black x-demo
Rokssn S1.5 Power Amplifier Silver S/H
Roksan SI.5 Power Amplifier Silver SH
Spectral DMA150 Amplifier x-demo
Audio Physic Yara Monitor Cherry 0-demo
Audio Physic Vera Floorstander x-demo
Audio Physic Virgo 3 Maple x-demo
Avalon Acoustics Symbol x-demo
ATC Active SCM10 SL x-demo
ATC Active SCM5OASL Maple S/H
ATC SCM7 Cherry x-demo
JM lab Diva Utopia Light wood S/H
JM Lab Electra 926 Rosenut SII
JM lab Electra 927 be Anniversary last pair! New
JM Lab Micro Utopia Migro with Stands SM
JM Lab Sib XL 05 Grey 5/31
Marlin Logan Clarity Cherry 4 months old SM
Marlin Logan Aeon IOak BNIB
Pen Audio Rebel 2 x-demo
Pen Audio Charisma x-demo
Pen Audio Chara x-clemo
Flega ELA Cherry X-demo
Rel Acoustic Stadium III light Oak SM
Senas Faber Leather Stands, fixed height. x.demo

CABLES & TABLES

Chelmsford, Essex

Analogue

Amplifiers

New website at www.tomtomaudio.com

sceg
é
e'

Was
2999
3700
2999
3799
1299
7500
NIA
2999
3150
795
6290
2990

Accuphase DP55V CD Player x-demo
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade 22b4 Balanced S/H
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade 22 Bit Single ended Sib
Audio Synthesis Transend Transpon SM
Electrocompanet ECM 24 ,192 Khz multi- input DAC BNIB
Mark Levinson No3605 DAC S/H
Meridian 206 CD Player S/H
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista CR 3D Player S/H
Orpheus labs One DAC with anagram x-demo
Primare V10 CD/DVD Player s-demo
Theta Generation V Balanced S1-1
Theta Pro Basic II DAC with Oscorn/Balanced

Cardas Neutral Reference 1m RCA-BNC S/H
Cogen
Interrner az
n
e
d rA
s5
rHi 075m RCA S/H

550
375
N/A
199
199
79
Kimber 8TC 39 IEC-MK S/H
NA
99
Nordost Valkyrie tin RCA- RCA interconnect x-demo
1489
795
Nordost Valkyrie tm XLR-XLR interconnect x-demo
1503
829
Nordost SPM Reference 1m pair RCA- RCA interconnect S/H
949
399
No dost SPM Reference 06m pair RCA- RCA interconnect S/H
509
279
Nordost BLACK KNIGHT 1m pair RCA- RCA interconnect S/H
70
39
Nordost SOLAR WIND 1m pair RCA- RCA interconnect S/H
109
59
Nordost SOLAR WIND 06m pair RCA- RCA interconnect S/H
92
49
Nordost RED DAWN RE VII 2m pair single wired Speaker cables S/H
695
399
Madrigal MDC1 1m AES/EBU 110ohm Digital Cable new boxed
420
249
SAP Audio Relaxa MKII Floating Isolation Platform x- demo
399
299
Siltech SPO18M 4m Mains cable, IEC-Shuko x-demo
495
295
Si/tech FT12 113 200.8m Silver Speaker cable x- demo
540
275
Silusch LS38G3 202.5m Silver Speaker cable x-demo
800
399
Sheet, LS188 Classic 2x3m Silver 8. Gold Speaker cable BNIB
3950
2995
Spectral MI- 350 15h Interconnect RCA- RCA x- demo
1400
799
GREAT DEALS ON S1LTECH AND SPECTRAL CABLES!! CHECK WEB-SITE FOR DETAILS!!
Transparent Music Wave Bi Wire 2086 SM
499
249
VDH CS- 122 HYBRID 2x3rn pair Speaker cable ex- demo
T72
85
VDH Goldwater 203m pair Speaker cable es-demo
48
25
VDH D-352 HYBRID 2x3rn pair Speaker cable ex-demo
205
99
149
VDH MAGNUM HYBRID 2x3m pair Speaker cable eindemo
280

Tuners & Tape decks, power supplies
Accuphase PS500V Conditioner x.demo
fenurn Dynaab FLT- R Romote/prc_iset_Switcher S/H

rePc'aFsTseittAdZgef1-11-M

Nareh%
PS Audio PS300 mulhwave x-demo
Quad FM4 Grey Phono Tuner S/H
Roiga radio 3 Silver 5- demo
Rotel AT 950BX Am/FM Tuner S1-1
Tice Solo Power/ne Enhancer S/H
Tice Solo AV Power Conditioner Sb

Touer

3750
399
1250
NA
1750
N/A
398
N'A
N/A
N/A

S H

2499
199
699
149
999
249
279
99
249
249

Midland Audio X.change are looking for Audio Research. Krell . Mark Levinson
Nom Audio. SME. Wadia.

www.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk

t.01562 731100

L01562 730228

m.07721

605966
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The Market
projector £ 525112001, Tel: 01295 275983 or

Maim CDS3 XPS 2, excellent condition £ 6000,

07908 850722 ( Banbury) [ CFOC]

Tom Evans Vibe pulse £ 3000, Sony CD1 £ 1500,

Logan CLS II £ 2295, BAT ( Balanced Audio

Linn lsobariks black with stands, as new in

all boxed, can demo, Tel: ( 003531 8337349 after

Technology) VK31 £ 1195, Theta DS Pre (£ 62001
£895, Levinson 336 ( 10k) few marks £ 2995,

delivery, Tel: 07795 5522201W Midlands) [ CE17]

boxes £ 500 ono, Nakamichi CR7E, black, boxed,

7pm ( Dublin) or email: crosbaffaoceanfree.net

first class condition, as new £ 500, Linn LP12

[CFOC]

Rowland Model 5 £ 16951£6000), Tel: 07966

black, needs some attention, offers, Tel: 07970

McIntosh MR71 tuner, rare European

267404 ( Essex) [ CD14]

789969 / 07800 608656 [ CFOC]

version, £ 875, Welborne Labs LauretlIX 300B

Pathos Classic One integrated amp Mk 2 £ 800,

Krell CD player Kay 250 CD/2, excellent

monoblocks, beautiful, £ 850, Audio Innovations

BAT ( Balanced Audio Technology) VKD 5valve

condition £ 2000 ono, PS Audio power and pre-

passive pre, £ 80, Conrad- Johnson PV10 Line

CD player £ 2000, Musical Fidelity X- Cans

amp 150W, good condition with bi-wire speaker

pre, boxed, manual, £ 475, Quad 11/22/FM2,

headphone amp £ 75, Denon TU260L tuner 00,

cables £ 1000 ono, Tel: 07989 595890 [ CFOC]

manual, spare valves, agood set £ 650, Quad 44,

all mint, Tel: Ian 020 8517 0253/07905 320220
(Essex) [ CD14]

Linn Kolektor pre- amp with remote, 10 inputs

boxed, manual £ 175, Garrard 301/SME 3009/

with phono, will drive any power amp, mint,

Shure V15111, manuals, £ 495, Klipsch Heresy,

Nordost SPM 2.0m speaker cables £ 695

box and manual (£ 600) £ 285, Tel: 01903 247779

1967 vintage, awesome, £ 525, ring for details,

(£22501, Red Dawn ( BNIB)0.6m RCAs £ 117,

(Sussex) [ CFOC]

prefer buyer to collect in Kent, Tel: 01303

1.0m £ 148, 1.0m XLRs £ 157, Ben Duncan

Audio Synthesis DAX Discrete Variable, black,

264879 ( evenings) ICF0C1

special lkW step-down transformer ( 240V-

fully loaded, mint, boxed £ 3300, Tel: 01626

Meridian 518 digital pre-amp/mastering unit,

110VI 8x headroom, the best, rare £ 360 (£ 500+1

333871 [ CFOC]

4inputs, de-jitters removes SCMS £ 250, Sony

email: shashaOfsmail.net, Tel: 07957 452865

Technics 110 with cover, SME 3009, AT MC 32

DAT recorders DTC 60ES £ 150, DTC P7 £ 50 +

[C8]

cartridge, vgc £ 220, Technics SL150, cover,

tapes, Pioneer CD recorder PDR509 £ 95, all

Quad 99 CDP CD player/digital pre- amplifier,

SME 3, Shure VX MR, spare stylus £ 260, buyer

first class, Tel: 01889 585715 weekdays, 01924

21
2 years old, excellent condition, original box,
/

collects, Tel: 01903 247779 ( Sussex) [ CFOC]

381667 weekends [ CFOC]

remote control and user manual, can demo

Slate Audio spiked amplifier stand, as new,

Quad 99 system pre- amp, COP- 1CD, tuner,

£625 (£ 1000(, Tel: 01604 410726 ( Northampton(

offers around £ 100, buyer collects, Tel: 01795

909 power amplifier, ex- Quad demo units, mint

[C8]

662547 or email: mcangusjelatiscali.co.uk

condition, also Ruark Equinox speakers with

Nordost Blue Heaven speaker cables,

CFOC]

integral stands, complete system £ 2995 ono

5m, spades, new in box £ 390, Blue Heaven

ATC SCM100A SL Active speakers, American

(£5500 new) may split, Tel: 023 80738935 [ C8]

interconnects 0.5m, RCA, new, £ 45, El Dorado

cherry, mint condition, boxed, plus stunning

B&W802F's, walnut matched pair, Quad 606

power cable, 1.5m £ 140, JR149 speakers

Kudos stands £ 3000, Tel: Bernard on 07710

power amp, 66 pre- amp and control, 66 CD

£280, Tel: 020 8661 5329 or email: zhuo_

080113 or email: dooling.familevirgin.net

player, original packaging, all components

denehotmail.com [ CE17]

[CFOC]

£2850, Tel: 01485 844030 [ C8]

Velodyne DO- 15, black, pristine (£ 2800) £ 1600,

KEF Reference Series Model 1speakers,

Quad 33 and 303 FMS Ruark Sabres stands,

Castle Harlech S2 loudspeakers ( all deluxe

roseburr finish, owned since new and in perfect

Rotel 965 BX Discrete CD, all leads, manuals,

Yew), mint 1E1300) £ 700, Castle Avon, vgc (£ 800)

condition £495, Tel: 01684 564425 ( Worcs)

boxed £ 450, Lowther Auditorium 2xPM 6A

£350, Castle Bastion, mint ( 030) £ 200. Sony

[C FOC]

in each cabinet, mahogany, manual E1200,

TA-VA777ES audiophile surround (£ 1500) £ 500,

Cello Reference DAC, 4000 ( Euros),

immaculate, Tel: 01722 334694 [ C8]

Tel: 07747 093672 [ CE17]

Accuphase PS1200 clean power supply,

Audio Synthesis Dax 2( Bal) £ 995, Theta DSpre

Chord Blu CD transport £ 2750, (£ 4195), Chord

4000 ( Euros), both in mint condition,

)DAC/pre( ( 6k) £ 895, Musical Fidelity F15 £ 895,

DAC64 Mk 2 £ 1350,1£1995), Sonus Faber

Tel: 33/609112244 ( France) email:

Theta Pro- Gen Ill £ 795, Tel: 07966 267404

Cremona speakers in maple £ 2950 (£ 5000(,

pattrujillolayahoo.fr [ CFOC]

(Essex) [ CD14]

REL Storm III subwoofer in cherry £ 425,

Maim NAC 102 pre- amp, Naim Hi- Cap £ 350

Spendor BC1s, teak, very good condition, inc

(£900), Pure DRX701ES DAB tuner £ 95, (£ 250).

each, both boxed, with leads, olive cases,

stands £ 250, Tel: 020 8866 2959 [ CD14]

All items as new, boxed, Tel: 07879 816151

excellent condition, Tel: 01865 739342 ( Oxford)

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 300 integrated amp,

(Yorkshire) [ CD14]

[CFOC]

separate PSU, 156/500, m-m/m-c, excellent

EAR 802 pre- amp and 509 Mk II monoblock

Atacama R720 speaker stands, black, filled

condition £ 2050 (£ 4000), Michell Gyrodec SE 2

power amplifiers for sale, 2metre par Nordost

with atabites, extremely heavy, 50cm tall, cable

years old, Rega RB300, Ortofon MC20, excellent

Solar Wind speaker cables, offers, Tel: 01745

management, all accessories, 12 month old,

condition £ 750, delivery possible, Tel: 01278

331681/Mobile 07714 530889 ( Rhyl) [ CFOC]

mint, new £ 280, £ 150, Tel: 01539 725413 buyer

793886 evenings ( Somerset) [ CE171

Wanted

collects ( Cumbria) [ CFOC]

Chord CPM 2600 integrated amp, silver, boxed

DarTZeel Model One power amplifier, near

with remote, beautiful sound, additional power

mint boxed/manuals £ 6995, Conrad- Johnson

amps can be added for bi-amping, bargain

Premier 12A monoblocks re-valved/excellent

£1900, call Dave 020 8641 3911 eves ( Sutton,

stands that Quad produced themselves for the

£3095, Conrad-Jphnson ART series Il two-

Surrey) [ CE17]

63s, will pay way over the market rate for mint

Quadropod stands for the ESL 63, these are the

box dual- mono pre- amp, mint £ 7500, Cardas

Meridian 500 transport, excellent condition

condition ones, Email: zijafferjeyahoo.co.uk or

Cross/Golden Reference cables/Vertex Jaya

with remote, manual, boxed £ 375, Sugden Bijou

call on 07921 044254 [ KE34]

filter, Tel: Ray 07920 063725 [ CFOC]

Headmaster pre- amp, excellent condition £ 325

Pink Triangle integrated amplifier, one- box CD

Quad ELS-57, fully serviced by Classique

with remote, manual, boxed, Tel: 01793 490968

player and/or DAC, contact RCollings on 01873

Sounds, July 1999, black grille cloth,

Mob 07941 419196 [ CE17]

858969 [ CFOC]

Quadrapod stands plus original feet £ 500, Art

Shahinian Obelisk loudspeakers, beautiful

Rogers, Harbeth, KEF or similar, one pair of

Audio Quintet value monoblocks, bargain £ 475

cherry finish (£ 4000 new) reluctant sale £ 1750

BBC LS3/5A speakers, private buyer, Tel: 01394

1E20001, Tel: Paul on 01603 410828

ovno, Russ Andrews purifier, black with 16amp

388399 [ CFOC]

[CFOC]

Reference powercord (£ 567 new) £ 325 inc
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www.choice-hifi.corn
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

No limit to numbers of items

CD Players and DACs
Accuphase DP 55V
£1500
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
£
2250
Arcam 5
£200
Audia Flight Col
£3795
Audio Research CD 2
£1695
Audio Research CD3 Mk11
£3550
Audiomeca/ Pierre Lame Damnation
£565
BOW Technologies ZZ-8 (24/192) £3300
Burmester 001CDP
£6500
CEC DX 51 DAC
£1095
Cyrus cd7g/psxr
£750
dCS Elgar 24/192
£2650
EAD DSP 9000 Pro Ill
£ 1495
Gamut CO lmk11
£1495
11
£1650
Goldmund Meta- Laserkenwood DPF-J5010
£90
Krell KAV300CD
£1450
Krell KPS 20 iL
£4250
Krell KPS 25sc 201st
£8495
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
£ 10995
Maranta CD12
£1195
Maranta SA- 11S1
£1800
£3495
Mark Levinson ML 390s
Mark Levinson Ref 31.5 transport
£3600
Muse Mod9 OVO/CO
£ 1450
Onkyo MSB-11iDD-i-CD MS8-1 HOD recorder £ 500
Pioneer PDFl 009
Proceed cdd + dap
£1200
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
£675
Teac VRDS 20
£895
Theta Data II Transport
£1395
Theta Data Il Transport
£400
Theta DS Pro Gen Ill
£1195
Theta Pro Prime 2
£695
Theta PRO PRIME 2A DAC
£650
Theta Progeny
£495
Trichord GENESIS
£250
Wadia 2000 Digimaster
£ 1785
YBA 3Alpha
£995
YBA CD1 Delta 2PSU
£2895

No Time Limit on adverts

Complete Systems
EZO system
Linn active system
Naos Audio SOL System
Naim Audio DR Active System

Choice
hi-fi
Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
No Sale No Fee

Credit Card Payments
Tried and tested items Guaranteed
Insured Delivery
World wide Online Exposure
Independent & Safe brokerage
15 Years Experience & Dedication to
luality Used Audio Equipment
, New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
, Call or Register Online

www.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

Custom Installation Products
Linn Knout Line Drive
OVO Players
Arcam dv79
Lexicon RT10
Pioneer DVD656A
HI Fl Other
Musical Fidelity T3 Tuner

£2700
£4500
£6975
£19750
£225
£850
£1395
£150
£250

intergrated Amplifiers
Accuphase E530
£3250
Arcam A85 + P85
£ 725
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated
£995
Bel Canto Evo 2i integrated
£ 19C4:1
Chord Electronics CPM 2600 £1950
Krell KAV 3001
£1295
Krell KAV 4000i
£2250
Musical Fidelity A1000
£895
Roksan rocksan kandy leal
£450
Sonus Faber Musics integrated
£995
Unison Research SR1 Hybrid amp
£485
Loudspeakers
Acoustic Labs Bolero
£495
Alun Vmidi
£995
Arcam One
£300
ATC ATC 20SL passive £895
Audio Physic Libra
£ 1695
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer
£2500
Audio Physic Padua
£1999
Audio Physic Spark 3
£999
Audio Physic Tempo SE
£1595
Audio Physic Virgo Ill
£2750
Audiovector M3signature active £2100
B&W SS30
£3450
Definitive Technology BP3000 £2500
Dynaudio Contour S5.4
£2950
Eggleston Works Fontaine
£2850
Elac Jet CL310 Jet
£550
Epos ELS 303 Light Cherry £225
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
£395
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1+2
£26120
Hales concept 5
£2200
Homing FD(
£1095
Infinity Primus Centre speaker
£60
JMLab Diva Utopia
£5900
JMLab Electra 906 +Stands £695
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
£2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE + Stands £3600
JR Jordan JR 150 + Stands £450
KEF 105 mkt
£450
REF 107.2 Ref +Oube
£ 1250
KEF Cods 80
£60
leema SPLX12 subwoofer £650
Lumley Loudspeakers Lampros 400 S2 £3750
Magneplanar MG 20x
£8500
Magneplanar MG3.6/R
£3600
Marlin Logan Clarity £1195
Martin Logan Ouest
£2200
Martin Logan SL3
£ 1395
Meridian Audio dsp 33
£ 1450
Meridian Audio dsp5000c £995
Mirage FRX 9
£600
Perigee FK 1Loudspeaker
£2995
PMC Loudspeakers BB5
£6995
Proac Studio 150
£800
Proac Tablettes mid
£250
£695
Quad ESL 57
REL 0200E
£350
REL Stadium Ill
£850
Revel bl 5a subwoofer
£1800
Revel M20 Performa
£895
Sonos Faber Concerto Grand Piano
£1095
Sonos Faber Concertos + IAN Stands £795

£8990
SoundLab Al
Talon Kite Centre
£750
£5750
Tannoy Kingdom 12
Triangle Australe 260 Stratos
£2100
Velodine FSR 10
£495
£250
Vibe Alpha 2sub
£475
Vienna Acoustics BERG
£4500
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
wharfedale diamond 8.1
£70
£28990
Wilson Audio MAXX 2
Wilson Audio System 5.1
£5900
Wilson Audio System 7
£ 12995
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5.1
£6495
Wilson Audio Witt
£3495
Wilson Audio(We are not official Wilson Audio
Deal Wart3/Puppy24250
£
Multi Channel Amps
Arcam P7
£ 1995
Bryston 98 ST
£1995
Denon AVC lOse
£600
Krell KAV 250 A3
£2250
Parasound A51
£2895
Pioneer VSA-E07
£575
Theta Theta Dreadnaught Il
£3900
Multi Channel Speaker Systems
Audio Physic Centre 1
£450
creative 7700
£150
Definitive Technology BP 3000 + LCR
£3250
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
£195
JMLab Sib & Cub 5.1
£450
Vienna Acoustics 3WebenV2 Berg/ Subson £2650
Peeer
il i mono
Acc
upttáse
a tl
£ 12995
Accuphase P700
4000
£
Accustic Arts Amp 2
34
Accustic Arts Power 1
££ 21 9
55
0
kola ST 1101
£995
Alois ST 15.011095
£
Aragon 8008 mk2
£ 1500
Audia Flight Flight 100
£4495
Audia Flight Flight One Integrated £3495
Audio Research M300 Monoblocks £5000
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt
12995
£
Audio Research VT200 MKII
£6000
Audio Valve Baldur 200
Audio Valve Bolduc 70
£44
£
179
95
5
Audiolab 8000 P/C785
£
Audiolab 8000a mkill
300
£
B.A.T. VK 6005e
£5995
Beard M1000 monoblocks
£1900
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
£ 1250
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
£2300
Bel Canto EVO 4
£2995
Bel Canto eVo4
£2499
Boulder 1060
£9995
Boulder 500 AE
£2250
Boulder 500 At Monos
C.A.T JL2
£6995
£4650
Carver A-500x
£295
Carver TFM-42
£360
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
£1200
Cary SLA 70
£895
Cello Duet 3504995
£
Chord Electronics SPM 1200C2395
£
Counterpoint NP100 (SA100)
£695
Cyrus Illi275
£
Cyrus xpa
125
£
Dared-Vacuum
Dared
-VacuumTube
Tubeamp
amp
VPMP20 60
+ SL 2000 Al££18E)
1250
Dual mono block- 200w 23.5
£2200
Exposure 18 POWER
£790
Exposure XVIII Monoblocks £895
Exposure XVIII Power Amp
£475
EZO Kl(face nord) Monoblocks1100
£
Gamut DI 100 mk11
£1395
Gamut 0200 mkiii
£3395
Goldmund 18.4
7365
£
GRASP GM5OB
£2895
Gryphon Reference 1Monos
Halcro DM
38 AP2500/PA2200 £££2909090
Harmon
Kardon
84955
£395
KEF KSA 100S
Krell FPS 600c
£6495
Krell FPS 700 cxf600 U/graded)
£7995
Krell FPB 750 mcx
£
22250
Krell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks13550
£
Krell FPB-700C0
£9995
Krell KSA 1501295
£
Krell KSA 80 Ballanced
£1295
Lumley Reference M1201750
£
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks £4995
Mark Levinson ML436
£7975
McIntosh MC352
£3250
McIntosh MC501 Monoblocks
£4995
Melon 402 Gold Monoblocks £2495
meracus Intrare 6
£850
Meridian Audio 557
£850
Musical Fidelity A300 CR
£ 1095
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power £2495
Passlabs x600
£6495
Primare A30.2
£595
PS Audio HCA 2Pwr(x2) &PCA2 Pre £1800
£750
PS Audio HCA-2
Tag Avantgarde 10004
£1295
Tesserac TAMP 60
£999
Tom Evans Linear A
£2699
XTC power one1300
£
YBA Passion Monoblocks
£6995
Pre Amplifiers
Accustic Arts Pre 1
Adylon Modus
kola PST 11.01i
Alois PST 11.011
Aragon aurum
Audia Flight Flight Pre
Audio Note M3
Audio Note M3 Ultimate
Audio Refinement Pre 5
Audio Research LS 2
Audio Research LS 5mk 1

£1495
£1295
£1450
£995
£1150
£3495
£1795
£2795
£395
£795
£1595

£895
£1200
£850
£950
£850
£1500
£1095
£3000
£8495
£9995
£2995
£5995
£2200
£595
£395
£550
£5500
£7995
£3595
£950
£7995
£1500
£450
£1100
£1295
£1795
£1700
£1995
£495
£1995
£995
£3995

Audio Research LS9
Audio Research SP14
Audio Research SP8
Audio Research SP9 MKIII
Audio Synthesis Passion 8m
Audio Valve Eklipse
B.A.T. VK3i
Bonnet Timpano
Boulder 1012
Boulder 2010 Pre
CAT SL1 Signature MK Ill
CAT Ultimate Reference
Chord Electronics 3200 E
Conrad Johnson PV5 Pre Amp
Exposure 17 MC Pre
EZO Nanda (face nord)
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
Halcro DM 10
Jadis JP 80mm
Jeff Rowland Consonance
Mark Levinson No. 32
McIntosh C2200 Tube Preamp
Meridian Audio 562v
Meridian Audio GO2
Passlabs 02.5
Pathos In Control
PS Audio PCA-2 + HCPS
Tact RCS 2.000
Tessarac TALA Pre
Tom Evans The Vibe
YBA 2Alpha
YBA Passion Pre
Proiectors
Madrigal MP 9CRT

£19990

Stands
Black Diamond Racing Shelf & Cones
Mana Acoustics reference sound table
Mana Acoustics Reference Table

£400
£250
£250

borotabiestAnits/Cartridges & Phonostages
Antique Soundlab Phono
100
Audci Note OTO Phono
11195
£1350
Audio Research PH 3Phono
Aude Synthesis MM/MC phono Egaliser £395
Bas sDebut Gold Std/SME V
f4995
£2000
Breuer Type 8
£2395
Clear Audio Accurate
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
£0
Goldring 1012GX
£30
£200
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE
Koetsu Rosewood Sig. Plat
£3250
Linn K9
£40
£2495
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegedon
£300
Ming Da M-Star Phono
£750
Origin Live Encounter
Ortofon 510 MM
£35
Ortofon 540
£85
Ortofon Jubilee
£1000
£550
Ortofon Kontrapunkt 8
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/Artemiz/Jubilee £3500
SME 20/2A Turntable and Arm
£4250
SMt 30/2A Turntable & Arm
£10495
SME Series 10A
£2795
SME Series Vkm
£1400
SME VCounterweight
£20
Systemdek 11XE900
£350
Transfiguration Temper Supreme
£4110
VPI TNT 4+ Rokport Arm
£6500
TV/Plasma/ WO
NEC 42 XM3/XR3
£1495
NEC 50 XMA/XRS
£3000
Panasonic 42 PWD8
£1495
Panasonic 42 PWD8HD
£1995
Accessories
Gryphon Exorcist
Record Boxes
Ringmat Full Version
Various Valves See List
AV Processors
Arcam AV8
Arcam AV8
Krell HTS
Lexicon MC12 Rev 4
Lexicon MC12B
Lexicon MC8
Meridian Audio 565
Meridian Audio 565 dd dts
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Proceed PAV/PDSD
AV Receivers
Pioneer VSX-D2011-S

£70
£75
£150
£395
£2395
£2195
£3995
£9500
£3995
£4150
£695
£595
£4500
£2995
£1995
£450

Cables
Audio Note AN SPX Silver 2metres Bi Wire
Banana
£ 1450
Census Technologies 1.5 Meters OUR £495
Euasse Reference MS 2.15
£ 150
Ecosse Reference Quartet MS2
£ 160
Kimber Kimber Select KS 3035 £1750
MIT Digital Reference Proline AES/EBU £395
Nordost SPM Speaker cable and Ouattrofil
Interconnect £ 1650
Nordost Valhala Digital 1m
£750
Siltech Cables balanced
£200
Transparent Audio Digilink £ 125
Transparent Audio Music Wave £ 150
Transparent Audio Music Wave I
Oft Bi Wire £350
Transparent Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable £ 12990
van den hul revelation £350

GUARNERI

Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•B A T • Boulder • Hovland
•Kharma • Lumley • Pass labs
•SME • Sound lab

CURRENT INVENTORY
AUDIO RESEARCH VS110
AUDIO RESEARCH VS155
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2
AUDIO PHYSIC VIRGO 11 BIRDS EYE MAPLE
ACCUPHASE DP67
ACCUPHASE DP55V
ACCUPHASE E212
ATC C2 SUB
AVI S2000MC REFERENCE CD
B&W SILVER SIGNATURE 30 RED BUBINGA
BAT VK75SE NEW SEALED
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC NEW
BRYSTON BP20 PRE
BURMESTER 935 PRE
COPLAND CD288 HDCD BLACK
COPLAND CD822 CD
DENON A1SR 7.1 HOME CINEMA BLACK
DYNAUDIO 1.8 MK11 CHERRY
HITACHI 55PMA550 HI/DEF 55 INCH PLASMA
HOVLAND HP200 WITH PHONO NEW
JEFF ROWLAND 8TI
JM LABS ALTO UTOPIA
JM LABS 927 BE SIG LTD
KHARMA CERAMIQUE 3.1 PIANO BLACK EX DEM
KRELL PAM 5 PRE
KRELL FPB 650 M X2
LINN KLOUT 2002 3AVAILABLE
LINN AKURATE 242 CHERRY
LINN 2250 AMP
LINN AKURATE 242 ACTIV CARDS
LINN SILVER INTERCONNECTS
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT I
MARANTZ SC71 PRE MA9S1 MONO'S
MERIDIAN DSP 5000 24/96 ROSEWOOD
MICHELL ALECTO MONO'S MK1
MUSICAL FIDELTY A308 CR PRE
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 PRE
NAGRA DAC
NAGFim vrm iviONO'S
NAIM ARIVA MAPLE s/n207148
NAIM AXESS CHERRY s/n192943
NAIM CD' MK11 s/n 101151
NAIM 300 s/n 191332/191333
NAIM SCAP 2 s/n 19118
NAIM CDS s/n 165689
PENAUDIO
PLINIUS
SA100
REBEL2/CHARA
MK111
NEW
PROAC D25 CHERRY
PROAC TABLETE REF 8 MAPLE
REL STAMPEDE BLACK 2 MONTHS OLD
REGA MAIA 3
REGA EXON 3
RICHARD GREY 1200 CUSTOM MAINS DISTRIBUTION
ROTEL RSDX02E DVD/SURROUND AMP
SPECTRAL DMC3OS
SPECTRAL DMA 150
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
TRANSPARENT MUSIC WAVE PLUS BIWIRE 2X15 FT
WADIA 302 BLACK
WILSON WATT/PUPPY 5.1 BLACK
ZINGALI OVERTURE 2

RRP NOW
3999.. 2795
2895.. 1995
2000... 795
2000... 595
3500.. 1295
4600.. 2795
3000.. 1795
2200.. 1495
1600... 795
1395... 295
7000.. 2595
7950.. 4495
12950.. 7995
1800... 895
4000.. 1595
2000... 795
1500... 895
3000... 995
1800... 795
6000.. 3495
7325.. 4995
14000.. 5995
11500.. 6995
2800.. 1895
5750.. 2995
N/A... 395
24000.. 8995
2400.. 1195
5750.. 3495
1900... 995
1250... 695
200... 125
4333.. 2495
17000.. 8995
4500.. 1995
2000... 895
1500... 795
999... 495
7800.. 4995
11000.. 6995
1300... 895
1330... 895
2000... 445
5085.. 3495
2885.. 1995
1200... 695
2600.. 1495
4000.. 1695
3000.. 1695
700... 450
550... 350
549... 295
1195... 695
1900... 895
1000... 595
7600.. 4795
6850.. 3995
4000.. 1795
1300... 450
4000.. 2795
18000 .. 5995
2500.. 1195

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL
COLLECT AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONOS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA
McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

Tel: 0121 747 4246
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website•
E-mail

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk

HOMAGE

Pinewood
Music's
Sonus
faber
Guarneri
Homage
demonstrators.
New
2004,
absolutely
mint
condition
with
stands,
all
original
packaging and accessories.

£3500
Tel: Pinewood
e-mail:

Music 01460 54322

brianrivemac.com

Mobile: 07860 351113

IAN HARRISON HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SALE

MICHELL ORBE
MICHELL ORBE SE
MICHELL GYRODEC
MICHELL GYRO SE
TECNO ARM -A"
DENON 01103
DENON DL I10
DENON 01160
DENON 01304
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER W
KOETSU BLACK
KOETSU RED T
CLEARALIDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 2
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION
GRAHAM TONEARMS

POA
POA
POA
POA
£370
£90
£75
£85
£175
£800
£585
£1900
£1900
£1000
£1300
£1700
£700
£P0A

TRICHORD DINO
£250
TRICHORD DIABLO
POA
TRICHORD DINO DINO+
£ 425
WHEST AUDIO
POA
GRAHAM SLEE
POA
JAN ALLAERTS
POA
Z'OC
POA
VAN DEN HUL
POA
GRADO RS I
£ 625
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD
EPOA•
SUMIKO BPS EVO III
EPOA•
EPOA•
SUMIKO PEARWOOD SIGNATURE
KOETSU RED K SIGNATURE £ 1975
KOETSU THE SIGNATURE £ 3300
TOM EVANS GROOVE
£ 1500
TOM EVANS VIBE
£2200
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE £ 350
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE+ £ 625

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-OEM OR EX-DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA' - Exchange price on application.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 EIGO
TEL: 01283 702875 9n-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Absolute Analogue®
¡l is not necessary to have great

l
i
e>

hiJi equipment in order to listen'
to music...

Please see
14ebsite
for details

PO Box 30429, London, NW6 7GY
Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113

Get it right!

Abxolute_Analogueiz emalLmsn.corn
xxxxvi.almluteanalogue.co.uk

THE

QUAD

CES Show in Las Vegas Report
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This is a huge and extremely exhausting show, and

30 High Street Rochester Kent ME1 1LD
01634 880037
info@rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

impossible to get around in the 2days Ihad allocated, but the
high end audio

at the Alexis Park was different to UK shows,

in that although 140K people attended the show. and Alexis
seemed quite busy, you were able to get rooms to yourself and
actually play your own CD's. The fact that the best sounding rooms
were the actual Nola room with their latest version of the $ 50K
Pegasus. and the Soundstring room, where they used the Nola
Viper IIA's, was very pleasing as we sell these in the UK.
The Pegasus is an upgraded version of the pair just given arave
review in Hi Fi +. but are also more expensive. Ican't say that any
other demo amazed me and equally good sound can be heard at
UK shows. It was interesting to see the new Sim2 C3X Lite
producing superb HD images. plus apre- production version
of the new single chip but higher resolution ( 1900x1080) unit
which will sell for less than the Lite ( 11K pounds). but also
looked excellent apart from some jitter on the image.
Interesting to see an excellent demo by Meridian of their complete
system including the Faroudja 1900x1080 resolution D- ILA
projector. showing asuperb image on Gladiator from an HD source.
Interesting that they should go for the D- ILA technology, developed
by JVC. and still one of the cheapest really good 3Chip projectors
around for 6K pounds. and on demo here, and also atechnology
used by Vidikron. in addition to DLP

So do ring for achat/

demo of the best around!

icvhifi@yahoo.co.uk
0117 968 6005

'‘•••

ADVANTAGE, ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDICA, AUDION, AUDIOPHILE BASE,
AVI, BOULDER, CAIRN, CLEARAUDIO, CYMBOL, DALI GAMUT, GOLDRING,
GRADIENT, GRADO, GRAHAM SLEE, GRAVES AUDIO, JMLAB, LOEWE,
MERLIN, MUSIC MAKER, NAD, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, OPTIMUM,
PARTINGTON, PURE, TRANSFIGURATION, TIVOLI, QUADRASPIRE,
STELLO, USHER, VINCENT

CALL NOW TO UPGRADE YOUR SYSTEM

NextMonth in Hi-Fi News
ALSO ON TEST:
=PrimaLuna ProLogue
Three & Four amps
Spendor S9e speakers
•EXCLUSIVE , Pro-Ject's
RPM10 turntable
•Sutherland phono
and line stages

jaimingwak

EXCLUSIVE!
Zanden's amazing CD system

PLUS:
Hi-fi in the 1960s • Q&A •
Japanese cartridges • Classic kit

Hi -Fi News, April 2006 is on sale Friday, 3 March 2006
MARCH 2006 • www.hitinews.co.uk 145
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FAVOURITE THINGS

Rock and
Pop Albums
Our rock reviewer Johnny Black selects
seminal albums he couldn't bear to lose
The Velvet Underground And
Nico

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

THE VELVET UNDERGROUND AND
NICO

DOG TEDDY

Panic!... At The
Disco

1970 Liberty LBG 83345

A FEVER YOU CAN'T

1967 Verve 823 290-2

Dirt Band's Uncle Charlie

SWEAT OUT

This album introduced me to an

astonished me with the way

2005 Fueled By Ramen

unimagined universe of NYC junkies,
sado-masochists and

in which avant-garde and
experimental ideas were being incorporated into

nihilists. Reed's

traditional country music. There's never been a

FUEL 77.2
The Emo boom has
ushered in tne most exc.ting, energising

lyrics and The

NEVUS!

more stimulatingly imaginative country- rock album

Mara

Velvets' relentless

ir7

prolo punk riffery

UNCLE CHARLIE AND HIS

Brian Eno

turned my hippy

ANOTHER GREEN WORLD

world upside down.

1975 Island EGCD21
Icame to Eno via my love for

music

in adecade,

from bands like My Chemical Romance
and Fall Out Boy. The genre's current
front-runners, Panic!... At The Disco,
craft brilliantly imaginative songs with
irresistible pop hooks.

electronic music. Ireturn more

The Ramones
THE RAMONES
1976 Sire 9103 253
British punk was

often however to this truly

Krireelr
t elle

spellbinding album in which
he combines classy songwriting and compelling

THE MAN- MACHINE

lyrics with DIY synth sounds and rhythms. Eno's
songs left me ripe for post- punk electro -poppers

but agleam in
Malcolm McLaren's

iikp nmn and Depeche Mode.

devious little eye
when Iwas being
blown away by
New York punk outfits like Richard Hell,
Television and, most glorious of all, The
Ramones. This album is day one for punk
rock and it also restored the fun element
that prog-rock had ripped from the heart
of popular music.

Penguin Café
Orchestra

and uplifting new

Buddy Holly & The
Crickets

1978 Capitol COP?
46039 2
Kraftwerk realigred
my musical universe
again in 1975. I'd been subsisting
on adiet of introspective singer songwriters and cosmic Krautrock when

THE CHIRPING CRICKETS

Kraftwerk's 'Autobahn' blew me away

1958 MCA DMCL1753

with its metronomic electronic beats and

Buddy Holly & The Crickets

synthesiser sequences. Man- Machine

invented the prototype of rock

finds them at their peak with,' Neon

bands that still dominates the music business.

Lights' and ' The Moael'.

This sparkling debut album includes ' Not Fade
Away', That'll Be The Day', ' Oh Boy' and ' Maybe
IbeetCak Admen.
e.ou mu.

BROADCASTING

Baby', all now acknowledged classics written by
the band members themselves. Buddy was the
greatest songwriter/performer of the ' 50s.

TOM PETTY AND THE

FROM HOME
1984 Editions EG

The Byrds

EEGCD38

NOTORIOUS BYRD BROTHERS

No death in the
music world has left me with amore
profound sense of toss than the death
of Simon Jeffes, leader of the utterly
unique PCO. The notion that

Tom Petty
And The
Heartbreakers

never

hear another new composition from
the man who conjured up this album's
sublimely happy Music For A Found
Harmonium still hurts.
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1968 Columbia Legacy 486751 2
For aplace in My Top Ten, I'm torn
between Notorious and two other
Byrds albums, Fifth Dimension and
Younger Than Yesterday, all of which expanded my
musical horizons immeasurably. Notorious wins out
not just because of the quality of songs like Goin .
Back and Get To You but for the spacey psychedelic
swirl of it all.

HEARTBREAKERS
1976 Gone Gator
8122-78177 -2
Petty drew on the
minimalist energy cf
punk to craft this magnificent mainstream
rock artefact. The sense of rage being
just barely held in check, the economical
gui .
.ar licks, the metronomic precisior of
the drums, the gritty -ealism and air of
mystery in the songs make this probably
my all-time favourite rock album.

Esoteric X-01 CD/SACD
and G- Os Master Clock system

This is a most exciting
time for high end audio.
The finest of todays designers
are bringing atransparency
and naturalness to the high end
unlike anything we have
previously experienced.
Symmetry is proud to
be involved with many
of these designers.
Here are some of the
exciting new components
they have created
for you to experience
the music you love.

Lyra Skala
moving coil cartridge

Mark Levinson
No 51 Media Player

Brinkmann La Grange,
10.5 Tonearm and
EMT phonograph system

Ayre K-lxe and
V-1xe amplifiers

Thiel CS2.4 and SS1
speaker system

Stereovox SEI
and LCP cables

Ayre Acoustics
Brinkmann
Cello
Esoteric
Grard Prix Audio

symmetry

Lyra
Lyra- Connoisseur
Mark Levinson
Stax
Stereovox
Sumiko
System Audio
& Thiel

t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

"THIS MACHINE IS PURE AUDIO RESEARCH:

HIGH- END, THOROUGHBRED AND UTTERLY MUSICAL."

ARC ANGELS

"SOUNDS ARE PRODUCED FROM
AN UNSHAKABLE FOUNDATION...
YOU FEEL LIKE YOU COULD TRIP
OVER THE MUSICIAN"

"A SUPERB
ALL-ROUNDER AND
AN OBVIOUS BEST BUY"

"THERE IS SOMETHING SPECIAL ABOUT THEIR
SIMPLE 1950'S STYLING; THEIR USE OF VALVES
AND THEIR UNDOUBTED ABILITY TO PRODUCE
MUSICAL SOUNDS THAT MAKES THE PRODUCT
EXTREMELY DESIRABLE."

"OUSTANDING SOUND
QUALITY AND EXCEPTIONAL
EASE OF USE"

Audio Research has studiously applied the technology
gained from their Reference series amplifiers to every
model in their range, right down to the entry-level designs.
The SP16 preamplifier, VS55, VS110 and VM220 power
amplifiers, the state-of-the-art CD3 Mk II CD player, the
multi-channel amplifier and the VSi55 integrated amplifier
are not only packed with knowledge gained from the
company's legendary flagship models, but they herald a
change in the way reasonably-priced high-end equipment
is perceived. The astonishing PH5 brings Reference
Phono_performance to a remarkably affordable price
point. The LS25 Mk II Pre-amp clearly shares parentage
with the Reference pre-amplifiers. And the VT100 Mk III
boasts DNA derived from the Reference 300 and 600
power amps.
Now, there is new inspiration. Joining these classics is thu
most radical product yet to wear the AudioResearch logo:
the Reference 3 preamplifier. An absence of conventional
controls, refined circuitry, better sound.

•••

The bloodline strengthens.
For details of the full range and your nearest dealer,
contact Absolute Sounds.
AUDIO RFI:WAfir.1•1

*MOO IMO

Audio Research: not a cautious choice, but a
considered one.

AUDI(' liFSI AR(' ,I CD

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTVV
T: + 44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09 F: + 44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com

MK?

